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Abstract
This study offers a literary analysis of the discourses of masculinity represented in 
the five extant complete ancient Greek novels, Chariton’s Chaereas and Callirhoe, 
Xenophon of Ephesus’ Ephesiaca, Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Cleitophon, 
Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe, and Heliodorus’ Aethiopica. Its methodology draws on 
the work of sociological theorists such as Erving Goffinan and Judith Butler. 
Goffman argued that identity is constituted by the performance of roles, through 
which we project idealised versions of ourselves. Butler applied the theory of 
performance to gender, arguing that gender is constituted by repeated performance, 
but that a full and wholly successful performance can never quite be achieved, 
resulting in a disparity between cultural ideals and lived realities. The study begins 
from the premise that such modem theories are appropriate for use in the analysis of 
imperial texts because those texts themselves demonstrate a contemporary 
fascination with notions of performance, and especially the performance of 
masculinity.
Chapter 1 examines the concept of paideia, intellectual and behavioural ‘culture’, 
which was probably the most important signifier of Greek masculinity in the 
intensely competitive world of the elite in the Second Sophistic. Here, the disparity 
between the ideals and the realities of masculinity is particularly striking. Chapter 2 
explores andreia, a complex notion often inadequately translated as ‘courage’ or 
‘manliness’. We see that andreia operates symbiotically with paideia, and that 
although it is an attribute that may be evident in a man’s appearance, it must 
nonetheless be displayed in action. Chapter 3 investigates how masculinity may be 
constituted or threatened by a man’s sexual behaviour. It questions whether sexual 
identity in the novels is fixed or fluid, and explores the texts’ negotiation of the 
Graeco-Roman notion of effeminacy. The thesis argues that despite their exclusion 
from their texts of large-scale contemporary issues such as Roman domination and 
the rise of Christianity, and although they are influenced by classical gender ideals, 
the authors of the Greek novels in fact engage in dynamic and sometimes surprising 
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The study of men and masculinities has been gaining headway over the last quarter 
of a century, but remains inchoate when measured against the study of women, 
which continues to attract vigorous scholarship.1 Feminism has been viewed as the 
most influential political discourse of the twentieth century, and has led to the term 
‘gender’ often being interpreted as referring to women alone (Whitehead & Barrett 
2001: 3). As the study of gender is interdisciplinary, the corollary of a one-sided 
definition of the term is that the detailed study of men has been neglected across the 
board, including the field of classical scholarship. The feminist movement has had a 
somewhat paradoxical role in the study of masculinities, both contributing to and 
detracting from its centrality. It is frequently noted that although we have a vast 
corpus of evidence on which to build a reconstruction of the ancient woman, we 
have nothing that we might consider her authentic voice, since the material we 
possess is almost entirely male-authored (Just 1994: 1). The portrayal by men of the 
lives of women is therefore indirectly concerned with masculinity, for it is refracted 
through the male lens; consequently, the work of feminist scholars has explored to 
some extent the ‘non-neutral, politically loaded construct’ (Ormond 1999) of 
manhood in antiquity, attempting to bring ancient masculinity into sharper focus. 
But while feminists have argued that masculinity is a construct in need of analysis, 
their prioritisation of the search for the ancient female voice -  however admirable -  
has somewhat obscured the masculine: the often politically-driven feminist approach 
has attempted to see through the social and literary dominance of men in antiquity in 
order to see the women behind them,3 with the result that men have rarely been the 
primary focus of scholarship, but rather the offshoot; the upshot of this is the relative 
invisibility of the masculine, despite its ubiquity.4 Nonetheless, it is only since the
1 The still embryonic nature of masculinities research within Gender Studies is evidenced by a glance 
along the shelves of a library: in my institution’s library at the time of writing I found 3 shelves on 
gender in general, 3 on men and masculinities, and over 60 on women and feminism.
2 Feminist studies devoted to masculinity, or edited volumes containing dedicated chapters on the 
subject, include Richlin (1992; see also 1993 and 1997), Hallett & Skinner (1997), and Wyke (1998).
3 Feminist studies of women in the ancient world are too numerous to mention individually here; for 
an overview of the history of scholarship on ancient women, see Blok (1987).
4 See Tosh (1994: 180): ‘In the historical record it is as though masculinity is everywhere but 
nowhere’.
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growth of feminism that masculinity has migrated into the conscious realm, and 
been recognised as a research topic in its own right, worthy of problematisation 
(Horrocks 1994: 6, 12).5 Feminism has thus played both a positive and a negative 
role in the development of masculinity as an area of research in Gender Studies in 
general and in Classics in particular.
In modem western society it may no longer be said that the literary voices we hear 
are predominantly male, yet men continue to wield most of the power in political 
and economic spheres, and may therefore still be viewed as the dominant sex. Such 
dominance has ensured that masculinity has been taken for granted, and has 
remained, to all intents and purposes, an unconscious part of our social, political, 
and psychological worlds. In the field of Gender Studies, the work of Gilmore 
(1990), Morgan (1992), Horrocks (1994, 1995), Connell (1995), and many others 
has enabled masculinity finally to begin to take centre-stage.6 In recent years, 
interest in classical masculinities has also begun to take shape: Dover (1978), 
Halperin (1990), and Williams (1999) have contributed greatly to our understanding 
of male homosexuality;7 Gleason (1990, 1995) has explored the influence of 
physiognomy on the behaviour of the elite male in the Roman period; Bassi (1998) 
has examined the negotiation of masculinity in the Athenian tragic theatre; in a new 
study, Roisman (2005) demonstrates the importance of notions of manhood in fifth- 
and fourth-century Attic oratory; in edited volumes, Rosen & Sluiter (2003) and
o
Borg (2004) consider the various incarnations of andreia and paideia respectively; 
and Foxhall & Salmon (1998a, 1998b) offer wide-ranging studies of the 
representation of masculinity in art, architecture, and literature.9 Yet despite these
5 For men’s relation to feminism see Heath (1987) and Whitehead & Barrett (2001: 14).
6 In April 2005 I co-organised an international interdisciplinary research student conference entitled 
Masculinity as Masquerade: Men and the Performance of Gender. The success of the event 
demonstrated that masculinity as an area of research is indeed beginning to gain ground in all fields. 
A further illustration is the establishment in April 2007 of a new research centre, the Research Unit 
on Men and Masculinities, at Bradford University (see the article by Melanie Newman (surely a nom 
de plume) in The Times Higher Education Supplement No. 1,788, April 6 2007).
7 Winkler (1990), Thorp (1992), and Davidson (2001) have also done important work in this field, 
which will be the subject Chapter 3 of this study.
8 Borg’s volume concentrates on the expression of paideia through the visual media of art and 
architecture, rather than literature.
9 In addition, the study of Christian, and predominantly New Testament, masculinity is gaining 
ground: see, for example, Moore & Capel Anderson (2003). Smythe’s edited collection on 
masculinities in the Byzantine era is also forthcoming.
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recent and significant contributions, masculinity in Classics still has some way to go 
before it may be considered the equal of its feminine counterpart.
As is the case in Classics more generally, the bulk of gender work on the ancient 
novel has concentrated on the feminine: Wiersma (1990), Elsom (1992), Egger 
(1994a, 1994b, 1999),10 Kaimio (1995), and Johne (2003) offer short studies of 
women in the Greek novels, while Haynes (2003) adopts a range of methodologies 
in a book which offers a social constructionist reading of the novels’ female 
character-types.11 In the last ten years, however, novelistic masculinities have begun 
to come to the fore, with several studies addressing narrow topics of the genre that 
fall within the ambit of masculinity: Hock (1997) considers male friendship in 
Chariton, Hopwood (1998) explores banditry in the novels in general, and Watanabe 
(2003a, 2003b) discusses friendship, homosexuality, and banditry in Xenophon of 
Ephesus. While these studies have begun to redress the balance, they have also 
served to highlight the gap in the market. Egger notes that commentators have often 
remarked on the apparent dominance of women in the Greek novels; she nuances 
such remarks by observing that the heroines’ dominance lies only in their erotic 
appeal and emotional fortitude:
The narratives concentrate constantly on the attractiveness and emotions of 
their women protagonists, and in this sense are gynocentric, but the world o f  
romance is dominated in every other aspect by its men. The novels work 
with the principle of emotional gynocentrism, but factual androcentrism 
(Egger 1994b: 272; emphases mine).
There is a need, therefore, for a more systematic investigation of this ‘factual 
androcentrism’. There is also a need for some qualification of the concept of 
‘emotional gynocentrism’: while the novels’ heroines may readily be considered the 
centre of the texts’ emotional life, that should not be taken to indicate that the 
novels’ male characters have no contribution to make here; this much has already 
been demonstrated by Balot (1998), who offers an incisive examination of the effect
10 All derived from Egger (1990).
11 In addition, Cooper (1996: 20-44) explores die novels’ female sexuality as a backdrop to the 
Christian and later Roman idealisation of virginity, and Maguire (2005) locates Heliodorus’ 
Charicleia in the wider contexts of generic heroines, virginity, and female education.
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of love on masculinity and self-image in Chariton’s novel, a discussion on which I 
shall build later. But while Balot and the other scholars mentioned above have begun 
the exploration of the masculine in the novels, there is as yet no comprehensive 
discussion of the subject. Rightly recognising that no analysis of one gender can be 
supported without consideration of its opposite, Haynes (2003) touches on aspects of 
masculinity as a complement to her primary focus on the feminine; yet this can be 
no more than a superficial treatment. Lalanne (2006) engages with some elements of 
masculinity in the novels, such as andreia and paideia, but only for their 
relationship to her unifying theme, a reading of the novels’ plots as rites of passage 
undergone by the central characters.12 Again, the need for a devoted study makes 
itself apparent. It must be made clear from the outset, however, that I make no claim 
to completeness here: this is not, and cannot be, an exhaustive study, and I shall 
explain at the end of the Introduction the structure of the discussion, and the 
discourses chosen for analysis. My aim is to open the way further for research on the 
multifarious masculinities of the imperial age, by means of an analysis of the 
discourses of masculinity that lie both in and between the lines of the Greek novels. 
Before this task can begin, the terms of reference must be defined.
Defining *masculinity \
‘Masculinity’, to the extent that the term can be briefly defined at all, is 
simultaneously a place in gender relations, the practices through which men 
and women engage that place in gender, and the effects of these practices in 
bodily experience, personality and culture (Connell 2001: 33).
Connell explains that ‘masculinity’ only exists by virtue of its contrast with 
‘femininity’, and vice versa. It is the belief that men and women possess polarised 
character types that gives rise to the opposing concepts of ‘masculinity’ and 
‘femininity’. Masculine identities are thus constructed through the concept of 
alterity,13 and masculinity is an expression of the current images men have of 
themselves in relation to women, images which may be contradictory and 
ambivalent (Brittan 2001: 52), exhibiting tensions and fractures. To this I would add
12 The concepts of paideia and andreia will receive much fuller treatment in Chapters 1 and 2 of this 
study.
13 See Phillips & Jorgensen (2002: 43) and Laclau & Mouffe (1985: 127ff.) on identity through 
alterity, the latter drawing on a Lacanian model.
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that such images are produced not only in relation to women, but also in relation to 
other men, creating a division between the discourse of hegemonic masculinity and 
those of various subordinated masculinities. The term ‘hegemonic’ refers to the form 
of masculine expression that receives cultural sanction, and by which particular 
groups of men hold and legitimate positions of power and wealth in society 
(Carrigan et al. 2002: 112). Men who obviously deviate from this culturally 
sanctioned masculinity are expelled from the circle of legitimacy, and thus 
subordinated. So, for example, within the contemporary Anglo-American discourse 
of hegemonic masculinity, the heterosexual male is idealised and the homosexual 
male to some extent ostracised. As a subdivision within masculinity, hegemony 
refers to a historical situation, ‘a set of circumstances in which power is won and 
held’ {ibid. 114), and so it is subject to change over time. By assuming whatever are 
the current socially dominant forms of male behaviour, men achieve association 
with other men, and differentiation from the ‘Other’ (Whitehead & Barrett 2001: 
20), whether that be women or subordinated men. As masculinity is understood in 
opposition to femininity and to subordinated versions of itself, any exploration of it 
must consider those alternatives to some degree. Consequently, this study will 
examine the extent to which the novels’ gender discourses are established through 
the construction of gendered opposites.
It will be understood from what has been written so far that masculinity reflects 
social and cultural expectations of male behaviour: it is socially and culturally 
constructed.14 Hence it is not a fixed, immutable entity, but may change over time, 
space, and in the course of an individual’s life (Whitehead & Barrett 2001: 8). Such 
contingency ought to alert us to the problems of assuming transhistorical truths 
about masculinity. To illustrate the historically fluid nature of masculinity, Brittan 
(2001: 51) and others use the plural, ‘masculinities’, underscoring gender’s potential 
to alter in relatively short time spans. There is no one homogeneous ‘masculinity’ at 
any one time, but a multitude of ‘masculinities’, and a man may be a different 
person in different situations and with different people (Horrocks 1994: 5). In 
explaining the protean nature of gender, Connell (2002: 246) describes the way in 
which cultural changes may give rise to new understandings of sexuality and gender
14 See Whitehead & Barrett (2001: 16) and Burr’s four premises of social constructionist approaches 
(1995: 2-5).
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expression. He provides the example of the disruption of mediaeval Catholicism by 
the spread of Renaissance secular culture, which led to marital heterosexuality 
replacing monastic denial as a masculine ideal. As he makes clear, we should not 
hope to find linearity in the history of masculinity, but rather a complex network of 
gender relations, always subject to the forces of social, cultural, and historical 
specificity. To modem western sensibilities the term ‘masculinity’ has meaning, 
since we have identified certain social behaviours and categorised them as 
‘masculine’. Yet, as Haywood & Mac an Ghaill (2003: 90) stress, we should not 
extrapolate our understandings to other cultures, where analytical and conceptual 
categories are likely to differ from ours. The culture in any one place may change 
over time, while different geographical locations may propagate different cultures 
contemporaneously. This must bear on any study of ancient masculinities, which 
will require an appreciation of the cultural, as well as the historical, contingency of 
gender expression. But as Tosh (1994: 194) remarks, gender is not simply a social 
construction, but is also in part a subjective identity: cultural constraint and 
individual subjectivity both have roles to play in the creation of a gendered identity. 
These issues lead us now to a discussion of the study’s methodology and focus.
Discourse, identity, and performance.
Until now I have freely used the word ‘discourse’, and throughout the study I shall 
employ the methodology of discourse analysis; these terms require further 
explanation. Phillips & Jorgensen (2002: 1) state that: ‘[A discourse is] a particular 
way of talking about and understanding the world (or an aspect of the world)’. They 
propound the social constructionist view that discourse is not a neutral reflection of 
the world, but actually impinges upon it and causes change, and that what we think 
we know about the world -  what we might call ‘taken-for-granted knowledge’ -  is a 
product of discourse. On the basis of the above discussion of masculinity, we might 
say that ‘masculinity’ is the ‘order of discourse’ within which many discourses, such 
as that of hegemonic masculinity, function in the production of truth.15 The 
methodology of discourse analysis begins from the premise that access to that truth 
or reality is through language {ibid. 8). Language is explored as a system that 
constitutes social identities, and as instrumental in the formulation and
15 See Phillips & Jorgensen (2002: 142) for other examples.
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dissemination of discourses. Fairclough (1992: 73) recommends that text-based 
discourse analysis should focus on three elements: the linguistic features of the text, 
the processes relating to the production and consumption of the text, and the wider 
social practice to which the text belongs. He analyses discursive change and 
reproduction by investigating the combined articulation of different discourses in a 
single text, the repeated articulation of the same discourses across a series of texts, 
and the articulation of different discourses in new combinations. The discovery of 
patterns in a text’s discursive make-up allows the social implications of discursive 
representations of reality to be examined. It is on the model of textual discourse 
analysis that this study is based. However, a particular discourse may be articulated 
not only explicitly, through the specific use of certain language, but also implicitly. 
For example, the articulation of the discourse of andreia is not evidenced solely by 
the use of the noun avSpei'cx and its cognates; its presence may also be implied by 
the way in which a scene is constructed, and the way in which characters interact. 
Text-based discourse analysis should therefore examine both the occurrences of 
specific language and those scenes where a discourse is revealed by implication. Yet 
it is often difficult to delineate where one discourse ends and another begins. We 
may find that discourses cannot be separated into discrete, manageable blocks, but 
overlap and feed into one another (Phillips & Jorgensen 2002: 143). This condition 
must be accepted in any attempt at discourse analysis, for it is sometimes inherent to 
the way in which an individual is constituted, or constitutes himself. To offer a 
modem example, a man may speak or write of himself as a ‘family man’. Within 
this discourse he might include feelings and displays of love for his wife and 
children, as well as a desire or perceived responsibility to provide for and protect his 
family, and a need to associate with other ‘family men’ who have similar 
experiences. Each of these elements must be understood as miniature discourses 
which do not exist in isolation, but overlap and collectively ascribe meaning to the 
term ‘family man’. We should not prise apart these discourses, but should first 
identify them and then attempt to discover how they function together in constituting 
the subject and his relation to others.
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Discourse plays a vital role in forming identity: ‘the subject acquires identity by 
being represented discursively’ (Phillips & Jorgensen 2002: 43),16 and literature 
itself is a discursive practice (Culler 1997: 113). However, as Fox (1998: 16) 
observes, ‘there is always a significant gap between life itself and any attempt to 
capture it in language’. Fox also notes that such gaps are compounded by the 
passage of time, and this of course has important consequences for a discursive 
analysis of ancient texts, which will always confront us with a shortfall between 
discourse and reality. Ancient textual evidence can only be a partial representation 
of reality, and can never give us unambiguous statements of social norms and 
identities. We must therefore accept a somewhat fragmentary reconstruction of the 
ancient novels’ masculine identities.
We have observed that constructions of masculine identity may change historically 
and culturally. Laclau & Mouffe (1985: 127ff.) describe a further way in which 
identity is mutable: the subject may have different identities depending upon the 
discourses of which he forms a part. Nonetheless, some inflexibility is experienced 
in specific situations, restricting the identities an individual can assume, and the 
discourses that can be accepted as truth (Phillips & Jorgensen 2002: 6): identity is 
not boundless, but is constrained to some extent by the context in which it finds 
itself; and yet, simultaneously, it also influences and shapes that context. These 
observations reflect the notion of performance, a notion which underpins this study. 
In 1929, Riviere published her findings from a psychoanalytical case-study, arguing 
that a woman may assume a ‘mask’ of overt femininity in order to disguise what 
might be perceived as ‘masculine’ traits.17 Although I shall not be employing 
psychoanalytical models here,18 the concept of the assumption of ‘masks’ is a useful 
one, and one which was given a different and very productive articulation by 
Goffman. Goffinan (1969) suggested that in everyday life we ‘perform’ roles which 
both constitute our identities and influence our audience’s interpretation of us and of 
the wider situation in which we perform. Such performances may not always be 
conscious, but are characterised by the performer’s projection of ‘an idealized
16 See also Gutterman (2001: 57fT.) for the relationship between discourse and identity.
17 Riviere (2000 (1929)).
18 Skinner (1997: 132) demonstrates the potential pitfalls in the application of psychoanalytical theory 
to ancient texts; the problems she highlights are evident in Haynes’ (2003) study of women in the 
Greek novels. For a defence o f the use of psychoanalytical theories in Classics, see Leonard (2003).
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version of himself {ibid. 42), requiring the concealment or downplay of any action 
which might detract from that version. The audience’s detection of behaviour 
detrimental to the idealised version results in problems o f ‘impression management’ 
(ibid, 121), whereby the performer must attempt to revert to his more usual 
performance in order to save face: as Goffman {ibid. 49) remarked, ‘the impression 
of reality fostered by a performance is a delicate, fragile thing that can be shattered 
by very minor mishaps’. Such theories will be particularly useful for our purposes, 
as will Bauman’s definition of performance as a communicative act that is 
displayed, marked out from its context, and exposed to evaluation; performance, he 
writes:
... calls forth special attention to and heightened awareness of the act of 
communication and gives license to the audience to regard it and the 
performer with special intensity. Performance makes one communicatively 
accountable; it assigns to an audience the responsibility of evaluating the 
relative skills and effectiveness of the performer’s accomplishment (Bauman 
1989: 263).
Like Phillips & Jorgensen above, Bauman (1989: 262) questions the extent to which 
the cultural ‘script’ determines a performance, and how much ‘flexibility, 
interpretive choice, or creative opportunity rests with the performer’.
Goffman (1977) took his theory of identity-performance further by applying it to 
gender, arguing that gender is constituted by means of its ‘display’ {ibid. 324) in 
certain social situations.19 However, Goffman was not primarily concerned with the 
display of gender, and in fact viewed it as less important than other forms of 
action.20 Butler (1990), on the other hand, makes theories of gender-display her 
focus, developing Goffman’s ideas to argue that behaviours which we classify as 
‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’ are not the results of an innate gender, but themselves 
constitute gender identity by being repeatedly performed:
Gender is ... a construction that regularly conceals its genesis; the tacit 
collective agreement to perform, produce, and sustain discrete and polar 
genders as cultural fictions is obscured by the credibility o f those
19 On the influence of these ideas, see Branaman (2003).
20 See West & Zimmerman (1987: 130).
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productions the construction “compels” our belief in its necessity and 
naturalness (Butler 1990: 140).
Central to Butler’s thesis is the argument that the full and successful performance of 
gender is never quite achieved: we never completely attain the ideals for which we 
are culturally-conditioned to strive. Whitehead & Barrett (2001: 20) observe that for 
the majority of men today, ‘masculine performance’ provides entry to and 
acceptance within particular ‘communities’ of men. Yet, if we follow Butler, there is 
a distance between the ideal masculinity and any man’s lived reality: the hegemonic 
model may only correspond to the actual characters of a small number of men, 
creating a tension between the collective ideal and real life (Carrigan et al. 2002: 
112).21 In the gap between the ideal and real life, Butler would argue, there lies the 
possibility for resistance.22
The present study seeks to examine the Greek novels’ discursive representations of 
masculinity in the light of theories of the performance of gender. The application of 
such apparently modem notions to ancient texts requires explanation. In 1985, 
Herzfeld published a sociological and ethnographical study of masculinity in a 
Cretan mountain village, finding an undeniable emphasis not on ‘being a good man’, 
but on ‘being good at being a man’ (Herzfeld 1985: 16 et passim) -  in other words, 
giving a persuasive performance according to an accepted script of masculine 
behaviour. Wray (2000) has since shown that a similar ‘poetics of manhood’ can be 
observed in action in Catullus’ poems. Goldhill and Osborne’s (1999) edited volume 
has demonstrated the suitability of performance theory to the study of classical 
Athenian culture, which was itself dominated by ‘regimes of display and regulation’ 
(Goldhill 1999: 1). As Gleason (1995) has shown, imperial Rome was similarly 
concerned with performance -  and specifically the performance of gender -  in 
public contexts.23 Also important is Kokolakis’ (1960) collection of references from 
classical philosophy to Christian and late antique writings, illustrating the 
widespread and long-lived conception of life as a series of dramatic performances,
21 See also Rosen (1993: xiii) on ‘masculine role stress’, the result of conflict between ‘inherited 
masculine values and the patterns of actual behaviour’.
22 See Culler (1997: 10Iff.) for a summary of Butler’s arguments and their applicability to literary 
analysis.
23 Gleason follows Goffinan’s lead.
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with human beings as actors.24 The notion of life in general, and gender in 
particular, as something actively performed clearly had a persistent influence. This 
influence is evidenced also in studies by Stehle (1997),25 Bassi (1998), Williams 
(1999), Gunderson (2000), and Duncan (2006),26 who all employ modem 
performance theory in order to elucidate the elite Greek and Roman obsession with 
the construction and maintenance of gendered identities.27
Bauman (1989) and Carlson (2004) see performance in terms of a consciousness of 
doubleness, of some disparity between what one feels and what one presents to 
others; this sense of doubleness sits comfortably alongside Reardon’s (1974: 23) 
identification of a ‘double personality’ in the literature and leading figures of the 
Second Sophistic. Writing on the place of athletics in the formation of identity in the 
Roman empire, Konig also observes a conflict between ideals and realities:
Identification -  the making and experience of one’s own identity -  always 
involves tensions, whether consciously perceived or not, between ostensibly 
fixed standards and the various instabilities and contradictions and 
insufficiencies which lie behind them. Often individuals seek to reject or 
refashion the values which they encounter, or the social and cultural status 
and identity with which society presents them ... Often, too, individuals seek 
to conform to perceived social norms, but find themselves unable to do so 
fully (Konig 2005: 11).
We shall see that various male characters in the Greek novels exhibit consciousness 
of the importance of the performance of masculinity, sometimes projecting idealised 
versions of themselves, and tackling problems of impression management, in a 
manner that provides strong support for the theories of performance and identity 
outlined above. Perkins (1995: 77ff.) explores the novels’ expression of Stoic
24 Kokolakis (1960: 59-61) includes references found in the Greek novels.
25 In the first instance Stehle draws on the work of the performance theorist Schechner (1988), but the 
theories used derive ultimately from Goffman.
26 Duncan’s important study explores the anxieties informing Greek and Roman responses to actors 
and the whole concept of theatre, and has much of interest to say about the performance of gender in 
such contexts. Special issues of Helios present collections of conference proceedings which explore 
literal performance on stage and its relation to the figurative performance of identity: see Gamel 
(2000, Helios 27.2) and Stehle (2001b, Helios 28.1).
27 Frangoulidis (2001) uses performance theory in a study of Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, although he 
bases his approach on Greimas’ (1987) narrative theory, which is interested principally in linguistic 
structures rather than in meaning.
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values, including Epictetus’ favourite metaphor of man as an actor playing a role:28 
according to Epictetus’ doctrine, each individual has a particular responsibility to 
give a good performance in any circumstance {ibid. 84), a notion revealed time and 
again in the novels.29 We shall find an abundance of examples of the difficulty 
inherent in achieving a successful performance; of the delicacy and fragility of the 
impressions created by the performance of gender; and consequently of the tension 
between discourse and reality.
Stehle explains that certain types of performance may be deliberately revealing or 
transgressive:
Parody and irony give a performer a way of signaling to the audience that he 
or she sees the role as only a role, with a knowing person behind it. On the 
other hand, to expose the conventionality of an ideal to the audience, 
performers may transgress a shared (or at least recognized) ideal as a way of 
breaking through to the “real” (Stehle 2001a: 5).
This is especially applicable to the way in which I want to suggest that Achilles 
Tatius uses Cleitophon. Achilles seems to toy not only with the topoi of romantic 
fiction,30 but also with contemporary notions of masculinity, so that his text emerges 
as the exception that proves the rule. Although, as we have noted, many male 
characters in the novels seem conscious of giving performances, only Cleitophon 
explicitly acknowledges that his performance is ‘only a role’, to borrow Stehle’s 
words; he alone openly admits and acquiesces in the potential for duplicity inherent 
in that performance.31 However, despite having ostensible control over the identity 
he shows to his narratee, Cleitophon nevertheless frequently presents himself failing 
to perform his gender convincingly, sometimes even riding roughshod over the 
codes of elite masculinity. Cleitophon is of course not the only ‘knowing person’ 
behind his role: his performance is controlled on two further levels, by the
28 Found, e.g., at Epict. Ench. 17.
29 This does not mean, however, that Stoicism is the sole source of the notion of role-playing and 
performance in the novels; rather, the novels draw on and appeal to a pervasive cultural semiotics of 
performance.
30 For which see Durham (1938) and Chew (2000).
31 His acknowledgement that he has embellished his narrative for Leucippe’s father (8.5.2) is one 
such admission; his feigning of a bee-sting (2.7) is another.
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anonymous primary narrator, and ultimately by Achilles. The entire narrative is built 
around the concept of performance, as we learn of Cleitophon’s failings not from 
Cleitophon himself, but from the narrator, who performs Cleitophon misperforming 
masculinity. The text’s extra layers of performance inevitably complicate efforts to 
read it, but they also suggest an authorial fascination with the notions of 
performance and identity. Achilles seems to invite the ancient reader to notice 
Cleitophon’s misperformances of gender, and to relate them to current ideologies of 
masculinity. In having Cleitophon display his failings, Achilles both emphasises his 
period’s concerns for masculinity, and perhaps subversively questions the 
importance of those concerns: he reveals the ‘conventionality’ of masculine ideals, 
thus transgressing them and ‘breaking through to the “real”’.32 It may tickle the 
reader to observe Cleitophon’s failures, but it also enables him to identify with 
Cleitophon to some extent: he is everyman, and more human than a Theagenes or a 
Chaereas;33 it is in Cleitophon’s failings as a man that we might see Achilles 
contesting the culturally-assigned performance of masculinity.
Nature and culture.
The idea of a gender constituted by performance raises the issue of the interaction of 
nature and culture in identity-formation. Butler (1990: 24ff. et passim) argues that 
there is no essential, ‘natural’, core of gender -  that gender does not exist prior to its 
performance, and that we are acculturated to perform certain roles which, through 
their repeated performance, acquire a gendered meaning and ascribe that gender to 
their performer. The novels’ engagement with the notion of performance reveals a 
contiguous struggle with the complex question of the degree to which gender is a 
product of nature or of culture. In discussing literary theory, Culler (1997: 110-111) 
observes that some narratives present an identity determined by birth: ‘the son of a 
king raised by shepherds is still fundamentally a king and rightfully becomes king 
when his identity is discovered’ {ibid. 110). Other narratives may present identity as 
the ultimate product of culture and changing circumstances. Culler articulates the
32 E.g. through Cleitophon’s cross-dressing (6.1ff.), which, Morales (2004: 61) observes, ‘symbolises 
the marked theatricality’ of this novel. We shall examine this episode in the final chapter.
33 Though we shall see that both of these characters occasionally exhibit masculinity o f a standard to 
which a reader might be able to relate.
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interplay of nature and culture in identity-formation in a way which has particular 
relevance for the Greek novels:
Consider the question of whether the identity of the subject is something 
given or something constructed. Not only are both options amply represented 
in literature, but the complications or entanglements are frequently laid out 
for us, as in the common plot where characters, as we say, ‘discover’ who 
they are, not by learning something about their past (say, about their birth) 
but by acting in such a way that they become what then turns out, in some 
sense, to have been their ‘nature’ (Culler 1997: 110).
These remarks have obvious resonances when we think of Daphnis and Chloe, the 
text most explicitly concerned with the role of nature and culture in social and 
sexual maturation. But we shall also see that Heliodorus is concerned with the 
interaction of nature and culture in the expression of adult masculinity, and that he, 
like Longus, leaves the reader with a sense of aporia as to the precise role of each 
element. The novels seem to imply that the influence of culture can result in 
performances of gender which appear to be natural: perhaps the theories of Goffinan 
and Butler were not as innovative as they seemed.
Public and private.
The notion of performance raises not only the function of nature and culture in the 
emergence of a gendered identity, but also the apparent dichotomy of public and 
private. In terms of sexuality, Foucault (1987, 1990) has traced a development in the 
Greek concept of the self, whereby the ethical works of the classical period conceive 
of the individual’s responsibility for sexual self-restraint as a public responsibility to 
the wider polis, while imperial moralists, by contrast, stress self-restraint as a private 
concern, centred on the individual himself and on his role within marriage.34 
However, Goffinan’s metaphor of the individual as an actor giving a performance 
before an audience presupposes a public context, and we have seen that similar 
metaphors were prolific throughout the literature of antiquity, suggesting an 
analogous concern with the individual’s appearance before others. How can the 
imperial shift of emphasis from ‘public’ to ‘private’ be reconciled with the evident
34 See also Swain (1996: 128).
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importance of performance? Although sexuality may have migrated from the public 
sphere to the private, we should be wary of assuming that sexual behaviour is 
always central to the moral identity and evaluation of an individual (Fox 1998: 7). 
Of course, we might expect it to play a large part in the masculinities presented in 
the ancient novels, since they take romantic love as their subject, but we shall see 
that gender in these texts is about much more than sex. Competition with others in 
public matters, and private deliberation with oneself in matters of erotic 
comportment, both emerge as defining elements in the performance of masculinity. 
Thus the performance of gender in the novels has both public and private aspects, 
with the self, as well as others, acting as audience. Indeed, Bauman (1989: 266) and 
Carlson (2004: 5) observe that performance sometimes has a reflexive mode, 
whereby the self plays the role of the audience expected to recognise and validate 
the performer. But private, reflexive performances may also interact with public 
concerns. For example, an individual’s interiorisation of ethical dilemmas -  such as 
Dionysius’ struggle with his feelings for Callirhoe -  may be driven by a concern for 
his public status, so the distinction between public and private is less of a dichotomy 
than it at first appears: like nature and culture, the two often function symbiotically. 
Just as Tosh (1994: 198) argues for masculinity in nineteenth-centuiy Britain, 
novelistic masculinity is both a psychic and a social identity, the former because it is 
an integral part of the subjectivity of every male, and the latter because it is bound 
up with peer recognition, which depends upon social performance.
Masculinity in the Greek novels: some problems. 
We observed above that, in modem terms, masculinity is culturally constructed and 
historically contingent. We have also remarked that the Greek novels present gender 
as largely culturally dependent, notwithstanding the concomitant influence of nature. 
However, the status of the texts under analysis poses several problems that pertain to 
issues of culture and history. Let us look at those problems now.
L Date of composition versus dramatic date.
The dates of composition of the novels have been the subject of much debate.35 The 
time-span of the novels known to us could feasibly be as much as five hundred years
35 See Bowie (1989: 124) for a helpful table of possible dates, and Bowie (2002) for an update on the 
chronology of the earlier novels.
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(Bowie 1989: 123), if we believe Ninus to have been composed as early as 100 B.C., 
and the Aethiopica as late as the latter part of the fourth century.36 Chariton is 
generally agreed to be the earliest of the five complete novels,37 but his dating is far 
from certain.38 It is often observed that we find a ‘bulge’ (Morgan 1995: 131) of 
novel-writing and consumption in the second century, the height of Philostratus’ 
‘Second Sophistic’:39 Xenophon, Achilles, and Longus all seem to belong here, 
though Xenophon earlier than the other two, and with more in common with 
Chariton and Ninus.40 In her study of women and marriage in the Greek novels, 
Egger (1994b: 265) notes that the novelists make assumptions about marriage ‘as 
members of their own societies, with their specific cultural experiences’. Thus we 
might also reasonably expect to find contemporary masculine concerns reflected by 
the authors in their texts. However, Egger {ibid.) goes on to observe that the 
novelists are also ‘learned writers of antiquarian and rhetorical literary interests’; we 
must therefore remain open to the possibility that -  as Egger finds in the case of 
marriage and the status of women in the novels -  any representation of masculinity 
may be influenced by such interests. This is where the novels’ dramatic dates 
become important. It is widely recognised that the novels are not precisely 
contemporary in their settings, with Chariton explicitly evoking the fifth century 
B.C., and Heliodorus implicitly the classical period more generally. Hagg (2004 
(1987): 92-93, 97) would exclude Xenophon, Achilles, and Longus from the 
category of ‘historical novel’, though all have a ‘feel’ that is certainly more remote
36 Bowie (1989: 136) favours a date in the third century for Heliodorus, on the grounds that he 
exhibits style and content similar to that of Achilles Tatius and Philostratus; Bowie would therefore 
envisage Heliodorus breathing the same intellectual air as those flourishing at the height of the 
Second Sophistic. The argument is tempting, especially in view of Philostratus’ reference to one 
‘Heliodorus the Arab’ {VS 626 Olearius), and Heliodorus’ Emesan origins, which invite a connection 
with Julia Domna’s intellectual circle. Morgan (1978: ii-xxxvii, 2003: 418-419, following van der 
Valk, Colonna, and Keydell), on the other hand, prefers a date in the fourth century, on the basis of 
strong similarities between Heliodorus’ description of the siege of Syene and Julian’s references to 
the historical siege of Nisibis in A.D. 350 (Or. 1 and 3). Reardon (1974: 24) too is convinced that 
Heliodorus ‘belongs incontrovertibly to the late fourth century’; he remarks that this was still a 
sophistic period, but sees Heliodorus as a ‘throwback’ to a more sophistic time.
37 One dissenting voice is that of O’Sullivan (1995: 145-170, 2005: xiii), who sees Chariton as post­
dating, and imitating, Xenophon of Ephesus.
38 Reardon (2003: 312) sees him somewhere in the first century before or after Christ. I prefer a 
second century date, an issue to which I shall return in Chapter 1.
39 Reardon (1974) assesses the novels’ place in the sophistic literary and declamatory movement 
referred to by Philostratus (VS 481); the use of the phrase ‘Second Sophistic’ in the present study will 
be discussed shortly.
40 See Kytzler (2003), Plepelits (2003), and Hunter (2003).
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than the present.41 Given this not-precisely-contemporary setting, sometimes 
definitely classical, sometimes not, might the novels’ construction of gender be less- 
than-contemporary too? Egger (1994b) finds many classical traits in the novels’ 
treatment of women and marriage, and states that the texts display a femininity that 
is ‘conventional and archaizing as compared to contemporary reality’ (ibid. 271). It 
will be seen in the course of this study that many elements of what might be termed 
‘classical masculinity’ are represented in the novels; however, it will also be 
observed, from comparison with extra-generic texts roughly contemporary with the 
novels, that ‘classical’ masculinities continued to be endorsed as valid forms of 
gender expression into much later periods. Hence, while such classical masculinities 
might be related to their classical dramatic setting, that does not preclude them from 
being considered ‘contemporary’. Indeed, in arguing that the novels should be seen 
as valuable to the social and economic historian, Bowie (1976: 93-94) observes the 
care with which they ‘present a convincing reflection of the contemporary world’, 
and suggests that they may be taken as ‘points of reference for significant aspects of 
the Zeitgeist’ (ibid. 96).
41 Xenophon’s dramatic date has been much pondered. Hagg (2004 (1987): 92-93) lists the references 
in the text that place the action ‘postclassical’, ‘post-Hellenistic’ and ‘probably even post-Trajan’, 
and concludes that ‘this is no historical novel either in intent or in effect’. I am less certain: it is 
entirely possible that, as Hagg suggests, such references are anachronisms, but in any case, the 
impossibility of locating it in a specific time period lends it a vague historical air; while it may not be 
a ‘historical novel’ as such, its vagueness removes it from the present. Achilles’ reference to the 
Byzantines’ war with the Thracians certainly adds historical colour, even if it is a colour of only the 
relatively recent past. See Bowie (1989: 133-134) on Achilles’ evocation of the ‘contemporary world 
of the East Mediterranean reader’. Plepelits (2003: 411) wants to see as specific a dramatic date as 
A.D. 47; I am not convinced that such specificity is intended: see Swain (1996: 111). Longus’ tale is 
clearly of past events, but he ‘never makes any attempt to anchor his story in any particular period or 
puts on stage any historical figure’ (Hagg 2004 (1987): 93). This again is perhaps precisely the point: 
the lack of historical exactitude creates an appealing general sense of ‘the past’, making the story 
more fluid and more fictional, and allowing the reader easier access to it and identification with it; 
even Chariton and Heliodorus, while choosing classical settings, do not specify exact dates, thus 
giving a historical atmosphere, but retaining the sense of fiction. My feeling is that the novels’ 
dramatic dates work in a similar way to their physical descriptions of their heroes and heroines: I am 
inclined to think that in the latter case, sufficient description is given to enable the reader to form an 
impression, but the descriptions are vague enough that the reader can imagine the hero or heroine to 
match her or his subjective notion of what constitutes beauty (Achilles is, unsurprisingly, the notable 
exception, giving a Technicolor description of Leucippe’s face); thus every reader is able to identify 
with the protagonists through the author’s clever use of vagueness and specificity. Similarly, the 
dramatic settings are both specific and vague, creating a folk/fairytale atmosphere, with recognisable 
elements.
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iu Culture and the passage o f  time. 
We have said that gender is culturally constructed, and that different cultures 
therefore give rise to different constructions of gender. We should consider, then, 
what effect the novelists’ ethnic origins and their place within the cultural milieux of 
their times might have had on the genders they represent in their works. Asia Minor 
has been identified as ‘the real home of sophistic and novel’ (Reardon 1974: 25), 
and an especial link has been seen between the earliest novels and western Asia 
Minor (Bowie 2003: 90): Chariton states that he is from Aphrodisias,42 and Bowie 
(ibid.) would also connect Ninus and Metiochus and Parthenope with Asia Minor, 
adding that earlier works may well have been produced in that region too. 
Xenophon’s origin may or may not be Ephesus: the epithet ‘of Ephesus’ perhaps 
refers only to the fact that his story begins and ends in that place (Kytzler 2003: 
345). In the case of Longus, the debate continues as to whether he may have been 
from, or may at least have known, Lesbos;43 a connection with Lesbos puts him 
close enough to Asia Minor: Bowie (1994: 452) comments that although Lesbos was 
not a sophistic centre, its location suggests that it probably hosted some sophistic 
performances.44 Achilles and Heliodorus come from further afield. Although 
Achilles remains something of a shadowy figure, the manuscripts seem to agree that 
he was from Alexandria,45 while Heliodorus identifies himself unequivocally as ‘a 
Phoenician from Emesa’.46 If we might see the earlier novelists, and perhaps 
Longus, as having similar conceptions of gender by virtue of living in similar 
cultures, what of Achilles in Alexandria and Heliodorus in Emesa? And what also of 
the several hundred years that may separate Heliodorus from the earliest novels? If 
constructions of gender are historically as well as culturally fluid, are we justified in 
reading similar gender concerns in, for example, both Chariton and Heliodorus?
Both of these problems may be addressed by a consideration of the prevailing 
intellectual climate of the first few centuries after Christ. The highly literate and 
intellectually-demanding world of the elite in these centuries -  and in particular the
42 Chariton 1.1.1.
43 Discussion and further references in Hunter (2003: 367-369) and Morgan (2004: 1).
44 Indeed, Philostratus refers to the sophist Dionysius of Miletus as having taught in Lesbos during 
his early career (VS 526).
45 See Plepelits (2003: 387).
46 Hid. 10.41.4.
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second century -  is well-known and has been much discussed,47 and the term 
‘Second Sophistic’, which Philostratus applied to the archaising and Atticising 
tendencies of the late first to early third centuries, has come to be used frequently of 
that historical period, rather than of the style to which it originally referred 48 While 
perhaps only two or three of the five complete novels sit squarely in the centre of 
this period, and while not all of them exhibit the movement’s linguistic trademarks, 
each author can be seen to have had pretensions which match well the academic 
interests and aspirations of the elite of the time:49 all five are united by a sense of 
‘sophistic’ culture. I do not mean to suggest that the Ephesiaca is knowingly 
sophistic in the same way as Leucippe and Cleitophon, or literarily sophisticated in 
the same way as the Aethiopica. I mean rather that even the apparently naive 
Xenophon shows an awareness of elite cultural and literary concerns,50 albeit that 
they are not expressed in a narrative of the same calibre as those of Achilles or 
Heliodorus.51 The affluent cities of Asia Minor were centres of Hellenism and 
scholarship (Anderson 1993: 4). Although Philostratus does not mention Alexandria 
as a sophistic focal-point (ibid.), it was, nonetheless, traditionally a centre of 
intellectualism, and on the basis of the bookish learning of Achilles Tatius’ 
Cleitophon, and the slippery, self-aware nature of his narrative, we might well 
believe that Alexandria was indeed Achilles’ home. The literary credentials of 
Heliodorus’ city, Emesa, are in no doubt.52 In an intellectual sense, then, the novels
47 E.g. Bowersock (1969), Bowie (1974 (1970), 1982), Reardon (1971, 1974), and Anderson (1989, 
1993).
48 See Whitmarsh (2005:4-5).
49 See Reardon (1971: 339ff., 1974). On those to whom the novels may have appealed, and on the 
novels’ socio-cultural contexts, see Bowie (1994, 2003), Stephens (1994), Morgan (1995), and Hagg 
(2004 (1994)). Bowie (1989: 128) sees the texts as perhaps ‘lighter reading for the intelligentsia’, and 
as appealing to the same sort of reader who would have enjoyed Plutarch and Lucian (1994: 441). I 
am persuaded of this: Achilles Tatius, for example, has much in common with Lucian in his 
manipulation of the reader and of the concept of fiction; for a brief discussion of Achilles’ sophistic 
style, see Anderson (1993: 159ff.); Bartsch (1989) and Morales (2004) offer longer treatments. 
Reardon (1974: 28) points out that there were undoubtedly ‘various levels of novel’, written by 
variously-skilled authors, and appealing to different audiences; some novels, he argues, will have 
been enjoyed by those who also took pleasure and inspiration from listening to sophists declaim. In 
considering the relationship between sophistic declamation and the novel, Reardon (ibid.) suggests 
that the former addressed the community in a very public way, while the latter operated on a far more 
individual level, encouraging personal identification; the two forms, however, were not incompatible, 
and enjoyment of both could co-exist in a single listener/reader.
50 See Ruiz Montero (2003, esp. 58-60) and Doulamis (Forthcoming, 2007).
51 The question of whether Xenophon’s novel is an epitome, or at least not in its original form, 
remains unresolved (see Hagg 2004 (1969)). It will be seen in Chapter 3 just how difficult it is to 
make a consistent reading of this text; because of its apparent inconsistencies, I am inclined to think 
that it has undergone some degree of adulteration.
52 See Bowersock (1969: 101-109).
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form a unified whole, despite being written by men from sometimes geographically 
disparate areas: while, in the details of day-to-day life, one author will undoubtedly 
have had different cultural experiences from the next, the overarching elite cultures 
of all five are likely to have been similar in their attitude to intellectualism. Gleason 
(1995) has shown just how intricately and inextricably linked were the concepts of 
intellectualism and elite masculinity; it is reasonable to suppose that if our authors 
all shared the sophistic outlook, they may well also have experienced similar 
concerns with regard to gender.
Although, with the spread of the empire and the gradual rise of Christianity, this was 
a period of considerable social change, the novels seem deliberately to exclude these 
issues. As Scarcella observes:
... in none of these works any mention is made [s/c] of the Roman empire, 
within whose political jurisdiction and cultural and ideological framework 
these authors and their works must presumably be located. On the other 
hand, the form of state, the civil institutions, the war conventions, the law 
implications, the social structure, the economic background (as well as the 
religious and ideological attitudes) of such novels are largely to be referred 
to Greek tradition ... (Scarcella 2003: 220).
Indeed, the encroachment of new or different moral values and understandings of 
gender may well have been responded to by a reassertion of classical ideals -  we 
have already noted that certain classical ideals of masculinity retained currency well 
into imperial times. Along with their shared expression of intellectualism, then, the 
novels are united by their general exclusion of the contemporary world. But this is 
an exclusion only of large-scale political and religious matters. By contrast, we shall 
see that several of the texts do exhibit an interest in very contemporary issues 
pertaining to masculinity. Characteristics such as these, common to several, and in 
some cases all, of the novels, reduce the significance of the chronological gap 
between, for example, Chariton and Heliodorus.
iiL The influence of Christianity.
The novels were developing at a time which was also witnessing the growth of 
Christianity and the beginnings of its expression through texts. The Apocryphal
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Acts, for example, are probably roughly contemporary with some of the ideal Greek 
novels, and may well share provenance with them (Rhee 2005: 3, 31). We ought, 
therefore, to consider the possibility that the novels and early Christian literature 
experienced a certain amount of cross-fertilisation. Scholars have recently begun to 
explore potential connections between New Testament writings and ancient 
fiction.53 Rhee observes that:
The narrative form and structure [of the Apocryphal Acts] betray their 
affinity with the ancient novel in general, including the Greek ideal 
romances, with a focus on historical figures, biographical character, the 
travel motif, adventures and trials, miracles and the marvelous, and the 
chastity theme (Rhee 2005: 4).
However, while Brown (1988: 155-156) views the novels as the model for the Acts, 
and Cooper (1996: 44) sees the Acts as ‘a penumbral manifestation of the romance 
phenomenon’, Rhee (2005: 37) argues that shared motifs do not constitute a model 
and that ‘the fundamentally biographical and missionary focus of the Acts delimits 
the ideal romances as the main literary model for the Acts’. I am inclined to agree, 
although it does seem reasonable to think that, in their shared generic topoi, the 
novels and early Christian literature may have been responding to similar external 
impetuses. Yet I remain unconvinced that comparisons between specific scenes in 
these texts can be made to stick in any more than a superficial way. Ramelli’s (2007) 
contention that the authors of the novels may have had knowledge of Christianity is 
a fair one, though her observations on Petronius’ possible Christian references are 
more persuasive than the parallels she draws between the Greek novels and 
Christian texts. To my mind it is possible for a genre of literature or a school of 
thought to flourish independently of Christian influence, regardless of how strong 
that influence may be in other areas of life. For example, Gill (1995: xxiii) observes 
of Epictetus that his philosophy was uninfluenced by Christianity, despite the fact 
that the religion was taking hold during his lifetime; on the contrary, Epictetus’ 
doctrines had a significant influence on the early Church Fathers (ibid.). In a rather 
similar manner, later Christians identified with certain of the novels’ motifs, and
53 E.g. Hock, Chance, & Perkins (1998), Thomas (2003), Ramelli (2007), and, to some extent, 
Perkins (1995) and Rhee (2003).
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claimed that Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus converted to Christianity.54 While the 
novels and Christian texts may have motifs in common, and the novels may thus 
have appealed to Christians, it is possible to account for those motifs by reference to 
classical paradigms, or to contemporary Graeco-Roman pagan belief systems.
This holds true for gender and sexuality in the novels. Perhaps the most tempting 
possible connection between the novels and Christian texts in the area of gender is 
their shared emphasis on male chastity and virginity. Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius 
are particularly notable (though in very different ways) for their engagement with 
these themes. In the former, the virginity and chastity of the hero are elevated to a 
stature virtually comparable to that of the heroine’s sexual purity;55 in the latter, the 
hero ironises and manipulates the concepts of male virginity and chastity.56 Achilles’ 
play with such concepts may be better read as a parodic dig at the concerns of the 
romance genre than as a response to Christian ideology.57 Given its later date, 
Heliodorus’ novel seems the one most likely to be engaging with Christian concerns, 
but even here the evident interest in male chastity need not be accounted for by 
reference to Christianity;58 it may be explained simply as a corollary of the period’s 
increasing focus on the individual’s relationship with himself, and on the importance 
of the conjugal bond. Rather than seeing the novels and early Christian literature as 
in some sort of dialogue with each other, I prefer to see them as developing generic 
similarities against shared geographical, cultural, and historical backdrops. While 
the issue of shared motifs and ideologies is an interesting one, it is beyond the scope 
of this study, which attempts first and foremost to locate the novels’ masculinities in 
a classical and Graeco-Roman setting.
54 See Plepelits (2003: 387) on Achilles and Morgan (2003: 419-421) on Heliodorus.
55 We shall consider Theagenes’ resistance to Arsace’s advances in Chapter 2. Like Theagenes, 
Xenophon’s Habrocomes is proud of his lack of erotic experience; unlike Theagenes, however, he 
conies close to sleeping with another woman.
56 Cleitophon’s attitude to sex will recur throughout the study, but will feature especially in Chapter 
3. Interestingly, Lollianus’ Phoenicica also seems to engage with the notion of male virginity, 
featuring the apparent ‘deflowering’ (A.2.10, Stephens & Winkler 1995) of a male narrator; we shall 
touch on this scene in Chapter 3.
57 Chew (2000: 68) sees Achilles as questioning the ‘ridiculously overblown moral scrupulosity in his 
predecessors’ novels by inverting the moral impulses o f his own characters’.
58 Indeed, as Perkins (1995: 78-79) observes, the Stoics Seneca and Musonius Rufus both urged 
husbands as well as wives to preserve their chastity.
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iv. The effect of ‘genre1 and what remains of it
Chariton, Xenophon, Achilles, Longus, and Heliodorus were all writing a particular 
form of literature, and, regardless of individual differences between their works, 
they all follow the same broad narrative pattern. It is certainly a problem that we 
have only these five complete novels out of a collection which was evidently (to 
judge from the fragments) far larger and more complex in nature than the remaining 
examples would suggest.59 What we know of Iamblichus’ Babyloniaca and 
Antonius Diogenes’ Wonders beyond Thule tells us that there existed extended 
works of prose fiction whose fantastical plotlines may have made what now remains 
seem tame by comparison. Morgan (1995: 131) argues that the emergence of works 
like the Phoenicica and the Iolaus forces us to rethink the boundaries o f the form, 
but does not entail rejection of the concept of ‘generic homogeneity’. If we think of 
the remaining novels as belonging to a ‘genre’, then we must appreciate that their 
authors were subject to literary constraints, even though the genre’s boundaries may 
have been somewhat fluid. Such constraints might have a bearing not only on 
narrative content, but also on the manner in which gender is represented. Should we 
be concerned that ‘generic homogeneity’ might give rise to male characters whose 
depiction is constrained by the need for conformity to a literaiy stereotype, and who, 
as a result, do not reflect the realities of masculinity? To the extent that character 
functions as an element of plot, novelistic masculinity must also be generic, and it 
will be seen that certain coherent standards of masculinity are applied by authors 
across the genre as we know it: although the apparent fluidity of the genre 
undoubtedly allowed for some exploration of the meanings of gender, it is possible 
to identify a composite picture of masculinity in the five complete novels which 
seems to be broadly representative of the genre as a whole. But the fact that generic 
homogeneity applies also to gender should not necessarily be thought to equate to a 
lack of realism. Similarly, we should not be too concerned that the novels’ status as 
fiction might present us with unreliable, unrealistic markers of gender. As Culler 
(1997: 113) observes, writing fiction does not give an author carte blanche to create 
just any kind of character: fictional literature strives to create identification with its 
reader, and so characters are likely to exhibit concerns that are recognisable in some 
way to their audience, both internal and external. The novels’ status as fiction, then,
59 Another frustration is the lack of ancient theory on the novel (see Morgan 1995: 132).
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does not mean that its masculinities are wholly fictional. We have noted, however, 
and we shall see further later, that some of the novels’ male characters and 
behaviours might be thought more ‘real’ and easier to identify with than others.
The structure and content o f the study.
We have said that reconstructions of gender will necessarily be lacunose on account 
of the distance between gender’s representation and its reality.60 This is true 
regardless of the extent of the investigation conducted, but is still more applicable to 
the present study, whose size does not allow for a exhaustive examination of every 
aspect of masculinity in the Greek novels -  even though only five texts are extant in 
anything like their entirety. Consequently, I have had to be selective in the 
discourses analysed. The study has been conducted and organised discourse-by- 
discourse, rather than novel-by-novel. It was felt that a thematic approach would 
produce a more in-depth analysis, and would minimise the risk of repetition from 
one chapter to another. Each chapter begins with an attempt to define and 
contextualise the central theme, and to explore its place in Greek thought from the 
classical to the imperial period. As we have noted, gender can exist only in relation 
to an ‘other’.61 In view of this, the introductory sections of Chapters 1 and 2 also 
give some consideration to the ways in which their discourses are ‘gendered’ -  in 
other words, the extent to which they are interpreted in the sources as discourses of 
masculinity, and whether and to what degree it is possible for women to partake in 
them. In the case of Chapter 3, the issues of femininity and subordinated 
masculinities will recur throughout the discussion. In each chapter, the examination 
of the novels’ masculinities is organised in subsections, each of which investigates a 
different aspect of the chapter’s central discourse; an effort is made to relate these 
representations to literary and cultural history.
The discourse explored in Chapter 1 is paideia. As a defining feature of the Second 
Sophistic, this topic is a prerequisite in any study of imperial gender. It is a matter of 
significant interest and concern for Chariton in particular, whose male characters’ 
behaviour often seems governed by this quality. It is of some importance to other 
novelists too, if not foregrounded to the same extent, and sometimes only an implicit
60 See above, p.8.
61 See above, p.4-5.
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presence. Chapter 2 tackles andreia, a concept that might be thought paideia's polar 
opposite, seemingly a very physical characteristic that is in some sense the quality of 
maleness itself. Focusing on the military and athletic feats of Chaereas and 
Theagenes, the chapter explores whether andreia really is such a physical quality, 
and what its relationship to paideia might be. Finally, in Chapter 3 we take a slightly 
different turn. The subject there is sexual identity as constituted by homosexual 
desire and effeminacy, which, as we shall see, are in some ways rather more 
complex notions than paideia and andreia. Male-male sexual behaviour features 
overtly in three of the five extant novels, where its relation to effeminacy 
(masculinity’s ‘other’) is a key issue. But also associated with effeminacy are certain 
forms of heterosexual conduct, and we shall analyse the ways in which such 
behaviours are perceived to detract from a man’s masculinity. While sexuality is not 
the raison d'etre of the thesis, it is inevitably a central component, since 
‘[conceptions of sexuality ... are inseparable from conceptions of gender’ (Edwards 
1993:75).
The scope of the study does not allow for a full investigation of all of the papyrus 
fragments and summaries, although I shall make occasional references to the novels 
we no longer have complete. Comparative literature contemporary, or roughly so, 
with the novels will also be examined in order to support arguments and to 
contextualise the discourses discussed. Russell (1990: 1) identifies three types of 
reader from the age of Cicero onwards: one speaking and reading Greek, one Latin, 
and one both languages, the last of which he views as the most influential. This 
study will therefore address certain concepts of Roman masculinity, as well as of 
Greek, on the assumption that ancient readers of the novels may well have been 
conversant in Latin too. We shall see that many of the discourses of masculinity 
found in the hellenising Greek novels are remarkably akin to those of imperial Latin 
literature. This is, above all, a literary study. The primary aim is an analysis o f the 
modes of masculine expression that emerge from close examination of the five 
complete texts, and an attempt to locate those modes within the wider elite culture of 
the five hundred years that may separate the first and last of them.
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A note on the term *Second Sophistic ’. 
I propose to use the term ‘Second Sophistic’ in a maximalist, ‘non-Philostratus’ 
way. Although the novels of Chariton and Heliodorus probably fall outside the 
boundaries of the historical period within which the Second Sophistic movement 
flourished, their evocation of the classical Hellenic past seems to warrant their 
inclusion.62 Thus, where the term occurs in this study, it denotes the roughly half­
millennium of the novels’ floruit, rather than the intellectual movement itself.
A note on translations.
If not otherwise stated, translations are my own.
62 See Goldhill (2001a: 14) on the somewhat amorphous boundaries of the period.
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Chapter 1: Paideia 
Introduction.
When Chariton’s pirate, Theron, is trying to sell Callirhoe, he spots Dionysius and is 
informed that he ‘exceeds the other Ionians in wealth, birth, and paideia, and is a 
friend of the Great King’.1 This is Theron’s and the reader’s first encounter with 
Dionysius, and although it was customary to introduce a protagonist by reference to 
his noble birth and financial resources (Ruiz Montero 1989: 137),2 Chariton 
significantly also includes a reference to Dionysius’ paideia. Progressing through 
the text, one cannot help but be struck by the preponderance of direct references to, 
or implicit suggestions of, paideia. This is certainly the novel that engages most 
overtly with paideia, betraying an intense interest in a notion that became a 
dominant feature in the construction of -  particularly -  second-century masculinity, 
and one that was very much connected with public, oratorical performance. Bowie 
(1976: 94) observes that Chariton’s emphasis on paideia ‘fits the cultural boom of 
the second sophistic’, and ought to be taken into account in any attempt at dating. If 
we assign an early date to this text, then a man’s development and maintenance of 
paideia was clearly a matter of intense concern prior to the second century; my own 
inclination is to place Chariton in the second century, and to see the arch- 
pepaideumenos Dionysius as inspired to some extent by the sophists of that period.3 
Indeed, Hock (2005) argues plausibly that Chariton’s characters can be seen as 
having a level of educational and behavioural paideia that would not have been out 
of place in the real world, and that elements of Chariton’s style and structure show 
the author himself to have attained an advanced level of paideia. Imperial paideia 
was brought to bear in the public recreation of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.; it 
is notable, then, that Chariton’s dramatic date is precisely that of the thought-world 
of second-century pepaideumenoi: in its historical setting and its prioritisation of 
paideia, we might well read this novel as a sophistic performance in itself.4 Given 
that paideia seems to be such a preoccupation for Chariton, his text will be the
1 Chariton 1.12.6: ttXoutco Kai yevei Ka'i TraiSsia xcov aXXcov Icovcov UTrepexovTa, <J)tAov tou 
pEyaXou (3aaiXEcoc.
2 See the introduction of Chaereas and Callirhoe (Chariton 1.1.Iff.), and Habrocomes and Anthia (X. 
Eph. 1.1. Iff.).
3 See below, p.65, n.155, for further discussion.
4 See also p.110-111.
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primary focus of this chapter. Within his concern for paideia, he is also notable 
among novelists for the amount of attention he pays to jealousy and anger as aspects 
of masculine comportment. This attention is epitomised by Chaereas’ violent 
physical attack on Callirhoe, which is significantly placed near the beginning of the 
narrative, and which we shall examine in detail at the end of the chapter. We begin, 
however, by considering the history and social context of paideia', we shall then 
relate that to the novels’ uses of the concept.5 The aim here is to ascertain how 
novelistic paideia is performed as an element of elite masculinity.
History and social context
The term ttouS eicx has been variously translated, the most common choices being 
‘education’ and ‘culture’, although neither adequately conveys its semantic range; in 
fact, ‘education’ and ‘culture’ are themselves somewhat protean concepts, open to 
different interpretations. Most recently, the trend has been to interpret paideia in the 
sense of ‘acculturation’,6 in order to stress its nature as a process. The compound of 
education and culture that paideia represented seems never to have possessed a 
concrete, singular, or finite structure, but rather to have undergone a series of 
metamorphoses throughout Greek history,7 as well as to have been a constant 
evolutionary force in the public and private life of the elite Greek male. Yet despite 
its fluid nature, the application of the term paideia could be telling for an ancient 
Greek reader, connoting moral and ethical values, as well as extensive learning in a 
variety of fields:
... paideia ... implies both a body of privileged texts, artworks, values -  a 
culture to be inherited and preserved as a sign of civilization -  and also a 
process of acculturation -  education -  which ‘makes men’, which informs 
the structures and activities of the lives of the civic elite (Goldhill 2001a: 
17).
5 It is perhaps no surprise that Chariton of Aphrodisias is so concerned with paideia: see Yildirim 
(2004) on Aphrodisias’ growing importance from the first century as a centre of paideia of all kinds; 
see also Bowie (2002: 62) on Aphrodisias as a focal point for paideia and the erotic novel.
6 See, e.g., Gleason (1990: 412) for the ‘acculturation’ of men.
7 See Jaeger (1945 passim). Marrou (1956: 95) qualifies this somewhat, stating that although it was 
only after Alexander that paideia (in the sense of ‘education’) found its definitive form, any changes 
thereafter were ‘little more than the completion of a process that had been going on from the very 
beginning, the fulfilment of tendencies already present’.
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L Classical paideia.
Throughout the classical period, paideia encompassed everything learned formally 
at school and in the gymnasium,8 and often also included the development of skills 
in music and hunting. As part of their paideia, Xenophon’s Persian king Cyrus and 
his fellow elite youths learn both dikaiosyne and sophrosyne at school,9 and 
Xenophon shows himself a great adherent of the value of hunting in producing a 
man who is both sdphron and dikaios10 -  something we shall observe in Chariton 
too. Also extremely important for understanding Chariton’s paideia is Isocrates, for 
whom, as for Xenophon, paideia subsumes certain moral virtues: the educational 
aspect of paideia is expected to develop ethical characteristics, enabling a man to 
control his pleasures and desires, and to be just in his relations with others.11 For 
Isocrates’ rival, Plato, the case was similar: paideia was not simply education in any 
technical sense, but education in arete from a young age, and an understanding of 
how to rule and be ruled in the correct manner; a paideia devoid o f vouc and Sikt] 
would not deserve the name TraiSeia.12 A correlation between paideia, virtue, and 
wise thought is thus established at an early stage. But paideia was not perfect, and 
might allow a man to behave inappropriately:
... Kai eT t to t e  e ^ e p x e tc u , S u v a x o v  5 ’ E cm v ETravop0o u o 0a i ,  t o u t ’ cce'i 
S p a o T so v  5 ia  p io u  iravT i k otoc S u v a p iv .
... if ever \paideia\ errs from the right path, but can be put straight again, to 
this task every man, so long as he lives, must address himself with all his 
might (PI. Lg. 644b; Loeb trans.).
This image of paideia as fallible will be especially relevant when we turn to 
Dionysius and Chaereas.
8 Athletic training was an important part of paideia in later eras too: see van Nijf (2004) and now 
Konig (2005) on the place of athletics in paideia in the Second Sophistic, and see Chapter 2, below, 
for the significance of athletics in the performance of andreia.
9 X. Cyr. 1.2.6ff.
10 X. Cyn. 12.7ff.; see also Cyr. 8.1.34ff.
11 Isoc. Panathenaicus 30ff.
12 PI. Lg. 643e ff.
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Isocrates identifies the logos as the symbol of paideia (Jaeger 1945: 79), arguing
13that it distinguishes man from other animals, and facilitates the formation of laws. 
Since logos is not only reason, but also speech, Isocrates thereby makes a firm and 
enduring connection between paideia and speech, specifically oratory. In discussion 
of the role of paideia in the formation of the orator,14 he states that the most 
important quality in such a man is natural ability ( t o  Trjc (Jhjoecoc avuTTEppXqTOv), 
which, with only a clear voice and courage (Tqv ToXpav) to assist it,15 can give rise 
to an impressive speaker; but, coupled with experience and plenty of practice ( t c u c  
5’ EpuEipiaic K ai Ta7c e tt ip e X e ic c ic ) , natural talent turns out the best orators. By 
contrast, if a man has paideia alone, he need lack only courage and he will be 
speechless before the crowd (ou5’ av <|>0Ey£aa0ai 5uvq0£iq). This seems to impose 
limits on paideia: while it is, as we shall see, an immensely powerful badge of 
honour, its power is circumscribed, and in order to be most effective it must be 
complemented by other positive qualities, including natural ability. Again, these 
observations will useful when we examine Chariton.
Rhetorical ability in public is not all that Isocrates expects of a man. In addition, the 
Isocratean logos must be directed inward, so that the power of reason takes on a 
private aspect which is as, if not more, important than its public face:
P etcc t o u t o u  kou TTEpi t c o v  dptjM aP qT riaipcov dycovi£opE0a Kai TTEpi 
t c o v  ayvooupEVcov o k o t to u p e 0 q* Talc yap  t t i o t e o i v  ale  t o u c  dXXouc 
XsyOVTEC TTE10OPEV, Talc aUTaTc Tauxaic PouXEUOpEVOl XP^MeQGj 
pqTopiKouc psv KaXoupEV t o u c  ev  t c o  ttXt]0ei Suvapsvouc XsyEiv, 
eu P o u X o u c  5 e vopi^opsv omvEC av auxoi TTpoc auxouc a p ia T a  Trspi 
t c o v  TTpaypaTcov 5iaXEX0coaiv.
With this faculty \logos\ we both contend against others on matters which 
are open to dispute and seek light for ourselves on things which are 
unknown; for the same arguments which we use when persuading others 
when we speak in public, we employ also when we deliberate in our own 
thoughts; and, while we call eloquent those who are able to speak before a 
crowd, we regard as sage those who most skilfully debate their problems in 
their own minds (Isoc. Nicocles 8; Loeb trans.).16
13 Isoc. Nicocles 5ff.
14 Isoc. Antidosis 186ff.
15 ToApa often carries negative connotations (see below, p.88, with n.8), but here suggests self- 
confidence without braggadocio or over-boldness, as Isocrates is keen to clarify (ibid. 190).
16 This is clearly a vital concept for Isocrates: we find identical language at Antidosis 256.
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Here the performative nature of paideia is very much in evidence, though the 
rhetorical skills learned from teachers are sometimes to be divorced from their 
public context, and applied before a more private audience -  the audience of the self; 
we shall see this notion in operation later.
Yet philosophical and ethical texts do not have the monopoly on paideia. In his 
discussion of New Comic echoes in Chariton, Borgogno (1971: 260) views paideia 
as an ideal in Menander’s work, terming it an ‘elevazione morale’ which, far from 
being the ‘egoistico esercizio di un’ astratta virtu’, is rather ‘comprensione dei 
bisogni di chi ci e accanto e rispetto per l’altrui sofferenza’. Paideia assumes yet 
another aspect here, becoming -  in addition to a thoroughgoing elite education, the 
exercise of virtue in relation to others and to oneself, and the ability to reason both 
publicly and privately -  a profound comprehension of, and respect for, the needs and 
sufferings of others: it is the ability to empathise, to relate to others by means of 
one’s own experiences. Paideia thus emerges as a rather Russian doll-like construct, 
appearing simple at first glance, but in fact comprised of several interdependent 
parts. It has both educational and ethical aspects, and within each of these are public 
and private facets: educationally, one must be able to debate publicly with others 
and privately with oneself; ethically, one must demonstrate virtue in one’s public 
dealings with others, which in turn entails the exercise of control over the self, and a 
highly-developed sense of empathy. If any one of these elements is missing, paideia 
is incomplete; indeed, an unstable or incomplete paideia may threaten one’s very 
masculinity -  a threat we shall observe in Chariton.
iL Hellenistic paideia.
The Tabula of Cebes is an important text for our understanding of the significance 
of Hellenistic and Roman imperial paideia. The authorship of this text, which 
purports to be an allegorical interpretation of a painted votive tablet,17 is uncertain, 
although it appears to have been universally attributed by writers of the imperial 
period to Cebes of Thebes, a pupil of Socrates and fellow of Plato.18 While there is
17 Longus, of course, employs a similar pretext in the prologue of Daphnis and Chloe.
18 See X. Mem. 1.2.48 for Cebes as a disciple of Socrates. Diogenes Laertius (2.125) and Lucian (De 
Merc. Cond 42; Rh. Pr. 6) both unequivocally accept Cebes as the author of the Tabula. Opinion had 
not changed by the time the Suda was compiled (s.v. KefJqc).
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now a general consensus that the work should be dated to the Hellenistic or early 
imperial period, the content may derive from the ideas of the classical Cebes, thus 
accounting for the ancient belief that he was its author (Fitzgerald & White 1983: 
2ff.). The basic form of the Tabula recycles Prodicus’ myth of Heracles’ choice 
between Virtue and Vice,19 and the text has been seen to reflect Platonic, Cynic, 
Stoic, and Neopythagorean doctrines.20 Needless to say, philosophy through 
ekphrasis is commonplace almost to the point of cliche, particularly in Second 
Sophistic texts,21 but important for our purposes here is the stout differentiation the 
Tabula makes between two forms of paideia, one genuine and the other fraudulent -  
a dichotomy very much evident in second-century literature, and one whose traces 
may be detected in the novels. In the Tabula, true paideia admits a man to many 
virtues, including enkrateia, karteria,22 andreia, dikaiosyne, and sophrosyne,23 but 
such paideia cannot be claimed by someone who merely possesses academic 
knowledge:
o\j5ev y ap  kcoAuei eiSevai ijev ypappaT a Ka'i kotexeiv tcc paSiipaTa 
ndvTa, opoieoc 5e pE0uaov Kai aKpanrj elvai Kai tjuAapyupov Kai 
aSiKov Kai Trpo5oTr|v Kai to n ip a c  a<j>pova.
... nothing prevents one from knowing literature and mastering all the 
academic disciplines and yet at the same time being drunken, incontinent, 
avaricious, unjust, treacherous, and, in short, foolish (Ceb. 34; trans. 
Fitzgerald & White).
Those who know their letters but lead immoral lives possess a mere pseudopaideia, 
a form that attracts many poets and orators, according to the elderly exegete who 
interprets the painting for his younger audience.24 Cebes’ attack is founded on the 
presumed existence of people who believe paideia to be nothing more than literate 
education. He is clearly adopting a polemical stance against this bastardised paideia:
19 For which see X. Mem. 2.1.21-34; for an early appearance of the motif of choice between two ways 
of life, see Hes. Op. 287-292. This became a common theme in the imperial period, as we shall see 
from Lucian’s The Dream.
20 For discussion of doctrinal influences in the Tabula, see Fitzgerald & White (1983: 20ff.) and, 
more recently, Trapp (1997:168ff.).





his outspoken self-positioning suggests that he perceives pseudopaideia to be a 
prevalent and pernicious force amongst his contemporaries, and one which disguises 
itself as something it is not. Paideia had always been a hard-won badge of honour, 
but Cebes had evidently observed men attempting to claim it, while having no right 
to do so. Consequently, paideia was being cheapened, and one means of restoring its 
exclusivity was to flag up a distinction between what he saw as ‘real’ paideia, and 
the marker to which others were now laying claim.
iiu Second Sophistic paideia. 
Kleijwegt (1991: 84) observes that paideia was increasingly labelled as 
praiseworthy in inscriptions of the imperial period, and he cites one from 
Aphrodisias, Chariton’s hometown, honouring a man for his paideia, his gentleness, 
and his gentlemanly behaviour.25 Anderson (1993: 8) remarks that Second Sophistic 
paideia is notoriously difficult to define; where a concept is flexible, I would 
suggest, it may be easier to claim it for oneself by imposing on it one’s own 
interpretation. The increased emphasis on paideia at this time, both in inscriptions 
and in literature, implies a renewed concern over the nature of paideia and those 
who claimed to possess it. The distinctions that Cebes makes between legitimate and 
counterfeit paideia resurface in the Second Sophistic: in order to establish their own 
authenticity, sophists and rhetoricians stressed the dichotomy between true and false 
paideia, implying, without ever having to state overtly, that they themselves 
possessed the former and others the latter. Once such a distinction is laid down, the 
race is on to prove oneself a true pepaideumenos; true paideia is a rare breed, and 
consequently competition for it becomes intense.26 Dio Chrysostom makes what is 
effectively the same distinction, using the terms ‘human’ and ‘divine’: conversing 
with Alexander, Diogenes observes that human paideia involves deception, and that 
the majority believe that by reading the most books they will acquire the most
97  •paideia', divine paideia is sometimes known as andreia and sometimes as 
megalophrosyne, and those who possess this variety are thought to have received
25 Kleijwegt (1991: 85; CIG 2795: 84).
26 On paideia as something to which sophists and rhetoricians laid especial claim, see Anderson 
(1989).
27 Cf. Lucian Ind., the addressee of which expects a reputation for paideia to follow from the 
purchase of books.
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‘good paideia’, and to be ‘manly with respect to their souls’.28 Since the education 
of Xenophon’s Cyrus, paideia had been associated particularly with kings; in his 
kingship orations, Dio is keen to promote Hellenistic kingship discourse, a discourse 
which stresses that it is appropriate for no one more than for kings to develop
90  •  •paideia and the virtues to which it gives access. All of these issues -  competition, 
deception, and paideia’s relationship to kingship and to the virtues -  will be 
important when we discuss the representation of paideia in the novels.
Paideia, then, was far from being a ‘single, doctrinally coherent system’ (Whitmarsh 
2001a: 5), although its true form still comprised an ‘educational’ and a ‘cultural’, or 
‘behavioural’, aspect. Emphasising these elements, Jones (1986: 149) notes the 
frequency of Lucian’s references to paideia, and reflects that ‘[t]o lack culture 
[paideia] [in this period] implies ignorance not only of classics such as Homer, but 
of the behaviour expected of civilized beings’. Lucian in fact appears to have been 
especially troubled by the prevalence of pseudopaideia amongst his 
contemporaries.30 In his short piece, The Dream, he recounts his choice of the path 
of paideia as a youth. As he had shown some early promise in art, and as his family 
members were artisans, it was assumed that he too would enter the sculpture trade. 
But after a disastrous first day as an apprentice to his uncle, he dreams that two 
women, the personified Paideia and Techne, appear to him and fight over his future. 
Paideia is refined, attractive, and feminine in appearance, while Techne is burly, 
rough, and masculine. The obvious physical contrast between the two women 
enables Lucian to make his choice quickly, and he of course chooses Paideia, who 
takes him on a fantastic chariot-ride through the heavens and returns him to his 
father, regaled in splendid purple robes. Lucian’s piece is not simply a witty take on 
Prodicus’ well-known tale, which presented the path to virtue as more arduous than 
that to vice,31 though preferable in the long term from a moral and ethical 
perspective. Gera (1995) shows that the work may actually be read as somewhat
28 D. Chr. Or. 4.29ff.:... ayaOrjc iraiSeiac ... Kai Tac v|ajx«c avSpeiouc.
29 This is evident in Isocrates too, where a king’s paideia is epitomised by the triumph of self-control 
(To Nicocles 29); see Jaeger (1945: 79ff.).
30 Bompaire (1958) downplays contemporary references in Lucian, examining instead his use of 
literary models; Baldwin (1973) and Jones (1986), however, see in Lucian’s work the presence of 
contemporary social and political currents; my own feeling is that his preoccupation with paideia is a 
sign of very contemporary concerns.
31 Cf. also Ceb. 15, in which the road to true paideia is difficult.
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ambiguous. As she points out, it differs from other versions of the story in 
presenting both female figures as forceful and highly active, whereas the custom was 
to depict the negative woman as physically aggressive and quick in motion, while 
the positive woman remained sedate and composed.32 A further point Gera 
highlights is that the negative one of the pair was often seductive in appearance, 
though overly reliant upon artificial aids to beauty,33 while the virtuous woman may 
not be as obviously appealing. Moreover, manliness was sometimes a characteristic 
of the positive one in a Prodicus pair (ibid. 244), so by his attribution of this quality 
to Techne, Lucian plants some uncertainty in the mind of the reader familiar with 
standard versions of the myth. Techne’s outward unattractiveness and evident 
masculinity imply that she may not in fact be a wholly negative choice; conversely, 
Paideia’s glamour and femininity suggest that she may not be wholly positive. Is 
Lucian suggesting, Gera asks, that there is no real difference in value between the 
two ways of life (ibid. 241)?
I find Gera’s reading intriguing, but would offer a slight alternative. Since sculpture 
involves the convincing reproduction of a subject through art, it is the perfect cipher 
for Second Sophistic paideia, which recreates the past by the art of oratorical 
performance. Perhaps, then, Techne represents a sort of paideia, while Paideia 
herself is little more than an artful deception, devoid of the rigorous training of her 
counterpart.34 She presents her skills as easily acquired, offering Lucian ‘many 
noble adornments -  temperance [o c o ^ p o o u v q ] , justice [S iK a io o u v q ] , piety 
[E u a e fte ia ], kindliness [n p a o T q c ] ,  reasonableness [e ttie ik e icx ], understanding 
[ o u v e o ic ]  [and] steadfastness [K a p T E p ia ]’ for his soul,35 as though these attributes 
no longer had to be worked for. By contrast, Techne will involve the young Lucian 
in nothing but toil for very little return, according to Paideia.36 As Gera notes (ibid.
32 See X. Mem. 2.1.23; Ceb. 18.
33 See X. Mem. 2.1.22.
34 Techne’s brief, solecistic, and decidedly clumsy speech (7-8) provides the necessary contrast with 
Paideia’s loquaciousness (9-13), and perhaps symbolises the barbarisms that rhetorical training was 
designed to eradicate; I do not think it precludes her from being identified as the true form of what 
Paideia only purports to be. Indeed, xexvq was a watchword of Alexandrian poetics; in this light it is 
hard not to see Techne as the route to true paideia. Whitmarsh (2001a: 122), on the other hand, sees 
Sculpture as ‘the inflexible, ‘monolithic’ use of the Greek tradition’; I rather prefer Gera’s 
observations of ambiguity in this piece.
35 Somn. 10; Loeb trans.
36 Ibid. 13.
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249), Paideia seems only to mention the virtues because they are the components 
one would expect to find in her; her true concerns are fame, popularity, and the 
outward trappings of wealth and attractiveness. I suggest that Lucian adopts the 
guise of autobiography to illustrate the trap into which young men are now falling, 
bewitched by the glamorous appeal of a pseudopaideia like that of the Tabula?1
In her discussion of this text, Gera rightly sees parallels with A Professor o f Public 
Speaking, which draws a distinction between old-fashioned teachers of rhetoric and 
the new -  and to Lucian’s mind inferior -  teachers,38 who are obsessed with 
appearance, exhibit effeminacy, and consider manliness to be uncouth.39 A teacher 
of this type has ‘a mincing gait, a thin neck, a womanish glance, and a honeyed 
voice ... and carefully dresses his hair’.40 The new paideia of such teachers is 
artificial and superficial; it is no longer an emblem of masculinity, but has been 
prettified into something attractive, yet false.41 We shall meet such pseudopaideia in 
Cleitophon and Gnathon. So, for Lucian, there now existed a popular, or pseudo-, 
paideia whose form was effeminate, shallow, and often merely a label to be adopted 
and manipulated for personal gain. It did not require the intensive study of what was 
once considered ‘manly’ material, like the writings of Plato, Isocrates, and 
Demosthenes.42 The paideia of many public speakers was no longer a lifelong 
process, dedicated to instilling and developing the manly qualities of self-control, 
justice, and steadfastness, and turning out a rounded man who knew how to relate to 
himself and to others, as well as possessing broad academic knowledge.43 In some
37 Bartsch (1989: 15, 25, 41) observes some similarities between Lucian and Cebes in their use of 
ekphrasis.
38 Lucian explicitly tells us that there are now two paths to rhetoric, that vital element of paideia: a 
‘short, easy road, direct to Rhetoric, has recently been opened’ (Rh. Pr. 10; Loeb trans.).
39 Ibid. 12: the new teacher of rhetoric does not wish to appear ‘masculine’ (appevcotroc).
40 Ibid 11; Loeb trans., modified. Gleason (1990: 400) notes that imperial moralists thought 
excessive grooming detrimental to a man’s masculinity, and indicative of effeminacy and a lack of 
self-restraint. Chariton betrays a similar belief, for the beauty regime of his supposed adulterer is 
deliberately excessive so as to render the character credible (1.4.9): the external appearance of this 
man is a clear index of character, identifying him before the reader (and before the watching 
Chaereas) as a licentious type; a man who looks this way must have duplicitous and immoral 
intentions, and lack true paideia. We shall return to these issues in Chapter 3.
41 See also Bis Acc. 31, where the Syrian (Lucian himself) states that Rhetoric is no longer what she 
was when he met her: she has ‘made herself up, arranged her hair like a courtesan, put on rouge, and 
darkened her eyes underneath’ (Loeb trans.); this, he says, made him suspicious and caused him to 
leave her.
42 Lucian Rh. Pr. 9,17; Bis Acc. 31. Cf. Dio’s remarks on pseudophilosophers (Or. 72.15-16).
43 According to Lucian, a man need only bandy about a handful of Atticisms for others to believe him 
far superior in paideia (Rh Pr. 17). Lucian also offers advice on how one should behave if following
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cases it was now little more than a cloak, hurriedly assumed and used to conceal a 
lack of actual knowledge and an absence of traditional masculine attributes.44
Whitmarsh (2001a: 123) has pointed to the inherent power of imperial paideia to act 
as a disguise, concealing or appearing to transform reality; indeed, a well-mastered 
paideia could even effect the transformation of one disadvantaged by birth, as 
Gleason (1995: 168) observes of Favorinus. Lucian’s preoccupation with the nature 
o f paideia and rhetoric underscores the long-standing and ingrained association 
between paideia and public-speaking. Moreover, his concern regarding the 
apparently superficial paideia of some teachers and public speakers emphasises 
paideia’s second-century connection with the specific field of epideictic oratory. 
Over and above its use as a tool for debate, Isocrates had privileged the power of the 
logos in moral and ethical contexts, but Lucian suggests that the moral and the 
ethical were now being neglected in favour of the spectacular, reducing paideia to 
nothing more than a glittering exterior with no substance. By placing this superficial 
paideia under the spotlight, Lucian implicitly leads the reader to surmise that, by 
contrast, Lucian himself possesses a traditional paideia that has regard for 
behaviour, and not merely for the show of learning. But both pseudopaideia and true 
paideia could be used for concealing purposes, and when we turn to the novels we 
shall observe in action both the substantial and the superficial forms of paideia, and 
their capacity for concealment.
Whitmarsh (2001a: 19) argues that paideia’s role in the literature of the Second 
Sophistic was as a vehicle for the exploration of right behaviour in everyday life, 
and as a site for debate on the best way to live life. This is very much the light in 
which Chariton seems to see it. Despite paideia’s ambiguity, the title of 
pepaideumenos could still serve as an index of one’s social standing (Brown 1992: 
39-41) and a powerful cultural descriptor, a form of ‘symbolic capital’ (Bourdieu 
1977: 171-183; Gleason 1995: xxi): because paideia was an ongoing, lifelong 
process, to be a true pepaideumenos implied that a man possessed the time and
this new path to rhetoric: one should ‘be resolved to do anything and everything -  to dice, to drink 
deep, to live high and to keep mistresses’ (ibid. 23; Loeb trans.).
44 On philosophy as a cloak for sexual deviance, see Goldhill (1995: 46-111); we shall return to this 
notion in Chapter 3.
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money to develop his education and culture on a continual, rolling basis. The 
acquisition and maintenance of paideia defined the self both personally, within 
one’s own social context, and ethnically, in the wider world: it marked a man out 
from the crowd at home, and from non-Greeks abroad.45 Focusing on the importance 
of rhetoric, Gleason (ibid. xxii et passim) has stressed the Second Sophistic as a very 
public, face-to-face society, in which the appearance and conduct -  and thus the 
paideia -  of elite males were constantly scrutinised and judged. A man might be 
described as pepaideumenos, but this cultural marker was a fragile one, open to 
attack from external forces, or from his own emotions and desires. The identity of 
the pepaideumenos, the hegemonic badge of the elite Greek male, was constructed 
and performed through a lifetime’s effort. We should thus understand true paideia as 
an intellectual and moral way o f being, which continued throughout a man’s life and 
could never be taken for granted 46
The gendering of paideia.
As paideia had always been grounded in academic study, and as literacy and 
scholarship were largely masculine realms, paideia had throughout Greek history 
been the preserve of men (Connolly 2003: 294). Women, however, were not entirely 
excluded, even at earlier points in history, although their inclusion was limited and 
of a variety wholly different from that of men. Xenophon’s Oeconomicus, for 
example, recommends a form of paideia for the wives of estate-owners, but the 
education they are to receive is geared towards making them best able to support 
their husbands in the day-to-day running of the estate (Jaeger 1945: 176) 47 For the 
classical wife, then, access to paideia was dictated by her role in the patriarchal 
household (Whitmarsh 2001a: 111). One might think that with women’s increased 
access to education in the imperial period, and the concomitant rise in female 
literacy, female paideia would become more prevalent. It is certainly true that there 
were more educated women at this time (ibid. 109), particularly amongst the elite,
45 The particular ‘Greekness’ o f paideia had been evident also in Isocrates’ work (e.g. Panegyricus 
50ff., where Hellenism and paideia are synonymous). As we saw in the case of Cyrus, however, (and 
as we shall see in Chariton later), non-Greeks could sometimes attain paideia; indeed, it often appears 
that Greekness is more a matter of culture than of race (Goldhill 2001a: 13; Whitmarsh 2001b: 272- 
273).
46 Cribiore (2001: 243-244) describes paideia as ‘a slow vegetable growth that affected people 
through the course of their lives’.
47 SeeX. Oec., esp. 7.15ff.
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but the paideia that women were able to develop again appears to have differed from 
that of men. Plutarch, whose views on women were relatively liberal, wrote a 
treatise entitled A Woman, Too, Should Be Educated, whose few remaining 
fragments unfortunately tell us little about his ideas on the subject. He does, 
however, state in Advice to Bride and Groom that a husband should educate his 
wife,48 though it is notable that the husband is the purveyor of this education, and 
that she is dependent upon him for it. Although it is impossible to gain a frill 
impression of Plutarch’s conception of female paideia, for Whitmarsh (ibid. 109ff.) 
his extant recommendations reinforce a wife’s submissive status within the marriage 
bond, whereas for a man paideia has the potential to empower. While Plutarch may 
have been an adherent of reciprocal love and mutual pleasure within marriage, his 
‘essential conservatism’ (Stadter 1995: 222) seems to have supported the continuing 
focus of paideia in this period on the creation of a male subject. Plutarch’s female 
paideia seems to have extended only to her role as a partner in marriage, and as such 
should not be seen as radically different from earlier forms of female paideia. In 
fact, Plutarch perpetuates a normative classical dictum, namely that without the 
guidance of men, women would revert to their natural low-minded condition:
Trj 5e yuvam ttccvtccxoSev to xpJiaipov auvaycov, coaTrep ai meAittcci, 
Kai <|>Epcov auToc ev oeccutco, metcxSiSou kcu upoaSiaAEyou, 4>(Aouc 
a\JTrj ttoicov Kai auvq0Eic tcov Aoycov touc apiaTouc. ...’ Av yap Aoycov 
XprjOTcov OTT£p|jaTa prj 5ExcovTai jjtiSe koivcovcocji TraiSsiac toTc 
avSpaaiv, auTa'i Ka0’ auTac aTorra ttoAAcc Kai (j>auAa (3ouAEupaTa Kai 
TTa0r) kuouoi.
And for your wife you must collect from every source what is useful, as do 
the bees, and carrying it within your own self impart it to her, and then 
discuss it with her, and make the best of these doctrines her favourite and 
familiar themes ... For if [wives] do not receive the seed of good doctrines 
and share with their husbands in intellectual advancement [paideia], they, 
left to themselves, conceive many untoward ideas and low designs and 
emotions (Plu. Coniugalia Praecepta 145b ff.; Loeb trans.).
However, these observations deserve some qualification in the light of the changing 
face of marriage in the imperial period. It appears that, with the growing emphasis 
on mutual love within marriage, it was not for the woman alone to direct her paideia
48 Plu. Coniugalia Praecepta 146a.
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into the oikos. Whilst male paideia may have been empowering, and may have 
provided opportunities outside the home, the emerging focus on reciprocal love 
ensured that some of that paideia was invested in a man’s relationship with his wife:
The moralists and philosophers of [the imperial period] devote much space 
in their surviving writing to the art of successfully ruling oneself and one’s 
body ... Above all, the desired poise and stability of the self was rooted in 
the home and the marriage relation. This was the centre of self-control in the 
crucial areas of sexual and emotional conduct (Swain 1996: 128).
Women may have been disadvantaged in terms of the extent of their access to 
paideia, and of its scope and potential, as Swain (ibid. 64, n.75) would argue, yet 
many must surely have benefited from marriage becoming a site for their husbands’ 
practice of paideia. We shall see that Chariton presents paideia as performed to 
some extent within the marriage bond, and certainly as having a bearing on a man’s 
response to his own feelings of erotic desire. First, though, how do the novels 
present female paideia?
Female paideia in the novels.
Of the seven instances of the term n a iS e ia  in Chariton, none applies to women, 
while the feminine participle TTETrai5£upEvq is used only twice, and in both cases in 
relation to Callirhoe. So, does the pepaideumene differ from the pepaideumenos'? Is 
the nature of female paideia dictated by the pepaideumene's marital status and 
conjugal responsibility, as we have observed it to be in Xenophon and Plutarch? 
Callirhoe is first described as pepaideumene when the Persian king’s eunuch, 
Artaxates, has propositioned her on behalf of his master. Her response to such an 
unwelcome suggestion is a desire ‘to pluck out the eyes of this corrupter’.49 This is 
clearly a situation that provokes Callirhoe to great anger: her emotion is described as 
opyq, and she is driven (coppqoEv) by her revulsion at the eunuch’s proposition; and 
yet, because she is a yuvq TTenaiSeupsvr) Kai <|>pEvqpr|C, she is capable of 
controlling her anger (tt|V opyrjv p e te ^ A e ),50 quickly calculating (tccxecoc
49 Chariton 6.5.8; trans. Goold.
50 Cf. 3.2.1, where Dionysius too must control his first impulse on learning that Callirhoe has agreed 
to marry him; and see below, p.80, with n.220, on Chaereas’ anger.
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Aoyiaapevr)) her position, and dissimulating before Artaxates from then on 
(KaTSipcDVSuaaTO Aoittov tou  {3apj3dpou). The paideia she has received, with its 
capacity for logos,51 allows her to disguise her true emotions, and to produce an
52eloquent and convincing speech in response to a proposition that has disgusted her; 
her speech in fact has such an effect as to leave Artaxates with ‘mouth wide open’.53 
Scourfield (2003: 180) notes that LSJ give the opposite of <J>psvqpqc as eppavqc 
(‘frantic’, ‘raving’), which is how Callirhoe really feels; yet Scourfield misses the 
fact that this is an opposition Chariton plays on in Callirhoe’s first line of response: 
“‘May I never be so mad [paivopai],” she said, “as to consider myself worthy of the 
Great King!”’54 In this short scene we see the potential of paideia to develop 
effective speech, and to disguise what truly underlies it. But this is no 
pseudopaideia, concealing an absence of true knowledge. Rather, it is the use of 
acculturation -  of rhetorical finesse and artful deception -  to positive effect, in order 
to deflect an assault on chastity; in this moral goal, Callirhoe thus shows herself to 
possess true paideia. Her adept performance might suggest that her paideia is little 
different from male paideia -  that the term pepaideumene has the same parameters 
as its masculine equivalent. But we should note that her paideia is directed toward 
the marriage bond, as we saw was the case with the female paideia of Xenophon and 
Plutarch: her performance of paideia is dictated to some extent by her marital status.
Although Heliodorus never uses the word paideia or its cognates, paideia is 
nonetheless an implicit concept in his text. At an early point we learn that Charicleia 
has undergone a quite considerable askesis, and is in fact far more competent in 
argument than many of her male counterparts. Quickly mastering Greek, she 
employs rhetorical skill to argue against Charicles’ wish to marry her to Alcamenes: 
she uses her newfound feathers (tttepoTc),55 brandishing her great experience in 
argument (tt)v ek Aoycov TToAuusipiav ... ETTavaTEivExai), the intricacies
51 At 2.6.1 she is said by Dionysius to possess q t c o v  Aoycov t t e i 0 c o .
52 Cf. 1.11.2: Callirhoe pretends to believe Theron’s lies, as she realises that her life will be 
threatened if she vents anger (opy(£opai) at her situation. Scourfield (2003: 179) is right to object to 
Goold’s rather patronising translation of the verb as ‘become petulant’: there is nothing derisory 
about Callirhoe’s emotions, as her urge to physical violence against Artaxates shows.
53 6.5.10.
54 6.5.9.
55 The word carries the multiple connotations of ‘feathers’, ‘wings’, and ‘arrows’, suggesting that 
Charicleia’s education has enabled her to take metaphorical flight (one of Heliodorus’ many nods to
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( t t o ik (Ativ)  of which Charicles himself had taught her.56 The education Charicles 
gave her was designed to prepare her to choose the best path in life; by this he 
clearly means the path of wife and mother, but she has in fact used it to reject social 
expectations and to follow a life of virginity.57 Yet while this use of paideia might 
appear to be one of self-assertion, it remains confined to the sphere of sexual 
conduct; both Charicles’ intention in educating Charicleia, and Charicleia’s use of 
that education, thus reinforce the notion that female paideia is circumscribed in a 
way that male paideia is not.58 Charicleia goes on to use her paideia in a manner 
very similar to that of Callirhoe, dissimulating before suitors in order to preserve her 
chastity,59 and thus again conforming to the standard uses of female paideia that we 
have seen in other texts. However, it is important to note that in a genre whose focal 
point is romantic love, the relationship of paideia to sexual conduct is perhaps 
inevitable; indeed, we have already observed that a connection exists between 
paideia and sophrosyne, and while the former term may not be used by Heliodorus, 
the latter certainly is.60 Although for men paideia may be related to their public lives 
in a way that it is not for women, it does also constrain them in their private, 
romantic lives, as we shall see in the case of Dionysius: it is not only women whose 
sexual behaviour is governed by paideia.
the Platonic wings of the soul), and to turn upon Charicles the verbal weapons he himself equipped 
her with.
56 Hid. 2.33.3ff. Other references to her education and intelligence are made in the text: in begging 
Calasiris to assist him in steering Charicleia away from a life of virginity, Charicles refers to her as 
not unaccustomed ( a n p o a p i K T O c )  to t o u c  A o y i o u c  t c o v  a v S p c o v ,  and indeed as having spent 
considerable time as an associate ( o u v o p i A o c )  of such men (2.33.7); Calasiris goes on to use the 
same language of her at 3.19.3; at 2.35.3 Calasiris tells Cnemon that Charicleia had asked him 
questions about sacred writings, and at 6.8.1 Nausicles praises her for being y E v v a i a  p e v  t o  A f j p a  
o u v b t t |  5 e  t o  < j > p o v q p a .
57 2.33.5. On the implications of this scene, Maguire (2005: 180ff.) is good.
58 If Heliodorus’ text is to be given a late date, the use of paideia to maintain virginity might have 
significance from a Christian perspective, in which case it once more upholds an idealised female 
role.
59 At 1.2 O ff. she feigns consent to marriage with Thyamis; her deception is so convincing that she 
even has Theagenes fooled (1.25.1-2). Cf. Achilles Tabus’ Leucippe, who conducts a spirited 
rhetorical defence of her chastity which seems indebted to some form of paideia (6.21-21); at a 
stretch one might even think Anthia’s quick-witted yarn-spinning before the pimp to be evidence of a 
paideia of sorts (X. Eph. 5.7).
60 1.3.1; 1.8.3; 1.12.2; 2.4.2; 4.8.7; 5.22.3; 7.2.3; 8.6.4; 8.9.22; 10.9.4; 10.9.5. While sophrosyne is 
applied to men, it is much more frequently used of Charicleia: one of the above references relates to 
Thyamis, one to Theagenes, and one jointly to Theagenes and Charicleia; with the exception of one 
sarcastic reference to Demaenete, all the others relate to Charicleia.
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Chariton’s second and final description of Callirhoe as pepaideumene occurs when 
Chaereas has captured the island of Aradus, where Callirhoe, Stateira, and the rest of 
the Persian noblewomen have been left for their safety. Callirhoe is said to be best 
able to comfort Stateira, ‘being a Greek woman, pepaideumene, and not 
inexperienced with regard to suffering’.61 Again, in one short line Chariton speaks 
volumes about the nature and power of paideia. Callirhoe’s paideia here goes hand- 
in-hand with her identity as a Greek. As we have noted, paideia was often 
considered a mark of ‘Greekness’,62 and although Chariton generally characterises 
Persians favourably -  Artaxerxes and Stateira have many ‘Greek’ characteristics -  
they remain barbarians;63 Chariton’s emphasis on Callirhoe’s paideia at the precise 
moment when she and Stateira are spotlighted cannot help but act as a cultural 
differentiator between the two women, thereby elevating Callirhoe.64 It is also 
significant that Callirhoe has developed a friendship with the queen. We have 
observed that Xenophon’s Cyropaedia and Hellenistic kingship discourse associated 
paideia and its accompanying virtues with kingship. We have also noted that 
Callirhoe’s paideia elevates her status and is one of the factors that make her best 
qualified to console the queen. Gleason (1995: 162) has highlighted the ability of 
paideia to act as a marker of social class. Is it possible that Callirhoe’s possession of 
paideia is socially empowering, enabling her to move in royal circles and to become 
the confidante of the Persian queen?65 Here, then, perhaps we see a side of female 
paideia that is not connected with chastity, a side that offers a form of social 
advancement more akin to that provided by male paideia; we shall see later that 
Dionysius’ paideia is certainly socially and politically empowering, and closely 
connected to royalty. As well as being related to her race and her friendship with the 
queen, Callirhoe’s paideia is here attached to her experiences, suggesting the
61 Chariton 7.6.5:... coc av'EAAqv'ie Kai TTETrai5eu|iEvr| kcc'i ouk ccmeAettitoc kcckcov.
62 See above, p.38, with n.45.
63 The cultural stereotype is evident in Callirhoe’s expectation that Stateira will be insanely jealous if 
she finds out about her husband’s feelings for her (6.6.5); Chariton takes pleasure in subverting this 
expectation and surprising both Callirhoe and the culturally-conditioned reader.
64 Paideia is later at work implicitly in Callirhoe’s rejection of Chaereas’ suggestion that she keep 
Stateira as a slave: while paideia elevates her above the queen, as Greek over barbarian, it also 
enables her to show clemency and to recognise that it would be inappropriate to enslave the Persian 
queen (8.3.2). We shall return to the relationship between paideia and clemency at the end of this 
chapter, and in connection with Hydaspes’ andreia in Chapter 2.
65 In this regard it may be significant that Heliodorus’ Thisbe, the pale imitation of Charicleia and 
clearly lacking paideia, never reaches Ethiopia, where Nausicles was hoping to send her to become 
the queen Persinna’s confidante; this of course also relates to Heliodorus’ ranking of Athens at the 
bottom of a moral and cultural hierarchy (see also below, p.l 18, n.124).
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common (particularly in tragedy) notion of learning through suffering: although she 
is described as <J)povT]paTOC TrAqpry; early on,66 Callirhoe is only said to be 
pepaideumene after undergoing many sufferings.67 Her own endurance of 
misfortune enables her to empathise with Stateira and thus to comfort her. We may 
think at this point of Borgogno’s observation of Menander’s paideia,68 which fosters 
empathy and respect for others’ suffering. We might see Chariton’s reference to 
paideia here as the central element that dictates Callirhoe’s behaviour towards the 
queen, functioning symbiotically with her race and her life experiences, and serving 
to create her identity.69 Callirhoe’s paideia may in fact be understood as the quality 
that dictates her behaviour throughout the novel; indeed, Kaimio (1995: 127) regards 
it as her survival strategy. Time and again we see her as conversant with appropriate 
action, and as the possessor of both wit and behavioural paideia, thinking through 
her situation before deciding her course, and taking into account the possible 
consequences of her actions.70
Both Callirhoe and Charicleia clearly possess paideia, the former explicitly and the 
latter implicitly. However, this female paideia does appear to be to some extent 
qualitatively different from male paideia. While it enables Callirhoe to socialise 
with royalty and Charicleia to quiz learned men on sacred texts, its ultimate goal is 
the preservation of chastity, and it is therefore tied firmly to the sanctity of the 
female body. Even the sage military advice that Callirhoe gives Chaereas is 
delivered within the confines of the bedroom after she has resumed her role as his 
wife: it too is contextualised within the conjugal sphere. Yet, like male paideia in 
other writings, and in the novels as we shall see, it entails an acute awareness of 
oneself and one’s own emotions, of the feelings of others, and of how one should 
conduct oneself in relation to those feelings. We shall observe that both male and 
female forms of paideia reinforce gender roles within normative spheres of action: 
the female within marriage or where chastity is concerned, and the male in the social
66 1.3.6.
67 We shall return later to the possibility that, as argued by (Couraud-)Lalanne (1998, 2006), the 
protagonists’ experiences constitute a form of paideia.
68 See above, p.31.
69 The central position o f the adjective TTETraiSEupEvri in the syntax o f the clause seems to confirm its 
interdependent relationship with'EAAqvic and o u k  a p E A E T i y r o c  k c x k c o v .
70 E.g. 1.11.2; 2.11.1-4; note also that she upbraids Chaereas for lack of forethought, and assists him 
with military strategy (8.2.4).
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and political arena. But one thing is worthy of note: for men as well as for women, 
paideia dictates behaviour with regard to love and sex. It is to the discourse of male 
paideia in the novels that we now turn. As we noted in the Introduction,71 the 
presence of a discourse is not signalled solely by the use of specific language, so it 
will also be necessary to examine scenes from which that language may be absent, 
but in which paideia is implicit, as we have done in the case of Charicleia. The 
following discussion focuses primarily on Chariton, whose overwhelming 
application of paideia to male characters suggests that he sees it predominantly as a 
marker of masculinity.
The age and aspect of the pepaideumenos.
In the first chapter of The Dream Lucian recalls the discussion held by his father and 
his father’s friends concerning the path Lucian should take at the end of his basic 
schooling. Lucian remarks that most of them believed paideia to require ‘great 
labour, much time, considerable expense, and conspicuous social position’.72 This is 
a picture he goes on to undercut ironically, as we have seen, but it is instructive for 
the image it presents of paideia as something developed over time and through 
effort, and as something to which only men of a certain social and financial standing 
may lay claim. Paideia (the paideia of old, at least) is a process, not an overnight 
acquisition, suggesting that it cannot be possessed by the young.73 This separation of 
paideia from youth is also suggested by the timing of the discussion: Lucian has 
finished his schooling ( ra  5i5aaKaAs7a), and is now on the verge of manhood ( t t |V  
qAiKiav TrpooriPoc cov); this is apparently the time to begin the laborious 
development of paideia. In Cebes’ Tabula we also find paideia detached from youth 
and acquired with age: true paideia is represented by a woman who has reached ‘an 
age of maturity and judgment’ (meot] 5e Kai KEKpipsvq rj5q Trj f|AiKia).74 Paideia 
may be a process that begins while the subject is reasonably young (and the fact that 
it is cognate with note would suggest as much), but it is only developed as the 
subject matures.
71 See above, p.7.
72 Somn. 1 ;  Loeb t r a n s . :  t o i c  t t X e i o t o i c  o u v  e 5 o £ e v  t t c u S e i c x  j j e v  Kai t t o v o u  ttoAAou Kai xpovou 
paKpou Kai SaTrdvqc ou piKpac Kai t u x h ^  S e T o S o i  A apnpdc ...
73 Unlike the ‘paideia’ of which Lucian dreams, which is indeed literally an overnight acquisition.
74 Ceb. 18; trans. Fitzgerald & White.
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Chariton seems to reflect this association of paideia with maturity. Dionysius, for 
example, Chariton’s most notable possessor of paideia, has clearly reached some 
form of ‘middle age’, having been married previously, and having fathered a child. 
Of course, ‘middle age’, both at the story’s dramatic date and at the time of 
authorship, was very likely attained at a far younger age than it is today. There is, 
however, a clear age distinction between Dionysius and Chaereas, whose jealous 
anger marks him out early on as a hot-headed youth.75 Dionysius is first described as 
a v q p  rjAiKia KaQecrrcoc,76 which suggests that he has reached a certain (though 
unspecified) age. Similarly, Demetrius, the Egyptian charged with returning Stateira 
to the Great King at the end of the military conflict, is qAiKia irpoqKcov,77 while 
Heliodorus’ Calasiris, though not explicitly called pepaideumenos, has many of the 
qualities one might expect of such a man,78 and is elderly to boot. Further, Longus’ 
Philetas is clearly conceived as pepaideumenos, though again is not specifically 
labelled as such. His status as a Trp£o(3uTT)C is emphasised,79 and distinguishes him 
from the run-of-the-mill yspovTEC of the countryside (Morgan 2004: 177): he is an 
‘elder’, rather than simply an ‘old man’. The kind of paideia that interests Longus is 
of course somewhat different from that in other novels,80 so the implicit 
pepaideumenos Philetas is not quite the same as other pepaideumenoi', we shall see, 
however, that in other texts too, knowledge of the nature of love does qualify as an 
element of paideia. The erotic advice Philetas offers to Daphnis and Chloe is termed 
a ttcuSeuttipiov and a TraiSEupa,81 but such advice is evidently not the limit of his 
paideia: as an elderly man, respected for his dikaiosyne, he is called upon to 
adjudicate in the dispute between the locals and the Methymnaeans;82 dikaiosyne, as 
we have noted, is a quality related to paideia. These references imply that paideia is 
an attribute developed over time, and thus something that comes with maturity. This 
argument would seem at first glance to be contradicted by Chariton’s sole reference
75 We shall explore this anger at the end of the chapter.
76 Chariton 1.12.6.
77 8.3.10. We have observed the particular connection of paideia with ‘Greekness’; although 
Egyptian, Demetrius notably has a Greek name, and like other of Chariton’s non-Greeks, he appears 
rather Greek. Demetrius outstrips the other Egyptians in paideia and arete, and his development of 
these qualities seems to have enabled him to break through the confines of his ethnicity.
78 For a list of Calasiris’ sophistic pepaideumenos qualities, see Anderson (1989: 184-185).
79 Longus 2.3.1-2.
80 For more on Longus’ paideia, see below, p.73-75.
81 2.9.1,3.14.1.
82 o ic 1
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to Chaereas’ paideiaP  But for Chariton maturity seems to reside not only in age but 
also in character. It is significant that Chaereas’ paideia is mentioned only towards 
the end of the novel, when, firstly, a substantial amount of time has elapsed since he 
and Callirhoe were first married,84 and, secondly, he has undergone a considerable 
amount of ‘life experience’. The paideia he now has is clearly not the result of 
formal education, but of his experiences. In this regard, the argument of Courauld- 
Lalanne (1998: 532), that Chaereas undergoes a rite of passage, is persuasive.85
S o  paideia is generally not something a man may claim at an age of immaturity. 
Xenophon of Ephesus, however, refers to Habrocomes’ paideia when the young 
man is at the tender age of sixteen.86 The activities in which Habrocomes engages 
are truly classical, on the model of Cyrus’ paideia. Xenophon lists the three 
elements of which the educational form of paideia was typically comprised: rhetoric 
(signified by the verb peAetcxco), the arts (pouaiK qv TroiKtAqv rjaKEi), and physical 
exercise in the form of hunting, horsemanship, and fighting under arms (all 
enumerated and then summed up by y u p v a o p a x a ) .  If paideia is something that one 
only possesses after much effort and experience, how is it that Habrocomes can be 
described in these terms? Although he is said to have developed both body and soul, 
this reads rather as tokenism. It seems that the focus here is on the educational 
aspect of paideia, rather than its moral and ethical side: Habrocomes may have had 
an educational paideia -  he may have begun his melete and askesis -  but education 
alone does not a pepaideumenos make. It is quite possible that if, as has been 
suggested, Xenophon was imitating Chariton,87 he recognised the significance of the 
concept of paideia in Chariton’s work, and therefore paid lip-service to it, without 
fully developing the theme.88
83 Chariton 7.2.5.
84 The amount of time Chaereas and Callirhoe are separated has been the subject of discussion (e.g. 
Couraud-Lalanne 1998: 536). It is worth noting that Callirhoe’s child is old enough to require a 
paidagogos, and for Dionysius to try to use him as a messenger to Callirhoe when the trial is 
postponed (5.10.4-5).
85 For Chaereas’ experiences as rites of passage, see also Schmeling (1974), Lalanne (2006), and 
below, p.83-84.
86 X. Eph. 1.1.2.
87 See Anderson’s introduction to his translation in Reardon (1989), but cf. above, p.16, n.37.
88 Or the lack of development may simply be the result of the text not being in its original form.
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Achilles Tatius, on the other hand, implicitly casts the young Cleitophon as 
pepaideumenos, knowing full well that the hero’s age (not to mention his behaviour) 
may make the reader question the legitimacy of this casting. When Cleitophon is 
first introduced the narrator makes a point of highlighting his youth.89 He then draws 
him into the Platonic locus amoenus in order to hear his story, thus casting 
Cleitophon as a sort of Socrates-figure.90 That is a role that Cleitophon readily 
accepts when he begins his story, referring in Socratic style to the swarm of stories 
being roused, and to a premonitory dream he had as having been sent by t o  
Saipoviov 91 This inevitably calls to mind Socrates’ daimonion, thereby ironically 
casting Cleitophon as the arch-pepaideumenos, Socrates -  ‘ironically’, because his 
youth has just been stressed. During his narration, a picture accretes of a Cleitophon 
who is conspicuously lacking in the moral essence of paideia, and in the virtues to 
which it gives access. However, a distinction might be made between Cleitophon as 
actor and Cleitophon as narrator of his own story: if experience contributes to 
maturity of character and thus to paideia, then by the time of Cleitophon’s narration, 
the experiences he has had might be thought to qualify him as pepaideumenos, and 
to entitle him to present himself as such. But it is very difficult for the reader to 
maintain a constant separation between Cleitophon the actor and Cleitophon the 
narrator, particularly given that the narrative frame is never resumed: Cleitophon is 
stuck in the time-warp of his story, learning nothing and never changing. The claim 
to paideia that the indirect equation to Socrates implicitly makes can therefore only 
be read ironically, as it is so heavily undercut by the behaviour which Cleitophon 
narrates, and by the difficulty o f distinguishing between Cleitophon’s two personas. 
Cleitophon may have studied his philosophy,92 but as we have seen, education alone 
does not constitute paideia’, we shall observe repeatedly that he is pathologically 
unable to demonstrate the moral and ethical substance of true paideia.
The literature of the Second Sophistic demonstrates an intense interest in 
physiognomy, a pseudo-science which purported to read a man’s character and
89 Ach. Tat. 1.2.1-2.
90 PI. Phdr. 229a-b; 230a.
91 1.2.2; 1.3.2. Repath (Forthcoming a: Chapter 2) discusses Cleitophon’s (and the anonymous 
narrator’s) status as a Socrates-figure, and observes the impact of Cleitophon’s emphasised youth on 
his authority. He does not note the use of t o  Saipoviov.
92 On Achilles Tatius’ use of philosophy, see Repath (Forthcoming a).
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intentions through external signs given by dress, gait, and physical features.93 Lucian 
shows the influence of physiognomy in his description of the new teachers of 
rhetoric, whose appearance belies their lack of manliness.94 If paideia’s absence may 
be proclaimed by a man’s outward appearance, presumably so may its presence.95 
We first meet Dionysius in a scene that is focalised through Theron: Dionysius is at 
the centre of a crowd, but Theron’s eyes are drawn to him, and the sight makes him 
rise to his feet and ask who the man is.96 Leonas is surprised that Theron has never 
heard of Dionysius, since his wealth, birth, and paideia put him far ahead of other 
Ionians. We have observed from Lucian that wealth and good birth were generally 
believed necessary for the cultivation of paideia; thus the man who is blessed with 
more wealth and better birth has the potential to develop more and better paideia 97 
Dionysius’ wealth, birth, and paideia here function together to characterise him, and 
literally to mark him out from the crowd, for Theron notices him over the many 
people with him: these attributes give him a bearing which attracts Theron’s 
attention, alerting him to the possibility of selling Callirhoe for a high price -  the 
appearance of paideia implies the possession of money. The competitive nature of 
paideia (as well as of wealth and social standing) is emphasised by Dionysius’ 
‘outstripping’ (uttepexovtcx) of other Ionians. Given this competitiveness, and the 
fact that paideia’s primary context -  at least in the Second Sophistic -  was the arena 
of public display, it seems reasonable to surmise that one’s paideia might be 
declared to the world through visual means: in addition to rhetorical ability and 
noble comportment in dealings with others, a man’s physical appearance and 
bearing might act as a further medium for the display and performance of paideia', in 
an era whose elite was obsessed with physiognomy, a man’s paideia might show 
itself before the eyes of the watching world, either consciously or unconsciously on 
the part of the pepaideumenos.98
93 For a useful overview of the significance of physiognomy in the Second Sophistic, see Barton 
(1995: 95-131); for exhaustive studies, see Evans (1935, 1969), Gleason (1990, 1995, esp. 55-81), 
and Swain (2007c).
94 See above, p.36.
95 Indeed, we shall observe in Chapter 2 that the presence of andreia is something visible in a man’s 
appearance.
96 Chariton 1.12.6.
97 Wealth has an intimate relationship with paideia: T. Morgan (1998: 125ff.) shows that the positive 
nature of wealth is stressed in the school texts that featured in a young man’s enkyklios paideia.
98 This is the essence of many of Gleason’s (1995) observations on the performance culture of the 
Second Sophistic. Borg’s (2004) volume works with the premise that paideia may be expressed
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The pepaideumenos and kingship. 
We have remarked that paideia acted as an index of social status: not only did its 
cultivation generally require a certain social status, as Lucian noted, but the 
achievement of the rank of pepaideumenos also admitted a man to certain social 
privileges. It is interesting to note in this regard that when Dionysius is first 
described, Leonas mentions his wealth, birth, paideia, and his friendship with the 
Persian king. While, as we have observed, wealth and birth are generic prerequisites 
in descriptions of protagonists, the reference to Dionysius’ paideia and friendship 
with Artaxerxes does more than simply fulfil the demands of the genre. It also 
informs the reader that he has spent much time at his own moral and intellectual 
improvement, and is thus fit to keep the acquaintance of a king. This seems to have 
some basis in kingship discourse, wherein a good king was the ultimate possessor of 
paideia,"  suggesting that to be the friend of a king one must possess paideia 
oneself. This is borne out by the application of the term paideia to Chaereas and 
Demetrius. When Chaereas is said to have paideia, he has just become the friend of 
the Egyptian king, and when he addresses the Syracusans on his triumphant return at 
the end of the novel, he concludes his speech by claiming to have acquired the 
Persian king as a friend to the Syracusan populace.100 Likewise, Demetrius is 
described as ‘known to the king’, and as ‘marked out from’ or ‘surpassing’ the other 
Egyptians in his paideia and arete.101 The competitive nature of paideia, as well as 
its capacity to augment social status, and to transcend the restrictions of ethnicity, 
thus conferring an honorary Greek identity, are all emphasised by this brief 
description of Demetrius.102 So paideia and friendship with kings appear closely 
related. The fact that Dionysius, Chaereas, and Demetrius have all become friends 
with kings suggests that they have reached some standard of paideia that entitles
through visual media, specifically material culture. See also Trapp (Forthcoming, 2007), who refers 
to membership of a philosophical school as bestowing a certain appearance.
99 See above, p.29 and p.33-34, on Xenophon’s Cyrus (the royal pepaideumenos par excellence) and 
Dio’s kingship orations. We have already noted Chariton’s tendency to present his barbarians as 
honorary Greeks, and we shall consider further shortly the implicit paideia of his Persian king.
100 7.2.4-5; 8.8.10.
101 8.3.10:... paoiAeT yvcopipoc, ... T r a i S e ia  K a i a p E T r j t c o v  aXXcov AiyuTrricov 5ia<t>epcov. Arete 
is a quality frequently said to be possessed by Hellenistic kings (Farber 1979: 499).
102 Demetrius is labelled 4>iAoacxJ)oc, which also confers upon him a certain ‘Greekness’. The
introduction of this pepaideumenos adds considerable retrospective irony to the false identity claimed 
by Theron earlier: he called himself Demetrius (3.4.8). On the characterisation of Demetrius from a 
philosophical perspective, see Morgan (Forthcoming, 2007).
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them to such friendship, just as we noted that Callirhoe’s status as pepaideumene 
seemed to give her access to royal circles.
The connection between kingship and paideia is again reflected in Chariton’s next 
reference to Dionysius’ paideia. Dionysius learns of Leonas’ purchase of Callirhoe, 
but the fact that he is an avrip  P ocfiX ik oc , and 5 ia<|>£pcov d ^ ic o p a n  xa'i ir a iS s ia  
Trjc oXr)C Ic o v ia c , precludes him from keeping a slave as a concubine.103 Here the 
competitive nature of reputation and paideia is stressed once more. The adjective 
PaaiXiKOC suggests not merely that Dionysius is of noble birth, but that he is of 
noble bearing: he behaves as it is fitting for a king to behave, and is thus ‘kingly’.104 
The implicit opposite in the discourse of kingship is the behaviour of the tyrant,105 
who takes advantage of his power to indulge his pleasures, committing hybris 
simply because he can. It would not be fitting for Dionysius to take a slave as 
concubine both because she would be of lower rank, and because he might be 
construed as having used his position to take advantage of her.106 His paideia 
ensures that he behaves in a kingly manner befitting his reputation, and he himself 
underscores this later, in his response to the news that Leonas bought Callirhoe and 
that she is thus subject to his will:
Eyed TupavvTyjco a c d p a x o c  EXeuSepou, Kai A io v u a to c  o  e tt 'i  aco^ p oauvrj  
TTEpiporiToc a K o u a a v  d p p ico , t)v  o u x  u p p ia e v  o u 5 e  G ip c o v  o  Xrjcm ic;
Am I to become a tyrant over a freebom person? Shall I, Dionysius, famed 
for my self-control, violate an unwilling woman whom not even the pirate 
Theron violated? (Chariton 2.6.3; trans. Goold).
In the characterisation o f the king, Artaxerxes, the reader is presented with a 
paradox. While, as a pepaideumenos himself, the reader knows well that a king 
should epitomise paideia,101 Artaxerxes is nonetheless a barbarian, and some level
104 At 2.4.4 Dionysius highlights the relationship between his behaviour and his public reputation, 
specifically the esteem with which he is regarded by satraps, kings, and cities. We shall return to this 
scene later.
105 The opposition is found everywhere in Greek ethical writings; see, e.g., Arist. Pol. 3.9.6. 
Heliodorus also engages with the kingship/tyranny theme, as we shall observe in Chapter 2.
106 We shall return to this notion in discussion of Thersander in Chapter 3.
107 As noted in the Introduction (above, p. 19, n.49), I subscribe to Bowie’s belief in a predominantly 
educated readership.
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of ‘barbarian’ behaviour is thus anticipated. However, the Persian king is strongly 
modelled on Xenophon’s Cyrus, and on Hellenistic ideas of kingship, and although 
he is never explicitly said to be pepaideumenos, he prides himself on his sophrosyne 
and dikaiosyne, and, like Dionysius, is insulted at his slave’s suggestion that he take 
advantage of Callirhoe:
pf| au ye ... toiouto mt]5ev si'Trrjc, 'iva yuvaTm aXXoTpiav 5ia<j>0Eipco. 
pEpvTipai vopcov ouc auToc E0T)Ka Kai 5iKaioauvi]C T]V ev aiTaaiv aaKco. 
pT]5E|iiav pou KaTayvcoc aKpaaiav. ouy outcdc EaXeoKapEV.
Never suggest such a thing as seducing another man’s wife. I am mindful of 
the laws I have myself imposed and the justice I exercise in all matters. Do 
not accuse me of lacking self-control. I am not overcome to that extent 
(Chariton 6.3.7-8; trans. Goold, modified).
Here we see that, as mentioned earlier, in some circumstances barbarians might 
possess paideia, thereby transcending ethnic constraints.108 Artaxerxes’ response 
forces his eunuch to advise him to apply the ‘kingly’ (PaaiXnojv) remedy of 
fighting his desires.109 This leads to an elaborate hunting expedition, that classic 
Xenophontean element of paideia,110 but, as we shall see in the case of Dionysius 
too, striving to maintain paideia becomes the king’s downfall, as Eros uses the 
occasion of the hunt to awaken in him fantasies of Callirhoe. A cynical mind might 
conjecture that the final remark in Artaxerxes’ reply to his eunuch, ‘I am not 
overcome to that extent’, plants a seed of doubt as to the strength o f the king’s 
resolve, suggesting that there is a point at which he might indeed resort to seduction, 
thus becoming the tyrant. It can therefore only confirm the reader’s suspicions when
108 The evident possession of paideia by non-Greeks in Chariton’s novel seems to reflect the post- 
Hellenistic construction of paideia: in a Greek world which ‘included and assimilated so many 
foreign elements ... [u]nity could only come from sharing a single ideal, a common attitude towards 
the purpose of existence and the various means of attaining it -  in short, from a common civilization, 
or rather, culture’ (Marrou 1956: 99). So paideia appears to function as a shared ideal which can be 
recognised in others. This seems to be the sense in which Callirhoe appeals to Dionysius’ paideia 
when she first reveals her true identity: he encourages her to tell her story by referring to a ‘kinship of 
character’ (eo n  y a p  tic  Kai rpoTrou auyyeveia); she is then prompted to beg him, as a Greek, a 
citizen of a civilised place, and a possessor o f paideia, to return her to Syracuse (2.5.8-12): it is all 
three of these things that the two of them share. Note, however, that while these attributes are enough 
to ensure that he behaves honourably towards her, they are not sufficient to induce him to do as she 
asks here: paideia is not all-powerful, as we shall see further shortly.
109 6.3.8.
110 6.4. See Roy (1998: 113) on the projection of the Hellenistic king’s masculinity through the motif 
of the royal hunt.
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Artaxerxes concedes to Artaxates’ observation that Callirhoe’s apparent widowhood 
makes her fair game: while the king is not prepared to use the force initially 
proposed by the eunuch, he is willing to apply persuasion in secret,111 as the victory
119of love over his paideia transforms him from king to tyrant.
The public display o f  paideia; the symposium, 
Dionysius’ attempts to preserve the sophrosyne for which he is famed are initially 
played out in a very public context, that of the symposium. As an all-male gathering 
at which men were accustomed to display their learning and social standing, the 
symposium was clearly a site for the exhibition of paideia, whose relation to 
sophrosyne we have observed. Brown (1992: 45) notes that paideia was often 
manifested through the ‘carefully nurtured art of friendship’. It is thus not surprising 
that Chariton refers to Dionysius’ exercise of paideia in the symposium context. As 
Whitmarsh (2000: 306) remarks, however, although the emphasis of the symposium 
was on friendship and equality, such an occasion was also a ‘theatre of social 
hierarchy’, at which offence could easily be caused or status damaged. Having just 
arrived on his estate from the city, Dionysius entertains his friends and, struck by 
love for Callirhoe, he tries to disguise his emotions:
AlOVUOlOC 5 e ETETpCOTO pEV, TO 5 e TpCCUpa TTEplCFTEAAElV ETTElpaTO, o la  
5f| ttettcxiS eumevoc a v q p  Kai E^aipETcoc apETrjc avx iT ro iou p E voc. p q xs  
toTc  oiK E Taic OeXcov E U K axa^ p ovq xoc SokeTv pq te p sip a K ico S q c xoTc 
(JmXo ic , SiEKapTEpsi Trap’ oX qv Tqv E a n x p a v , o iopevo c  pev X avO avEiv, 
K axaS q X oc 5 e y iv o p E v o c  paX X ov ek xrjc a ic o ir q c .
... Dionysius, love-smitten, tried to conceal the wound, as became a 
pepaideumenos who made especial claim to virtue. Not wanting his servants 
to look down on him, or his friends to think him puerile, he endured the 
whole evening, thinking he would not be noticed, but making himself more 
noticeable by his very silence (Chariton 2.4.1; trans. Goold, modified).
111 6.4.7-8. The reader’s expectation that a barbarian should behave tyrannically is played up to in 
Chaereas’ first words to the Egyptian king, whose forces he joins in the belief that Artaxerxes has 
given Callirhoe to Dionysius: Artaxerxes, Chaereas claims, has treated him as a tyrant would (7.2.4: 
TETupcxvvr|KE 5e qpcov ’ApTa^Ep^qc); ironically, of course, the tyranny the king has practised is not 
quite of the nature Chaereas has been led to believe.
1,2 This is a transformation we shall see taking place in Dionysius’ case too.
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There are several interesting features in this passage’s presentation of paideia. 
Firstly, by giving paideia a privileged position in the passage, Chariton seems to 
give authorial approval to Dionysius’ attempt to hide his feelings and maintain self- 
control: this is the behaviour of a pepaideumenos; thus, from the moment Dionysius 
falls in love, his status as pepaideumenos is established as the primary factor -  and a 
commendable one -  informing his decisions. Secondly, the passage reflects the 
notion that paideia gives access to arete, the use of the verb SiaKapTEpEco evoking 
the virtue of karteria;113 as a pepaideumenos, Dionysius is entitled to make ‘especial 
claim’ to arete } H This arete is something for which he has competed: 
dvTiTTOieopai suggests a claim laid to something through competition,115 and as we 
have seen before, the acquisition of paideia and arete involves a man in rivalry with 
others. Thirdly, Chariton’s description of the thought-process that leads to 
Dionysius’ silence implies the ability to take counsel with oneself; this is a matter to 
which we shall return shortly. Finally, and most importantly, is the sense the passage 
conveys of paideia -  and masculinity more generally -  as something that demands 
display, a performance that must be enacted and maintained. Dionysius endeavours 
to use the concealing power of paideia -  as we have seen Callirhoe do before 
Artaxates116 -  in order to hide the fact that he is in love with someone he believes to 
be a slave. The language used here is rather telling, for ttepioteXAco, while meaning 
‘conceal’, and also ‘wrap’, ‘protect’, and ‘attend to’, thus suggesting the tending of a 
wound, is in addition a technical rhetorical term, meaning to compress one’s speech 
and be economical with words in order to avoid prolixity.117 So Dionysius applies 
skills developed through rhetorical paideia with the intention of masking his 
besotted condition. Ironically, however, his paideia works against him, for while it 
may help him try to conceal his emotions, it also demands its own display at social 
gatherings such as this: paideia is, to use Brown’s (1992: 43) phrase, ‘an education
113 We saw above that karteria was a virtue associated with paideia (see p.32 on Cebes and p.35 on 
Lucian).
114 Cf. Demetrius, whose paideia and arete are also entwined (8.3.10).
115 LSJs.v. The phrase dperrjc avTiTroioupai may have been thought a particularly Isocratean one: 
it is used by him, in specific connection with masculinity, in the Archidamus, one of his most highly 
respected works (Archidamus 7; see Philostr. VS 505 for the reverence with which this speech was 
viewed in antiquity). We shall meet further hints of Isocrates later in the chapter.
116 See above, p.40-41.
117 LSJ s.v.
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for public performance’.118 So, Dionysius’ introversion attracts the attention of his 
friends, and his paideia traps him in a double bind.119 The use of the adjective 
ttettcci5eu|jevoc (a marker of maturity, as we have seen), followed closely by 
M£ipaKico5r]C, establishes an antithesis, two poles between which Dionysius 
flounders: he imagines that silence will protect his status as pepaideumenos, but 
since, as we have seen, the logos is the symbol of paideia, silence in fact pushes him 
perilously close to the status of meirakion.120 The focalisation through Dionysius of 
these references to paideia and immaturity highlights the performative nature of 
masculinity. In his critique of performance theory, Carlson (2004: 4) observes that 
actions may be done without thought, but when they are thought about, they acquire 
the quality of performance. Dionysius is conscious of the image he presents to his 
friends: he is aware of trying to live up to a standard, and of the potential for, and 
consequences of, failure; this consciousness of doubleness, of the disparity between 
the ideal and the reality, gives the scene an air of performance, an air underscored by 
the use of the vocabulary of rhetoric and competition.121 In his analysis of the ‘self- 
fashioning’ of Renaissance authors, Greenblatt (1980: 9) notes that consciousness of 
the manipulability of human identity necessarily involves the experience of a threat 
to that identity, ‘some effacement or undermining, some loss of self. It is precisely 
this loss of self that Dionysius fears at the symposium, but the self-fashioning he 
attempts in order to deflect it only brings it closer.122
We encounter a very similar scene in Heliodorus, who presents the implicitly 
pepaideumenos Theagenes as likewise unable to mask his love at a symposium of
118 See also T. Morgan (1998: 226ff., esp. 234-239) on the relationship of a rhetorical education to a 
man’s capacity for government, and the ability to speak as a ‘determinant of power’ (ibid. 236).
119 Cf. 6.3.3, where Artaxerxes gives himself away to Artaxates by his silence.
120 The notion that a man’s speech could betray his character became a rhetorical axiom (see, e.g., 
Quint. Inst. 11.1.30: ut vivat, quemque etiam dicere), and all the more important at a time when 
physiognomy was flourishing (see Connolly 2001: 80).
121 We find a neat parallel to Dionysius’ fears of appearing juvenile in the king’s concern for his own 
status during the Egyptian revolt: he keeps quiet about Callirhoe lest he should appear thoroughly 
TraiSapicoSqc (6.9.5). Like Dionysius, he fears for the image he may present to his contemporaries, 
and the similar focalisation of the passage again shows the interiorisation of paideia and the 
consciousness of trying to live up to an ideal; the fact that he remains driven by the force of his 
passion ((3ia£opevqc 5 e  r f j c  opprjc) despite his silence emphasises the impossibility of achieving 
that ideal.
122 Johne’s (2003: 175) remark that the Greek novels’ protagonists ‘do not have identity crises like 
the main figures of the modem middle-class novel’ is patently incorrect when we consider Dionysius.
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his own arranging.123 The language of display and concealment marks the presence 
of performative paideia as Theagenes battles unsuccessfully with his ailment, which 
is detected first by Calasiris and then by the others present:
O  G e a y e v r i c  e v e S e i 'k v u t o  i je v  i A a p o c  eTvcxi K a i  <f)iAo<t>povE7a 0a i  t o u c  
T r a p o v T a c  e P i c x ^ e t o ,  fjX iaK ET O  5e r r p o c  E p o u  t t | v  S i a v o i a v  o t t o i
<)>Ep01T 0 , VUV [JEV TO  O p p a  TIVEPCOPEVOC VUV 5e P u 0 lOV T l KOI 
a T T p o ( |> d a ia T o v  e t t i c j t e v c o v  K a i a p T i  p e v  K a r r ^ c  t e  K a i  c o o r rE p  e t t ’ 
E v v o i a c  a p T i  5e a O p o o v  e tt 'i  t o  <|>ai5p 6T E p o v  e o u t o v  p E T a T rX a T T c o v , 
cd o iT E p  e v  a u v a i a O iy t E i  y i v o p s v o c ,  K a i  e o u t o v  a v a K a X o u p E v o c  K a i  T T poc 
T T a a a v  p E T a p o X r jv  p a S i c o c  U T ro< |)E pdpE voc  . ..  ' f ) c  5e K a i  
a S r i p o v o u a r i c  a v a T r X s c o c  e ^ o i v e t o ,  t o t e  5r |  K a i  t o 7c  a X X o i c  t c o v  
T T a p o v T c o v  K O T a S r iX o c  7)v o u x  u y i a i v c o v  . ..
... Theagenes kept up the pretense of being in high spirits and forced himself 
to be hospitable to his guests, but he could not disguise the true tendency of 
his thoughts from me. At one moment he would stare into space and the next 
heave a deep sigh for no apparent reason; he would be gloomy, seemingly 
lost in thought, and then the next minute he would seem to become conscious 
of his state, recall his thoughts, and affect a more cheerful expression; it 
seemed to take veiy little to produce these changes of mood, which covered 
the whole spectrum of emotions ... But eventually the listless melancholy 
that filled his heart could be concealed no longer, and then it became obvious 
to the rest of the company that he was unwell (Hid. 3.10.4-3.11.1; trans. 
Morgan).
The verb evSeikvupi stresses Theagenes’ need to display a certain face to his 
watching guests, and <j>iXo<|)povEopat the imperative to demonstrate one’s paideia 
through the cultivation of friendship. His auvaioOiync denotes a pervasive self- 
consciousness, while the verb pETarrXccTTco could not be more indicative of the use 
of sophistic paideia to remodel and conceal, presenting to the audience an image 
that disguises what truly underlies it. Again, however, paideia is unable to hide the 
truth, as the ‘painful emptiness’ (xaoprjc aSTipovouaric) with which Theagenes is 
paradoxically ‘filled’ (avaTrXEcoc) becomes (again paradoxically) ‘visible’ 
(£<|>ai veto). Connolly (2001: 80) observes that ‘the eyes of an ancient audience were 
expert in decoding the motions and expressions of performers according to an 
alphabet of moral character’; it is not so much Theagenes’ moral character that is
123 Theagenes’ youth might seem to preclude him from paideia, but his heightened awareness of 
sophrosyne characterises him as mature beyond his years; we shall return to this sophrosyne in 
connection with his andreia in Chapter 2.
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given away here, as his emotional state, as, like physiognomists, his guests are able 
to read his internal condition from his facial expressions. Like Dionysius, Theagenes 
is caught in a paideia trap: the status of pepaideumenos demands the display of 
paideia at such social events, and although he applies its concealing power in an 
attempt to suppress his emotions, those emotions get the better of him, revealing an 
aberration from the normal behaviour of the pepaideumenos,124
The se lf as audience.
We observed in the Introduction that while performative actions are always 
performed with an eye to an audience, that audience is not necessarily discrete from 
the performer himself: occasionally the subject may play the role of both performer 
and audience.125 This is the case when Dionysius withdraws to bed after the 
symposium, and deliberates within himself over his feelings for Callirhoe. Chariton 
leaves no doubt that this is laudable behaviour, appropriate for a pepaideumenos:
T o t ’ flv i5e7v aycova Xoyiapou kcu ttcxBouc. kcutoi y a p  pairxi^opEvoc 
utto  xrjc ETriSupiac yEvvaToc avrip ETTEipaxo avxExeaOai. KaBaiTEp 5e ek 
Kupaxoc avEKUTTTE XEycov TTpoc eou tov  “ouk aiaxuvfl, Aiovuoie, avrip o
TTpcOTOC Xrjc ’ icOVl'aC EVEKEV apETTjc TE KOI S o ^ C , OV 0aupd£oUCJl 
aaxpccTrai Kai PooiXeTc Kai ttoXeic, n a iS ap io u  n p a y p a  Traaxcov;...”
Then you could observe a struggle between reason and passion, for although 
engulfed by desire, as a noble man he tried to resist, and rising above the 
waves, as it were, he said to himself, “Are you not ashamed, Dionysius, the 
leader of Ionia in worth and reputation, a man whom governors, kings, and 
city-states admire -  are you not ashamed to be suffering the heartache of a 
boy? ...” (Chariton 2.4.4; trans. Goold).
We have noted that the logos, the combined force of speech and reason, stood at the 
heart of paideia from the classical period on. We also remarked on the importance
124 We find an interesting twist on the symposium scene in Achilles Tatius (5.21.2). Cleitophon has 
dinner with Melite, having just learned that Leucippe is alive. He tries to force his face to look as it 
did before he received the news, but is unable to do so, and is compelled to try to mask his emotions 
by faking an illness. If the reader associates this sort of concealing behaviour with the practice of a 
moral paideia, then Cleitophon’s imminent sex with Melite will carry a strong subversive sense. 
Alternatively, if, like Lucian, the reader thinks of concealment as the sign of a fraudulent or inferior 
paideia, then Cleitophon’s dalliance with Melite will fulfil expectations. Either way, Cleitophon’s 
image cannot but be damaged. Metiochus and Parthenope also contains an intriguing dinner party 
scene that engages with the concept of paideia', this will be touched on later in the chapter.
125 See above, p. 15.
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placed by Isocrates in particular on the ability of the pepaideumenos to ponder his 
troubles in his own mind.126 Dionysius’ ability to internalise rhetoric and to debate 
his concerns with himself surely reflects this Isocratean doctrine.127 The presence of 
logismos thus exemplifies the effort of his paideia to surmount his emotions, as 
Callirhoe had used the reasoning power of logos to rein in her feelings of anger. 
Although Dionysius is alone and acting as his own audience, the reader is implicated 
as a second audience by the use of i5e?v,128 and is thereby drawn in to the 
performance of paideia: while Dionysius is judging his own performance, he is also 
exposed to the judgement of the watching reader. The reference to the influence of 
his nobility on his attempt at resistance suggests that he is being presented as a 
model for the behaviour of the pepaideumenos -  implicitly the reader himself. 
However, Dionysius’ exhibition of paideia through the interiorisation of his 
problems exposes a slippage of identity of the kind we saw in the symposium scene: 
his status as a mature pepaideumenos, which involves relations with other 
pepaideumenoi, such as governors and kings, is threatened by emotions he considers 
juvenile. Thus we see the paradoxical nature of Dionysius’ paideia: while it is the 
very thing that constitutes his identity and reputation, it is also the faculty that 
enables him to deliberate with himself, a deliberation that reveals the fragility of his 
identity and reputation under love’s onslaught. Balot (1998: 147) makes the astute 
observation that when Dionysius initially tries to fight his feelings for Callirhoe, 
Eros interprets his sophrosyne as an act of hybris, thus transforming what was 
usually an elite virtue into a characteristic tyrannical vice.129 As at the symposium, 
Dionysius’ efforts to exercise paideia actually work against him, as Eros is 
prompted to redouble his own efforts; ironically, his insistence on the preservation 
of his paideia consigns him to further turmoil, instead of reinforcing his identity.130 
We have seen that Dionysius is esteemed by others on the basis of his possession of 
paideia: his paideia forms a major part of his reputation, and thus of his public
126 See above, p.30-31.
127 Ruiz Montero (1989: 137) notes the influence of Isocrates in Chariton; Reardon (1971: 350) 
observes that the second century, and post-classical Greece in general, found Isocrates, Menander, 
and Xenophon to be the most accessible of classical writers. Isocrates is not the only presence in this 
passage: see Repath (Forthcoming, 2007) on Platonic resonances in Dionysius’ behaviour here and in 
other scenes.
128 Which also emphasises the fact that paideia has a visible quality.
129 2.4.5. Cf. PI. Smp. 219c, where Alcibiades characterises Socrates’ resistance to his sexual 
overtures as hybris.
130 We see this turmoil enacted in the gradual changes in Dionysius’ character, as he becomes jealous, 
suspicious, deceitful, and doubtful of his own position: see, e.g., 3.9.4ff.; 3.10.1; 4.7.7; 7.1.3-4.
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identity and self-image. Love’s assault, which prompts him to fear for his status, is 
therefore an assault on his paideia. The impossibility of meeting the standards of 
ideal masculinity is suggested by the fact that there is a clear limit to Dionysius’ 
capacity for inner debate, and thus to his paideia: we are told that he sends for 
Leonas in order to set up a meeting with Callirhoe when he is unable to bear this 
inner debate any longer:131 the interiorisation ofpaideia can only do so much.132
Dionysius’ deliberation here is prompted by the need to meet certain standards of 
behaviour: he considers his reputation to have been compromised by the suddenness 
with which he has fallen in love, by the fact that he has done so while still in 
mourning for his dead wife, and by Callirhoe’s apparent slave status, which makes 
her a socially inappropriate object of his love. After he discovers her true identity 
and she accedes to marriage, he must again bring his paideia to bear to ensure that 
he behaves honourably in what has now become a love of a more socially 
appropriate kind:
To psv ouv IpcoTiKov ttcxQoc ecjtteuSe [5 e ] m i avafk>Ar|v ouk ettetpette 
toTc yapoic* xapiEUEaSai y a p  SuokoAov E^oucnav ETTiOupiac. 
A iovuaioc 5e avTjp TTEiraiSEupEvoc KaTEiArjirro pev utto x^ipcovoc Kai 
TT)V vjAJXftV E P a T rr i^ E T O , opcoc 5e avaKUTTTEIV ePiCC^ ETO KaSaTTEp £K 
TpiKupiac to u  ttccQouc.
Dionysius’s passion raged fiercely and would not suffer the wedding to be 
delayed; self-control is painful when desire can be satisfied. He was a man of 
paideia; he had been overwhelmed by a storm -  his heart was submerged, 
but still he forced himself to hold his head above the towering waves of his 
passion (Chariton 3.2.6; trans. Reardon, modified).
Now that he has discovered that Callirhoe is of noble blood, he must once more 
debate within himself, and he proceeds to apply his logismos (Kai tote ouv 
etteottioe toioutoic AoyiapoTc) in order to decide the best means of both 
honouring the social standing of his wife-to-be, and responding to any challenge that 
might arise over possession of her.133 He tells himself to prepare for a potential trial,
131 2.4.6: M u k e t ’ o u v  4>epcov povoc c c u t c S  SiaAs'yec^ai, Ascovav pETETTEpvj/aTO ...
132 At 6.1.6fF. both Artaxerxes and Stateira conduct similar nocturnal deliberations, described as 
Aoyiopouc, but while Stateira is preoccupied with a twinge of jealousy over the attention her 
husband is paying Callirhoe, he himself has more weighty problems on his mind.
133 3.2.7ff.
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anticipating that he may have to defend his right to Callirhoe before the Persian 
king, (peAetcx, Aiovucm e, t t |v  StKqv. tcxxcx 5e EpElc au T q v  km toG  p E yaX ou  
P aaiX E coc). As well as being unwittingly proleptic, Dionysius’ words underscore 
the relationship between the interiorised performance of paideia, with the self as 
audience, and the display of paideia in a public, oratorical context: through a 
private, mental melete he must prepare himself to persuade (tteicjco) Hermocrates of 
his worth and to provide the strongest arguments possible in a public trial (npoc 
tt)V K p io iv ).134 As at the symposium, Dionysius’ paideia enables him to draw on 
reserves of karteria (K apTEpqaov, v|AJXft), and thus to endure a small delay rather 
than arrange a speedy wedding which might appear illegitimate; but, again as at the 
symposium, it also alerts him to the insecurity of his position.
The use of paideia in deliberation with oneself is displayed subversively by Achilles 
Tatius.135 After being advised by Satyrus to be bold in his approach to Leucippe, 
Cleitophon, left alone, tries to prime himself for the task. While the scene is 
peppered with military language,136 the use of the verb cccjkeco is suggestive of the 
application of paideia. Indeed, the askesis on which he embarks is designed to 
increase his eutolmia towards Leucippe, tolma being a quality much-needed for 
rhetorical display, as we have noted from Isocrates, and as we shall see shortly in 
Chariton. Like a student of forensic oratory, Cleitophon argues from both 
perspectives, first berating himself for his cowardice, and then considering that he 
ought to be able to exercise sdphrosyne and be content with the marriage that has 
been arranged for him. He claims to think that he has persuaded himself to the latter 
course of action (clearly the one expected of him as pepaideumenos), but this 
interiorised display of paideia is suddenly overturned as he proceeds to voice Eros’ 
offence at his sdphrosyne. The notion that Eros may perceive a positive quality 
negatively is one we have seen already in Dionysius’ and Artaxerxes’ attempts at 
sdphrosyne. However, the fact that the perception is here focalised through 
Cleitophon, rather than through an external narrator as in Chariton, gives it an air of 
tokenism, as if Cleitophon only adopts this stance in order to justify his imminent
134 We shall return to the trial itself in Chapter 2.
135 Ach. Tat. 2.5.
136 We shall consider this further at the end of Chapter 2.
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lack of sophrosyne}31 This impression is reinforced as he immediately proceeds to 
use his paideia not to behave properly, but to pursue Leucippe with intricate logoi 
(ttepiettAekov Aoyouc ek Xoycov).138 Achilles characterises Cleitophon with an 
awareness of paideia's value as a tool for self-reflection, and yet deliberately has 
him misuse it.139 Cleitophon perhaps epitomises those rhetoricians for whom Lucian 
expresses such distaste -  men for whom paideia has no moral dimension, and is 
purely concerned with image and acquisition. The proliferation of this form of 
paideia in Achilles’ novel makes us question its purpose. As we noted in the 
Introduction,140 Butler observes that gender is constituted by repeated performance, 
that the accepted ideal is an impossible goal, and that an opportunity for resistance is 
presented by the gap between ideal and reality. The novel’s lack of frame- 
resumption means that no comment or judgement is ever passed, either on 
Cleitophon’s oratorical performance or on his performance of masculinity more 
generally. It is tempting to think that this absence of judgement amounts to an 
acquittal. By having Cleitophon repeatedly fail to exhibit a moral paideia and yet 
never be judged for it, is Achilles questioning the attainability, the maintainability, 
and thus the validity, of such a paideia? Is he resisting the hegemonic ideals of 
masculinity?
The display o f  paideia before family and superiors. 
Three further scenes in Chariton draw out the complexity of paideia and emphasise 
the relationship between its interiorisation and the image it enables a man to convey 
to external audiences. We have seen that paideia comprises both skilful and 
persuasive speech and respect for the feelings of others. The first scene to be 
discussed here shows both of those features. Dionysius is compelled to present 
Callirhoe before the court in Babylon; fearing her reaction should he not forewarn 
her, he asks for an overnight postponement of the trial, and then broaches the subject 
with her:
137 The same occurs at 1.11.3: by referring to Eros’ superior strength, Cleitophon acquits himself of 
responsibility for his actions; cf. also 5.27.2, where an alleged fear of Eros’ wrath results in his 
capitulation to Melite’s advances.
138 2.6.3.
139 It is in the public display of paideia that Cleitophon is most at home, but here again, as we shall 
see, he misappropriates what ought to be a positive characteristic.
140 See above, p.9-10.
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cc<|>ik6 pevoc 5e eic ttjv  oikicxv o  A io v u a io c ,  o l a  5q  <j>pdvipoc a v i p  Kai 
TTETraiSEupEVOC, A o y o u c  Trj y u v a iK i TTpoaqvEyKEv cd c ev to io u to ic  
T T i0avcoT aT ouc, EAa<j>pc3c te  kcc'i TTpacoc EKacrra SiTfyoupEvoc.
Arriving home Dionysius, being an intelligent man and pepaideumenos, put 
forward the arguments to his wife as persuasively as possible under the 
circumstances, setting out each detail both deftly and gently (Chariton 5.5.1).
Here we find Chariton presenting marriage as a site for the practice o f male paideia, 
apparently reflecting the imperial orientation of paideia toward the conjugal bond: 
as we noted earlier, it was not only female paideia that was marked by a concern for 
marital status and comportment in erotic contexts.141 In this passage phronesis and 
paideia combine: Dionysius has thought through his situation, and that reasoning 
now governs his approach to his wife. Chariton does not describe what is said, but 
how it is said, his vocabulary showing paideia in action. As though already 
performing in court, Dionysius puts forward his logoi methodically, trying to make 
them persuasive.142 The phrase EAa<|>pc3c t e  koc'i T rp a c o c  seems to denote two 
contrasting (but not contradictory) styles, with two contrasting (but not 
contradictory) purposes, the former deft and nimble, aiming to win Callirhoe’s 
confidence, and the latter smooth and pacifying, aiming to comfort her.143 The 
passage thus demonstrates the importance of both masterly rhetoric and concern for 
the feelings of others as elements of paideia. In the application of paideia with the 
aim of protecting his marriage, Dionysius redirects the skills he would use in public, 
rhetorical contexts towards a private, emotional goal. In the end, however, although 
Callirhoe’s anger is deflected, Dionysius’ praotes is not sufficient to comfort her, 
and she falls to weeping, lamenting her fate, and finally dreaming of Chaereas;144 we 
are left with the impression that paideia can only do so much in the face of love.145
141 See above, p.40 and p.44-45.
142 Persuasion is a feature not only of paideia, but also of depictions of love in much literature (see 
Gross 1985); it is thus doubly meaningful in an erotic novel.
143 Lucian identifies TTpdorric as an element of paideia (see above, p.35); it is also applied to Cyrus 
(see X. Cyr. 3.1.41, with Farber 1979: 510).
144 5.5.1.
145 The shortcomings o f paideia here are foreshadowed by Dionysius’ earlier failure to persuade the 
judges that Callirhoe did not need to appear before the court: although he is said to make his plea 
skilfully, those present are so desperate to see Callirhoe that they cannot be persuaded; beauty thus 
overcomes the power of paideia: Tauxa Sikcxvikcoc mev eIttev o Aiovuaioc, TtXr|V ouSeva etteiSev 
ette0u|jouv yap ttcivtec KaXXipoqv ISeTv (5.4.11).
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The second example occurs when Dionysius learns of the postponement of the trial 
following Chaereas’ miraculous appearance:
... Aiovuaioc 5e ETTEipaTo pev 4>epciv Ta aupPaivovTa yevvaicoc 5ia te 
<t>uoEcoc EuaTa0Eiav Kai 5ia rraiSEiac ettipeAeiccv, t o  5 e napdSo^ov Trjc 
aup(J)opac Kai t o v  dvSpEioTaTov EKOTqaai SuvaTov unrjpxEV.
Dionysius tried to bear the events nobly through the steadfastness of his 
nature and the application of his paideia, but the unexpectedness of the 
misfortune had the power to drive even the most andreios man out of his 
senses (Chariton 5.9.8).
Dionysius’ attempts to handle the situation are here attributed to a combination of 
physis and paideia: he has a naturally robust and upright character, but a man is 
better equipped to deal with life’s misfortunes if he also has a doughty cultural and 
intellectual education,146 EHipEXEia suggesting both the application of his paideia in 
this particular circumstance and the extent of his investment in that paideia. The 
passage also demonstrates paideia*s relationship to other virtues, here specifically 
andreia, to which Dionysius’ acculturation has evidently given him access.147 But 
even the man with the most andreia could not endure this turn of events.148 This 
observation underscores the fact that while paideia and its concomitant virtues may 
help a man to cope with difficult circumstances, their power is ultimately limited, a 
limit that is revealed by Dionysius’ subsequent outburst at Aphrodite and his 
desperate plea to ‘his’ small child to intercede with Callirhoe on his behalf. The 
whole of this episode is said to be a ‘fight between erds and logismos\ which is 
‘umpired’ by Dionysius himself;149 the impression given is of a man balancing on a 
knife-edge between a behavioural ideal and an uncontrolled display of emotion 
which threatens to damage his public image.
It is in the third of these scenes, when Dionysius leams of his loss of Callirhoe, that 
he is said to show his paideia most:
146 We have noted (above, p.30) that Isocrates emphasises the advantages to the public speaker of 
having both a natural bent and an intensive training; we shall return to this in relation to Chaereas’ 
paideia.
147 The military andreia Dionysius goes on to display will be examined in the next chapter.
148 This remark might be thought to imply that Dionysius is not the bravest man, and thus to 
foreshadow the imminent eclipse of his military achievements by those of Chaereas.
149 5.10.6:... M0(Xrlv PpafJeucov IpcoToe Kai XoyiapoG ...
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ev ekeivco 5 q  tco Kccipco paXiaTa ^povrjaiv Aiovuaioc etteS ei'^ ccto kou
TTCXiSeIOV E^aipETOV. COOTTEp y a p  El TIC KEpaUVOU TTEOOVTOC TTpO TCOV
tto5 c3v au T ou  pq T ap ax0E iri, outcoc kcxkeTvoc a ic o u a a c  Xoycov aKrjTTTou 
P apu xE p cov . . .  E uaxaSric e'peive . . .
At this point especially Dionysius displayed his intellect and exceptional 
paideia. Like a man unperturbed by a thunderbolt falling at his feet, so he, on 
hearing words more violent than any thunderbolt ... stood there without 
flinching ... (Chariton 8.5.10-11; trans. Goold, modified).
Here we see again the familiar pairing of phronesis and paideia, whose epideictic 
character is emphasised (etteSei^octo): these qualities are to be displayed, whether in 
debate with oneself or before an external audience. The internalisation of paideia is 
suggested by the fact that Dionysius does not think it safe to express grief for his 
own sake at a time when Stateira has just been rescued:150 he has evidently reasoned 
through his situation and come to a conclusion which now dictates his action. Like 
Callirhoe before Artaxates, Dionysius uses paideia to conceal his emotions before 
the king and queen, and waits for privacy before expressing them.151 Chariton’s 
remark that this is the point at which Dionysius most shows his paideia suggests that 
the primary purpose of paideia is not to conquer emotions completely, but rather to 
control and bear them, so that they are expressed to the right degree and in the right 
contexts.152 Indeed, as Brown (1992: 49) states, and as we have noted to some 
extent, paideia enjoined upon its possessor a strict self-control, both verbal and 
physical: for the pepaideumenos before his ruler, loss of this control was highly 
undesirable.153 Dionysius’ loss of Callirhoe prompts Artaxerxes to give him the 
ultimate reward that paideia can bring, political power:154 reflecting, perhaps, the 
imperial pepaideumenoi of Chariton’s own day, Dionysius is granted gubernatorial
150 8 . 5 . 1 1 : . . .  o p c o c  E u o T a O q c  e i j e i v e  K a i  o u k  e 5 o £ e v  a a < J> a A E C  a u T c o  t o  A u T T E K iO a i ,  a c o 0 E i a r ] C  T r j c  
B a c n A i S o c .
8 . 5 . 1 2 - 1 3 .
152 We shall examine the control of emotion further at the end of the chapter.
153 See Philostr. VS 5 5 6 - 5 5 7  and 5 6 0 - 5 6 1  on Herodes Adieus’ grief-stricken outburst before the 
emperor after the loss of his foster-daughters.
154 Dionysius is rewarded for the eunoia and pistis he has ‘displayed’ ( e t t e 5e (£c o ) towards the king; 
these qualities appear to be the result o f his paideia; we shall see shortly that pistis certainly seems to 
be related to paideia in the case of Chaereas’ relationship with the Egyptian king. Polycharmus is 
later said to have displayed exactly these qualities to Chaereas and Callirhoe (8.8.12).
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status over the whole of Ionia, and a special rank with regard to the royal family.155 
Brown observes that:
[t]he ideal of the cultivated governor, the carefully groomed product of a 
Greek paideia, was a commonplace of the political life of the eastern empire 
(Brown 1992: 38).
It seems that Dionysius’ performance of paideia, while on occasion seeming to trap 
him in contradictory and image-threatening behaviour, has in the end fulfilled its 
social and political function as a vehicle for power.156 Although his paideia could 
not help him to retain Callirhoe, the political power he has derived from it does give 
him considerable consolation (peya rrapapuOiov) for her loss: for Dionysius, the 
performance of a hegemonic masculine ideal has led to literal hegemony (ttoAAcov 
ttoAecov qyEpoviav).157
The only reference to Chaereas’ paideia occurs, as we have noted, when he makes 
the acquaintance of the Egyptian king. It seems that up to this point Chariton
155 With Jones (1992: 165), but contra Bowie (2002: 54), I am tempted to see the characterisation of 
Dionysius as inspired by the sophist from Miletus of the same name. In support of the identification 
Jones cites the extensive governorship given the sophist by Hadrian (Philostr. VS 524), which is 
paralleled by the fictional Dionysius’ promotion by Artaxerxes. Jones is tentative, stating that he 
views the relation between the two figures as one merely of discreet literary homage, designed 
perhaps to flatter the sophist by means of a fabricated genealogy of the kind popular amongst 
imperial families. Arguing that Chariton’s Dionysius predates Dionysius of Miletus, Bowie believes 
that if Jones were right, Chariton would run the risk of causing ‘great offence to a man with some 
power in provincia Asia’. Given that the characterisation of Dionysius is far from unfavourable, and 
given the enormous and positive emphasis placed on his paideia, I am not convinced that any such 
offence would have been taken. Philostratus refers to a belief on the part of some that the sophist 
wrote a romantic piece about Xenophon’s Panthea and Araspes, but he states somewhat uppishly that 
such people ‘are ignorant not only of [Dionysius’] rhythms but of his whole style, and moreover they 
know nothing of the art of ratiocination’ (VS 524; Loeb trans., modified). Philostratus is at pains to 
distance such eloquence of style and reasoning from romance, which he evidently considers 
immensely inferior: the implication is that no one with the paideia of Dionysius would engage in 
such trivial pursuits; this attitude accords well with Philostratus’ derogatory reference to one Chariton 
at Letter 66 (though c f  Stephens & Winkler (1995: 317) for the opinion that what is being denigrated 
by Philostratus in the VS is not romance, but the style of the piece in question). In Chariton’s location 
of his own Dionysius at the heart of an erotic story which owes much to Xenophon’s Cyropaedia, 
and in the marked importance of paideia to his character, can we identify Chariton as one of those 
who believed the sophist to have authored an erotic tale of his own? The identification of Chariton’s 
Dionysius with the sophist would put Chariton a little later than is usually suggested. See Courtney 
(2001: 16-17) for the argument that Persius 1.134 does not refer to Chariton’s novel, and that 
Chariton may therefore be placed later than the first half of the first century A.D.; Courtney (ibid. 25) 
does, however, still seem to incline towards a date in the first century, on the grounds of Chariton’s 
language and style. Repath (Forthcoming b, non vidi) argues for a connection between Adrastus, a 
lawyer mentioned by Chariton (2.1.6), and the second-century philosopher, Adrastus of Aphrodisias.
156 On paideia as a ‘vehicle for imperial power’, see Whitmarsh (1998: 203).
157 8.5.15.
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establishes Dionysius as pepaideumenos to act as a foil to Chaereas, so that we may 
see more easily the absence of a mature paideia in the latter. For example, 
Dionysius’ concern with being thought psipccKicoSqc, and his self-chastisement for 
falling in love at first sight,158 turn the reader’s thoughts to Chaereas, the only young 
man the reader has observed fall in love at first sight; Chariton thereby makes a 
comparison between the two men inevitable.159 But Chaereas does not necessarily 
emerge from this comparison in an unfavourable light, since the fear of appearing 
immature is focalised through Dionysius himself: love at first sight is not frowned 
upon by the author (or narrator), but by a man striving to live up to an ideal that will 
always be just out of reach; although his paideia is clearly a positive and powerful 
quality, it is not one that can (or should) overpower love, as we shall see again when 
we turn to Chaereas’ erotically-driven jealous violence. We have observed that 
paideia is something associated particularly with maturity; it is not surprising, then, 
that Chaereas seems not to possess it at the beginning of the novel. We have also 
noted that his experiences might be understood (as Lalanne understands them) as 
rites of passage which constitute the paideia he is later said to possess: paideia is 
thus the result of a process of maturation that may be age-related or simply 
experience-related. In view of the huge amount of ‘life experience’ that Chaereas 
has packed in to a relatively short time period, his acquisition of paideia is perhaps 
not as sudden as it seems. But there is another reason for seeing this acquisition as 
not inconsistent with his earlier characterisation. We have seen that paideia is 
closely related to the intellect, and is inherently competitive. With this in mind, 
Chaereas appears to have the potential for paideia at a very early stage in the 
proceedings: when urged by Polycharmus to prepare an elaborate funeral for 
Callirhoe, Chaereas is said to be persuaded by the argument and inspired with a 
sense of (|)iAo t i[jicxv Ka'i 4> povT i5a.160 While it is Polycharmus who applies the 
persuasive logos here, it is Chaereas who is inspired with a competitive love of
158 2.4.1, 2.4.4.
159 A similar effect is achieved at 4.4.2, when Chaereas has just learned of Callirhoe’s marriage to 
Dionysius, and wants to go straight to Miletus to take her back: Mithridates advises him to deliberate 
(PouXsuoaoGai) more wisely (<j>povipcoTEpov), as he is acting more through passion than through 
reason (7rd0Ei paAAov rj Aoyiopco); the vocabulary used here calls Dionysius to mind.
160 1.6.2; cf. Dionysius, who is (JnAoTipoc by nature (6.9.2). Note that <j>povric was frequently 
attributed to Hellenistic kings (Farber 1979: 507).
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honour and the careful reflection necessary to lay his wife to rest with the dignity 
befitting her station -  both attributes associated with a man of paideia.161
This paideia is evident when Chaereas begins the route to his glorious aristeia. Just 
as we have seen that Dionysius’ paideia leads to political promotion, so Chaereas’ 
paideia leads to military promotion, from soldier, to sharing the king’s table, to 
advising him on strategy:
... etteS eik vu to  y a p  <j>p6vr]aiv te  Kai 0 a p a o c ,  metcx to utco v  5 e Kai 
t h g t iv , o i a  5 f | Kai <J>uoecoc a y a S f j c  Kai T ra iS sia c  ouk  aTTpovorjToc.
... for he displayed intelligence and courage, and trustworthiness besides, for 
he had a noble nature and was not unacquainted with paideia (Chariton 
7.2.5; trans. Goold, modified).
We have seen that paideia is related to a man’s reputation, and that this gives it a 
very public sense: as in the case of Dionysius, it is something a man becomes known 
for. We have also seen that it gives a man access to other virtues, which augment his 
reputation and announce his character to the watching world.162 The public, 
performative essence of paideia and its concomitant virtues is stressed when we 
learn here of Chaereas’ paideia. Phronesis, tharsos, and pistis are all qualities that 
are to be displayed ( etteS eikvuto) before an audience. They are also attributes to 
which Chaereas has access thanks to a combination of natural nobility and acquired 
paideia; we might think back to Dionysius’ attempt to cope with the delay in the 
trial through a combination of physis and paideia,163 and to Isocrates’ emphasis on a 
fusion of the two in the production of the best orator:164 nature and culture both have 
roles to play in the formation of the adult male. It is interesting to note, though, that 
Chaereas is not said to be pepaideumenos, like Dionysius; rather, paideia is 
something with which he is ‘not unacquainted’. The airpovoqToc of the manuscript 
has been emended, but neither of the suggestions, aiT E ipoc and cxpeXettitoc, seems 
any more appropriate; whichever is accepted, we are left with a remark that has a
161 Chaereas is persuaded to postpone suicide in order to give Callirhoe a fitting funeral rather as 
Dionysius persuades himself to postpone the wedding in order to do it properly.
162 E.g. Dionysius is TTEpt(36r)TOC for his sophrosyne (2.6.3).
163 See above, p.63.
164 See above, p.30.
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somewhat tentative tone to it. It seems to suggest that Chaereas has the rudiments of 
paideia, but not the whole package; or perhaps it indicates the inherently unstable 
and partial nature of paideia -  it is something a man may be ‘acquainted’ with, but 
which cannot cope with all situations and emotions, and on which he can never rely 
completely, as we have seen with even the mature pep aide ume nos, Dionysius. It 
seems that the paideia with which Chaereas is ‘not unacquainted’ is of the 
experiential kind: indeed, the use of ouk cxTTpovoqTOC in relation to paideia 
parallels that of ouk dpEXsTr|TOC in the description of Callirhoe’s suitability to the 
task of comforting the queen, where we noted that Callirhoe’s paideia appeared to 
be connected to her experiences.165 So Chaereas’ experiences have apparently built 
on natural aptitude to form a young man of phronesis, tharsos, and pistis, whose 
potential for such noble attributes was suggested from the moment of Callirhoe’s 
funeral. The competitive, performative, and display-oriented sense of this passage is 
continued as Chaereas is said to be driven not only by the desire to defeat 
Artaxerxes, but by the desire ‘to show’ (SeT c^ci) his worth: he is ‘not contemptible, 
but worthy of honour’,166 this remark suggesting that paideia has instilled in him an 
awareness of his public image, and thus of the need for some ‘impression 
management’.167
The display o f words.
We have noted that Second Sophistic paideia was especially associated with public 
speaking, and we shall see this association with regard to Achilles Tatius shortly. 
However, Haynes (2003: 87ff.) has argued that the novels tend almost to discount 
rhetoric as a defining male characteristic. She offers two examples of Chaereas’ 
behaviour in support of this: firstly, when he is reluctant to address the assembly 
upon the capture of Theron, and secondly, when he is initially reticent before the 
Syracusans on his return. I would suggest that, rather than deliberately diminishing 
the importance of rhetoric as an element of masculinity, when their text is examined 
these examples in fact seek to emphasise more generally Chaereas’ development of 
paideia. We have already observed the influence of Isocrates in Chariton’s novel,
165 7.6.5 (see above, p.43-44); Cobet’s suggestion that o u k  d n p o v o r i T O C  be emended to o u k  
dpeAETTiTOC is based on the use of the latter in this earlier scene.
166 7.2.6.
167 We shall consider this scene further in Chapter 2.
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and these two scenes also appear to show Isocratean traces. In the first o f Chaereas’ 
rhetorical challenges, he is said to be unable to utter a sound, in spite of a desire to 
do so (<j>0Eyj;aa0ai 0eX cov ouk q S u v a x o ) .168 We recall here Isocrates’ assertion that 
in the absence of tolma, a man of paideia will be unable to speak before the crowd 
(o u 5 ’ a v  <j>0Ey£aa0ai 5uvq0Ei'q).169 Can this sharing of vocabulary be a mere 
coincidence, or is Chariton once more pinning his colours to the Isocratean mast? If 
he is deliberately intertexting with Isocrates, then we should note that Isocrates 
himself often admitted to a youthful lack of both voice and courage.170 Given his 
own enormous transformation, perhaps the reader is directed to expect a similar 
transformation on Chaereas’ part: it is no mean thing if Chariton is implying that 
Chaereas is following an Isocratean trajectory. We also recall that Isocrates used the 
phrase o u 5 ’ a v  4>0E y£ao0ai 5uvr)0Eirj of a man who had paideia alone, but no 
natural ability; Chaereas, however, seems, as we have seen, to have positive 
qualities by nature, and while he may at first lack the courage to speak before the 
crowd, that courage is soon provided by the crowd itself (to 5e TrXrj0oc E(3oa 
“0appEi Kai XeyE.”). In the second example, when Chaereas has returned to 
Syracuse, he is hesitant and must be encouraged by Hermocrates to relate his 
experiences to the people.171 But in both instances Chaereas is willing to speak, and 
it is concern for proper behaviour that seems to prevent him: in the first, at a time 
when Callirhoe is still presumed dead, as soon as he begins he states that it is really 
a time for mourning rather than public speaking (“o p ev ” eTtte “ TTapcov K a ip o c  o u k  
i^v S q p q y o p o u v x o c  aA A a t t e v 0 o u v t o c  ...”); and in the second, he does in fact 
begin his story with no qualms, and only hesitates because he does not want to cause 
grief to his audience with the recollection of the unhappy events that caused his 
departure from Syracuse (AutteTv o u  0eA cov ev  to T c  irp coT o ic  Kai aKu0pcoTro7c 
t o v  A aov). By his reluctance, then, he demonstrates neither inadequacy in public 
speaking, nor evidence of an authorial depreciation of the particularly masculine 
field of rhetoric, but an emerging paideia, in the sense that he is able to read the 
demands of a situation and show concern for the feelings of others. Chaereas’
108 3.4.4.
169 See above, p.30.
170 E.g. Isoc. Panathenaicus 10; To Philip 81.
171 8.7.4.
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behaviour in these scenes thus shows the importance of both rhetoric and careful 
thought in the performance of paideia}12
For Cleitophon, by contrast, paideia barely extends beyond superficial display. One 
might argue that Achilles’ choice of ego-narrative inevitably casts Cleitophon as 
something of a declaimer: in a public context he readily embarks upon a 
performance for his anonymous narratee, a performance which comprises the 
ingredients (pirates, tyrants, virgins, and oracles) recognisable as those of the 
imperial schools of rhetoric.173 Of course, the subject-matter of the genre as a whole 
implies a relationship between romance and rhetoric,174 but the use of an ego- 
narrator who is telling his story not to the reader, but to an audience within the 
novel, exaggerates the air of sophistry in this novel in particular: the multiple layers 
of narrative emphasise the sense of performance, at whose heart stands Cleitophon. 
Indeed, his first words to the primary narrator locate him very much in the world of 
performance: standing before the painting of Europa and the bull, he says,’Eyco 
tccu t’ av eSei'kvuv.175 It must be noted that there is a textual problem here, as only 
one manuscript reads eSeikvuv, while all others read eiSe ir)V. I would suggest, 
however, that given the performative context of Cleitophon’s narration, and given 
the style in which he delivers it, SeiKVupi is a far more appropriate and more likely 
verb than ol5a.176 I would also argue that the truth-value of Cleitophon’s narrative is 
severely (and deliberately) compromised by both the layers of narrative and the 
atmosphere of declamation, which give it an air of artificiality from the outset.177 
My feeling is that Cleitophon offers to ‘show’ (e5eikv\jv) the main features of the 
painting through a fabricated oral narrative whose ex tempore nature inevitably 
results in inconsistencies and inaccuracies. This interpretation must also extend to 
the primary narrator, himself the ‘declaimer’ of the whole story.178
172 De Temmerman (2006: 209-212) observantly highlights several parts of Chaereas’ narrative where 
he appears to distort the truth deliberately, suggesting that he has successfully harnessed the power of 
rhetoric, and is able to control his audience.
173 As Petronius’ Encolpius laments (Petr. 1).
174 A relationship observed by Reardon (1974).
175 Ach. Tat. 1.2.1.
176 The reading eSeikvuv is found only in manuscript F, which is to some degree independent o f the 
two main families of manuscripts; it might therefore be thought to preserve readings with some 
authority.
177 Morales (2004: 55-56) also suggests the possibility that Cleitophon may be inventing his narrative.
178 The reliability of Cleitophon, and thus of the primary narrator, is explored in Jones (Forthcoming, 
2009).
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Russell (1983: 88ff.) and Connolly (2001: 84-85) stress the increasing emphasis on 
the narrative element of imperial orations, which included embellishments such as 
ekphrasis, and the addition of ‘strong color to [the orator’s] own dramatic self­
characterization’ {ibid.). Cleitophon’s use of both of these effects has been much 
commented upon,179 and seems to identify him as the product of a rhetorical paideia. 
But this implicit paideia is an educational one in the narrowest sense of the word; it 
is only skin-deep, and lacks the moral quality that we have observed to be so 
important in Chariton, Isocrates, Lucian, and others. For example, having fallen for 
Leucippe, Cleitophon gives a lengthy disquisition on the peacock, and its place 
within the erotics of the natural world, with the sole intention of turning Leucippe 
on:180 the goal of his display of paideia is no more profound than sex; indeed, his 
interpretation of the purpose of paideia is epitomised when he ambles around the 
house ostensibly reading a book, but in reality ogling Leucippe over the top of it:181 
like one of Lucian’s fraudulent teachers of rhetoric, Cleitophon uses paideia to 
conceal his true intentions. Just as we noted with regard to his deliberation with 
himself, his epideictic paideia is geared not towards the demonstration of virtue or 
the understanding of the feelings of others, but towards sexual gratification.182 The 
fact that he himself recognises his use of paideia here as a performance is 
underscored by his reference to the peacock, which he says is at that very moment 
‘displaying the theatre of its wings’ (to 0E aT pov ettiSeikvuvcci tg3v TTTEpcov).183 
He is aided in the misuse of paideia by Satyrus, who, Cleitophon says, understands 
the uttoGeoic of his Aoyoc,184 again fixing the scene in the context of rhetorical 
display.185
Russell (1983: 87ff.) observes a growing tendency in imperial declamation for the 
declaimer to assume characters with whom his audience could not truly sympathise, 
and in which cases oratoiy’s ‘educational usefulness takes second place to its 
amusement value [and] there is no pill inside the sugar coating’ {ibid. 88). It is
179 E.g. Bartsch (1989), Morales (2004).
1801.16.1: BouXoijevoc oGv euaycoyov tt|v Kopriv eic epcoxa irapaoKEudoai ...
181 1.6.6.
182 In fact, where Leucippe’s feelings are concerned, he professes total ignorance (2.8.1).
183 1.16.2. Morales (2004: 185) also notes the epideictic significance of the peacock here, and points 
to Dio Chrysostom’s explicit connection between the peacock and sophistry {Or. 12.2-5).
184 1.17.1.
185 Marincic (2007: 194) views ‘[t]he whole narrative ... as an exemplary seduction speech’ with 
Cleitophon as orator.
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impossible to know how Achilles’ readers would have reacted to Cleitophon’s use 
and abuse of paideia’, neither do we have any sense of the reaction of the novel’s 
internal audience, since the frame is never resumed and there is never a glimpse of 
the primary narrator in the course of Cleitophon’s performance. To the modem 
reader, however, Cleitophon’s almost proud ‘misperformance’ of paideia gives him 
the quality of a loveable buffoon. There is certainly no pill inside Cleitophon’s 
sugar-coated paideia, but that may not have made him an unsympathetic character to 
an ancient audience. If the achievement and maintenance of an ideal moral and 
intellectual paideia was as difficult as we have observed it to be in the case of 
Dionysius (and as we shall see it to be for Chaereas), then Cleitophon’s unashamed 
misappropriation of paideia may well have come as a refreshing (and realistic) 
change to the reader. Achilles may have been swimming against the stream, but in 
characterising Cleitophon as he did, he was perhaps offering an alternative to which 
the average reader could relate in a more meaningful way than he could to 
Chariton’s pepaideumenos. In misperforming paideia, Cleitophon misperforms a 
major element of Second Sophistic masculinity; however, by failing to be a ‘real 
man’, he ironically becomes more real.
Paideia as erotic education.
We have seen that paideia may be drawn upon either to aid proper self-comportment 
in erotic contexts, or, in Cleitophon’s case, to aid the very opposite. Paideia in the 
novels is thus closely related to love -  no surprise, one might think, when the 
genre’s focal point is an erotic relationship. But the connection between paideia and 
love is more complex than this: paideia admits a man to an understanding of the 
very nature of love. This is a motif we find several times in Chariton. When 
Dionysius arrives in Babylon and is congratulated by the populace on the beauty of 
his wife, we learn that he is distressed by the admiration, and that by virtue of his 
paideia he is able to ponder on the inconstant nature of love:
p a K a p i^ o p E v o c  5 e  A io v u a io c  eA u tteT to , kcc'i S e iA o te p o v  a u x o v  e t t o ie i  
rrjc  e u tu x ic c c  t o  meyeBoc  a v q p  y a p  TTETrai5eu(jev o c  eveB u p eT to  o t i  
<j>iAoKaiv6c e o t i v  o  "Epcoc* 5 ia  t o u t o  Kai t o £ o  Kai m ip  iroiTyrai t e  Kai 
u A a a T a i 7TEpiTE0EiKaoiv auT co, T a  Kou<J>oTaTa Kai a r r iv a l pq  B e A o v to .  
p vqp q  5e EAap(3avEV a u x o v  ira A a ico v  S iq y q p a T co v , o a a i  pE T ajioA ai 
y s y o v a a i  t c o v  KaAcov yu va iK cov .
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The congratulations heaped upon Dionysius caused him pain, and the extent 
of his good fortune made him all the more fearful, for as a man of paideia he 
pondered that Love is fickle. That is why poets and sculptors equip him with 
bow and flame, of all things the most light and unstable. He was visited by 
the remembrance of ancient stories which told of the inconstant ways of 
beautiful women (Chariton 4.7.6-7; trans. Goold, modified).
Here we see again the power of paideia to internalise one’s concerns: Dionysius’ 
paideia enables him to think deeply ( eve0u |Je7t o )  about love, whose character it has 
taught him through the study of literature and art. But, as we saw earlier, his paideia 
works against him: while it is the attribute on which he calls in order to consider his 
situation, and on which his identity depends, it is also the thing that reveals the 
precariousness of that situation and identity. Indeed, rather than shoring up his 
confidence, his paideia in the nature of love results in his destabilisation, as he 
becomes even more concerned for his position.186
We observed earlier that the symposium was a prime site for the display of paideia. 
Since Plato’s Symposium, that paideia had been connected with the erotic.187 
Metiochus and Parthenope offers a fascinating twist on the all-male symposium at 
which the nature of love is discussed. There, Metiochus argues against the 
traditional representations of Eros, stating that those who believe in such 
representations must be uninitiated in true paideia,188 a distinction that calls to mind 
Cebes’ Tabula. Metiochus’ speech seems to be geared towards disguising his 
feelings, but it is cut short by the surprising presence of Parthenope, who is 
apparently encouraged to join the debate, and who refers to a ‘door to paideia’, and 
to the work of poets, painters, and sculptors.189 Evidently this text engaged with the 
role of paideia in erotic education. Longus’ Gnathon has undergone just such an
186 Like Dionysius, the implicit pepaideumenos Artaxerxes has ‘heard in stories and poems who Love 
is, and that he rules all the gods, even Zeus himself (6.3.2; trans. Goold). At 4.4.5, when Chaereas 
wishes to rush to Miletus and take back Callirhoe from Dionysius, Mithridates remarks on his 
ignorance of the nature of love: an indication, perhaps, that Chaereas’ paideia is not yet fully-formed; 
we shall return to this notion shortly. See also Hid. 4.2.3, where Theagenes refers to the way painters 
represent Eros.
187 See Goldhill (1995: 47).
18811.40 (Stephens & Winkler 1995).
189 11.70-71. The fragments of the Persian verse version of the story cast the heroine as a highly 
intellectual young woman in the vein of Charicleia. Stephens & Winkler (1995: 92) remark that ‘it 
seems likely that Parthenope speaks here as one already skilled in traditional male public discourse, 
not as a shy and tongue-tied miss normally confined to the women’s quarters’.
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erotic paideia: he is said to have been made pepaideumenos in all kinds of erotic 
mythology through his attendance at drink-soaked symposia, and this paideia 
enables him to make a symposium-style oration in defence of his lust for Daphnis;190 
Astylus underscores the performative context with a sardonic comment on the 
sophistry induced by Eros.191 Rather than using the mythology learned at the 
symposium as a positive influence on his erotic behaviour, Gnathon perverts it, 
appropriating it as an excuse for the desire he has for Daphnis. In a similar way, and 
again with a dinner-party as backdrop, Cleitophon uses mythology to justify his 
decision to try to gratify his lust.192 Paideia is knowingly misappropriated by both 
Gnathon and Cleitophon, so that it becomes not a means of right behaviour in love, 
but a legitimisation for the acquisition of a kind of sex that does not receive generic
193sanction.
The erotic paideia to which Gnathon wants to expose Daphnis is clearly not the right 
one, as we shall see further in Chapter 3. In fact, Daphnis has already received a 
heterosexual erotic paideia earlier in the story, and it is to this that we now turn. 
Because of the richness of the tokens Lamon and Dryas find with Daphnis and 
Chloe, they give them an education, reflecting that they are of a higher social 
class.194 If paideia involves knowledge of the nature of love, then (the reader 
assumes) the education they receive must be extremely basic, given their later 
ignorance of love.195 It is, however, sufficient to enable Daphnis to display some 
rhetorical skill at the beauty-contest with Dorcon.196 But it is Daphnis’ experience 
with Lycaenion that is most significant in terms of paideia. The whole scene, in fact, 
is cast as a form of paideia which gives Daphnis both the physical ability and the
190 Longus 4.17.3ff.
191 Cf. Ach. Tat. 1.10.1 and 5.27.4, where Eros is also called a sophist. See Morgan (2004: 234-236) 
on the superficiality of Gnathon’s paideia.
192 Ach. Tat. 1.5.5ff.
193 In Gnathon’s case that is homosexual sex, and in Cleitophon’s premarital.
194 1.8. 1.
195 It appears that it is Lamon and Dryas who teach the children (y p d p p ax a  ettcxi'Seuov), but that 
raises the question of how the foster-fathers can be so ignorant of love if they have received some 
education themselves; again this must have been the simplest of reading and writing; on the education 
of Daphnis and Chloe, see Herrmann (Forthcoming, 2007).
196 1.15.4ff.; see Morgan (2004: 165-166). See also Daphnis’ well-structured response to the 
Methymnaeans’ accusations, complete with a cutting reference to the Methymnaeans’ dogs as the 
possessors of a substandard paideia (2.16, with Morgan, ibid. 188).
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intellectual comprehension necessary to progress to manhood.197 Lycaenion first 
offers to ‘teach’ (5 i5 a £ a p E v r |v , 5 i5 a £ c o )  Daphnis how to have sex, asking him to be 
her ‘pupil’ (pa0T]TTiv). He responds enthusiastically and she then begins ‘to educate’ 
him (ttcxiSeueiv), but, paradoxically, it is nature that rounds o f f  his paideia (au iT ) 
y a p  f| <|>uaic Aoittov ettoiSeue to  TrpaKTEOv).198 As Whitmarsh observes (2001a: 
82), Longus engages here with contemporary debate on the roles of nature and 
culture in the formation of identity. Lycaenion herself informs Daphnis of the 
identity this fusion of nature and culture has newly given him: ‘And do not forget 
that I have made you a man before Chloe’. Daphnis has been made a man, and the 
paideia that physis and techne have brought him has itself brought that other symbol 
of masculinity, the ability to reason: having been warned by Lycaenion that Chloe 
will bleed if he tries to put what he has learned into practice, he resolves (yvouc) to 
restrain himself,199 and even prevents Chloe from taking her clothes off very often, 
fearing that his logismos will be defeated.200 Daphnis’ fear of course ensures that 
Chloe remains a virgin until marriage, when Daphnis may teach her what he has 
learned from Lycaenion.201 So paideia for Longus seems to consist in the learning of 
proper sexual conduct which will guarantee the maintenance of social proprieties: 
while Daphnis may have had a rudimentary education in childhood which enables 
him to construct effective rhetorical arguments in public contexts, only when he is 
able to comport himself according to accepted codes of sexual behaviour will he 
truly have paideia.
Paideia and anger.
We have observed that paideia, especially as represented by Chariton, is an attribute 
that governs a man’s self-comportment and dealings with others. It is time now to 
consider one event in Chariton’s narrative where appropriate self-comportment is 
seemingly lacking. Although explicitly said to possess paideia towards the end of 
novel, and apparently having the rudiments of it at the time of Callirhoe’s funeral, at 
the beginning of the narrative Chaereas so lacks control over his performance of
197 This scene is analysed in detail in Chapter 3. As noted earlier, Philetas is also characterised as a 
teacher of paideia (see above, p.46).
198 3.17.2ff.
199 3.20.2.
200 3.24.3. He is also concerned for Chloe, lest he hurt her; we have seen that empathy for the 
suffering of others is an important component of paideia.
201 4.40.3.
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masculinity that he is moved to physical violence against his wife. Chaereas’ jealous 
anger towards Callirhoe should be considered in relation to his emerging paideia 
and consciousness of masculine ideals, and would, to a contemporary reader, have 
been intelligible. To some extent, it is only to be expected, as rash and violent 
behaviour was commonly attributed to the young, who were believed less able to 
control their impulses.202 As Roisman (2005: 14) observes in relation to classical 
oratory, anger-driven misdemeanours did not receive approval, but they were 
somewhat mitigated if their perpetrators were young. The tyrant of Acragas 
anticipates Chaereas being easy to make jealous, and even identifies such jealousy as 
a characteristic of youth (vEcoTEpiKr]v (jiXoTUTTiav).203 What is more, Chaereas is in 
love, a condition perceived to destabilise a man’s self-control, as the tyrant suggests 
when he promises that jealousy will work in tandem with love to bring Chaereas 
down.204 Indeed, the anger and jealousy that Chaereas exhibits should be seen as 
part of a tradition that regarded such emotions as signs of intense love.205
Chariton is somewhat unusual in his attribution of intense erotic jealousy and anger 
primarily to men: elsewhere in Greek literature, women are overwhelmingly the 
jealous and angry sex.206 Chariton is more than willing to draw on the stereotype of
202 See Ach. Tat. 8.18.2, where Callisthenes is said to have accounted for his kidnapping of Calligone 
by reference to his youth: ‘Of my actions ... the aggressive ones were motivated by youthful nature, 
violent as it is ...’ (trans. Whitmarsh). Aristotle states that the young and wealthy are those most 
prone to the commission of hybristic acts (Rh. 1378b); see Murray (1990). Youth was so strongly 
associated with violent acts that the verb veavieuopai was used principally to denote the perpetration 
of such acts (LSJs.v.).
203 Chariton 1.2.6. Chaereas behaves in a manner similar to the jealous and violent young men of 
New Comedy; on Chariton’s use of Menander, see Borgogno (1971), and on jealous anger in 
Menander, see Fantham (1986).
204 1.2.5.
205 So Morgan (1996: 177); see, e.g., Lucian DMeretr. 8, and Roman elegy, where jealous anger is 
often welcomed as an index of passion (see Caston 2000). See Allen (2000: 52) on anger and love as 
isomorphic in Greek thought, with opyij denoting both anger and sexual passion; and Lloyd (1995: 
7) on jealousy and love as entailing identical psychological conditions. Chaereas himself attributes 
his jealousy to his love for Callirhoe (4.4.9); see also 5.1.1, where Chariton refers to Chaereas’ attack 
on Callirhoe as ‘a lover’s fit of jealousy’ (trans. Goold). Jealousy and love have a symbiotic 
relationship: jealousy is said to increase Dionysius’ love for Callirhoe (5.9.9). On love and jealousy 
in Chariton’s male characters, see Paglialunga (2000a).
206 See Fantham (1986) and Harris (2001: 274ff.). C f the other extant novels, where jealousy is a 
womanish emotion: X. Eph. 2.5 (Manto); Ach. Tat. 5.24.3, 7.3.7, 7.9.12 (Melite); Heliodorus applies 
all his instances of jealousy to women or feminised men, such as barbarians or eunuchs, and even 
Charicleia suffers from ‘the congenital sickness of womankind -  jealousy’ (rr|V yuvaiKcov ep<|>utov 
vooov £r|AoTUTnav, 7.21.5; trans. Morgan); the most striking occurrence of female jealousy in the 
novels comes from Iamblichus’ Babyloniaca, where Sinonis’ jealous rage drives her to attempt 
murder (fragment 61, Stephens & Winkler). On the novels’ stereotyping of women and barbarians as 
jealous, see Paglialunga (2000b), and on the weight Chariton accords to jealousy, see Roncali (1991).
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the jealous woman,207 but in general he transposes such womanish emotions to the 
masculine sphere. But Chaereas’ experience of emotions usually associated with 
women does not feminise him; rather, it is suggestive of the limited power of 
masculinity and paideia. Indeed, fearing the prospect of Stateira’s jealousy, 
Callirhoe notes that Chaereas could not bear the emotion, despite being a man and a 
Greek;208 and even Dionysius succumbs to jealousy, for all his paideia’?09 
masculinity, and that marker of masculinity, paideia, are not all-powerful, and if 
Dionysius, with his mature paideia, cannot fight off jealousy, then the immature 
Chaereas is likely to be even more susceptible to it. Yet it is worth noting that 
despite being both young and in love, and thus doubly prone to jealousy and anger, 
Chaereas is not as easy to bring down as his rival expects, and it requires two 
attempts for the adultery allegation to succeed. In the first of the suitors’ attempts, 
traces of revelling can be disbelieved; it is only with the second, when seemingly 
undeniable physical evidence is produced, in the form of the supposed moichos, that 
Chaereas succumbs irreparably to his anger, kicking and apparently killing 
Callirhoe. He might therefore be thought somewhat less volatile and more open to 
reasoned thought than his violence makes him appear when considered in isolation.
In formulating his plan, the tyrant draws a clear distinction between Chaereas and 
Callirhoe, and the key distinguishing factor is Chaereas’ experience of the 
gymnasium:
K aA A ipoq pev o u v  E uaT aSqc Kai aiT E ipoc K axoq Sou c UTrov|nac, o  5 e 
X a ip E a c , o l a  5 f| y u p v a a io i c  £VTpa<|>Eic Kai vecotepikcov d p a p T q p a T co v  
OUK aTTElpOC, SuvaT O l paSlCOC UTTOTTTEUOaC EPTTEOeTv EIC VECOTEptKr)V 
^qXoTUTTiav ...
Callirhoe, I know, is sensible, and she doesn’t know what malice and 
suspicion are. But Chaereas has been brought up in the gymnasium, and he 
does know how young people misbehave; it will be easy to arouse his
207 See 1.12.8, 2.1.9,2.5.5, and 6.6.5.
208 6.6.5.
209 When Dionysius first learns of Chaereas’ existence, we are told rjiTTETO ... auToG ^rjAoTUTna 
( 3 . 7 . 6 ) ;  and hearing that two strangers (Chaereas and Polycharmus) have admired Callirhoe’s statue, 
he is said to be e u 0 u c  EVETrAijaOn £r]AoT\JTriac ( 3 . 9 . 4 ) ;  cf. also Artaxates’ description of both 
Chaereas and Dionysius as u t t o  (jiAoTUinac ( 6 . 6 . 7 ) ,  conveying a certain loss of autonomy, an 
inability to dictate one’s own actions and make one’s own decisions.
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suspicions and make him jealous, as young men are liable to be (Chariton 
1.2.6; trans. Reardon).
The tyrant apparently expects the fact that Chaereas has been raised in the gymnasia 
to assist in the production of suspicion: Callirhoe is unacquainted (aTTEipoc) with 
malice and suspicion (KCCKoqSouc UTTOvjnac), but because of Chaereas’ experience 
of the gymnasium, he is not unacquainted (ouk aTTEipoc) with the mistakes made by 
the young (vEcoTEpiKcov dpapTqpdxcov). It is unclear precisely what these mistakes 
are, but, implicitly, they involve KaKoq0qc uiTOvjna; he either has personal 
experience of, or has heard about, love affairs which have involved such suspicion.
910We have noted that gymnastic training formed part of the paideia of a young man. 
We have also observed that paideia is something like a journey, which may be 
commenced when the subject is young, but which is especially associated with 
maturity.211 The emphasis on Chaereas’ time spent in the gymnasium might be 
thought to suggest that he has begun the journey to paideia, but is not yet very far 
along the road. Ironically, an element of his paideia -  his experience in the 
gymnasium -  is expected to work against him to undermine his relationship and his 
self-image, rather than to protect and promote his masculinity: as we saw in the case 
of Dionysius at the symposium, and in the case of his knowledge of love, paideia 
(even of the mature variety) may trap a man into undesirable behaviour. Callirhoe is 
said to be E u a x a 0 q c , an attribute which may well be part of her nature, if we think 
of the later passage where Dionysius is said to bear events by virtue of the 
Euaxd0E ta of his nature, which contrasts with his culturally acquired paideia212 
While a contrast is made there between nature and culture, eustatheia and paideia 
nonetheless work in tandem, even if they cannot provide complete support and 
protection for Dionysius. The implication of the suitor’s reference to Callirhoe’s 
eustatheia is that Chaereas does not possess this seemingly natural quality. It will 
thus be easier to use his paideia of the gymnasium to undermine him. The 
presentation of anger and jealousy in Chariton’s text is complicated and paradoxical. 
They are womanish emotions, felt by men. They are also emotions that are felt by
210 See above, p.29, with n.8; see also Chapter 2, p. 135, on Theagenes’ experience of the gymnasium.
211 See above, p.45ff.
212 5.9.8; see above, p.63. See also p.64 on 8.5.10-11, where Dionysius remains EuaTaBijc on 
learning that he has lost Callirhoe.
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men both despite paideia and because of it: Chaereas is overwhelmed by the force of 
his emotions despite his emerging paideia', but it is also in part because of an 
element of that paideia -  his experiences in the gymnasium -  that he is so 
susceptible to those emotions.
We have seen that speech and reason were the primary symbols of paideia. Brown 
(1992: 44ff.) argues that the pepaideumenos was able to command respect by means 
of his educated eloquence; such a man therefore had no need to resort to violence, 
and was thus distanced from it.213 The fact that Chaereas does resort to violence 
might again suggest that his paideia is not yet fully-formed. The discovery of traces 
of a homos outside the door triggers intense emotions that attack his rational 
faculties, damaging his power of speech, and taking the form of a physical disorder 
that causes bodily shaking and bloodshot eyes:
nuvOavopEvqc 5 e t i yEyovEV, a<|>covoc fjv, oute cxttioteTv die eT5ev oute 
ttioteueiv oic o\jk tJBeAe SuvapEvoc. dnopoupEvou 5 e auTou Kai 
xpspovxoc q yuvq pqSsv unovoouaa tcov ysyovoxcov Iketeuev eitteTv 
tt|v  aixi'av tou  x°Xou* o 5 e ut^ai'poic toTc  6<f>0aApo7c Kai iraxeT tco 
<f>0Eypaxi “KXaico” 4>qai “xqv spauxou Tuxqv, oxi pou xaxEcoc 
etteAcx0o u ,” Kai xov Kcopov coveiS ioev.
When she asked him what had happened, he was speechless, being able 
neither to disbelieve what he had seen, nor yet to believe what he was 
unwilling to accept. As he stood confused and trembling, his wife, quite 
unsuspicious of what had happened, begged him to tell her the reason for his 
anger. With bloodshot eyes and thick voice he said, “It is the fact that you 
have forgotten me that hurts so much,” and he reproached her for the 
reveling (Chariton 1.3.4-5; trans. Goold).
Chaereas’ nascent paideia, his emerging ability to speak and to reason, is overcome 
by the power of the emotions he suddenly experiences.214 This happens again when 
he is informed of Callirhoe’s supposed infidelity: he is initially unable to speak, and 
even to open his mouth or raise his eyes (axavqc ekeixo, pqxs xo axopa pqxE 
xouc 6<}>0aApouc ETrapai SuvapEvoc), and when he regains the ability, his voice is 
small and out of character (ettei 5e <j>covqv oux opoiav p£V oAiyqv 5e
2,3 See also Harris (2001: 388).
214 Cf. Ach. Tat. 2.29.2, where Cleitophon sententiously declares that orge overwhelms the logismos
with madness.
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ouveAe^o t o ) .215 Having seen what he believes to be the adulterer entering the house, 
he loses his voice completely (o 5 e <|>covr|V pev ouk eoxev coote Aoi5opqaao0ai), 
and is overwhelmed by anger (KpaTOupEVOC ... utto Trjc opyfjc).216 The extent to 
which his reason has been overpowered is clear from the fact that he had intended to 
spare (<j)Eiaopai) Callirhoe, even if she was discovered to be adulterous,217 and had 
rushed in meaning to kill the moichos, not her.218 In his discussion of anger’s 
relation to paideia, Brown (1992: 55) notes that anger and clemency were 
counterparts, and that if a governor subdued his anger in response to pleas for 
mercy, his good reputation would be enhanced219 Chaereas’ intention to show 
mercy to Callirhoe is therefore praiseworthy in terms of the paideia it implies,220 but 
his emotions prove stronger than his good intentions: in the absence of the adulterer 
-  the legitimate target for his anger -  Chaereas’ emotion boils over, and, as the only 
person within range, Callirhoe becomes the inevitable victim.
Although in literature we find the frequent stereotyping of women as angry and 
jealous, perhaps the best known angry figure was of course Achilles. The reader is to 
some extent prepared for Chaereas’ impetuousness and anger by the numerous 
intertextual analogies made between him and the Iliadic warrior.221 Despite the 
premium placed on anger-control that we have noted above, anger had a legitimate 
role in Greek and Roman society, as a masculine tool appropriate for use in certain 
agonistic circumstances (Allen 2000: 60 et passim), and as a prerequisite where 
punishment was needed (Galinsky 1988): in life, anger was in fact a male preserve. 
Furthermore, one of the defining features of the classical construction of masculinity 




2.8 1.4.10. Chaereas’ anger reflects the Aristotelian interpretation of orge as both psychological (a 
desire for retaliation) and physiological (a surging of blood and heat); see de An. 403a29-31.
219 See below, p.l36ff. for Hydaspes behaving in precisely this manner, and cf. above, p.43, n.64, on 
Callirhoe.
220 See also his change of behaviour in response to Callirhoe’s protestation of innocence after the 
suitors’ initial attempt (1.3.7: pExa(3aAAopEvoc ouv o XaipEac qp£axo koAcckeueiv, Kai q yuvq 
xaxEcoc auTou xqv psxavoiav qoTra^Exo), and his transformation of his anger into pain when he 
first confronts her (1.3.4: xqv opyqv pEXE a^Asv eic Aunqv); cf. above, p.40-41, on Callirhoe’s 
anger-control (xqv opyqv pEXE^ aAE).
221 Scourfield (2003: 167) rightly observes the allusion Chariton makes to both the Iliad and the 
Aeneid through his foregrounding of anger. On Chaereas’ assimilation to epic warriors, see below, 
p. I l l ,  withn.95.
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1998: 70).222 Chaereas’ anger should be understood in this vein, as a response to a 
situation where his masculinity is seemingly being publicly insulted by a rival, and 
where punishment is required. When the suitors carry out their first plan, leaving 
traces of a komos at Callirhoe’s door, Chariton states that passers-by stopped out of 
curiosity (Kai uac o napicov eiottikei koivco tivi TroXuTrpaypoauvTic ttcxQei), 
and that on his return from the country Chaereas encountered a crowd outside the 
door (tov oxXov npo tcSv 0upcov).223 As part of the second plan, the suitors’ crony 
tells Chaereas that he is being openly insulted (<J>av£pcoc uppi^q), and that 
Callirhoe’s affair is common gossip (SpuAAeTxai iravTaxoO to Seivov).224 He must 
thus act quickly to protect his image, and the flaring of his jealous anger would seem 
to a contemporary reader a perfectly normal reaction.225 Aristotle cited acts of hybris 
-  whether proven or only imagined -  as legitimate causes of anger, and defined 
anger as a cognitive response to perceived insult, and a desire for revenge. 
Aristotle explains the proper place of anger in the male script: a man should feel 
anger ‘on the right grounds and against the right persons, and also in the right 
manner and at the right moment and for the right length of time’.227 He then finds 
something of a paradox in the description of the man who manages this: he is called 
‘gentle-tempered’, though ‘gentle’ indicates that he may not ‘seek redress for 
injuries’; if a man never becomes angiy, ‘he will not stand up for himself; and it is 
considered servile to put up with an insult to oneself 228 Chaereas’ honour as a man 
lies partly in Callirhoe’s fidelity to him; he has been led to believe that that honour 
has been publicly impugned and his masculinity challenged;229 his jealous anger is 
therefore an appropriate response.
222 See also Cairns (2003) on lliadic anger as a response to affront.
223 1.3.3.
224 1.4.5.
225 See Farrell (1980) on jealousy as a ‘threat-response’, a reaction to a potential threat to one’s status.
226 Arist. EN 1149a25ff.; Rh. 1378a ff.; see Fortenbaugh (1975: llff.). Cf. Chaereas’ rival suitors, 
who are driven by u(3pic and <J>0ovoc, which provoke their anger (1.2.Iff.; the causal link between 
insult and anger is noted also by Scourfield 2003: 164-165); their means of saving face over the 
perceived insult is to plot revenge. Cf. Ach. Tat. 5.5.6ff, where ^AoTUTria and u(3pic mix, spurring 
on Procne and Philomela to avenge themselves on Tereus. The relation between hybris and jealousy 
is demonstrated when Plangon advises Callirhoe against keeping her baby: Dionysius’ jealousy, she 
says, will not allow Callirhoe to keep another man’s child under his roof, as he would consider it an 
act of hybris (2.10.1). See also Ach. Tat. 6.19 for Cleitophon’s description of the functioning of anger 
and love, and their relation to perceived dishonour.
227 Arist. EN 1125b; Loeb trans.
228 Ibid.
229 See Campbell (1964) on honour and adultery in modem Greece; Daly, Wilson, & Weghorst 
(1982) on the modem widespread expectation of a husband’s rage in response to his wife’s adultery; 
and Buss (2000) on male jealousy as a cross-cultural evolutionary adaptation whose purpose is to
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Paradoxically, while the pepaideumenos might ideally restrain his anger,230 
Aristotle’s interpretation of anger as an emotion that comes about through reason 
suggests that paideia -  at whose core is the logos -  is the very catalyst for anger. 
The eruption of Chaereas’ anger might therefore be interpreted as a sign of latent 
paideia, of the functioning of his reason, but he is presented with an impossible 
situation: accepted codes of masculinity, together with his intense love for Callirhoe, 
dictate that he be angry at being cuckolded, and that he seek revenge for this 
perceived act of hybris; but while he is perfectly within his rights to retaliate by 
killing the adulterer, there is in reality no adulterer to kill, and Callirhoe is thus in 
the firing line. His lack of restraint at this point might, in an Aristotelian light, be 
thought understandable: as well as defining anger as responsive to the rational 
faculties, Aristotle also stated that anger’s own intensity prevented it from paying 
full attention to those faculties; because of this, an access of anger was less shameful 
than a lack of restraint in other areas of life.231
So Chaereas’ anger and jealousy are not problematic in themselves.232 But, as 
Roisman (2005: 72) notes, violence in the wrong context could be damaging to a 
man’s masculinity, and Chariton seems to intend Chaereas’ violence against 
Callirhoe to be interpreted by the reader as misdirected. Aphrodite, he says, had 
herself been moved to orge against Chaereas because of his aKaipoc £r|AoTUTna, 
which had driven him to commit an act of hybris.233 Ironically, a perceived act of 
hybris is what Chaereas must avenge in order to defend his masculine image, but the
protect paternity {cf. Konstan (2003), who argues against the possibility of a cross-cultural 
interpretation of jealousy). The protection of paternity may be an implicit element in Chariton’s 
depiction of Chaereas’ jealous anger: as Lysias 1.32-33 makes clear, a wife’s infidelity reduces a 
husband’s certainty of paternity regarding any children bom, and concomitantly reduces his certainty 
of passing on his property to a child genetically his own; the inability of a man to be certain that his 
child is his own is clearly an issue in Chariton’s mind, as he has Dionysius unwittingly raise 
Chaereas’ child. On Lysias 1 and Chariton, see Porter (2003).
230 As we saw the pepaideumene Callirhoe do in response to Artaxates (see above, p.40-41).
231 Arist. EN 1149a25ff; Cf. Sen. die Ira 1.3.2ff., where anger is both the enemy and the product of 
reason, and is a desire for vengeance; as a Stoic, however, Seneca condemns anger unequivocally.
232 Describing the trial of Chaereas for Callirhoe’s murder, Chariton mentions jealousy as a defence 
Chaereas could justly have used (1.5.4). Even Callirhoe’s own father is able to comprehend 
Chaereas’ jealousy (8.7.6-7): it came about on false grounds (vpeuSrj), and he was violent in an
inappropriate manner (aKcupeoc), but what happened was not intended ((xkouoiov). Cf. Parrott 




intensity of his emotions traps him into committing hybris himself:234 as we have 
already noted, attempts to behave according to ideals of masculinity have a habit of 
trapping the performer in a double-bind. The motive for Chaereas’ anger is 
legitimate, but the target it finds is not (Scourfield 2003: 171). Plutarch, for 
example, argues that jealousy and anger have no place in marriage, and are 
destructive to it;235 he even writes a tract on the hamartemata that are caused by 
those who act en orge.236 Though Plutarch may not approve of anger in marriage, his 
repeated returns to the subject suggest that he sees it as a common problem 237 The 
force of Chaereas’ emotions prevents him from venting his anger in the correct 
circumstances: he cannot channel it in order to gain redress, and so it becomes 
destructive to his marriage rather than to his enemies.
But there is some evidence to suggest that Chaereas’ experiences bring with them a 
greater ability to control his emotions, and we might for this reason see those 
experiences as a form of paideia?3* Indeed, after he is said to possess paideia, 
several occurrences suggest his maturation. Firstly, he displays his anger in the 
appropriate context of warfare, during which he acts with sophrosyne?39 and to 
which Callirhoe later refers as having been inspired by his orge towards 
Artaxerxes.240 Secondly, Chaereas instructs his Egyptian comrade on the best way to 
treat women, which must exclude any sense of force or hybris?41 followed almost 
immediately by the reference to Aphrodite’s anger at Chaereas for his hybris against 
Callirhoe, this surely implies a new understanding on Chaereas’ part; given that we 
have seen comprehension of the nature of love to form part of paideia, Chaereas’
234 Love and jealousy make a potent admixture, causing aberrant behaviour; c f Babyloniaca 74a9 
fragment 4: ‘Whenever jealousy is added to erds, a king turns into a tyrant’ (trans. Stephens & 
Winkler); and Callirhoe’s suggestion that Chaereas’ behaviour is out of character: he had never even 
struck a slave (1.14.7); see also Hid. 1.30.7, where Thyamis is spurred on by love, jealousy, and 
anger to kill what he thinks is Charicleia: this is presented as the action of an uncivilised, barbarian 
bandit, but Thyamis is in fact a high-priest-in-waiting, and is thus acting contrary to his true 
disposition as a result of this powerful blend of emotions (though the reader does not yet know this); 
cf  Hid. 7.29.1 on Achaemenes: ‘Anger, jealousy, love, and disappointment combined to goad him to 
fury: emotions capable of turning anyone’s mind, let alone a savage’s’ (trans. Morgan).
235 Plu. Coniugalia Praecepta 141f; 144a; 144c.
236 Plu. Moralia 452f-464d (On the Control o f Anger)’, see 462a for the effect of anger on marriage.
237 In a modem study, Paul, Foss, & Galloway (1993: 415) find that in instances of sexual jealousy, 
the partner is indeed the more usual focus for the jealous person’s anger.
238 C f Couraud-Lalanne (1998) and Lalanne (2006).
239 7.4.9. See also Scourfield (2003: 172) on Chaereas’ appropriate anger on the battlefield. We shall 




knowledge of how to treat women is presumably indicative of his possession of 
paideia.242 Thirdly, we see him apparently able to control the pathological affliction 
of his ep<)>utoc £r|AoTUTTia: when Callirhoe tells him about Dionysius, his jealousy 
resurfaces, but he is cheered to hear about his son;243 there is thus an opportunity for 
his emotions to boil over, but they do not.244 Fourthly, on learning that Artaxerxes 
had not wronged Callirhoe, Chaereas acknowledges that he had been too quick to 
anger with regard to the king.245 And finally, when addressing his men, Chaereas 
states that in their warfare they have ‘learned by experience’ (irsipa yap  
pepaQqKapEv):246 if his military experiences have taught him something, perhaps 
this sense of education can be extended to his other experiences too.
Chapter summary.
Novelistic paideia is a lifelong process; a man may be said to possess paideia, but 
this does not suggest that the process is complete, or that his masculinity is 
necessarily fixed or stable. Paideia is often associated with age, but it is also 
developed through a man’s experiences. It bestows upon him a certain bearing, and 
is something for which he is involved in competition with others. It acts as an index 
of social status, and brings with it social and political opportunities. It has a moral 
dimension that governs a man’s relations with others and admits him to the virtues. 
It demands to be publicly displayed, through refined speech in rhetorical contexts 
and in social gatherings, but also to be fostered privately, in deliberation with
242 Note in this regard that the pepaideumenos Dionysius is referred to as 4>iXoyuvr|C and 
(juXoyuvaioc (1.12.7, 2.1.5) which seems to suggest not simply a liking for women, but an 
understanding of how to behave towards them, as is evidenced by his treatment of Callirhoe at 5.5.1 
(see above, p.61-62); Chaereas himself is described to the incognito Callirhoe as tjnXoyuvaioc by his 
comrade (7.6.7), only after he has been said to have paideia.
243 8.1.15 (cf. Hid. 7.21.5 and 9.25.5, where jealousy is also presented as an innate and in some way 
natural quality). Pondering on the trial, the Babylonian women fear that Chaereas might give way to 
anger in the future (6.1.5); later, aware of Chaereas’ Im4>utoc £qXoTUTTia, Callirhoe does not tell him 
about her letter to Dionysius (8.4.4). The women’s concern is based only on what they have heard 
about Chaereas’ earlier behaviour, and Callirhoe’s on a single experience of his jealousy; the 
focalisation of both references precludes an objective sense of whether Chaereas is truly likely to 
repeat his violent behaviour (the instances at 6.1.5 and 8.4.4 are noted also by Scourfield (2003: 175, 
n.58) and interpreted similarly). On the possibility that Chaereas is now better able to control himself, 
we might also refer to Plutarch, who states that when anger has been successfully fought off once, it 
thereafter becomes easier to manage (On the Control of Anger 454c).
244 In fact, the presence of an innate jealousy might be viewed positively, providing it can now be 
controlled, as it enables Chaereas’ vigilance over Callirhoe’s fidelity; cf. Catul. 17, where the poet 
considers despicable a man who exhibits no interest in his wife’s conduct, and who is repeatedly 
being cuckolded.
245 8.1.16. C f Dionysius’ recognition of the futility o f his own jealousy (8.5.15).
246 8.2 . 10.
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oneself. It can act as a protective carapace, and can be used to conceal or disguise, 
and to present a particular image to the world.
But the external and internal, or public and private, aspects of paideia are to some 
extent in conflict, as a man’s internalisation of paideia may mean that its public, 
display-oriented form is neglected. Paideia assists in the control of emotion, and its 
release in appropriate contexts, but some emotions may be too strong for paideia to 
control; paideia is also the very faculty that facilitates the recognition of those 
emotions. The fine line between control or concealment and display is one we have 
seen both Dionysius and Chaereas walk, and it is one also walked by imperial 
sophists.247 With two conflicting ideals to live up to, it is no wonder, perhaps, that 
Dionysius suffers something of an identity crisis: while paideia is intended as a 
marker of identity, its practice can result in the destabilisation of that identity. 
Although paideia is a means of social advancement, a bringer of power, and a 
provider of protection, it is not all-powerful. Notably, though it governs a man’s 
self-comportment in the erotic sphere, it is also limited by love, which may 
overcome both its concealing ability and its capacity to control emotion.
The performance of paideia involves a repeated oscillation between the poles of 
emotion and reason, puerility and maturity, and the constant implementation of 
strategies of impression management. While paideia is held up as an ideal by 
Chariton in particular, the pepaideumenos suffers a conflict between that ideal and 
his own experiences: as we saw in the Introduction, the standards of hegemonic 
masculinity may in reality describe the lives of very few men, and attempts to meet 
those standards almost inevitably fall short.248 In both Dionysius and Chaereas, 
Chariton demonstrates the limitations of paideia and the impossibility of 
maintaining a perfect performance of masculinity. He does not judge negatively his 
characters’ failings as men, but neither does he question the ideals for which they 
strive. It is seemingly left to the subversive Achilles Tatius to challenge those 
impossible ideals, using Cleitophon to demonstrate the potential paideia holds to be 
misappropriated, manipulated, and misused, and thus exposing the flaws in that 
marker of elite masculinity.
247 See Brown (1992), primarily on Libanius, and Whitmarsh (2001a).
248 See above, p. 10.
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While Chariton may highlight the shortcomings of paideia and the difficulties of 
maintaining it, and while Achilles may contest its validity as an ideal to which elite 
men are expected to aspire, both writers reveal themselves to be pepaideumenoi: the 
emphasis they place on paideia marks their texts out as products of paideia. But it is 
not only this cultural artefact that concerns the novelists in their presentation of the 
performance of masculinity. In Chapter 2 we turn our attention to an aspect of 
masculinity that might, prima facie, be thought the polar opposite of culturally- 
produced, intellectual and moral paideia.
Chapter 2: Andreia]
Introduction.
Towards the end of their novels, both Chariton and Heliodorus engage their heroes 
in remarkable feats of bravery, Chaereas in a martial context, and Theagenes in an 
athletic one.2 The ostensible purpose of these scenes would appear to be to create 
more rounded heroes at the culmination of the novels. There has been a tendency 
among modem scholars to regard the male protagonists of the genre as somewhat 
passive,3 merely enduring the vicissitudes of separation from home and family, until 
they are finally restored to their rightful place in society, and reunited with the ones 
they love. The potentially negative value-judgement inherent in reading the ‘heroes’ 
as passive has since been renegotiated, and they have instead been read as a new 
heroic strain, whose heroism resides in that very endurance of circumstances 
ultimately beyond their control, and often divinely manufactured.4 However, while 
such an assessment is undoubtedly valid, Chariton and Heliodorus, the authors of 
perhaps the earliest and the latest extant novels, seem almost to be responding to 
criticisms of passivity that might be levelled against their heroes. The feats of 
andreia accomplished by Chaereas and Theagenes overlay what might be thought a 
new formulation of the hero with a more traditional conception of what it meant to 
be a man.5 Yet the ‘passivity’ of tears, self-pity, and introspection is not intended to 
be erased by last-minute ‘activity’, but provided with a counter-weight, or 
complement, in the creation of a rounded adult male. Furthermore, the identification 
of the enduring male as a new heroic strain deserves some qualification. The roots of 
this strain surely lie in Homeric epic, and particularly in the characterisation of 
Odysseus, frequently the bearer of the epithet TroAuTAac/TroAuTAqpcov (‘much- 
enduring’).6 Still more significant, perhaps, is Apollonius of Rhodes’ Jason,
1 A more philosophically-angled version of this chapter can be found in Jones (Forthcoming, 2007).
2 Theagenes also demonstrates his athleticism in a foot race at the Pythian Games in Book 4, although 
the positioning of his bull- and giant-wrestling towards the climax of the work establishes these 
scenes as the most significant in terms of the construction of a ‘manly’ hero.
3 The prime exponent of the view that the male protagonists are weakly and passive was Rohde 
(1914:356).
4 See, for example, Konstan (1994b) and Haynes (2003).
5 The Ninus and Sesonchosis fragments also seem to present a traditional military andreia as an 
indispensable element of masculinity.
6 E.g. Horn. II. 8.97; Od. 18.319, amongst many others. On Odysseus as a model for the novels, see 
Lalanne (2006: 128).
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described by Heiserman (1977: 13) as a ‘curiously unheroic ... morose [and] 
uncertain’ hero of an epic which might be thought the Hellenistic precursor of 
imperial novelistic sensibilities.7
In this chapter I shall explore, in wider literature and then in the Greek novels, the 
ways in which andreia is conceived as a gendered virtue, belonging primarily to 
men, and the extent to which it is portrayed as a product of nature or of culture, 
examining in this context its relation to paideia. It is necessary also to consider the 
uses of some semantic relations of andreia: tolma, for example, frequently carries 
the negative implication of recklessness or audacity -  a sense of overstepping the 
boundaries of right behaviour -  and yet sometimes denotes positive courage;8 arete, 
while carrying the general meaning ‘virtue’, had a near-synonymous relationship 
with andreia, and consequently this too will enter the discussion.9 However, as 
Sluiter & Rosen (2003: 4) remark, and as we have noted in the Introduction,10 it 
would be erroneous to focus solely on the actual attestations of the terms in 
question. While such an approach may yield valuable results, it is necessary to look 
at the wider picture. Hence, as well as identifying examples of andreia by the 
occurrence of the term or its cognates, I shall also examine those passages that 
appeal to notions of andreia by means of their content, rather than their vocabulary. 
Given that Chaereas and Theagenes are the only two heroes granted explicit feats of 
andreia, the focus will be on their exploits, although we shall also pay attention to 
Cleitophon’s conspicuous lack of andreia. Interestingly, Longus’ novel is the only 
one in which neither andreia nor any of its cognates is found. The idyllic pastoral 
setting of Daphnis and Chloe renders it an anomaly in the corpus, so perhaps it
7 See also Lawall (1966), who regards Jason as undergoing a form of paideia through his experiences 
in the first two books, which enables him to become a more independent figure later on; we have 
noted Lalanne’s contention that the experiences of the heroes and heroines of the novels are a form of 
paideia.
8 LSJ s.v. While dv5pe(a may also imply a sense of unwarranted boldness, xoApa seems to have 
been employed more often for this purpose; on the sometimes subtle differences between andreia and 
tolma, see Roisman (2005: 110-111, 190-192).
9 See Hobbs (2000: 83). Dover (1974: 164) notes that ayaOoc and ctpsTp often indicated the 
combination of bravery and skill exhibited by a fighter; see LSJ s.v. ayaOoc, and the well-known 
exhortation ‘Be good men!’, which amounted to an admonition to fight bravely, e.g. Th. 5.9.9: K ai 
auToc T8 avqp ayaOoc yiyvou ...; see also Chariton 8.8.13, where the Syracusans acknowledge 
Polycharmus as an ayaOoc avqp. Cf. the frequency of the Iliadic phrase avepEC e o t e  (‘Be men!’), 
used with reference to strength and fighting spirit: Iliad 5.529, 6.112, 8.174, 11.287, 15.487, 15.561, 
15.661, 15.734, 16.270, 17.185; the Homeric ayaOoc refers not to moral character, but to physical 
action (see Adkins 1960: 31-33).
10 See above, p.7.
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should come as no surprise that explicit references to andreia are lacking: warfare 
and athletics -  which we shall see constitute the primary contexts of andreia -  are 
urban concerns; consequently we shall consider Longus to a far lesser extent.11
Defining and contextualising andreia.
Like rraiSeia, dvSpet'a does not lend itself to straightforward translation or 
definition (Hobbs 2000: 1 Off.). Its etymological derivation from avrjp links it tightly 
to masculinity, but its most common translation, ‘courage’, fails to convey this 
masculine sense. Other translations, such as ‘manliness’ and ‘manly spirit’,12 while 
carrying the term’s gendered signification, raise the question of what exactly 
constitutes ‘manliness’ at any particular time. This is especially pertinent in the case 
of the novels, where, as readers, we are potentially dealing with three separate 
conceptions of andreia: our own understandings of ‘manliness’, the values of an 
author’s own period, and those of the era in which he sets his story. Grounding 
andreia is thus no easy task. ‘Courage’, the translation of av5psta that we meet 
most frequently, is a slippery concept, but, as Walton suggests, most of us would 
accept that it carries a sense of:
... keeping one’s head and doing a creditable job of deliberately acting 
sensibly and appropriately despite dangerous, painful, or very adverse 
circumstances (Walton 1986: 2).
He refers to the soldier fighting an enemy in a context of extreme danger as a 
common image of courage in the modem world (ibid. 32).13 Such a conception was 
as prevalent in ancient sources as it is today, as we shall see. In their 
contextualisation of andreia, Sluiter & Rosen (2003: 6) employ the theory of the
11 Longus’ novel is primarily one of sexual maturation; as a result, masculinity is important in a 
sexual context more than anywhere else. The expected generic topos of warfare is miniaturised 
(represented by the Methymnaeans’ brief incursion into the countryside), and courage tends to be 
transposed from military to erotic contexts; indeed, Daphnis is conspicuously fearful in other 
situations (e.g. at 2.20 he hides in a tree trunk as Chloe is kidnapped). Longus uses terms such as 
tolma and thrasos instead of andreia to describe Daphnis’ erotic boldness: he exhibits tolma by 
daring to pick the highest apple for Chloe (3.34.3); and he shows thrasos in his petting when reunited 
with Chloe after the winter (3.13.4). However, his erotic courage -  like his courage in other 
circumstances -  often fails him (e.g. 2.9.1,2.10.3). Chapter 3 addresses issues of erotic masculinity in 
Daphnis and Chloe in more detail.
12 LSJ s.v.
13 See also Morgan (1994).
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‘prototype’ from cognitive psychology: while, for instance, an apple may be no 
better an example of a fruit than a plum, the majority of westerners consider it so; 
the apple is therefore the prototypical example of a fruit. Similarly, ancient sources 
suggest that warfare was the prototypical arena in which andreia might be exhibited: 
andreia prototypically required an agonistic context (ibid. 8). I argue here that the 
classical interpretation of andreia as bravery or courage in combat is much in 
evidence in the Greek novels; however, Stoic endurance of personal suffering is also 
an implicit element of andreia for the novelists, and we shall even see that suicide 
may constitute an act of andreia.
L Andreia and warfare.
Plato’s Laches provides us with a starting point for a consideration of the context of 
andreia in antiquity, and in particular its construction as a masculine discourse. This 
will have a bearing on our discussion of andreia in the novels. Just as we today 
might find it impossible to simplify and reify the concept of courage or manliness, 
so too it was no easy task for Laches and Nicias in Plato’s dialogue. The dialogue 
begins with the intention of deciding the best means of instilling virtue in the young, 
but it is soon agreed that for this purpose the interlocutors must first define virtue. 
With the aim of simplifying the issue, they decide to reduce virtue to one of its 
constituent parts, andreia}4 Laches’ initial optimism at the prospect of defining 
andreia is soon shown to be misplaced, as what he thought would prove an easily 
definable term refuses to fit his suggestions.15 In Platonic dialogues, Socrates’ 
elenchos encourages his interlocutors to look beyond the superficial to establish 
more profound definitions of common concepts, for the benefit of their souls; 
however, the immediate and superficial responses of his fellow speakers still hold 
value, for they expose the ways in which the majority interpret those common 
concepts. The conservative strategos Laches’ first definition of andreia is valuable 
for precisely this reason, since it betrays the normative cultural assumption that 
andreia is primarily and fundamentally concerned with military duty: according to 
Laches, a man is andreios if he is willing to stand his ground in battle.16 The 
assumption of an inextricable link between andreia and warfare appears common in




Greek ethical discourse: for Aristotle too, the truly andreios man is one who 
confronts a noble death (kcxAoc SdvaToc), while the best circumstances for such a 
glorious end are offered by warfare.17
The warfare-dominated Homeric world might therefore seem to be the perfect milieu 
for the exhibition of manly courage, the quest for arete and kleos lending itself to 
feats of andreia. While such feats are doubtless much in evidence, Smoes (1995: 33) 
notes that andreia is in fact a post-Homeric word, appearing in Herodotus.18 Bassi 
(2003: 33) observes another early instance of the word, in Aeschylus’ Seven Against 
Thebes}9 where warfare is explicitly drawn as the archetypal home of andreia; 
indeed, Bassi (ibid. 38) notes that the language surrounding the use of dvSpEia here 
is pointedly Homeric, suggesting that the Homeric world, with its perpetual agones, 
was conceived as a prototypical locus for the display of andreia, even though Homer 
himself may not have employed such language; andreia is thus the implicit quality 
that pervades the conflicts of that legendary time. By the classical period the 
Homeric apETq had perhaps shifted in signification, taking on the more general 
sense of ‘virtue’, and leaving a semantic gap which dvSpEia was coined to fill. Of 
all the extant novels, Chariton’s appeals most overtly to a traditional military 
andreia29 for Chaereas is granted a fantastic aristeia in the latter stages of the work, 
establishing him as a hero capable of excelling on the battlefield. Haynes (2003: 85) 
suggests that Chariton’s likely position as the author of the earliest extant novel may 
have made him more disposed to draw on historiographical works such as 
Xenophon’s Cyropaedia, and consequently more inclined ‘to give his hero military 
experience at the expense of consistent characterisation’. While Chaereas’ 
characterisation may appear inconsistent by modem standards,21 I will suggest that 
Chariton’s primary readership may not have considered it so.
17 Arist. £ A 1 115a30ff.
18 Hdt. 7.99.
19 A. Th. 52-53. As Bassi (2003: 33) notes, the uncertainty of Herodotus’ dates means that the earliest 
extant reference to andreia may be that in Aeschylus.
20 We shall observe later the ways in which Chariton uses Homeric allusion and intertextuality in 
order to characterise Chaereas in particular.
21 See Helms (1966).
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it  Andreia and athletics.
It is not only warfare that allows a man to demonstrate his andreia, in the novels or 
in other literature. While classical figures like Laches and Aristotle might have 
located andreia on the battlefield, there is some evidence to suggest that in 
protracted periods of peace, athletics might serve as a simulation of warfare, 
providing a substitute locus for the display of andreia. Andreia*s early connection 
with the battlefield seems to have endowed it with connotations of physical courage 
and strength, facilitating its transference to athletics. So, we find imperial texts 
citing a man’s involvement in sport as proof of his possession of andreia?2 Dio 
Chrysostom eulogises a recently deceased boxer as follows:
MaAioTCx 5’ av  t i c  0aupaaEiE MeAayKopav, o t i  pop<|>Tj to io u to c  cov Trj 
avSpeia SniveyKev. SokeT y a p  epoiye t t]  'jAixfi ^lAoviKfjaai n p o c  t o  
acopa Kai oirouGdoai ottcoc av  5ia  Taunriv evSo^otepoc yevTyrai. 
yvouc ouv t c 3v TTpoc avSpEiav Ipycov kccAAiotov a p a  Kai 
ETTiTrovcoTaTov iTjv aOAiyjiv, etti Taunriv ^A0ev. t c 3v pev y a p  
ttoAepikcov o te  Kaipoc ouk i^v rj te  aaKTiaic EAa()>poTEpa. 4>aiTiv 5’ av  
EycoyE Kai TauTrj r ir ro v a  E^vai, povT^c y a p  EuvjAixiac etti5ei£ic ev toTc 
ttoAepikoTc, 5e a 0Ai]aic a p a  pev avSpEiav, a p a  5e iax^v, a p a  5e 
aco<|>poauvr)v epttoieT.
One would admire Melancomas especially because, as well as being of such 
a kind [5c. beautiful] in outward form, he excelled in andreia. For it seems to 
me that his soul competed with his body and endeavoured that, thanks to it, 
he should become still more esteemed. And so, understanding that, of the 
actions leading to andreia, the finest and also the most arduous is athletics, 
he made that his goal. For there was no opportunity for military activity, and 
moreover the training [for war] is easier. I would say that it is inferior in this 
respect also, that in military matters there is a display of courage alone, while 
athletics simultaneously instils andreia and strength and sophrosyne (D. Chr. 
Or. 29.8ff.).23
Dio’s praise of athletics as an arena for andreia is of course motivated by his duty as 
eulogist in this oration, but it is nonetheless revealing for the assumption it makes 
that its audience will understand a connection between warfare and athletics as the 
primary loci for andreia. It is interesting to note here that andreia is something that
22 See Connolly (2003: 312) on the imperial period as one which offered an elite male relatively few 
opportunities to be andreios in battle, and which consequently saw a migration of andreia from the 
battlefield to the stadium.
23 See Konig (2005: 146-157) on Dio’s Melancomas orations.
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involves competition, and something by which a man may distinguish himself from 
others (SiqvEyKEv), just as we saw in the case of paideia. Dio makes a distinction 
between outward form and inner qualities, of which andreia is one. Like paideia, 
andreia is goal to be striven for, a performative quality that one reveals through 
certain actions, and through inner struggle. Through athletics, one may develop and 
display a wider range of virtues than through warfare, for sport generates both 
andreia and sophrosyne,24 while warfare allows for the display of eupsychia alone 
(note the vocabulary of performance again). Furthermore, a little later in the oration, 
Dio explicitly states that athletics ranks higher than warfare in its capacity to 
stimulate andreia25 Dio’s elevation of athletics might give us a means of 
interpreting Heliodorus’ endowment of Theagenes with incredible athletic success, 
first at the Pythian Games, then later in his bull-wrestling and his victory over the 
Ethiopian giant. While open battle may be rare in the novels, and the chances to 
display Homeric-style military arete concomitantly scarce, athletics can be 
understood as a substitute arena in which a hero is able to show himself a man. 
However, Dio’s apparent belief that warfare does not offer scope for other virtues 
seems to place him in the minority: as we shall observe, it is through warfare that 
Chaereas shows his virtuous character.
Lucian’s Anacharsis is also useful here. It takes the form of a dialogue between the 
sixth-century Athenian lawgiver, Solon, and the Scythian from whom the piece 
takes its name. The subject is the merit of athletics in the formation of good men, a 
merit Anacharsis does not recognise, but which Solon is keen to defend. According 
to him, athletes are dppEvcoTroi (‘manly looking’) and they display (ettkJjcuvovtec) 
to avSpcoSEC (‘manliness’),26 suggesting that manliness is a quality to be 
demonstrated before others. As we noted in the last chapter,27 gymnastic training 
regularly accompanied the rhetorical and literary paideia that was a central 
component of elite identity from the classical period on. It was also frequently
24 An imperial Greek inscription from Smyrna honours a pancratiast for his dvSpeiq t e  K a i 
aco<J>poauur) (see van Nijf 2003: 263ff.). See Scanlon (2002: 14) on the opportunity athletics afforded 
competitors to display their arete, including their andreia, ponos, and karteria. I shall return shortly 
to the connection between andreia and other virtues.
25 D. Chr. Or. 29.15ff.
26 Lucian Anach. 25.
27 See above, p.29.
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presented positively as having military value (Konig 2005: 45ff.). Indeed, Solon 
explains the relation of athletics to warfare, stressing that the primary advantage of 
athletic training lies its nature as a ‘transferable skill’: athletics prepares young men 
for warfare, and allows them to outstrip their enemies in military ability:
vuv 5e Ka'i d u o  toutcdv eikc^ eiv napEXOiEV a v  a o i ,  ottoToi ev ttoAeijoic 
UTTEp T raT pi5oc Ka'i n a iS c o v  Ka'i yuvaT xcov Ka'i lEpcov yevoivt’ a v  dnAa 
e'xovtec ...
... even from these contests they give you an opportunity to infer what they 
would be in war, defending country, children, wives, and fanes with weapons 
and armour ... (Lucian Anach. 36; Loeb trans.).
The andreia inherent in athletic training serves as a preparation for men to assume 
roles as citizens, fulfilling their political and military potential; andreia is therefore 
tied firmly to public functions.28 At the end of the dialogue Solon asks Anacharsis to 
tell him in return how the Scythians’ young men ‘become good’.29 Demonstrating 
the classic opposition between andreia and deilia (‘cowardice’), Anacharsis proudly 
announces, ‘We are cowards!’30 Konig (2005: 51) remarks that although positive 
attitudes towards the value of athletics are common, the scepticism with which 
Anacharsis regards it is paralleled in other texts, both imperial and earlier. As Konig 
{ibid. 93) notes, ‘[i]t is hard for us to know how exactly each of these two men [sc. 
Solon and Anacharsis] relates to contemporary cultural categories and how their 
visions and valuations of athletic activity relate to contemporary ‘reality” . It seems 
impossible to attribute either stance of the dialogue unequivocally to Lucian himself; 
the author does, however, appear to be joining a widespread imperial debate on the 
value o f athletics: the number of inscriptions commemorating athletic victors, 
together with treatises and other texts on athletics,31 suggest a contemporary concern 
with the display of masculinity through physical endeavour in the gymnasium; this 
is a concern that is still relevant for Heliodorus in the third or fourth century, as we 
shall see. The widely held ideal of the andreios warrior was a role which legitimated
28 See also Anach. 24 and 30.
29 Ibid. 40:... o t t c o c  upTv avSpsc ayaOoi yiyvovxai.
30 Ibid.: SeiAoi yap eapsv.
31 Of which Dio’s Melancomas orations are just two; see also Philostratus’ Gymnasticus. Konig 
(2005) is the most important recent treatment of the phenomenon, but see also van Nijf (2003 and 
2004).
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controlled violence;32 in peacetime athletics offered an outlet for such violence, 
requiring, as did battle (notwithstanding Dio’s opinion), the exercise of additional 
virtues such as sdphrosyne and karteria.
til Andreia and other virtues.
The particular connection of andreia to battle and athletics characterises it as a very 
public, performative quality. Yet, as in the case of paideia, that does not preclude it 
from having other dimensions. Returning to the Laches, we find an illustration of the 
slipperiness of the concept of andreia and its inseparability from and near- 
synonymity with other virtues. According to the Laches, while andreia may be 
exhibited in war by combating pain and fear, it may also manifest itself in the 
metaphorical battle to overcome desires and pleasures.33 In both of these cases 
karteria is vital. Laches is prompted to declare that andreia is ‘a kind of 
perseverance of soul’,34 to which Socrates responds that it is indeed possible that 
karteresis is andreia?5 We find something similar in the Symposium, where 
Alcibiades refers to Socrates’ resistance to his seduction efforts as an example of 
sdphrosyne and andreia, phronesis and karteria?6 He goes on to cite Socrates’ 
endurance at Potidaea, which far surpassed that of his comrades, as proof of how 
futile it is to attempt to get the better of him.37 Here, behaviour in battle is taken as 
indicative of a man’s moral quality in other spheres of action, and in both of these 
Platonic texts the virtues required on the battlefield are equally relevant to struggles 
of a more personal and emotional kind. This will be especially pertinent when we 
examine Theagenes’ exercise of andreia later. A certain blurring of boundaries is 
also evident in Aristotle, who includes karteria amongst andreia's elements, albeit 
seemingly grounded in a military context:
’ A v S p e i a c  5 e  e o t i  t o  S u o e k t t A t i k t o v  e T v c x i  u t t o  ( j > o p c o v  t c o v  T T E p i 0 a v a T o v  
K a i  E u S a p a r j  e v  t o T c  S e i v o T c  K a i  e u t o A p o v  r r p o c  t o u c  k i v S u v o u c ,  K a i  t o  
p a A A o v  a i p E ? a 0 a i  T E 0 v a v a i  K a A c S c  r j  a i a x p c o c  o c o O q v a i ,  K a i  t o  v i k t j c  
a i T i o v  E l v a i .  e t i  5 e  a v S p E i ' a e  e o t i  K a i  t o  t t o v e T v  K a i  K a p T E p E T v  K a i
32 See Alston (1998) on the status of the Roman vir as a wielder of legitimate power through military 
service.
33 PI. La. 191d-e.
34 Ibid. 192b:... K a p T e p i a  t i c  ... rqc vjAJxhc.
35 Ibid. 194a.
36 PI. Smp. 219d.
37 Ibid. 219e5ff.
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dv5p a y a 0i^EO0a i .  irapETTETai 5e Trj avSpEicc q te  EUToXpia Ka'i q 
Euvpuxicx Kai t o  0a p o o c , e ti 5e q te  <J>iXoTrovia Kai q KapTEpia.
To courage it belongs to be undismayed by fears o f death and confident in 
alarms and brave in face of dangers, and to prefer a fine death to base 
security, and to be a cause of victory. It also belongs to courage to labour and 
endure and play a manly part. Courage is accompanied by confidence and 
bravery and daring, and also by perseverance and endurance (Arist. W  
1250b4ffi; Loeb trans.).
The sources do not make it clear whether andreia is distinct from karteria, whether 
they are one and the same, or whether karteria is a form of andreia with slightly 
different connotations. The aporia with which Plato’s Laches concludes is indicative 
of the extent of the confusion: no definition of andreia is achieved which will satisfy 
all parties, and andreia is never convincingly detached from its fellow virtues.
Yet philosophical and ethical treatises do appear to agree that paideia plays a vital 
role in the acquisition or development of andreia. Cebes, the pupil of Socrates and 
alleged author of the Tabula, lists andreia (and karteria) amongst the many virtues 
to which true paideia admits a man.38 On this point we might cite Xenophon’s 
reference to Socrates’ belief in andreia as a meld of nature and culture; some men 
naturally possess more andreia than others, although training can increase a man’s 
share:
TTaXiv 5e EpcoTcdpEvoc, q avSpEia ttotepov Eitq SiSoktov q <f>uaiKov, 
OTpai pev, E<j>q, coottep acopa acdpaToc iaxupoTEpov rrpoc touc 
ttovouc (Jmjetoi, outco Ka'i vjAJxqv eppcopEVEOTEpav npoc Ta Seivcc
<J)uaEi y(yvEO0ai. opco y ap  ev toTc outoTc vopoic te Ka'i e0eoi 
TpE<|>opEvouc ttoXu 5ia<|>EpovTac aXXqXcov ToXpq. vopi^co pevtoi rraaav  
(}>uaiv pa0qaEi Ka'i peXett] TTpoc avSpEiav au^ea0ai.
When asked again whether Courage could be taught or came by nature, he 
[sc. Socrates] replied: “I think that just as one man’s body is naturally 
stronger than another’s for labour, so one man’s soul is naturally braver than 
another’s in danger. For I notice that men brought up under the same laws 
and customs differ widely in daring. Nevertheless, I think that every man’s
38 See above, p.32. See also Plutarch’s assertion that philosophy (undoubtedly an element of paideia) 
‘alone can array young men in the manly [avSpeToc] and truly perfect adornment that comes from 
reason’ (On Listening to Lectures 37f; Loeb trans.); cf. D. Chr. Or. 1.4: Dio hopes that his words will 
inspire andreia in their hearers.
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nature acquires more courage by learning and practice” (X. Mem. 3.9.1; Loeb 
trans.).
The notion that training can make a man more andreios is implicit in Plato’s Laches 
too, which functions on the premise that andreia may be taught. On the subject of 
the naturalness of andreia, we might refer to Aristotle’s opinion that virtue is a 
natural part of all human beings:
ttccoi yap 5oke7 EKaaTa Tcov q0cov uTrap^ Eiv <|>uaEi ttcoc’ Ka'i yap 
SiKaioi Kai aco<J>poviKoi Kai avSpsToi Kai rdXAa e'xomev eu0uc ek 
yEVETrjc ...
All are agreed that the various moral qualities are in a sense bestowed by 
nature: we are just and capable of temperance, and brave, and possessed of 
the other virtues from the moment of our birth (Arist. EN  1144bIff.; Loeb 
trans.).
However, he goes on to state that any of these virtues may in fact be harmful 
without the application of phronesis. For Aristotle, courage is a mean between 
cowardice and overboldness,39 governed and maintained by phronesis,40 that 
capacity of mind that we observed to be a counterpart to, or element of, paideia. So, 
while andreia is conceived as natural to mankind, as an essential quality of the 
human species, it is also envisaged as responsive to paideia, and as entailing an 
internal dialogue between instinct and intellect, or heart and head -  just such a 
dialogue as we have seen to operate under the auspices of paideia. Schmid (1992: 
108) notes that Socrates’ relation of courage to the workings of the soul in the 
Laches is nothing new, and that ‘the model of courage as involving a struggle and 
dialogue between soul or mind and heart already had its classic expression in 
Homer’. Both he and Smoes consider Odysseus to be the archetypal purveyor of this 
‘thinking man’s andreia". In him we find a courage which replaces the unmeasured 
violence of Achilles:
Un autre modele exemplaire de courage se met en place; il s’agit desormais 
d’un courage interieur, d’un courage “moral”, different du courage
39 Arist. EN 1107bIff.
40 Ibid. 1144b; see Smoes (1995: 256ff).
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“physique” et militaire, et qui consiste a resister a un “ennemi” interne: 
passions, souffrances, malchance (Smoes 1995: 65).
It should be noted that we cannot be sure that a Greek of any period would actually 
have referred to Odysseus’ actions as dvSpeia, though we have observed that 
classical Greeks seem to have viewed the male behaviour of the Homeric world as 
belonging to the semantic system of andreia*1 In Odysseus, then, implicit andreia 
becomes the ability to negotiate and endure one’s situation intellectually, morally, 
and with oneself alone.42 Of course, this does not abrogate andreia'" s position as a 
virtue equated with battle and athletics; rather it bestows upon it an additional moral 
and internal dimension, and fuses it still further with other virtues, and especially 
with paideia. The close relationship between andreia and paideia is illustrated by 
Dio’s mock dialogue between Alexander and the Cynic Diogenes, in which the latter 
speaks of a divine variety of paideia, sometimes called andreia; those who had 
received this form were considered ‘manly of soul’, for they had been educated like 
Heracles, a hero commonly perceived as the embodiment of andreia.*3
iv. Andreia as metaphor.
We have seen that andreia was believed to belong predominantly to combative 
contexts such as warfare and athletics. Such contexts were not always literal, 
however, as both Greek and Latin authors used language drawn from the 
battleground and stadium to articulate love affairs44 Given the emphasis on the 
gymnasium as a hub of elite relations in Greek life, it is perhaps unsurprising that 
Greek literature shows a predilection for the use of wrestling and sporting imagery 
for such purposes,45 although in earlier Greek texts we do find the representation of 
Eros as an invincible warrior, against whom it is futile to fight.46 It is of course the
41 See above, p.91.
42 For examples of Odysseus’ thoughtful andreia, see II. 11.404ff. and Od. 20.9fF.
43 D. Chr. Or. 4.29ff.; see also Chapter 1, p.33-34. See below, p. 107, n.73, for an alternative view of 
Heracles.
44 Sappho 1.28 offers the first such example, overturning gender stereotypes by calling upon 
Aphrodite to be her ally (ouppaxoc).
45 This predilection is noted by Preston (1916: 51), Henderson (1975: 169), Lyne (1980: 295 n.13), 
and Barsby (1999: 10), amongst others. For examples, see A. A. 1206, S. Tr. 441, and Ar. Pax 894ff. 
with Garcia Romero (1995: 67ff.) and Olson (1998: 241-242).
46 E.g. S. Ant. 781 (cf. Calasiris’ words to Charicleia on the power of Eros at Hid. 4.10.5); E. Hipp. 
525ff. For reference to the agonistic nature of love, see S. Ant. 799-800. In Hellenistic epic, Eros is 
powerful and destructive: A.R. 3.297 and 3.1078.
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Roman elegists who most develop the love-as-warfare motif, casting themselves as 
soldiers in a particular form of self-fashioning that consciously flouts their society’s 
expectations of the elite male. The elegists establish love as their raison d ’etre, 
abandoning the military and political roles expected of them,47 and presenting love 
as an alternative to the battlefield, a substitute for the usual locus of the testing of 
andreia or virtus. In such representations Cupid may be depicted as victorious over 
the lover, and success in love as a spoil of war or a triumph, for which the lover 
must work as hard as any real soldier 48 Elegy’s focalisation through the poet gives 
the reader access to his feelings alone, and through the medium of the military 
metaphor he presents a particular understanding of the male role in an erotic 
relationship: whether or not the poet emerges triumphant, he inscribes himself as a 
combatant in a relationship that appears strikingly unequal because of its expression 
in terms of victory and defeat (Cahoon 1988: 303). We shall see at the end of this 
chapter that both the militia amoris figure and the image of the lover as an athlete 
are found in abundance in the Greek novels, and that focalisation is also important 
there. Roman elegy will provide a suitable comparandum because it shares with the 
novels a conventionalised erotic system that is ironic in its exploitation of war as a 
metaphor. Although the novels do not reject traditional masculine roles in quite the 
manner of elegy, they do employ military and athletic metaphor in a way which 
conveys their male characters’ understandings of their own erotic roles, and perhaps 
their authors’ world-views.
The gendering o f andreia.
The classical construction of warfare and athletics as the prototypical arenas for the 
exhibition of andreia serves to identify andreia as a male virtue, since involvement 
in these pursuits was a male preserve 49 Not only do andreia"s associations with 
warfare and athletics brand it as masculine, but so too does its etymology, as we 
have noted.50 Hobbs rightly observes a problem that arises when the association 
between manliness and courage becomes a part of the language: when an act of
47 See, e.g., Baker (1968: 325) and Alston (1998: 213ff.).
48 E.g. Prop. 1.1; Ov.Am. 1.2, 1.9, 2.12.
49 Excepting, of course, the athletics system at Sparta, which in any case trained young women in the 
same way as young men predominantly to improve them as potential mothers; while superficially 
Spartan women’s involvement in athletics might appear unusual, its ultimate goal was highly 
conventional (Scanlon 2002: 121 ff.).
50 This gendering is also inherent in the Latin virtus, derived from vir.
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andreia is undertaken, it is difficult to determine how far the subject’s maleness is 
an issue; as she stresses:
. . . i n  the vast majority of cases it is ... ambiguous whether the author is 
consciously appealing to notions of maleness, or whether they are thinking 
primarily of the virtue of courage -  or even just effectiveness in action -  and 
simply taking the masculine connotations of the word for granted (Hobbs 
2000: 70).
While in Latin texts virtus expands to mean ‘virtue’ more generally, thus becoming 
less bound to maleness, avSpEia undergoes only the semantic broadening that we 
have noted above, and retains its gendered quality (Ferguson 1958: 41).51 However, 
masculine connotations do not exclude women from the exhibition of andreia 
altogether, although it appears that a woman’s andreia, like her paideia, was 
generally conceived as fundamentally different from that displayed by a man.
Female andreia.
Looking to the ethical writings of Aristotle and to Platonic dialectic, we find a 
strong assumption of inherent difference between male and female andreia. Aristotle 
understands all male and female virtues in terms of dominance and submissiveness 
respectively:
... Ka'i oux q auTq aeo<|>poauvq yuvaiKoc Ka'i avSpoc ou5’ avSpEia Kai 
SiKaioauvq, ... aXX’ q pev apxiKq avSpEia, q 5’ unqpETiKq, opoicoc 5’ 
e'xei Kai TTEpi Tac aXXac.
... the temperance of a woman and that of a man are not the same, nor their 
courage and justice, ... but the one is the courage of command, and the other 
that of subordination, and the case is similar with the other virtues (Arist. 
Pol. 1260a21ff; Loeb trans.).
Similarly, Plato’s Meno identifies a man’s arete as judicious management of the 
city’s affairs,52 while he believes a woman’s consists in running the household and 
showing obedience to her husband. While, according to Aristotle, Socrates believed
51 After the expansion of virtus’ meaning, fortitudo took its place. Cicero discusses the relation of 
fortitudo to virtus in the construction of masculinity (Tusc. 2.18.43).
52 PI. Men. 71e.
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that a man’s and a woman’s virtue were identical,53 Meno is more likely to be 
representative of the popular view. For Aristotle, male and female andreia differ not 
only qualitatively, but also quantitatively:
... a v 5 p o c  Ka'i yu va iK oc ETEpa aco<J>poauvq Ka'i avSpE ia (5 o £ a i y a p  a v  
s lv a i SeiXoc avq p  ei outcoc av5pE?oc E’iq coottep yuvq avSpE ia ...).
... temperance and courage are different in a man and in a woman (for a man 
would be thought a coward if he were only as brave as a brave woman ...) 
(Arist. Pol. 1277b20ff.; Loeb trans.).
Furthermore, in his discussion of the qualities of character admissible in drama, 
Aristotle states that ‘there is courage of character, but it is inappropriate for a woman 
to be courageous or clever in this way’.54
Aristotle’s view may be extreme, and yet Hobbs (2000: 71) notes that even when an 
author expresses approval of female andreia, he nonetheless casts it as unusual. 
Here she cites Thucydides’ account of the involvement of the Corcyraean women in 
their civil war:
a'i te  yuva?KEC a u xoT c T oX pqpcoc £uvetteAccPovto p d A A ou aa i cctto tcov 
oikicSv tc3 KEpapcp Ka'i Trapa <|>uaiv u u o p E v o u a a i to v  06pu(3ov.
The women also joined in the fighting with great daring, hurling down tiles 
from the roof-tops and standing up to the din of battle in a manner beyond 
their sex (Th. 3.74; trans. Warner, modified).
Although Thucydides does not use the word avSpEia itself, the women’s 
involvement in the exclusively male sphere of war suggests that they are partaking 
to some extent in andreia. Hobbs reads the passage as an endorsement of the 
women’s efforts, while acknowledging the qualification implicit in para physin that
53 Arist. Pol. 1260a22-23; see also Socrates’ response to Meno at Meno 72e ff.; cf., however, the 
ambiguity of Socrates’ words at X. Smp. 2.12, when he sees a female acrobat jumping among swords: 
‘Witnesses of this feat, surely, will never again deny, I feel sure, that courage, like other things, 
admits of being taught, when this girl, even though she is a woman, leaps so boldly in among the 
swords!’; Loeb trans., modified: this seems to suggest that because of her sex the girl does not have 
innate andreia, but has learned it.
54 Arist. Po. 1454a21ff.; Loeb trans.: ... e o t iv  yap avSpeiov pev t o  i^Qoc, aXA’ oux appoTrov 
yuvaiKi o u t c o c  avSpeiav r) 5eivr|v elvai.
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their actions are strange.55 However, in addition to the notion that the women are 
acting in a manner beyond their nature, I would suggest that there are two further 
elements in the passage that detract from a positive reading. First, Thucydides 
describes their actions in terms of tolma: as we have noted, the concept of tolma is 
often favoured over andreia when a writer wishes to convey a sense of crossing 
boundaries;56 such a reading would accord with the sense of para physin, for while it 
might be helpful to their men, the women are acting in a manner that is overbold, 
and beyond what is proper for their sex. Second, while the women’s endurance of 
the noise of battle is beyond their nature, the specific act of throwing improvised 
missiles at the enemy from a distance might be construed as typical of their nature: 
whereas men can engage in true warfare, women can only throw roof tiles; this 
detail seems to imply a value-judgement on the different abilities of men and women 
in time of war.57
Heliodorus has a remarkably similar scene, this time using andreia, rather than 
tolma. The Delphians believe Charicleia to have been kidnapped by the Thessalians, 
and they agree on an expedition to recover her, with even the women becoming 
involved. We are told that:
TToAAa'i 5e yuvaTKec avSpEioTEpov xfjc <|>uaEcoc E<j>povTiaav Ka'i t o  
TTpoaTuxov e’ic ottXov apTraaapEvai meteBeov avTivuTa Ka'i to  QfjXu Ka'i 
oikeTov cxo0evec uaTEpi^ouaai tcov Ipycov lyvcdpi^ov ...
Many women too thought in a way more manly than their nature; they seized 
whatever came to hand as a weapon and ran after the men, but to no avail, 
for they could not keep up and had to admit the inherent weakness of the 
female sex (Hid. 4.21.3; trans. Morgan, modified).
55 See also Harvey (1985: 83): Thucydides’ use of napa 4>ucnv implies ‘guarded admiration’; the 
women endure the battle ‘surprisingly well for people who, by definition, could not be dvSpeioi’. For 
a slightly more nuanced reading of the Thucydidean scene, see Wiedemann (1983).
56 This appears to be the sense in which ToXpa is most often employed in the novels; the noun and its 
cognates are often used to indicate criminal behaviour, or behaviour which exceeds the acceptable: 
e.g. Ach. Tat. 8.8.1, 8.15.1, 8.19.1; Chariton 3.3.11, 4.2.8, 4.2.9; X. Eph. 2.5.7, 2.6.1, 4.2.1; Longus 
2.27.1, 3.2.3.
57 See also Th. 2.4, where the Plataean women and slaves throw stones and tiles from the roofs at the 
invading Thebans; on the military value of tile-throwing women, see Schaps (1982). Cf. Ach. Tat. 
3.13.2ff, where Egyptian bandits hurl lumps of earth at the attacking soldiers: it is women, slaves, 
and barbarians who fight in this improvised manner.
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It is therefore possible for women to display a certain amount of andreia, but, as we 
have seen from Aristotle, it will never equal that possessed by men. Like that of the 
Corcyraean women, the behaviour of the Delphian women is praiseworthy but 
anomalous: they are attempting to engage in warfare, a traditionally male sphere of 
activity, and are thus laying claim to an andreia that is out of keeping with female 
physis; small wonder, then, that the masculinity they have appropriated is temporary 
and cannot be maintained. Moreover, while the Corcyraeans get within roof tile 
distance of the enemy, the Delphians give up before they have a chance to employ 
their makeshift weapons.58
As we might expect, Plutarch has something to say on the subject of female daring. 
His Tuvcukcgv ’ApeTCu presents a series of vignettes intended to demonstrate the 
potential of women for exhibiting a variety of virtues, including andreia, phronesis, 
and dikaiosyne. Mclnemey’s (2003) assessment of this text is astute. He notes that 
Plutarch rarely explains which virtue is being illustrated by any one story, and that 
‘[w]hen no specific virtue is ever identified the women’s actions are simply, self- 
evidently, and generically virtuous’ (ibid. 322). Lutz (1947: 44) notes that in this 
tract, Plutarch ‘consistently avoids using the word [cxvSpEia], and is obliged to use 
the general word for virtue (cxpETq)’; his avoidance of the term, except for its use in 
the introduction, suggests that he felt a difficulty in discussing female andreia, 
perhaps because of its inherently masculine nature. Mclnemey (2003: 334) remarks 
that Plutarch also uses ToXpa rather than dvSpEia in relation to women, on occasion 
even qualified as aXoyioToc; he does refer to to  dvSpeTov in the case of women at 
Amatorius 769b-c but, as Goldhill (1995: 157-158) states, his words ultimately serve 
to reinforce traditional gender roles.59 Plutarch’s examples of female virtue present 
women as more likely to spur men into action than to act in their own right, and the 
virtues themselves are inextricably bound up with notions of shame (Mclnemey 
2003: 337). Mclnemey observes that the stories are often characterised by
58 The anomaly of women in warfare is raised by Chaereas when he arrives at the king’s palace and 
finds Callirhoe missing: ‘Where is Callirhoe? What has become o f her? Surely she, too, has not taken 
the field? [ou S q T to u  y a p  K a i a u r r |  O T p a T E U E T a i]’ (7.1.2; trans. Goold). The thought is so 
preposterous that it cannot possibly be true. However, cf. the Calligone fragment, which features the 
apparent heroine wearing a sword in what seems to be a military context, and likening herself to an 
Amazon (Stephens & Winkler 1995: 267-276).
59 Cf. X. Oec. 10.1: Ischomachus has demonstrated his wife’s ‘manly’ attitude by showing the 
manner in which she maintains her husband’s household.
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‘[sjecrecy, trickery, lies, abuse, concealment and the occasional burst of impulsive 
action: these are the spheres in which female virtue operates’ (ibid. 333). Even 
though andreia may be praiseworthy in a woman, her specific actions serve to 
‘qualify the reader’s response to female bravery in a way that distinguishes it from 
the open andreia of men’ (ibid. 335).60 A woman’s arete is therefore cast in a rather 
traditional mould.61
In Stobaeus’ record of the work of the first-century Stoic philosopher, Musonius 
Rufus, we find that educated women are expected to possess more andreia than the 
uneducated, and particularly so those women who have studied philosophy.62 So 
paideia is believed to instil andreia even in women. Whitmarsh (2001a: 112ff.) 
notes, however, that while Musonius takes very seriously the existence of female 
virtue, he also expresses the normative view that men and women have ‘naturally’ 
different goals to which their virtue should be directed. Musonius clearly appreciates 
the gender-bias implicit in the concept of andreia, for he says, ‘Perhaps someone 
may say that courage is a virtue appropriate to men only’ 63 He goes on to urge 
women dv5pi£sa0ai, which has been deemed a radical recommendation, given the
60 Cf. S. Tr. 1062: Heracles, suffering from the wounds (unintentionally) caused by Deianeira’s gift to 
him, says ‘But a woman, a female and unmanly in her nature [OqAuc ouoa KavavSpoc <|>uaiv], alone 
has brought me down, without a sword’. In Heracles’ perception, Deianeira has acted in an anandros 
fashion: she has not attacked him in the way a man would, with arms, but has behaved in an 
underhand manner; while this is presented as typical of a woman by the emphasis on Deianeira’s sex, 
it is also subject to an implicit negative value-judgement in the use of avavSpoc: she is unmanly in 
her nature, and this has led her to use unmanly tactics against him. It seems especially fitting that 
Heracles, the embodiment of physical manliness, should brand his wife anandros: she is his polar 
opposite; yet see below, p. 107, n.73, for the potential ambiguity in Heracles’ andreia.
61 In his introduction, Plutarch refers to a conversation he had had with his addressee, Clea. He 
purports now to write down for her Tot uttoAoittcc tcov Xeyopevcov sic to  piav elvai Ka'i Tqv 
auif|v avSpoc Kai yuvaixoe apexriv (242f-243a). The clause is generally taken to indicate that 
Plutarch conceived of male and female virtue as identical: the Loeb translates it as ‘the remainder of  
what I would have said on the topic that man’s virtues and woman’s virtues are one and the same’. 
Mclnemey (2003) observes that Plutarch never demonstrates this equivalence. I suggest, however, 
that a possible initial misunderstanding of to  utroXoiTra tcov Aeyopevcov has culminated in a 
misunderstanding of Plutarch’s overall purpose, and the assumption that he fails in his task. In the 
absence of av, it seems to make more sense to read tcx UTToXoura tcov Xeyopevcov as ‘the remainder 
of what is said’, rather than ‘the remainder of what I would have said’; this would then suggest 
merely that Plutarch intends to relate stories that are sometimes used as examples of female virtue -  
not that he is expressing a personal view that male and female virtues are identical. We should note 
that he mentions ‘the similarity and the difference between the virtues of men and of women’ (243b; 
Loeb trans., emphases mine), and remarks that the same virtue may take on a different nature from 
person to person (243d); he does not intend, therefore, to prove that male and female virtues are the 
same, but only to ensure that any differences from example to example do not prevent the subject 
from receiving her share of recognition (242f, 243d).
62 Muson. 3.33ff.
63 Muson. 4.23; trans. Lutz.
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masculine and sometimes sexual charge of the verb (Goldhill 1995: 137). 
Whitmarsh (2001a: 113) reads the passage as suggestive of the ‘potentially 
transformative powers’ of paideia, which can ‘lead the subject to transgress the 
boundaries of his or her ‘natural’ disposition’. But we must remember the goals for 
whose sake Musonius would urge women to andreia: the best woman (tt|V 
apiOTTiv) is encouraged to act in a manly fashion (dvSpi^eoOai) and to be 
cowardice-free (KCcOapEUEtv SeiAicxc), so that she may have sdphrosyne, and not be 
coerced into shameful behaviour.64 The assumption of andreia, which she is able to 
achieve by means of her paideia, is therefore absolutely directed towards the 
maintenance of social norms: a woman ought av5p(^EO0ai in order to be able to 
present to the world a chaste image.65
While Musonius’ application of the verb av5pi^Ea0ai to a woman may be unusual, 
the application of the concept of andreia to women is not uncommon. Xenophon’s 
Anthia perfectly fulfils Musonius’ recommendations that a woman exhibit andreia 
in defence of her chastity. In Xenophon’s third book, Anthia faces a threat to her 
chastity from her imminent marriage to Perilaus. Death is now her only means of 
protecting her chastity and preserving herself for Habrocomes, whom she believes 
she will join in the afterlife; she steels herself for suicide by telling herself that she is 
not anandros or deile, and that Habrocomes must be her only husband, even if he is 
dead.66 Her andreia consists in the maintenance of her chastity and her fidelity to
64 Muson. 4.24ff.
65 With a similar conservative bent, Musonius advises that the study of philosophy, with its 
development of the virtues, will help a woman ‘be a good housekeeper ..., be chaste and self­
controlled ... [and] an untiring defender of husband and children’; in fact, ‘such a woman is likely to 
be energetic, strong to endure pain, prepared to nourish her children at her own breast, and to serve 
her husband with her own hands, and willing to do things which some would consider no better than 
slaves’ work’ (Muson. 3; trans. Lutz). Like the virtues of Plutarch’s text, and the education that 
Xenophon’s Ischomachus recommends for wives, Musonius’ female paideia and andreia are 
predicated on a woman’s role within the household, and are tied to notions of honour and shame. For 
the similar attachment of masculine virtues to women in a Roman context, see Valerius Maximus, 
who, describing Lucretia’s post-rape suicide, states that she was possessed by an animus virilis 
(6.1.1); and Ap. Met., where, upon killing herself after avenging her husband’s death, Charite is said 
to breathe out her animam virilem (8.1 Iff.). Only in instances such as these is it tolerable for a 
woman to exercise masculine virtues; nonetheless, it apparently causes Valerius Maximus some 
discomfort to apply the phrase ‘masculine spirit’ to a woman: he must explain it away by remarking 
that the spirit had inhabited Lucretia’s body by mistake.
66 X. Eph. 3.6.3. The paradox o f a woman behaving with andreia, even if protecting her chastity, is 
expressed later, when Anthia laments her fate and refers to the stratagems she has employed to 
maintain her sdphrosyne for Habrocomes as being unep yuvcuxac (5.8.7).
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Habrocomes, even if that means she must die.67 Anthia takes a rather less self- 
sacrificing stance in the preservation of her chastity in the fourth book where, while 
held by Hippothous’ robber band, she is the victim of an attempted sexual assault by 
one of the robbers, Anchialus, and is forced to turn a bandit sword upon him, killing 
him.68 Xenophon never refers to the incident as an example of andreia, though in the 
light of Musonius’ piece we might read it as such. The scene is rather reminiscent of 
the examples we have seen in Thucydides and Heliodorus, where the Corcyraean 
and Delphian women seize whatever comes to hand to use as a weapon. Anthia’s 
implicit andreia is not calculated, but reactive and the product of desperation. She 
grabs a sword that just happens to be lying beside her (rj 5e ev aprixavop kcckco 
yEvopEvrj, anaaapEVT] to  TrapaKEipEvov £(<}>oc ttcci'ei Tov’AyxiaAov). After the 
murder she reverts to her ‘natural’ state, becoming fearful and contemplating suicide 
or flight. She concludes that she cannot run away, for there is no-one to show her the 
way, and decides to wait and see what fortune is dealt her: having done its job of 
protecting her chastity, her andreia appears to have deserted her. The purpose of a 
woman paradoxically ‘playing the man’, and assuming apparently masculine 
qualities, is thus merely to reinforce the socially normative functions the reader 
expects of her 69
Charicleia too displays andreia in defence of her chastity. In an effort to deflect 
Charicleia’s marriage to Trachinus, Calasiris urges the hero and heroine to take 
control of the situation and either to regain their freedom or to die oco^povcoc Ka i 
avSpEicoc in the attempt.70 The reference to a chaste death can only be directed at 
Charicleia, as hers is the only chastity under threat at this point; her courageous 
death would therefore serve to protect what we have been told by Persinna’s 
embroidered band is ‘the sole mark of virtue in a woman’.71 Yet the nature of
67 Konstan (Forthcoming) also notes this instance of andreia directed towards the preservation of 
chastity.
68 X. Eph. 4.5.4ff.
69 Even Iamblichus’ highly active heroine Sinonis, who seemingly goes so far as to marry another 
man in a fit of erotic jealousy, occasionally behaves in ways that reinforce her status: she apparently 
protects her chastity by feigning love for Setapus, getting him drunk, and then killing him with a 
cleaver as he tries to have sex with her; to judge from Photius’ summary and the remaining 
fragments, however, her actions after the killing are much more independent and determined than 
those of Anthia (76b31, Stephens & Winkler 1995).
70 Hid. 5.29.6.
71 4.8.7; trans. Morgan.
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Calasiris’ plan seems at first to grant a broader scope to Charicleia’s andreia, as she 
is required to assume the manly task of battle with the pirates, and Heliodorus tells 
us that ‘neither Theagenes nor Charicleia held back from the action’.72 But 
Charicleia’s fighting style differs significantly from Theagenes’, for while he arms 
himself with a sword and fights hand-to-hand, she fires arrows from a hidden 
position, a method of warfare that had a very mixed reputation.73 Charicleia’s 
archery is perhaps the intelligence that complements Theagenes’ physical strength 
and prowess in hand-to-hand combat, that traditionally Homeric context for the 
display of areteJ4 Nonetheless, an educated contemporary reader would be hard- 
pressed to read it without consciousness of its ambiguities.75 It is fitting, then, that 
the battle is reduced to one-on-one combat between Theagenes and Pelorus, with 
Theagenes required to demonstrate his traditional andreia by vanquishing his 
Homeric opponent.76 Ultimately, Charicleia’s access to andreia here is limited, for 
she must stop firing arrows lest she injure Theagenes: like the Delphian and 
Corcyraean women, she must admit defeat, and it is up to Theagenes to finish the
72 5.32.3; trans. Morgan.
73 5.32.4. To fight with arrows from a distance, although a regular part of Greek warfare, was often 
construed as less than andreios — suitable for a woman, perhaps: see Horn. II. 11.384ff., where 
Diomedes likens Paris to a woman or a child for wounding him with an arrow from a hidden position; 
see also E. HF 162-164, where Lycus claims that Heracles lacks eupsychia because he fights with 
bow and arrow, rather than sword and shield: although Heracles was frequently used as a symbol of 
andreia, his manliness was a bone of contention amongst ancient authors (see Loraux 1990). 
Paradoxically, archery was also sometimes presented as an especially wise method of fighting. So, 
for example, at D. Chr. Or. 58 Achilles complains that archery is the coward’s resort, but Cheiron 
retorts by asking him if he finds women more courageous (avSpeioTEpac) because they fight at close 
quarters; the proposition that women might possess more andreia than men is so far-fetched that it 
serves as proof that close-quarters combat is not the sole or even the primary locus of andreia’, 
Cheiron’s final words to Achilles are a warning which draws a distinction between Iliadic brute force 
and a more sophisticated style of combat which relies on intelligence: Achilles will easily kill those 
who are brave and mindless (touc avSpEiouc Kai avoqTouc) like him, but he himself will be killed 
by a man who is intelligent (<J>pov(|JOC) and warlike (ttoAepikoc), and will not see it coming. Cf. 
Heracles’ father Amphitryon’s reply to Lycus that bow and arrow are the weapons of the wise, 
allowing the archer to inflict wounds while preserving his own life (E. HF 198ff.). See also Ach. Tat. 
2.22. Iff., which plays metaphorically with ‘gendered’ styles of fighting and the ambiguity of archery: 
in the fable of the lion and the gnat, the gnat questions in what the lion believes his alke resides, since 
the lion fights by scratching and biting like a woman; the gnat, by contrast, has superior alke, because 
he can attack like bow and arrow, without being seen; he is, however, bested by the greater cunning 
of the spider.
74 The entirety of the scene is replete with Homeric allusion, not least in the name of Theagenes’ final 
opponent, Pelorus: see Dowden (1996: 278) and Jones (2003: 79).
75 The men from the Land o f Cinnamon are also presented as archers (Hid. 9.19.2ff.) and, like 
Charicleia, are not evaluated negatively; they are, however, barbarians: as the warfare of women and 
barbarians, archery is a rather grey area.
76 It is relevant in a Homeric context that Theagenes claims descent from Achilles; we shall return to 
this issue later in the chapter.
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fight by traditional one-on-one combat, spurred on by Charicleia’s cries of 
’AvSpi^ou, (jnXTaTE.77
There are two final references to female andreia in Heliodorus, both relating to the 
sacrifice of Charicleia and Theagenes. Despite the discovery that Charicleia is his 
daughter, Hydaspes insists that her sacrifice must go ahead.78 He exhorts her, ‘now 
if ever before display that courageous and royal spirit of yours’.79 Andreia's 
performative quality comes through here: it is something that one must ‘display’ 
( ettiS e ik v u o o ) .  And here it is tied not to Charicleia’s chastity, but to what is 
perceived as her duty to her native land: to give up her life as a sacrifice.80 In 
referring to her ‘royal spirit’, Hydaspes voices an issue which perhaps explains 
Charicleia’s relatively broad access to andreia: in the philosophical and ethical 
literature it is especially appropriate for kings to possess andreia, just as we saw in 
the case of paideia;81 Charicleia’s status as the newly-recognised daughter of a king 
is enough to make us expect that she show andreia in the face of death.82 When 
Charicleia has been exempted from sacrifice by the will of the Ethiopian people, 
Hydaspes is still resolved to sacrifice Theagenes. Charicleia asks to perform the 
sacrifice herself, thus earning the admiration of the Ethiopians for her andreia?3 The 
expectation of being admired ( u e p i (3Aetttov)  again conveys the performativity of 
andreia. Charicleia’s words evoke those of Electra to Chrysothemis: Electra refers 
to the andreia for which she and her sister will be praised if they kill Aegisthus and
77 Hid. 5.32.5. Charicleia is, however, clearly a formidable archer: at 1.1.5, most of the dead on the 
beach are said to be ‘the victims of arrows and archery’ (trans. Morgan).
7810.16.4.
79 10.16.9: ... aAAa to avSpeTov ekeTvo oou <j>pdvq|ja Ka'i (SaaiXEiov vuv eittep ttote ko'i 
TrpoTEpov ettiSeikvuoo.
80 Heliodorus alludes strongly to Euripides’ Iphigenia in Aulis here. Iphigenia’s sacrifice is perceived 
as a noble act on behalf o f her homeland (LA 1419ff., 1557ff.), and in reporting Iphigenia’s 
steadfastness in the face of imminent death, Euripides’ messenger refers to her euv|ajxicc and ctpETq 
(1561-1562).
81 See, e.g., Muson. 8, which states that kings more than anyone else should possess andreia, and D. 
Chr. Or. 62.4, which asks, ‘Who needs greater courage [avSpeia] than he who is the preserver of 
all?’ (Loeb. trans.).
82 The possibly first century B.C. anonymous tract, I”uvoTkec ev ttoAejjikoTc auvETai Kai avSpElai 
(Women Intelligent and Courageous in Warfare), also appears to relate andreia to royalty: the text 
enumerates fourteen women -  and specifically queens -  who have distinguished themselves in war 
(see Gera 1997). As Gera (ibid. 4) notes, however, the text’s air of paradoxography implies that the 
women are unusual in their involvement in war. Gera (ibid. 206) also observes that the author seems 
to find the application of avSpEia and its cognates to women somewhat unsettling: with the 




avenge their father.84 Bassi (2003: 42) observes the ambiguity in the Electra scene, 
as Chrysothemis responds by advising Electra to remember her sex: andreia is not 
something a woman may lay claim to lightly.85 There is a similar difficulty in 
Heliodorus’ scene, as Charicleia’s precise intentions are ambiguous, and Hydaspes 
cannot see how her sacrifice of Theagenes could possibly be andreios.86  Her request 
to dispatch Theagenes herself has been interpreted as a means of acquiring a sword 
in order to commit suicide.87 It is rather unclear why specifically Charicleia feels her 
suicide would be considered an act of andreia by the Ethiopians, but the answer may 
be easier to fathom if we suppose that she expects her death to act as a substitute for 
Theagenes’. Her death in her beloved’s stead would assume an Alcestis-like tone, 
making a statement which the hellenised Ethiopian spectators would doubtless 
apprehend as an andreios one.88 The female andreia of the entire sacrifice scene is 
thus carefully nuanced with echoes of classical Greek tragedy, appropriate to its 
classical setting.
From the few examples of female andreia in the novels, we have seen that the 
concept is employed in a gender-specific manner, which reinforces normative 
gender roles and socio-cultural beliefs about the nature of women. Anthia’s 
intermittent andreia is directed towards the preservation of her chastity, and 
abandons her once the immediate threat has been tackled. Charicleia’s andreia is 
rather more abundant and complex, as we might expect from a later and more 
sophisticated author, yet it retains many normative assumptions. The andreia she is 
encouraged to display is that of noble (self-)sacrifice and the protection of her 
chastity, in the vein of Plutarch’s virtuous women. Her andreia is related to her 
strength of spirit, her phronema,89 rather as we saw that Callirhoe’s moral paideia 
was inextricably linked to her intelligence.90 Like Musonius’ educated woman, the
84 S. El. 975ff.
85 Ibid. 992ff.
86 Hid. 10.21.1-2.
87 See, for example, Morgan (1978: 405).
88 Female suicide is also framed in terms of courage in the Babyloniaca, though this time using tolma 
rather than andreia: Sinonis refers to an earlier suicide attempt as a mark of her tolma, and is keen to 
display her wound as indication of her moral fibre ( f i r .  61, 1 Iff., Stephens & Winkler 1995; see also 
fr. 61, 58-59); she seems to contrast her tolma with the deilia of the farmer’s daughter (fr. 61, 15). On 
the display of wounds as proof of andreia, cf. below, p.114-115. We shall return to the relation of 
suicide to andreia later on in the chapter.
89 See above, p. 108, n.79.
90 See above, p.44.
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supremely educated Charicleia has more access to andreia than other women. In the 
classical tradition andreia is activated, enhanced, and negotiated by means of the 
intellectual and rational faculties,91 and we shall observe that this ‘thinking’ andreia 
is apparent in the presentation of the novels’ male characters too. However, there are 
many other aspects to the novels’ engagement with the discourse of andreia, and it 
is to these that we now turn.
Andreia by allusion and appearance.
As mentioned earlier, it has been suggested that Chariton’s characterisation of 
Chaereas is inconsistent, and that he is transformed from naive teenager to 
accomplished military leader almost overnight. However, we noted at the end of 
Chapter 1 that his experiences may be viewed as a maturation of sorts. We are given 
a glimpse of Chaereas’ potential for andreia at the very beginning of the novel. 
Chariton tells us that once love-struck, Chaereas neglects the gymnasium, of which 
he is clearly a devotee.92 We have observed the perceived relationship between 
training in the gymnasium and military service: the former was effectively 
considered preparation for the latter, and a skilled athlete might therefore be deemed 
to have great potential as a soldier. In his references to the importance of the 
gymnasium in Chaereas’ life, Chariton is perhaps laying the foundations for 
Chaereas’ later military success.93 This would in all likelihood have been more 
obvious to his intended readership than it is to the modem reader, for whom there is 
no intrinsic relation between athletics and the military; Chaereas’ blossoming into a 
military leader would thus seem far less abrupt two thousand years ago than it does 
now: the potential for andreia was always present within him, needing only the 
appropriate context in which to manifest itself fully.
When Chaereas first sees Callirhoe, he is said to be ‘like a hero mortally wounded in 
battle,... too proud to fall but too weak to stand’.94 This simile does double-duty, as
91 See above, p.96-97.
92 Chariton 1.1.10. Indeed, as we saw at the end of the last chapter, he is said by one of Callirhoe’s 
suitors to have been ‘brought up in the gymnasium’.
93 It may be significant that on his triumphant return to Syracuse, Chaereas is greeted by a u v E < J> q (3 o i 
K a i a u y y u p v a o T a i  (8.6.11), perhaps suggesting a link between military and gymnastic training, two 
formative phases in a young man’s life.
94 1.1.7; t r a n s .  Goold: ... t i c  a p i a T E U C  e v  t t o X e p c o  T p c o 0 E i c  K a i p i a v ,  K a i  K a T a T T E O E n /  p e v  
a i S o u p E v o c ,  a t f j v a i  5 e  p q  S u v a p E v o c .
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an indicator of the nature of the hero and of the nature of Chariton’s text itself. First 
of all, the Homeric word dpiaTEik locates Chaereas in the world of the epic hero, 
where death on the battlefield was a glorious end; indeed, on numerous occasions he 
is equated with Homeric heroes by means of allusion and intertextuality; such 
equations establish his credentials as a potential warrior.95 Secondly, Russell (1983: 
24ff.) observes that the figure of the aristeus was a favourite character in Greek 
declamation. This is a connection the educated reader would surely have made. By 
casting Chaereas as an aristeus, albeit a figurative one, Chariton places him at the 
centre not only of the highly performative Homeric world (a world of implicit 
andreia), but also of the equally performative world of declamation (a world of 
paideia). In so doing, Chariton inscribes in his novel a relationship between paideia 
and andreia, and identifies his text as performance and himself as sophist96 The use 
of the term aristeus in an erotic context underscores andreia's role in the internal 
struggle with desires and passions that we noted in philosophical literature:97 the 
literal battlefield was not the only home of andreia. Chaereas is here fighting his 
own feelings in order to maintain his outward appearance, and despite the fact that 
he is fighting a losing battle, he struggles on like a Homeric warrior. We have 
already observed Dionysius engaging in exactly this sort of battle through the 
application of his paideia: again Chariton emphasises the close relationship between 
the concepts and modes of functioning of andreia and paideia, and the importance 
of striving to maintain a particular image. We have seen that paideia gives access to 
other virtues, including andreia; we might thus assume that Dionysius possesses 
andreia on account of his status as pepaideumenos. I suggested in Chapter 1 that the 
potential for paideia is present in Chaereas from the outset, so we might say that 
andreia is present in him too, and waiting to be tapped.98
95 Achilles: 1.1.3 (and Nireus), 1.4.6, 2.9.6, 4.1.5, 5.2.4, 5.10.9 (we have already noted the 
significance of Chaereas’ likeness to Achilles with reference to his anger); Hector: 3.5.6, 7.2.4; 
Diomedes: 7.3.5, 7.4.6; Agamemnon: 8.2.13. Dionysius is equated with Homeric figures far less 
frequently, signalling, perhaps, a fundamental difference between the military capabilities of the two 
men; note, however, that in Dionysius’ case, the emphasis is on interior qualities rather than physical 
prowess (see 6.2.5, where he addresses himself as c3 TXfjpov, the descriptor used of Odysseus at Iliad 
10.231 and 10.498; see also 8.5.15, where Dionysius rocks his (though actually Chaereas’) son in his 
arms, evoking the tender scene between Hector and Astyanax at Iliad 6.474).
96 This passage might be cited in support of Hock’s (2005) identification of Chariton as 
pepaideumenos and as familiar with the world of sophistry; see above, p.27.
97 See above, p.95-96.
98 Chariton first mentions Chaereas’ paideia immediately after Chaereas himself has referred to his 
desire to exhibit andreia (7.2.4 and 7.2.5).
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It is not only Chaereas who is like an epic hero. Theagenes is frequently equated 
quite seriously with Achilles, and this equation is mingled with an interest in the 
expression of andreia through physical characteristics: just as we observed in the 
last chapter that paideia may in some instances be a visible quality, so too may 
andreia; indeed, andreia’s relation to athletics and warfare makes it a much more 
physical quality than the rather nebulous paideia, so we might expect it to be 
something that can be seen in a man. Theagenes claims descent from Achilles, and 
his claim is true according to Charicles, for it can be seen in his appearance." 
Calasiris then describes Theagenes:
. . . ’A x iXXeiov ti tco ovti ttvecov kcci ir p o c  ekeTvov t o  pXEppa x a t  to  
(|>p 6vr)|ja  ava<j>Ejxov 6|D 06c tov  a u x e v a  Kai a n o  tou  petcottou Tqv 
Kopqv n p o c  t o  o p 0 io v  a v a x a m £ c o v ,  q p ic  ev ETrayyEXia 0upou Kai o i 
puKTrjpEC eXeu0 epcoc tov  a s p a  eiottveovtec, 6<|>0aXp6c outtco pev 
^ a p o n o c  x a POTTC^ TePov  ^e p sX a ivop E voc a o j ia p o v  te a p a  Kai ouk 
a v E p a a T o v  PXettcov, oTov 0 a X a a a q c  a n d  K upaT oc eic y a X q v q v  a p T i 
X E aivopE vqc.
... who really did have something redolent of Achilles about him in his 
expression and dignity. He carried his head erect, and had a mane of hair 
swept back from his forehead; his nose proclaimed his courage by the defiant 
flaring of his nostrils; his eyes were not quite slate blue but more black 
tinged with blue, with a gaze that was awesome and yet not unattractive, 
rather like the sea when its swelling billows subside, and a smooth calm 
begins to spread across its surface (Hid. 2.35.1; trans. Morgan).
Calasiris’ description shares linguistic similarities with Philostratus’ description of 
Achilles in the Heroicus,100 and employs the Homeric noun thymos to ally 
Theagenes with epic heroes. Most interestingly, it is rooted in physiognomy, which, 
as we noted in the last chapter, enjoyed especial popularity in the first few centuries 
after Christ, and was particularly symptomatic of the performative culture of the 
Second Sophistic, whereby elite males were constantly subject to the scrutiny of 
their peers.101 Looking to Adamantius’ synopsis of Polemon’s Physiognomy, we find
99 Hid. 2.34.4.
100 Philostr. Her. 19.5 (= p.200 Kayser).
101 See above, p.48-49, with n.93. On the sophist-cum-physiognomist Polemon’s focus on andreia, 
see Swain (2007a: 192).
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that flaring nostrils are a sign of thymos and alke}02 But it is not just Theagenes’ 
nose that announces his courage: we find in the pseudo-Aristotelian
Physiognomonica that an oppa which is xocpoTiov is characteristic of a man who is 
andreios.103 It also seems significant from the standpoint of physiognomy that 
Heliodorus uses the words op0oc and to  op0iov: Adamantius emphasises 
uprightness as the mark of the man who is andreios.104
There are other moments when Theagenes’ andreia is evident in his appearance. At 
the very beginning of the novel, when he lies wounded on the beach, the watching 
brigands are able to see his ‘radiant, manly beauty’:105 injured in battle with the 
pirates, Theagenes’ andreia may be seen simply by looking at him. In the Delphic 
procession he is again equated with Achilles by means of his spear,106 and the 
spectators ‘all awarded the young man the prize for manhood [avSpeia] and 
beauty’:107 in this most performative context, his andreia manifests itself in his 
appearance. Finally, when captured by the pirates, his andreia displays itself to 
Trachinus, who says to Charicleia, ‘I can see that he is a young man full of courage 
[avSpEia] and well fitted to share our way of life’.108 Bassi (2003: 41), Sluiter & 
Rosen (2003: 8), and Roisman (2005: 111) all make the point that andreia is not 
something a man may claim for himself; it must instead be attributed to him by
102 Adam. B25: puKifjpac avaTTETnrapEvouc 0upou Kai GAk^ c papTupac ti'Geoo ... Although 
Heliodorus’ description of Theagenes’ nostrils ‘freely breathing in the air’ is not a precise verbal echo 
of the physiognomical text, the meaning is clearly very close; for a reproduction and translation of 
Forster’s text, see Repath (2007). If Heliodorus was writing in the fourth century, Adamantius’ text 
may have been known to him; in any case he is likely to have known the name of Polemon, whose 
fame was widespread (see Swain 2007c).
103 Ps.-Arist. Phgn. 807bl; see also 812b, where such eyes are indicative of euv|a)X«cc; see Eisner 
(2007: 218ff.) on Polemon’s obsession with eye-colour, including xa POTToc and pEAac. Evans 
(1969: 57) remarks that ‘to the physiognomists keen and piercing eyes are a good sign of courage’; 
note that Heliodorus refers to the striking effect of Charicleia’s eyes too (2.31.1).
104 Adam. B44: ElSoc ouv avSpEiou opOiov to  Trav oxOM01 -4 see also Ps.-Arist. Phgn. 807a30.
105 Hid. 1.2.3; trans. Morgan: ... rjv0Ei 5e <ai ev touto ic  av5pEico tco kccAAei ...; cf. 1.2.1, where 
the brigands can see that Charicleia has phronema, and 1.3.6, where the second band of brigands 
reacts similarly.
106 In like manner, the reference to Charicleia’s breastband (3.4.2) recalls Odysseus’ description of 
the baldric worn by the ghost of Heracles (Horn. Od. 11.613), indirectly equating Charicleia to 
Heracles, with his andreia and skilled bowmanship.
107 Hid. 3.3.8. Theagenes’ horse is well-matched to its master: several items of vocabulary from the 
physiognomical description o f Theagenes are found here first; the sense seems to be that the horse 
absorbs Theagenes’ andreia. See J.R. Morgan (1998) on the way in which Heliodorus links scenes 
together by theme and vocabulary. We shall return to the connection between Theagenes and his 
horse later in the chapter.
108 Cf. X. Eph. 2.14.2, where Hippothous can see instantly that Habrocomes is avSpiKoc; this 
adjective, in contrast to av5pE7oc, is perhaps more indicative of physical strength than of moral 
virtue.
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others. This seems to be demonstrated in the above scenes, where in each case the 
hero is labelled andreios by a watching audience. The attribution of andreia by 
others thus acts as validation of a successful performance of masculinity.109
While Theagenes’ andreia and thymos are so striking as to be visible, and are traits 
that serve to place him on a level with Achilles, Calasiris is keen to point out that he 
does not share the negative elements of Achilles’ temperament:
dva<|>EpEi 5 e eoutov  e’i c ’A x iXAecc ir p o y o v o v  Kai p o i Ka'i ETraXq0E\JEiv 
eoikev, ei 5 e7 t c o  pEy£0Ei Kai t c S  kccXXei t o u  VEOVIOU TEK|JaIpEO0aI , 
TnaToupEvcov tt|v’A x i XXeiov EuyEVEiav TrXqv o a o v  o u x  UTTEp<j>pcov ou5 e 
a y q v c o p  k o t ’ ekeTvov aX X a T q c G ia v o ia c  tov  oyK ov q5uTr)Ti 
K aT arrpauvcov.
The young man traces his lineage back to Achilles, and I think he may well 
be right, if his stature and looks are anything to go by; they are a sure sign of 
a pedigree worthy of Achilles -  except that Theagenes has none of his 
conceit or arrogance; his character has a gentle side to temper his pride (Hid. 
4.5.5; trans. Morgan).
In Homeric usage ayrjvcop may mean ‘manly’ or ‘courageous’, but frequently 
carries the collateral pejorative sense of ‘arrogant’ or ‘headstrong’.110 Heliodorus’ 
equation of Theagenes with Achilles is intended to suggest only the positive 
associations of andreia. These references to the ‘visibility’ of andreia in Theagenes’ 
appearance, together with the likeness he bears to Achilles, inform the reader of his 
potential in the traditional spheres of andreia, warfare and athletics; for not only was 
Achilles an accomplished warrior, but he was also a skilled athlete. Theagenes is 
aligned with Odysseus too, with whom he shares a scar on his leg, acquired while 
hunting boar.111 This underlines not only his status as a warrior in the epic vein, but 
also his capacity for endurance and wily thinking, which will come into play when
109 It perhaps also suggests a sense of andreia as a culturally-acquired virtue; we shall return to the 
nature/culture issue later in the chapter. Similar examples of externally-attributed andreia are found 
in Chariton, where Chaereas does not describe himself as andreios, but instead the navy is said to be 
enthused at having the andreiotatos man as their leader (7.5.11); shortly thereafter the Egyptian guard 
tells Stateira that Chaereas is andreios (7.6.7); and when Chaereas relates his military victory to the 
Syracusans, he calls his 300 troops oxpaTOV epov avSpe'iov (8.8.13). With reference to Plutarch’s 
tract on the problems associated with praising oneself, Gleason (1995: 20) notes that ‘[p]raise 
bestowed by the self on itself has no value -  it is indeed self-canceling’; see Plu. Moralia 546c.
110 See, for example, Horn. II. 9.699, used of Achilles.
1,1 Hid. 5.5.2; cf. Horn. Od. 19.392ff.
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he later fights the giant. Ever the performer, Cleitophon also implicitly equates 
himself with Odysseus when he attempts to prevent Leucippe being kidnapped, and 
receives a wound on the thigh, which he is then eager to display.112 We shall see, 
however, that such an equation can only ever be wishful-thinking, as Cleitophon 
never really demonstrates the substance of andreia, but merely its superficial 
trappings. Similarly, Cnemon is ironically likened to Odysseus indirectly when he 
escapes from Thermouthis and spends the night hidden under a pile of leaves:113 like 
Cleitophon, Cnemon has only the surface appearance of andreia, as we shall see 
shortly.
Andreia and deilia.
While Heliodorus clearly considers it important to demonstrate his hero’s andreia, at 
no point does he involve Theagenes in full-scale warfare; in fact, with the exception 
of his battle with the pirates, Theagenes is consistently kept away from warfare, and 
his andreia is most explicitly and dramatically exhibited in athletic rather than 
military contexts, as we shall see. But long before involving Theagenes in athletics, 
Heliodorus begins to engage with the discourse of andreia by ironically removing 
his hero from the usual arenas of andreia, and by appealing to the classic opposition 
of andreia and deilia. This opposition is prominent in philosophical and ethical 
texts, where those with knowledge of how to respond in the face of danger possess 
andreia, while those who do not possess deilia.114 In Heliodorus’ second book, the 
bandits’ island is attacked; Theagenes and Cnemon flee, although Heliodorus 
remarks that ‘their withdrawal was not entirely due to fear’.115 Believing Charicleia 
dead, Theagenes criticises his own retreat from the fighting:
1,2 Ach. Tat. 5.7.2. He immediately displays it to the strategos of the island (5.7.3: S eikvuco  5f| t o  
T p a u p a ) ,  and later to Sostratus and the priest of Artemis (8.5.1: e5ei£cc nf|v ouAqv).
113 Hid. 2.20.3; cf. Horn. Od. 5.485ff. Allusion to Odysseus is not unambiguous, as his willingness to 
avoid action might be interpreted as cowardice (see Stanford 1954: 72ff.). It is possible that by 
equating Cleitophon and Cnemon with Odysseus, Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus intended the reader 
to recall this ambiguity, while in Theagenes’ case the allusion was designed to evoke Odysseus’ 
quick wit, which marked him out from other epic heroes, of whom brash recklessness was more 
characteristic (on this idiosyncrasy, see again Stanford ibid.).
114 X. Mem. 4.6.11; see also Arist. Rh. 1366b, where andreia equates roughly to noble behaviour in 
dangerous circumstances, and deilia is the opposite.
115 Hid. 1.31.4; trans. Morgan. This of course implies that fear was at least a partial cause of their 
retreat.
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0 ’i'xETat X ap iK X eia , G eayE vrjc ottoXcoXe. M aT q v o  5ucrruxf|C S eiXoc 
EyEvopriv Kai S p a a p o v  u t t e o t t i v  a v a v S p o v  a o i ,  yXuKE^a, TTEpiaco^cov 
sp a u T o v .
Charicleia is dead, and Theagenes is no more. Fate is against me. I became 
the coward, but in vain. In vain did I endure unmanly flight, trying to save 
my life for your sake, my love (Hid. 2.1.2; trans. Morgan, modified).
Heliodorus here seems to use the performance of andreia in wry and playful 
manner. It is rather as though Theagenes has suddenly become conscious of how his 
flight might appear to another man,116 and is attempting to account for the 
conspicuous absence of andreia in his behaviour. He seems almost aware that his 
behaviour is being ‘read’, not only metaphorically by those inside the text, but also 
literally by the reader. We noted in Chapter 1 that the kind of threat to identity 
experienced by Dionysius at the symposium was akin to the threat that Greenblatt 
argues was experienced as part of elite self-fashioning in Renaissance literature.117 
Theagenes here seems to feel a similar undermining of identity, for which he must 
compensate quickly. He says he ‘became’ (EyEvopqv) the coward, as if to emphasise 
that this is contrary to his usual behaviour, and that ‘unmanly flight’ (Spaapov 
avavSpov) is merely a temporary and calculated deviation from the norm: he 
performed the role of coward solely to preserve himself for Charicleia, sacrificing 
his andreia for her alone. From this we understand that to flee from battle is to be 
anandros, but that love might require a man of andreia to assume the appearance of 
deilia, and to flee in a manner contrary to his beliefs. But there is perhaps a twist 
here, if we think of andreia in Socratic and early Stoic terms, as knowledge of how 
to react to danger, and knowledge of those things to be and not to be endured.118 
Theagenes has decided that the battle is something that is not to be endured, while 
‘unmanly flight’ for Charicleia’s sake is something to be endured; one could 
therefore argue that he has exercised his andreia precisely by enduring the 
appearance of deilia; this, of course, is an appearance that belies his true
116 Cf. 8.16.3, where the Persians retreat from the Ethiopians more slowly than they are able, so that 
their flight should not be obvious: even naturally cowardly barbarians are aware of the stigma 
inherent in retreat from battle, and feel obliged to engage in a little impression management.
117 See above, p.55.
1,8 See Cullyer (2003: 216ff.) on Chrysippus’ definition of andreia. Perkins (1995: 77ff.) has shown 
that Stoic motifs are common in the novels; see also Doulamis (Forthcoming, 2007).
character.119 This consciousness of performance sets the scene for a succession of 
occurrences in the cave which underline the fact that masculinity cannot be taken for 
granted, but must be displayed.
In order to engage with notions of courage, Heliodorus has ironically removed
Theagenes and Cnemon from the prototypical context of andreia; by means of the
two men’s juxtaposition, the reader may see the differences between them. In the
last chapter we saw that when a speaker or author highlights the absence of paideia,
120he implicitly suggests that, by contrast, he himself possesses that quality. The 
same may be said of andreia: Heliodorus does not need to involve Theagenes in 
warfare to prove his andreia; he is able to imply the hero’s andreia by reference to 
its opposite, Cnemon’s deilia}21 This construction of opposites lays the groundwork 
for Theagenes to come into his own later in the novel, and suggests that his 
characterisation -  like that of Chaereas discussed earlier -  is not as inconsistent as it 
might seem to the modem reader. When Theagenes and Charicleia have been 
reunited in the cave, Cnemon expresses shame at the way in which Theagenes had 
reacted to the discovery of Thisbe’s body: he had lamented ‘ignobly’ (ayevvcoc) 
over a stranger. This condemnation does not seem directed at the specific act of 
emotional lamentation, however: Cnemon is apparently riled because Theagenes had 
not waited to discover for certain the identity of the woman over whom he was 
lamenting, and had in fact ignored Cnemon’s assertions that Charicleia was still 
alive (tccutcx TTEpieTvai Kai £rjv 001  tt|v  4>iATaTr|v epou SiaTEivopevou); it is 
pique at being sidelined that motivates Cnemon’s comments here.122 Theagenes, 
again conscious of his image, asks Cnemon not to slander him in front of Charicleia, 
and rejoins by heaping scom upon Cnemon for his own response to the sight of the 
dead Thisbe:
119 Goffman (1969: 3Off.) remarks that individuals may sometimes perform roles that do not reflect 
their characters truthfully. We shall see something similar in the case of Cnemon shortly; he, 
however, does not emerge favourably from the disparity between external and internal characteristics.
120 See above, p.33 and p.37.
121 Lalanne (2006: 186) phrases this in reverse, arguing that Theagenes’ andreia highlights Cnemon’s 
cowardice. Cf. Greenblatt’s observations regarding Renaissance texts: self-fashioning is achieved in 
relation to an ‘other’ (1980: 9); see also above, p.4-5, on identity through alterity.
122 Hid. 2.7.2.
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... co p a  a o i a a u T o v  UTropvfjoai Trjc a y a v  a v S p e ia c  . . .  ev o ttA o c Kai 
5 t<t>nprjc t t |v  yuvocTkcx, VEKpav Ka'i Taunr)v, utto<|)euycgv o  y E w a io c  Kai 
’ A t TIKOC TTE^OPCXXOC.
... it is time for you to be reminded of your own remarkable display of 
bravery: ... though you were armed and had a sword in your hand, you fled 
from a woman, and a dead one at that! The intrepid Athenian warrior turned 
tail and ran! (Hid. 2.7.3; trans. Morgan).123
Theagenes here stresses the difference between appearing to be andreios and truly 
possessing andreia, his words highlighting the potential of the body not only to 
mask the soul’s true characteristics, but to present to the world another image 
entirely: though Cnemon looks the part of the andreios Athenian footsoldier,124 he is 
unable to play it convincingly.125 While we noted that Theagenes’ appearance 
declared his inner andreia to the watching world, and his flight from battle belied 
that andreia, here Cnemon’s macho garb belies the coward within: not only has he 
run away from the fighting outside the cave, but he has even fled from a dead 
woman.126 Cnemon goes on to express his suspicion of Thisbe, despite her death, 
and Theagenes retorts with the sarcastic remark, ‘Won’t you stop being so manly?’ 
( ‘O u  Trauofl . . .  a y a v  d v 5 p i£ 6 p £voc  . . . ; ’) .127
Here we might turn briefly to consider Cleitophon who, like Cnemon, displays only 
the trappings of andreia, and never its substance. We have noted that Cleitophon is 
keen to appear andreios, displaying his wounds at every opportunity. However, 
when battle is imminent, he is notably distanced from it. When the Egyptian bandits
123 A theatrical reference, coottep ett'i oxr]vfjc Saipovac dneSiSpaoKEC, emphasises the 
performative context here.
124 Despite Athens’ fame for maritime warfare, the Athenian hoplite was an enduring symbol of 
andreia (von Reden & Goldhill 1999: 268). Heliodorus toys with the reader’s expectation that an 
Athenian will possess andreia by creating a character entirely devoid of it; this perhaps forms part of 
what may be a serious polemic against Athens in this novel (see Morgan (1989) and Dowden (1996) 
on Athenian immorality in the Aethiopica, in contrast to the presentation of Ethiopia).
125 Bassi (2003: 46) notes that classical Athenian comedy and tragedy play on the distinction between 
being a man and merely seeming to be one. The Iliad offers an early example of ancient anxiety over 
the body’s ability to conceal or misrepresent its true nature: according to Hector, the enemy would 
think from external appearances that Paris was one of the Trojans’ best men, but in truth he lacks 
courage (Horn. II. 3.39-45); he is an example of a ‘mismatch between appearance and inner nature: 
Paris looks like a brave warrior, but he acts like a coward’ (Duncan 2006: 8).
126 Cnemon is the butt of this joke again later, when he is frightened at the sight of a crocodile; 
Calasiris teases him for his deilia at this, as well as at the name of the dead Thisbe: he is afraid not of 
a man of andreia, but of a dead woman (6.1.4).
127 Hid. 2.11.3. Bassi (2003: 43-44) remarks that andreia and its cognates are often used ironically in 
comedy and tragedy to imply ‘the irrevocable absence of a ‘true’ or unambiguous manliness’.
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seize Leucippe as a virgin sacrifice, she clings on to Cleitophon but is dragged 
away; he states that the bandits hit him, but he makes no reference to any attempt to 
protect Leucippe, despite being in the perfect position, as ego-narrator, to recount an 
andreios effort.128 After this conspicuous absence of andreia, Cleitophon is rescued 
by the army, and proceeds to show off his horsemanship before the general, 
Charmides:
syco 5e 'i'ttttov tjtouv, o<|>65pa yap  fjSsiv Itttteueiv yEyupvaapEvoc. coc 
5e tic  Traprjv, TTEpiaycov tov 'i'ttttov etteSeikvuptiv ev pu0pcp Ta tcov 
ttoAepouvtcov axTlPOTa, coote Kai tov crrpaTqyov a<)>65pa ETraivEaai.
I asked for a horse, being well versed in the art of riding, and when one 
came, I rode him about and displayed the various evolutions of cavalry 
fighting, so that the general was greatly pleased with me (Ach. Tat. 3.14.2; 
trans. Gaselee, modified).
It is not hard to see that Cleitophon’s display here is just that: display. Again we find 
his favourite verb, etti5eikvu|ji,129 drawing attention to the superficiality of the 
scene. The use of Ta axfipaTa adds to this sense of shallow pomp: while it can be 
used of military tactics, it also frequently indicates surface appearance, but no 
content, or an exterior that belies what is beneath it.130 Cleitophon’s display of 
andreia is geared to nothing more noble than impressing the general and thus 
coming to benefit from his friendship;131 andreia for him is simply a literal 
performance enacted for personal gain. With Cleitophon’s horsemanship we might 
contrast the appearance of Theagenes on horseback in the Delphic pageant, where 
his horse is aware of the nobility of its rider. The result of that scene is that 
Theagenes is proclaimed andreios,132 and while it too is a highly performative and
128 Ach. Tat. 3.12.
129 Cf. above, p.70-71, and p.l 15, with n.l 12.
130 LSJ s.v. t o  oxfjpa. It and its cognates are also used in rhetorical contexts (see Goldhill 2001b: 
165), so the reader is also reminded of Cleitophon’s own dubious brand of paideia.
131 He is quickly promoted to the general’s table and given his own Egyptian servant (3.14.2ff.). He 
also gives a brief disquisition at this point on the value of a sob-story to the generation of friendship. 
His words make him sound very much like a parasite, who wheedles his way into social circles by 
recounting his hardships (cf. Lucian Par. 22, on the importance to the parasite of the cultivation of 
friendship). If it is right to think of Cleitophon as a parasite, then we might retrospectively apply the 
comments he makes here to his approach to the primary narrator at the beginning of the novel: is his 
entire narration of his misfortunes simply the calculating move of a parasite? On the figure of the 
parasite, see also below, p.202-203.
132 See above, p.l 13-114.
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spectacular event, it lays the groundwork for Theagenes to display more than just the 
appearance of andreia later in the narrative. Cleitophon, on the other hand, never 
demonstrates andreia beyond play-acting at being a cavalry soldier. This does not 
prevent him from expounding on the deilia of Egyptians and what he sees as their 
mistaken belief that military victory by trickery amounts to andreia;133 we shall see 
from Chariton and Heliodorus, however, that a vital part of andreia is the use of 
intelligence and cunning, and an understanding of when to avoid using brute force.
Returning to Heliodorus, we find that his series of applications of andreia and its 
cognates in the cave scene forms a prelude to the appearance of the Egyptian bandit 
Thermouthis, in a scene which confirms the reader’s doubts about Cnemon’s 
andreia, and reaffirms his faith in Theagenes’. Here Charicleia retreats deeper into 
the cave, partly as a precautionary measure, but mostly because she feels modesty at 
the sight of a naked man. Cnemon, we are told, ‘subtly made off too’ (qpEpa Ka'i 
UTTeSiSpaoKE),134 recognising Thermouthis and expecting him to launch an attack. 
Theagenes, by contrast, is not at all perturbed, and threatens the bandit with his 
sword, quite prepared to kill him if he makes a wrong move.135 Heliodorus cleverly 
constructs this scene to present the reader with a three-tier hierarchy of andreia, at 
the bottom of which stands Cnemon. By describing Cnemon’s retreat after 
Charicleia’s, Heliodorus forces the reader to align Cnemon with a woman, implicitly 
casting aspersions on his andreia. But Charicleia is said to retreat more because of 
modesty than caution: her behaviour is thus appropriate for a woman, and is 
therefore laudable. Cnemon’s retreat, however, is governed by fear that Thermouthis 
will attack: he is less manly than Charicleia is womanly. Theagenes, on the other 
hand, is prepared to display his andreia in the prototypical context of hand-to-hand 
combat, placing him at the top of this hierarchy of andreia. While the reader is 
undoubtedly amused at the characterisation of Cnemon in this scene, he has been 
prepared for it by the recurrence of the discourse of andreia up to this point. The 
simultaneous alignment and differentiation made between Cnemon and Charicleia
133 Ach. Tat. 4.14.9. Cf. Cleitophon’s aphorism on the deilia of slaves (7.10.5).
134 Hid. 2.13.2ff.
135 Cf. 5.24.3: when the Tyrian ship is attacked by Trachinus’ pirate gang, Charicleia and Calasiris 
must restrain Theagenes, who is ‘spoiling for the fight’ (evSouoicovtcx Trpoc if|V paxfiv).
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might remind us of Aristotle’s remark that ‘a man would be thought a coward if he 
were only as brave as a brave woman’.136
The final example of Cnemon’s dearth of andreia in this episode comes upon 
Thermouthis’ request that Cnemon accompany him on his reconnaissance mission:
’ATro5eiXic3vTa 5q irpoc touto  tov Kvqpcova Seaaapsvoc o GeayEvqc, 
Ka'i y a p  <J)pa£cov Ta XexQevto Trpoc tou A iy u irn o u  SrjXoc flv 
uiTEpaycovicov, “au 5e” £<J>q “Tqv plv yvcopqv EppcopEvoc tic  a p a  ^ a0 a , 
to Xfjpa 5e aa0EVEOTEpoc' yvcopi£co 5e oe aXXoic te Kai oux qKiaTa 
toTc vuv.’AXXa 0rjyE to t^povqpa Kai irpoc to avSpEioTEpov op0ou tt|v 
yvcoprjv ...
Seeing that Cnemon was flinching from this -  for he was obviously 
distressed as he reported the Egyptian’s words -  Theagenes said, “You 
always were the sort of person who is vigorous of mind, but weaker of spirit. 
I know what you’re like particularly from your present behaviour. Whet your 
resolve! Direct your mind to the more manly course!...” (Hid. 2.18.3-4).
Just as we observed that Theagenes’ andreia was a visible quality, so here 
Cnemon’s deilia is apparent ( ’ATroSEiXicovTa ... to v  Kvqpcova 0saaap£voc o 
GsayEvqc, ... SrjXoc flv UTTEpaycovicov),137 and it is his current behaviour that most 
serves to characterise him before others (yvcopi^co 5e oe aXXoic te  Kai oux 
rjKioto TOIC vuv). We have seen that andreia was conceived as a fusion of wise 
thought and physical action, and this is precisely the conception that Theagenes 
enunciates here; in his combined criticism and exhortation of Cnemon, Theagenes 
offers a holistic definition of andreia, comprising yvcopq, <J)povr|pa, and Xrjpa: it is 
all very well for Cnemon to possess the first of these qualities, but if he is unable to 
direct it and unwilling to act, he cannot be said to be andreios -  he may have 
yvcopq, but even that requires channelling. The qualities listed here correspond to 
those later attributed to Hydaspes, Theagenes, and Charicleia; poor Cnemon, 
however, is a pale imitation of these higher beings; he may have presence of mind, 
as his escape from Thermouthis will show,138 but he lacks the gumption to tackle a
136 See above, p.101.
137 Is there perhaps a play-on-words here? AfjAoc sounds very much like SeiXoc.
138 2.19.6-7. Note, however, that even this is not without qualification: the excuse he invents of 
having loose bowels characterises him more as a figure from the comic stage than the epic battlefield;
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physical threat: being truly andreios requires a combination of intellect and daring. 
Cnemon, then, has only the external appearance of andreia, and Heliodorus’ implicit 
comparison of him with Theagenes informs the reader that the latter has both the 
appearance and the substance of andreia, a fact that will be demonstrated beyond 
doubt by his exploits in the final book.
Suicidal andreia.
Aristotelian ethics did not honour suicide for love as an andreios end, considering its 
goal ignoble.139 The novels, however, are full of suicide attempts made for precisely 
this reason: suicide for love is a generic motif.140 Both Theagenes and Chaereas 
exhibit forms of andreia which might be thought to live up to classical ideals, but 
what is the reader to make of their willingness to die for love? Haynes (2003: 92) 
suggests that Chariton’s primary readership may not have viewed Chaereas’ 
repeated recourse to suicide negatively, and that the text makes ‘no criticism either 
implicit or explicit of behaviour we might choose to term cowardly’ (ibid. 93). Only 
Charicles casts aspersions on the merit of suicide, saying that he did not commit 
suicide after the death of his daughter and wife, as he had been taught that it was 
sinful.141 If we accept that suicide attempts are the novelistic hero’s expression of an 
inability to live without his beloved,142 and therefore of the depth of his love, then 
Charicles’ words read more as a response to a possible question from the reader, 
‘Why did he not kill himself after a loss of this kind?’, than as a straightforward 
condemnation of suicide on religious or ethical grounds.143 I would argue that the 
novels deliberately take a markedly anti-Aristotelian position on this matter. For the 
novelistic hero or heroine, not to seek suicide (whether one goes through with it or 
not) after the death of or separation from one’s beloved is tantamount to deilia -  a 
neat reversal of the Aristotelian view. Chaereas, for instance, curses himself as
coming hard on the heels of a Homeric simile (2.19.5) and an epic-style time-check (2.19.6), the 
effect of the diarrhoea pretext is even more ironic.
139 Arist. EN 1116al3ff.; not all suicides are ignoble, but only those done to escape from certain 
circumstances (see Garrison 1991: 18-20).
140 Chaereas attempts suicide at 1.4.7, 1.5.2, 1.6.1, 3.3.1, 3.5.6, 5.10.10, 6.2.8, 6.2.11, and 7.1.6, and 
Theagenes at 2.2.1 and 2.5.1. Dionysius does so too at 2.6.2 and 3.1.1.
141 Hid. 2.29.5. MacAlister (1996: 69) sees Charicles’ view of suicide as a reflection of Neoplatonist 
belief.
142 See MacAlister (ibid. 49).
143 His words also suggest that his love for his wife and child was not the equal of the hero and 
heroine’s love for each other.
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deilos for not taking his own life when separated from Callirhoe and subject to what 
he sees as the tyranny of others,144 while, as we have seen, Charicleia anticipates 
being praised for her andreia following (perhaps) her suicide in Theagenes’ stead,145 
and Anthia decides that she is not so anandros or deile that she would choose life 
over fidelity to Habrocomes.146
Chaereas’ attempt to drown himself when implored by his parents not to leave them 
should also be interpreted with sensitivity, rather than written off as cowardice or 
passivity.147 His mother’s exposure of her breasts equates her with Hecuba and by 
extension equates Chaereas with Hector. This both aligns him with epic heroes in 
terms of military potential, and endows him with an emotional dimension that such 
heroes might be thought to lack,148 for while Hector could not be persuaded by his 
parents, Chaereas is so emotionally affected that he cannot refuse either of the 
obligations he feels -  either that to his parents or that to his wife. MacAlister (1996: 
54-55) notes that suicide for motives of honour and shame generally met with 
approval, and I would suggest that Chaereas’ indecision and resultant suicide 
attempt in this scene should be interpreted in precisely this way. To give in to his 
parents’ pleas would give rise to shame at his abandonment of Callirhoe; equally, to 
ignore those pleas would be to dishonour his parents. Chaereas thus finds himself at 
an impasse that only a suicide attempt can resolve; the forcible rescue by his fellow 
sailors then enables him to go against his parents without really dishonouring 
them.149 If we read further we might understand Chaereas’ suicide attempt as a noble 
act of philia: Chariton describes Polycharmus’ hoodwinking of his own parents in 
order to sail with Chaereas as ‘another’ (ti ... aXXo) example of <f)iXia that is ouk 
ayevvEc;150 this seems to imply that Chaereas’ action is the first such example, since 
behaving with honour toward one’s parents and one’s wife would indeed constitute 
philia. Chaereas’ attempt at self-drowning thus allows him to break a stalemate 
without dishonouring the bonds of philia.
144 Chariton 5.2.5.
145 See above, p. 108-109.
146 See above, p.105-106.
147 Chariton 3.5.6.
148 van Wees (1998), however, emphasises the often extrovert nature of male emotion in Greek epic.
149 MacAlister (1996: 29) suggests that Chaereas’ behaviour here may be an assertion of identity in 
the face of his parents’ attempt to control him; this may be correct, as we shall see shortly that 
autonomy plays a part in the ability to display andreia.
150 3.5.7.
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So the novels do not seem to relate suicide to deilia, and it does not seem to matter 
whether or not death is actually achieved: a suicide attempt may be said to constitute 
an act of andreia. Achilles, however, takes the motif of abortive suicide to an ironic 
extreme which works to characterise Cleitophon as deilos, and clearly engages with 
the Aristotelian concept of the noble death. Thinking he had seen Leucippe 
sacrificed, Cleitophon prepared to stab himself, but stalled the blow when he saw 
two men approaching; he states that he had presumed them to be bandits, and had 
delayed so that he ‘might die at their hands’.151 Rather than simply being thwarted 
by a friend (the usual pattern in such situations), Cleitophon actually hopes that 
someone else will do the deed for him: if novelistic suicide may be understood as an 
andreios act, then Cleitophon is conspicuously deilos; the placement of the scene 
shortly after Cleitophon’s exhibitionistic cavalry manoeuvres gives it an additional 
piquancy. The two supposed brigands, Menelaus and Satyrus, then fulfil the 
expected function of ‘hero’s friend’, physically restraining Cleitophon from suicide. 
He begs them not to prevent him from seeking his kalos thanatos, which he states is 
a response to the loss of Leucippe, and which he expects to be a cure for his troubles 
(<t>apMaKou tg3v kcckcov); in any case, he says, the ‘sword’ of his grief is already 
killing him.152 Cleitophon’s words fix his actions in a specifically Aristotelian 
context: as with Theagenes after his flight from battle, it is as though he has 
suddenly realised the deilia apparent in his hesitation, and is now trying to recast his 
actions in an Aristotelian light, presumably hoping to give them a noble colouring. 
However, his use of Aristotelian terminology reveals a misunderstanding of 
Aristotle’s ethical arguments: for Aristotle, a kalos thanatos is found in battle; 
suicide for love, or as an escape from troubles or from grief, would be anything but a 
noble death. Cleitophon thus emerges as deilos whether he is viewed from the 
perspective of romantic fiction or from that o f Aristotelian ethics. We saw in 
Chapter 1 that Cleitophon’s paideia is little more than superficial: he knows the 
words, but does not necessarily understand them or use them for the right purposes. 
Here he misappropriates the language of Aristotelian andreia, with the result that his 
understanding of the virtue appears significantly flawed.153
151 Ach. Tat. 3.17.1.
152 3.17.3-4.
153 We find another misunderstanding or perversion of andreia in the case of bandits in the novels. 
Thyamis’ gang praises him for his andragathia in capturing such a fine specimen as Charicleia: their 
topsy-turvy view of andragathia identifies as positive, manly behaviour the looting of a holy temple
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We also find the generic suicide motif in Longus, although it is characteristically 
‘downsized’ and given a pastoral spin. When Chloe and the animals are carried off 
by the Methymnaeans, Daphnis blames the Nymphs and resolves to wait in their 
sanctuary ‘either for death or a second war’.154 In the final book Eudromus warns 
Daphnis that Gnathon plans to take him back to the city, and Daphnis determines 
either to flee or to make a suicide pact with Chloe.155 Shortly afterwards, thinking 
that Astylus is about to seize him on Gnathon’s behalf, Daphnis runs away, 
intending to throw himself from the headland.156 The motivations for these suicide 
threats are actually rather complex, and are related to Daphnis’ masculine status as it 
develops throughout the novel. We shall see in Chapter 3 that Daphnis gradually 
acquires a subliminal sense of elite masculinity and the values it entails. His 
contemplations of suicide seem to be a part of that sense. The first example is 
somewhat similar to Cleitophon’s suicide attempt: rather than actively seeking 
suicide, Daphnis decides to wait for death, or for a war which he presumably expects 
to kill him. His passivity here might be taken as a sign of his immaturity, but a hint 
is also given that he is acquiring an understanding of honour and shame -  an 
understanding that is vital for his progression to the status of elite adult male: it is 
not only the loss of Chloe that makes him wish for death, but also the loss of his 
animals, which he interprets as a failure at his job and thus as a cause of shame 
before his parents;157 his desire for death therefore has a positive motivation in 
classical terms. The final two references to suicide are again driven both by
(Hid. 1.7.2); of course, the irony here is that Thyamis turns out truly to be a man of andragathia. In 
Chariton we find Theron making up his bandit gang from men who can bring certain qualities to his 
criminal enterprise: he rejects one man on the grounds that he is o u v e t o c  p e v  aXXa S e iXo c  (1.7.2), 
implying that successful tomb-robbery requires andreia rather than deilia; as this is a criminal gang, 
however, the word tolma is used: another man is rejected because he is xoXpqpoc p e v  aXXa 
TrpoSoxqc (ibid.). On entering Callirhoe’s tomb and believing he has seen a ghost, one of the robbers 
is mocked by Theron as deilos for being afraid of a woman (1.9.5; cf. Cnemon’s fear of Thisbe); 
Theron’s sarcastic description of him as KaXoc Xrjoxf|C further perverts the concept of moral 
manliness (1.9.7). Latin fiction presents bandits as similarly perverted versions of the heroic soldier 
(e.g. Ap. Met. 4.8ff.; see Santoro L’Hoir (1992: 184-187) on Apuleius’ subversion of the concepts of 
vir/virtus in the bandit scenes). See Hopwood (1998) for banditry as a dystopian version of the 




157 2.22.3: TTotoic tto c m v  anEipi irapa t o v  TraTEpa K a'i t t | v  pqTEpa c iv e u  t c o v  aiycov, avEu 
XXoqc, X E iT T E pyaT ric  eaopEvoc; exco yap v e p e iv  e t i  o u 5ev . Morgan (2004: 190) notes that this is 
also a wry adaptation of a generic topos found at X. Eph. 5.10.4, where Habrocomes worries that his 
parents will see him return home without Anthia; the difference is that Habrocomes has undergone 
many ordeals, while Daphnis patently has not.
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Daphnis’ feared separation from Chloe, and by notions of honour and shame as they 
relate to the elite male sexual role.158 It is interesting to note, however, that in the 
last of these suicide references, there is no indecision or passivity, no ‘either-or’ 
phrase: the perceived threat is imminent, and Daphnis opts immediately for suicide. 
This newfound activity may signify a transition to manhood, but the manner of death 
chosen is somewhat ambiguous in its connotations. MacAlister (1996: 54-55) 
remarks that contradictory and ambivalent attitudes toward suicide existed in the 
ancient world, and that the chosen means of suicide was considered significant. She 
suggests that death by jumping tended to brand the suicide a coward {ibid. 66), while 
swords and similar weapons may have been thought to bring a more manly death 
(ibid. 55).159 The ambiguity of Daphnis’ intention to jump from the headland may be 
a part of Longus’ general atmosphere of enigma and subversion, but the reader 
might also consider that Daphnis has few options for suicide in a sword-free pastoral 
world.160
Andreia and autonomy.
Although suicide may constitute an andreios act in the world of romantic fiction, a 
more traditional conception of andreia as a physical quality linked to the agent’s 
autonomy is still very much in evidence. While andreia came to be conceived as at 
least partially a form of endurance, in his examination of Plato’s Laches, Schmid 
observes that Socratic andreia:
... must consist in something more than mere wise or prudent endurance ...; 
it must also involve the will to attack boldly and win the victory, and the 
power to move swiftly towards its object (Schmid 1992: 112).
158 This role will be examined in detail in Chapter 3.
159 As the weapon of hand-to-hand warfare, the sword might be seen as a symbol of andreia, and thus 
invested with manliness. It may be significant in this context that among Daphnis’ recognition tokens 
is a small sword (1.3.3), which is mentioned again when the tokens are brought out before 
Dionysophanes to prove that Daphnis is not a suitable sexual amusement for Gnathon (4.21.2). Cf. 
Cleitophon’s suicide attempt, where great emphasis is placed on the sword: the noun to  £(<J)oc is 
used five times in this short scene (Ach. Tat. 3.17.1-4). See also Petr. 82, where Encolpius’ sword is 
confiscated, an occurrence that implies a negative evaluation of his masculinity.
160 For literary models for this form of suicide, see Morgan (2004: 238).
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This suggests the ability to be proactive when circumstances require it. Such a 
conception of andreia demands that, while passivity and the endurance of fate may 
be a legitimate aspect of a man’s character, he must also willingly place himself in 
an agonistic context when he is not necessarily under any obligation to do so. When 
Chaereas believes Callirhoe to have been awarded to Dionysius by the king, he first 
contemplates suicide, and is then persuaded by Polycharmus to exact vengeance on 
the king with his own life.161 To die coc avSpec is an aspiration to which any 
Homeric warrior could have related wholeheartedly. As we saw in Chapter 1, the 
proper performance of masculinity required a man to defend himself against 
personal insults,162 and Chaereas now begins to live up to this masculine image by 
his new commitment to revenge: he now has ‘the two greatest incentives to bravery 
[dvSpeiav], desire for death and desire for revenge’.163 It is not only the capacity to 
exact revenge upon an enemy that characterises the ideal Greek male, but also the 
maintenance of autonomy, the ability to retain independence of person (Fisher: 
1998: 70).164 In this regard it may be significant that Chaereas experiences a twofold 
loss of autonomy in the novel: firstly a metaphorical slavery to love, and secondly a 
literal slavery. Chariton first makes the connection between manliness and 
autonomy when Chaereas and Polycharmus are on the chain gang in Caria: Chaereas 
is unable to do his share of the work because his love for Callirhoe is sapping him of 
his strength; Polycharmus, by contrast, is said to be naturally andrikos and not 
enslaved by love, and is therefore able to both his own and Chaereas’ work.165
Chaereas’ enslavement to love appears to preclude him to some extent from 
displaying his manliness.166 By the time of the Egyptian revolt, however, his 
metaphorical enslavement is over; he has abandoned all hope of winning Callirhoe 
back, and is thus able to perform incredible feats of andreia, driven by his newfound
161 Chariton 7.1.7-8.
162 See above, p. 80-81.
163 7.2.4; trans. Goold.
164 In discussing Artemisia’s exhibition of andreia in Herodotus (Hdt. 7.99), Harrell (2003: 8Iff.) 
argues that it is an absence of compulsion that enables Artemisia to show andreia: andreia is the 
mark of an autonomous being, and having succeeded her dead husband, Artemisia possesses this 
autonomy.
165 4.2.3.
166 Alston (1998: 206ff.) observes that in Roman society the ability of a vir to wield power depended 
upon legal, financial, and personal autonomy; a threat to autonomy carried a concomitant threat to his 
status as a vir.
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autonomy and desire for revenge.167 His characterisation, then, is perhaps not as 
inconsistent as it has previously been thought, but might be seen as a reflection of 
the circumstances in which he finds himself.168 We might compare the newly 
autonomous Chaereas with Dionysius, who is described as a UTrqkooe, and is thus 
obliged to take part in the king’s expedition.169 By contrast, XaipEa TrapqyyEiXEV 
ouSsk' {SaatXscoc yap  SouXoc oux flv, aXXa tote povoc ev BaPuXcdvi 
eXeuSepoc.170 Although Dionysius quickly and eagerly assumes his military role, 
there is a suggestion of compulsion: as a subject of the Persian king, he has no 
choice but to fight,171 while Chaereas is an autonomous warrior, bound not by 
subservience to another man, but by the conventions of classical masculinity; 
consequently, the extent of Dionysius’ andreia is somewhat less impressive than 
that of Chaereas,172 who successfully storms Tyre, the only city holding out against 
the Egyptians.173 Autonomy is of great importance in Aristotelian andreia, where ‘a 
man must not be andreios because of compulsion, but because it is noble to be 
so’.174 And yet autonomy in the presentation of manliness can never be total, as 
cultural codes oblige men to behave in certain ways; as Greenblatt (1980: 256)
167 In fact, at 7.2.4 Chaereas states, ‘I continue to live only in order to inflict pain on my enemy’ 
(trans. Goold); see Balot (1998: 157).
168 Chaereas’ andreia is made to appear natural by virtue of his ethnic origins: on his first address to 
his troops prior to his assault on Tyre, he claims to be of Dorian stock (7.3.8), just as Herodotus 
claims Artemisia is of Dorian descent; Harrell (2003: 83) remarks that ‘At least by the time of the 
Peloponnesian wars, Dorians were considered superior in the manly arena of war’. We are also given 
an indication of Chaereas’ capacity for military leadership in Book 3, when he sets out to search 
Libya for Callirhoe, while Hermocrates searches Syracuse (3.3.8); although Chaereas is presented as 
despairing at 3.3.14, he is soon capable of leadership once more when taking Theron back to Sicily 
(3.3.18).
169 6.9.1. See also 4.6.8, where the king summons Dionysius to Babylon for the trial, referring to him 
as his ‘slave’.
170 7.1.1. In reading Chaereas’ trials as a rite of passage, Couraud-Lalanne (1998: 544) sees the 
burning of Hermocrates’ trireme, on which Chaereas had been travelling, as the point at which he 
acquires a decisive freedom of action.
171 Dionysius is not only subject to the king’s rule, but is also reliant on his favour, hoping that he will 
grant him Callirhoe in return for outstanding service (6.9.3).
172 Dionysius commands 5,000 troops (7.5.14), while Chaereas achieves his success with only 300, a 
figure which of course equates him with Leonidas at Thermopylae (7.3.9).
173 Note that the Tyrians are ‘by nature a most warlike race, eager to maintain a reputation for bravery 
[ett’ avSpeig] lest they be thought to disgrace Heracles, who is their chief deity’ (7.2.7; trans. 
Goold); Chaereas’ victory implies that he possesses more andreia than they. In light of the Tyrian 
reputation for fighting ability it is an amusing irony that the deilos Cleitophon is a native of Tyre 
(Ach. Tat. 1.3.1); given that Achilles problematises his hero’s reliability by making him a Phoenician 
(Morales 2004: 48ff.), it does not seem far-fetched to think that the reader is intended to recall 
another great Phoenician stereotype, bellicosity. Heliodorus turns the Phoenicians’ warlike reputation 
on its head by presenting his Phoenician merchants as somewhat cowardly when faced by pirates 
(Hid. 5.25). On Phoenician stereotypes, see Briquel-Chatonnet (1992); this is an issue to which we 
shall return in Chapter 3 and in the Conclusion.
174 Arist. E N 1116b2: 6eT 6’ ou 5i’ avdyKqv avSpsTov slvai, aXA’ oti kcxAov.
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observes in his study of Renaissance texts, any autonomy in acts of self-fashioning 
is necessarily limited, because the choice of action can only be made from a narrow 
set of possibilities authorised by the social and ideological system in which the man 
finds himself.
While perhaps not autonomous, Dionysius’ andreia is presented as a quality to be 
performed, and he is clearly aware of its performative nature:
KoopqadiJEVoc 5e ottXoic K aX X iaxo ic  Kai T ro iq aac axTcjjoc ouk 
EUKaxa<}>p6vqyov ek tcov p£0’ E au xou , ev toTc Trpeoxoic Ka'i 
<j>avEpcoxdxoie KaxExa^EV E au xov  Kai SrjXoc flv  Trpa^cov x i y sv v a T o v , 
o l a  5r) Kai (|>uaEi ())iX 6xi|Joc avrjp  Kai ou  rrapE pyov x q v  dpE xqv  
xiSepevoc, aX X a xcov  KaXXiaxcov a £ ic o v .
Having arrayed himself in the finest armour and formed a formidable troop 
from those with him, he positioned himself in the vanguard and amongst 
those who were most conspicuous. It was clear that he would accomplish a 
noble deed, being by nature an ambitious man and one who did not treat 
arete as a mere accessory, but deemed it one of the finest things (Chariton 
6.9.2).
The display-oriented nature of Dionysius’ approach to war is not difficult to see, but 
it is also not superficial: he both looks like, and intends to behave as, a man of 
andreia, proving his arete. The performative adjective <j)avEpcoxaxoic seems to 
suggest both distinction for fighting ability and vulnerability to attack. In placing 
himself amongst these men in the front ranks, Dionysius is thus doubly 
praiseworthy, for he demonstrates prowess in battle and fearlessness in the face of 
danger: he is every inch the Aristotelian warrior, for although compelled to fight, he 
takes to the role enthusiastically, and is clearly undaunted by threat of death, going 
on to display his military ability in full view of the Persian king, and to prevent the 
escape of the Egyptian pharaoh.175
175 7.5.12-13; the prolusion of display- and competition-oriented vocabulary is striking: Taxot 6’ av 
Kai 5iE<t>uyEv, e’i pf| Aiovuaioc spyov QaupaaTov ETrsSsifoTO' Kav xrj aupjioAfj <yap> 
riycovioaTQ Aaprrpcjc, asi paxopEvoc ttAt]oiov ftacnAscoc, 'iva auxov PAettt], Kai npcoTQC 
ETpEv|/aTo touc Ka0’ auxov ... Cf. the similarly competitive and performative spirit with which 
Chaereas’ troops display their abilities to him at 7.5.11: oAiyov te ettevoouv ouSev, aAAa coppr)VTo 
Kai Tpupapxoi Kai Ku[3EpvrjTai Kai vaGxai Kai aTpancoTai ttovtec opoicoc, t ic  npoSupiav 
ETnSEi^ ETai XaipEa rrpcoToc.
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After describing Dionysius’ eager assumption of a prominent military role, Chariton 
turns his focus to Chaereas, and again stresses the performativity of such a role. We 
noted in Chapter 1 both the Egyptian king’s observation of Chaereas’ paideia, and 
the fact that Chaereas appeared to realise the need for some impression 
management.176 Let us return now to the vocabulary used there:
ETTTiyEipe 5 e paXXov auTov Ka'i SiairpETTEOTEpov ettoitioev q irpoc 
(3aaiX sa <J>iXovEiKia Kai t o  S eT^o i QeXeiv o ti ouk qv EUKaTa<|>pdvqTOC, 
aXX’ a £ io c  Tipqc.
But what spurred him on more and made him even more conspicuous was 
rivalry with the king and the desire to demonstrate that he was not 
contemptible, but worthy of honour (Chariton 7.2.6).
The sense of performance is emphasised not only by the verb SsT^ai, but also by the 
adjective SianpETTEOTEpoc, which denotes a highly visual, eye-catching display.177 
We have observed the competitive nature of andreia,178 and here we find Chaereas 
spurred on to show his andreia by the sense of rivalry he feels towards the Persian 
king. This drive to andreia is verbally linked with that of Dionysius by ouk 
EUKaTa<|>pdvr)Toc, which was used of the troop Dionysius formed; we are thus led 
to believe that Chaereas’ achievements will be no less spectacular than those of his 
older and more experienced rival, and that he is now as aware of his image before 
others as was Dionysius.179 Moreover, Chaereas’ father-in-law, Hermocrates, is 
established early on as a successful general (i.e. a man of andreia) and one who is 
ouk £UKaTacj)pdvriTOc;180 the use of the same vocabulary of Chaereas 
retrospectively identifies him with the illustrious general. The text continues its 
concentration on the performative quality of andreia by introducing Chaereas’ 
success at Tyre with the words E u0uc o u v  E p yov STrs5Ei%aTO (JEya.181
176 See above, p.67-68.
177 LSJs.v. SiairpETnjc.
178 See above, p.92-93.
179 In Chapter 1 we saw that Dionysius was also concerned not to appear £\JKaTa<j)p6vr]Toc before 
his servants for having fallen in love with Callirhoe; see above, p.53.
180 1.2.4.
181 7.2.6. It may be relevant to their displays of military andreia and leadership that both Chaereas 
and Dionysius are fathers: military handbooks of the imperial period state that a good general should 
be a father of children; see Campbell (1987:13) on Onasander’s treatise on generalship.
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So Chaereas’ autonomy results in a grand display of military andreia. In Theagenes’ 
case too, autonomy seems to play an important role, though this time in an athletic 
context. While we noted that Theagenes saw the need to be passive, and to retreat 
from battle in order to preserve himself for Charicleia, at the Pythian Games he 
recognises the need to be active. In the footrace scene there is no sense of 
compulsion: the decision to compete and to place himself in a perilous situation is 
entirely Theagenes’ own. Unlike in warfare, the peril comes not from the possibility 
of death, but from the possibility of loss of reputation, a fact emphasised by 
Calasiris’ reference to the d5o£ia Theagenes will suffer should he lose the race.182 
The potential for loss of reputation is quite real, for his opponent is said to be 
extremely successful.183 The fact that Theagenes has never been beaten on foot 
makes his loss of the race simultaneously less likely and more serious should it 
happen, since he has such a glorious reputation to maintain.184 In our consideration 
of Lucian’s Anacharsis, we saw that athletics was sometimes viewed as training for 
warfare.185 The fact that the event in which Theagenes chooses to compete is the 
hoplitodromos underscores the close relationship between athletics and warfare in 
the construction of the andreios male.186 Theagenes’ victory is indicative of his 
potential skill in battle, a potential that is later fulfilled in his hand-to-hand combat 
with Pelorus.
Wise andreia.
We have discussed above some very physical military and athletic examples of 
andreia. As we noted earlier, however, andreia was not simply a physical virtue, but 
was also related to paideia and phronesis.187 It is this aspect that we now consider,
182 Hid. 4.2.2.
183 4.2.1.
184 4.2.3: o u S e 'i c  EC if|v cnjpEpov ttcxji pe TrapeXQcov eaepvuvaTO. Theagenes’ words here seem to 
be an amusing reversal of those of Odysseus at the Phaeacian Games: Odysseus is confident in every 
event except the footrace, where he fears he may be beaten (Horn. Od. 8.230-231: oloioiv 5ei'5o ik cc  
TToaiv pq t i c  p e  TrapEXOr) OaiqKcov ...); on the Phaeacian Games as a particularly masculine, 
performative, and competitive context, see Doherty (1992). The claim never to have been beaten is 
common in imperial agonistic inscriptions (see Konig 2005: 148; see also Dio’s Melancomas oration 
29.11); it is one which allies Theagenes with the ‘swift-footed’ Achilles, and it is indeed immediately 
followed by Calasiris’ statement that Theagenes looks exactly like Achilles (4.3.1). We shall return to 
the claim of invincibility shortly.
185 See above, p.93-95.; cf. Philostratus’ Gymnasticus 7ff., which relates the various athletic forms to 
specific military contexts of the Greek past (see also Anderson 1986: 269-270).
186 C f the Delphic pageant, where Theagenes appears in battle gear, displaying his military potential; 
see also the pyrriche of the young Thessalian men at 3.10.3.
187 See above, p.95ff.
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looking to Chariton first. The first half of Chariton’s text focuses on paideia, as 
Dionysius struggles to maintain his accustomed character under the assault of his 
developing love and desire for Callirhoe. At the midpoint of the story we see a 
change in narrative focus, the result of which is a concentration on andreia. Chariton 
signals this new phase in the novel by a recapitulation of the story so far at the 
beginning of the fifth book, and our entry into a world of andreia appears to be 
flagged by his description of the Persian palace courtroom where the trial over 
Callirhoe is due to take place: as we might expect, the courtroom is assembled in an 
agonistic style, but this style is also specifically military, with a reference to the 
presence of Xoxayoi and Ta^iapxoi, both military positions.188 After the sudden 
appearance of Chaereas at the trial, the king grants a five-day postponement,189 and 
as we saw in the last chapter, Dionysius employs his paideia in an attempt to endure 
the delay, but we are told that even the most andreios man would not be able to 
tolerate the situation.190 The passage suggests a latent interplay between paideia and 
andreia in matters of self-comportment, to the extent that the two concepts are near­
synonyms, or at the very least operate in a synergistic relationship. We are reminded 
of Dio’s Diogenes-Alexander dialogue in which Diogenes remarked that divine 
paideia was sometimes known as andreia}91 In her discussion of philosophical 
conceptions of andreia, Cullyer (2003: 225) notes that Platonic and Stoic thought 
viewed andreia as a ‘quieter’ virtue, constituted by endurance and self-control as 
much as by perseverance in physical action. This is an interpretation apparent in 
Dionysius’ efforts to cope with the delay in the trial.192 Balot (1998: 156) notes the 
emphasis on martial valour in the latter part of Chariton’s novel, but he does not, in 
my view, appreciate the link in socio-cultural thought between andreia and rational 
judgement. He sees Chariton’s examination of ‘self-mastery as a masculine ideal’ 
(ibid.) as discrete from bravery, effectively amputating andreia from rationality and 
self-analysis. But we have observed that andreia was intimately connected to the 
rational faculties, and to such a degree that, I would suggest, Chariton has no need to
188 Chariton 5.4.5. See also 5.4.1, where the run-up to the trial is described in military terms which 
serve to flag the shift of emphasis, and also to equate love and war, an equation we shall explore 
further at the end of this chapter.
189 5.9.8.
190 See above, p.63.
191 See above, p.98.
192 Chariton’s reference to andreia here may also imply that the contest for Callirhoe will in the last 
analysis come down to a display of andreia; yet we should note that it is not military victory that
finally dictates who wins the prize, but love itself (Balot 1998: 159).
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invest much energy in depicting the connection. He has not, therefore, abandoned 
his investigation into human psychology, as Balot would argue (ibid.), for the link 
between andreia and right judgement is for the most part implicit: andreia and 
paideia are not opposing concepts, as we see from Dionysius’ efforts to endure the 
delay in the trial.
We also see the importance of right thinking and self-control as a complement to the 
physical side of andreia in the characterisation of Chaereas. We saw in Chapter 1 
that when Chaereas joins the Egyptian army, the pharaoh recognises that he has 
paideia}92 Chaereas then storms the city of Tyre, demonstrating his capacity for 
andreia in a traditional context, but also employing intelligence in order to inveigle 
his way into the city.194 Chariton remarks quite pointedly that Chaereas is the only 
man able to show self-control in the thick of the fighting,195 and after this incredible 
military success he is considered by his men to be to v  avSpEiOTCtTov Ka'i 
KaXXiaTOV ...196 As we have noted, Chaereas is to some extent modelled 
intertextually on Achilles;197 rash behaviour and fighting ability are thus two 
qualities around which his characterisation is based. But even though warfare 
demands a very physical and aggressive attitude, Chaereas is able to restrain 
himself, and this self-restraint marks him out from others. So to be truly andreios, a 
man must demonstrate a fusion of physical strength and intellectual capacity, with 
self-control. Despite this self-control, Chaereas is later on the verge of making a rash 
decision to inform his troops of the Egyptian king’s death, and must be counselled 
otherwise by Callirhoe.198 Haynes (2003: 85) would interpret this in terms of
194 7.4.5ff. Cf. Hydaspes’ use of cunning in the siege of Syene: see below, p. 136.
195 7.4.9:’Ev 5 e  t c o  a S i r i y r f r c o  t o u t c o  T a p a y c o  p o v o c  e o c o (J )p d v r |O E  X a i p e a c ;  the phrase’Ev 5e  t c o  
aSiriyqTco t o u t c o  T a p a y c o  is drawn from X .  Cyr. 7.1.32. C f Artaxerxes, of whom the very similar 
phrase, kv e k e i v c o  t c o  dSiqyfrrcp T a p a y c o ,  was used, but who was displaying a lack of sophrosyne 
by thinking of Callirhoe instead of the war (6.9.5). In his study of Attic orators, Roisman (2005: 110) 
notes that the possession of manly courage assumes the possession of other manly qualities such as 
reason and self-control.
196 7.5.11.
197 See above, p.80 and p .I ll, n.95.
198 8.2.4. Chaereas also wishes to take the Persian queen and other notables as slaves, and must be 
dissuaded by Callirhoe’s prudent advice to the contrary (8.3.Iff). His willingness to heed Callirhoe’s 
advice contrasts him with Hector, who refuses Andromache’s advice (Horn. II. 6.405ff.; see van 
Nortwick 2001); c f  Theagenes’ similar willingness to accept Charicleia’s counsel (e.g. Hid. 5.7). van 
Nortwick argues that Hector’s rejection of Andromache’s words derives from a need to define 
himself as autonomous, and that he cannot allow his autonomy to be compromised by intimacy; by 
contrast, Chaereas’ and Theagenes’ relationships with their beloveds seem to accommodate both 
autonomy and intimacy, with no sense of incompatibility between the two.
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Chaereas’ ‘lack of independence and general initiative’, though it may be more 
productive to see it as a mark of the quality of his relationship with Callirhoe, and of 
his inexperience. The salient point is that in the heat of battle, when he has no one to 
assist him and when it is most vital to be sophron, he is able to retain clarity of 
thought and to act independently; he does not fail at the critical moment and is 
rightly ‘proud of his achievements’ as a military leader, and of the fact that he has 
not ‘shamed’ Callirhoe.199
Self-control and intelligence are evident in the case of Theagenes too, in his 
wrestling bout with the Ethiopian giant. The latter is said to be unrivalled both on 
the battlefield and in wrestling and boxing,200 enabling us to read the scene as a 
conflation of warfare and athletics, similar to the earlier hoplitodromos. Theagenes 
faces up to the challenge with no qualms, assessing his situation and judging that 
cunning will serve him better than outright physical andreia:
0  5e G saysvqc, o la  5q yupvaaicov avqp Kai aXoi^qc ek vecov aaKqTqc 
Tqv te Evaycoviov 'Eppou TEXvqv qKpijicoKcoc, eikeiv Ta TTpcoTa lyvco 
Kai ccTTOTTEipav Tqc cxvti0etou SuvapEcoc Xapeov npoc pev oyxov outgo 
TTEXcdpiov Kai 0qpiGo5cdc TpaxuvopEvov pq opooE x^op^Tv, EpiTEipia 5e 
Tqv aypoiKov iaxuv KaTaacKjuoaaOai.201
Theagenes, who was a lifelong devotee of the gymnasium and athletic 
endeavor and a past master in the art o f combat whose patron god is Hermes, 
decided to give ground to start with: he had already experienced the power of 
his opponent and was resolved not to come to grips with such a monstrous 
hulk of a man in the full spate of his bestial fiuy, but rather to use skill to 
outwit brute force (Hid. 10.31.5; trans. Morgan).
We might relate the passage to Dio’s dialogue between Achilles and Cheiron, in 
which Achilles is warned that his brawn will be defeated by wisdom.202 Here the 
giant’s strength is aypoiKoc (‘crude’, ‘rustic’), while Theagenes’ strength is
199 8.1.17; trans. Goold.
200 Hid. 10.24.3. Cf. the athletic success of Theagenes’ opponent in the race (4.2.1); see also the 
description of Pelorus, which similarly highlights his indefatigability: ... avSpl ra Travra yevvaico 
Kai <f>ovoic eyyEyupvaopevco TrapiroXXoic ... (5.32.4).
201 The use of TTEXcopiov and TpaxvvopEVOV seems designed to evoke Pelorus and Trachinus in the 
reader’s mind: those rivals were both defeated, suggesting that this one will be too.
202 See above, p. 107, n.73. Here, though, we have a clever reversal, as it is Theagenes, the Achilles- 
figure, who will defeat brawn with wisdom; cf. above, p.131, n.184, on Odysseus at the Phaeacian 
Games.
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complemented by years of experience in the gymnasium: with the clause o ia 5f| 
yupvaaicov avqp Ka'i aAoi<|>T}c e k  v e c o v  aaKqTric Tqv t e  evaycoviov'Eppou 
T£xvr|v r|KpipcoKcoc, Heliodorus emphasises just how much time and effort 
Theagenes has invested in his gymnastic training. Konig (2005: 47-63) has 
demonstrated the importance of such training in the education of the elite, stressing 
that the gymnasium was also ‘regularly associated with the inculcation of the 
rhetorical, literary and musical skills which were seen as central to civilized elite 
identity’ {ibid. 51). Indeed, we noted at the end of Chapter 1 that Chaereas had had 
some form of educational experience in the gymnasium.203 But while that experience 
was presented as a potential contributory factor in his downfall, in Theagenes’ case a 
paideia of the gymnasium gives rise to an intelligent andreia which proves his 
saviour. His athletic education is thus not solely physical, but is also indicative of 
other skills suggestive of manliness, including an understanding of when to apply 
force, and when it is more prudent to use other methods to secure victory:204 as 
Konig remarks {ibid. 132), athletic success was often taken as a metaphor for many 
different virtues. Theagenes may be equated with Achilles, but he is clearly not the 
unthinking Achilles of Dio’s dialogue, or the efficient but rash warrior of the Iliad. 
Indeed, we have noted that he is also equated with Odysseus, who was famed not 
only for his endurance, but also for his cunning. Theagenes’ triumph is thus the 
result of a combination of Achillean strength and Odyssean cunning and endurance. 
Heliodorus is at pains to demonstrate that his hero can be more than the extremes of 
passive and active, and is capable of combining a traditional, physical andreia with 
intelligence and foresight. Theagenes’ use of intelligence characterises him as a 
civilised Greek, in contrast to the brutish barbarian giant, thereby locating the scene 
in a literary and cultural tradition that presented Greek intelligence and civilisation 
as superior to barbarian brute force (J.R. Morgan 1998: 62).205 In examining 
imperial inscriptions, Konig (2005: 60) observes that ‘athletic victory at the highest 
level could open doors to membership of cities other than one’s own native 
community’. It may be significant in this regard that after Theagenes’ striking
203 See above, p.77-79.
204 The patronage of Hermes, god of metis, over athletics suggests that the use of cunning was 
acceptable in the gymnasium; Hermes was also notably the god of eloquent speech, thus later 
becoming the god of education: wisdom and athletics were clearly perceived as having a close bond.
205 Cf. Polydeuces’ triumph by skill in the boxing match with Amycus at A.R. 2.20ff.: see Lawall 
(1966: 132), who interprets this scene as a victory of civilisation over barbarism and intelligence over 
brawn; for other examples, see J.R. Morgan (1998: 62).
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display of wise andreia, he and Charicleia are accepted as heirs to the Ethiopian 
throne; while she is a native of Ethiopia, the status brought by his athletic victory 
seems to have the power to confer upon him a high social status in a country that is 
not his own.206
Although Ethiopia may be a barbarian land, its ruler is cast in the mould of 
Hellenistic kingship discourse, and as Lalanne (2006: 187) observes, Hydaspes’ 
andreia is a model for Theagenes, who will succeed him to the throne. In the figure 
of Hydaspes, Heliodorus both explores andreia as a virtue of wisdom and self- 
control, and problematises the roles of nature and culture in its formation. In his 
intricately-conducted siege of Syene, Hydaspes demonstrates his military abilities, 
as well as his willingness to employ a cunning stratagem if the circumstances call 
for it. It is worth noting that imperial military handbooks gave instruction on tricking 
the enemy in battle and conducting a successful siege (Campbell 1987: 16): as 
apparently with athletics, trickery was an accepted element of sensible warfare, 
which perhaps suggests how little Cleitophon knows about such things.207 Here we 
have a form of andreia of which Odysseus would have approved: a capacity to 
succeed in open warfare, accompanied by the use of wit and wisdom in an effort to 
achieve the best results with the fewest casualties. Hydaspes’ sense of justice as a 
true king is demonstrated in his treatment of the people of Syene after their 
capitulation; the Ethiopians address the Syenians as follows:
'Y S d o T r q c  o  t c o v  n p o c  d v c r r o A a i c  K a i S u a p a T c  A iS io t tc o v  vuv 'i 5 s K ai 
u p c o v  ( i a a iA e u c  t to A e p io u c  t e  ek tto p S eT v  o i 5 e K ai I k e t o c  o iK T E ip s iv  
TT£(j>UKE, t o  p s v  a v S p E lo v ,  t o  5 e <J)iAav0 pcoTTov 5 o K ip a £ c o v  K a i TO PEV 
X E ip o c  E lv a i  O T p a T ic o T iK r jc , t o  6 e T S io v  T rjc  e o u t o u  y v c d p q c .
Hydaspes, King of the Ethiopians who dwell to the East and to the West, and 
now your sovereign also, has the capacity to destroy his enemies utterly but 
is naturally inclined to take pity on suppliants. While he adjudges the former 
course a mark o f strength befitting the act of a soldier, he considers the latter 
to show a love of humanity germane to his own character (Hid. 9.6.2; trans. 
Morgan).208
206 Cf. the new political power that Dionysius’ paideia brings him after the loss of Callirhoe (see 
above, p.64-65), and the eu5o£(a that Heliodorus’ Tyrian merchant thinks his athletic victory at the 
Pythian Games has brought him, expecting it to win him Charicleia’s hand (Hid. 5.19.2).
207 See above, p. 120.
208 The Ethiopians go on to state that Hydaspes does not behave like a tyrant in times of victory, and 
Hydaspes himself later advises the captive Oroondates on the contrast between true kingship and
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This seems to make two distinctions, the first between brute force and considered 
reaction, and the second between learned behaviour and nature. On the one hand, 
destroying one’s enemies utterly is associated with andreia, and on the other, being 
lenient towards a conquered people is a mark of philanthropia. The latter is said to 
be Hydaspes’ natural response ( t t s ^ u k e ) ,  which in turn suggests that andreia, by 
contrast, is learned behaviour, and therefore not natural; indeed, the use of oi5e, 
while denoting ability, also suggests acquired knowledge.209 However, while 
clemency and philanthropy are said to be natural, and things quite personal to 
Hydaspes himself (to 5e ’i5iov Trjc ecxutou yvcopqc), we noted in Chapter 1 that 
clemency in response to appeals for mercy was in fact a mark of the pepaideumenos 
-  the man of culture:210 brute force and rational thought were usually equated to 
nature and culture respectively, but here Heliodorus seems to want to reverse this 
equation, making rational thought a natural part of Hydaspes’ character, and brute 
force (implicitly) something learned. The import of the passage is that andreia is 
something that Hydaspes has learned to exhibit as a warrior, but that, as a good king 
and responsible man, he holds the force of andreia in check by the application of 
cultured, wise thought: a real man does not act on his impulses simply because he 
can.211 But by attributing Hydaspes’ clemency to nature, Heliodorus leaves the 
reader with the impression that the king has learned so well how to make wise 
decisions that the application of that cultured, wise decision-making to learned 
andreia assumes the appearance of the natural. Heliodorus makes much of the 
Greekness of his Ethiopians, and Hydaspes’ hellenisation may be significant here: as 
a hellenised Ethiopian, he is able to apply learned standards of Greekness to his 
behaviour in such a seamless manner that they appear natural. Here we might think
tyranny (9.21.3). Hydaspes’ characterisation in these scenes is foreshadowed by Thyamis’ words to 
Arsace, concerning her intention to treat Theagenes and Charicleia as prisoners of war: ‘And while it 
is in the nature of war to make slaves, it is in the nature of peace to set them free; the former act is a 
tyrant’s whim [fiouArma xupavviKov]; the latter shows the judgment of a true king [Soypa 
(SaaiAiKOv]. The true distinction between peace and war resides less in the inherent meaning of the 
words than in the deportment of the agents concerned’ (8.4; trans. Morgan).
209 Thanks to Ken Dowden for alerting me to the connotations of o ! 5e  here.
210 See above, p.80.
211 Cf. Dionysius’ reaction to Leonas’ suggestion that he should have his way with Callirhoe because 
he is now her master (Chariton 2.6.3); see also Artaxerxes’ response to a similar suggestion made by 
Artaxates (6.3.7): as we saw in Chapter 1, although a Persian, Artaxerxes is presented in a favourable 
light, a depiction that again draws heavily on Hellenistic ideas of kingship. Chariton’s presentation of 
the Persian king contrasts markedly with Heliodorus’, which in turn contrasts with the 
characterisation of Hydaspes: Oroondates refers to his king as punishing deilia more vigorously than 
he rewards andreia (Hid. 9.21.4), suggesting a man who lacks the balanced and circumspect outlook 
of the Ethiopian king.
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of Butler’s argument, cited in the Introduction,212 that the cultural construction of 
gender is obscured by the credibility of gender performances: those performances 
make gendered behaviour seem necessary and natural.
When Charicleia’s identity is revealed, we again encounter the nature/culture 
dichotomy. Hydaspes is tom between his newfound role as father, and his decision, 
as king, to sacrifice his daughter. We are told that his interior conflict is one of 
‘fatherly love and manly resolve [avSpEico t c o  Aqpcm]’, and that when he submits 
to those fatherly feelings, he is submitting to nature.213 The scene thus establishes an 
opposition between private paternal feelings and the public duties of an andreios 
man, nature’s victory implying that paternal feelings are more natural and stronger 
than the responsibilities of andreia. However, although Hydaspes acknowledges his 
paternity, he is committed to those responsibilities, which include the sacrifice of 
Charicleia. Yet we soon learn that his address to the Ethiopian populace is cleverly 
designed to cause the people to oppose his apparent will:214 his rhetorical skill (his 
culturally-acquired paideia) therefore enables him to maintain his reputation for 
andreia, an andreia which partially consists in the fulfilment of his duties to his 
people.
We noted above that Hydaspes functions as a model for Theagenes,215 and 
Heliodoms indeed makes a connection between the two men by problematising 
Theagenes’ andreia. In describing Theagenes’ response to the runaway bull, 
Heliodoms expresses uncertainty as to the origin of his hero’s andreia: ‘I cannot say 
whether what Theagenes did next was the product of his own innate courage 
[o! ko0 ev avSpEico t c o  Aqpcm kivouijevo c] or the inspiration of some god or 
other’.216 Here we have precisely the vocabulary used of Hydaspes earlier. While we 
might think that o ! ko0 ev implies a natural quality, the equation drawn between 
Theagenes and Hydaspes through the repetition of the phrase andreion lema 
suggests that, as with Hydaspes, we are dealing with an andreia that is learned. 
Oikothen is simply intended to contrast with the possibility that Theagenes’ exploits
212 See above, p.9-10.
213 10.16.2; trans. Morgan.
214 10.17.1; on the design of this address, see Morgan (2006).
215 See above, p. 136.
216 10.28.4; trans. Morgan.
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might be divinely-inspired: he is acting either because of an external impetus, or 
because of a learned andreia that has become an internal part of him.217 In fact, this 
learned andreia is so much a part of Theagenes’ make-up that, as we have seen, it is 
visible to onlookers.218 When it comes to Theagenes’ final chance to display his 
andreia in his fight with the giant, the reader has been prepared for his victory by 
means of his assimilation with Hydaspes: Theagenes may not be as strong as his 
Ethiopian opponent, but he will triumph by wit and cunning, becoming, by means of 
a display of wise andreia, the intellectual equal of his future father-in-law 219 The 
question Heliodorus raises over the origin of Theagenes’ action deliberately draws 
the reader’s attention to the possible reasons for Theagenes’ behaviour. This
attention is then focused still further as the onlookers at first think he is trying to
•  220escape, but then gradually realise that his action is not an example of cowardice. 
Finally, even Charicleia wonders what the purpose of Theagenes’ behaviour might 
be.221 The term to syxEt'prma is used twice of Theagenes’ action, suggesting that 
both the crowd and Charicleia see him as having chosen to act in this way, literally 
taking the situation in hand; in fact, the spectators are so impressed that they 
consider him divine (tov 0Eayevqv Xapirpcoc ekOeicx^ eiv).222 A point is made of 
the precise moment at which Theagenes brings the bull down: right in front of the 
place where Hydaspes is sitting.223 He then deliberately whips up the enthusiasm of 
Hydaspes and the crowd (ouvexec ettioeicov eic te TOv'YSdaTTqv Kai to a'XXo 
TrXrj0oc iXapov ccttePXette). This is clearly a deliberate performance which 
influences the spectators’ perception of him: a chance occurrence presents 
Theagenes with the opportunity to display his andreia before an audience which he 
is able to win over. Ironically, however, he has impressed his audience so much that 
they demand an encore, requesting that he fight the giant. It is then that we learn the
217 Heliodorus’ uncertainty as to the origin of Theagenes’ andreia allows him to sustain the pose of 
non-omniscient narrator. In Theagenes’ response to the runaway bull, the reader may be intended to 
see echoes of Jason’s yoking of the fire-breathing bulls (A.R. 3.1306ff.), Theseus’ slaying of the bull 
of Marathon, and perhaps even Mithras’ tauroctony.
218 See above, p .ll2ff.
219 And also of his future wife, who used the (somewhat ambiguous) cunning of archery against the 
pirates on the beach.
220 10.28.5:... prj dtroSEiAiaoic ... This word serves to colour the scene with the classic opposition of 
andreia and deilia.
221 10.29.2:... to te eyxEipnpa o xt Kai (3ouAoito SiaTropouoa ...
222 10.29.1. The use of ekOeicx^ eiv may be a pun on Theagenes’ name, which does indeed suggest 
descent from the gods; on the hero’s name, see further Jones (2003: 24ff., 68ff.; 2006: 550ff.).
223 10.30.3.
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reason for his displays of andreia'. Charicleia has remained silent about their 
relationship.224 Here we might think again of Greenblatt’s argument that in acts of 
self-fashioning a choice of action can only be made from a limited set of socially- 
sanctioned possibilities. Now, in the absence of Charicleia, Theagenes must act, 
and the bolting of the bull enables him to produce a display of andreia which is 
bound to find favour with the populace because it restores their safety by bringing 
under control a rampaging animal; Theagenes’ options for self-fashioning are 
limited, but he uses them well. It is not only in such public performances of 
masculinity that Theagenes excels, but also in private, erotic contexts. In the next 
section of this chapter we turn our attention to those contexts.
Erotic andreia.
We have observed that Chaereas exhibits a form of sdphrosyne in his attack on Tyre, 
restraining his aggression at a time when no one else is capable of self-control. We 
have also observed something similar in the case of Hydaspes, exercising leniency 
towards the people of Syene. An association between andreia and sophrosyne is 
common in texts with a philosophical or ethical element. We saw, for example, that 
Dio praised athletics as conducive to the development of both virtues: fighting skill 
must be complemented by self-restraint. But self-restraint in warfare and athletics 
was not the only form of sdphrosyne that the philosophical ideal demanded in a 
man. In the case of women, we noted that andreia was very much directed towards a 
sexual sdphrosyne, and this is true also of men, in whom andreia plays a part in the 
battle against desires and pleasures, as we saw from Plato’s Laches. Similarly, as we 
observed in the Symposium, Alcibiades characterises Socrates’ chaste response to 
him as evidence of his sdphrosyne, andreia, phronesis, and karteria.227 We said that 
athletic success is indicative of the possession of other virtues. Theagenes’ first 
success comes at the Pythian Games, and it is after that that he displays his 
possession of sexual sdphrosyne, when he and Charicleia are alone in the Egyptian 
cave. The erotic charge of this scene is emphasised by the proliferation of semi- 
sexual vocabulary; in a manner similar to Longus, Heliodorus’ stress on his
225 See above, p.128-129.
226 She had been on the point of revealing their relationship, but was sent into the pavilion by 
Hydaspes (10.22); she has been able to see Theagenes’ exploits, but not to participate.
227 See above, p.95.
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protagonists’ chastity makes the reader culpable for the way in which he (almost 
inevitably) reads that vocabulary:228
t o t e  y ap  TTpcoTov i5 ia  Kai ttovtoc  aTrqXXaypEvoi t o u  oxX q aovT O C  
aXXqXoic s v t u x o v t s c  anapaTToSiaTcov Kai oXoaxEpcov ttepittXokcov te 
Ka'i <J>iXqpdTcov svETTipTrXavTo. Ka'i ttcxvtcov apa  eic  Xt^ 0t|v epttsgo vtsc  
EIXOVTO ETTl TtXeTo TOV dXXqXcOV OlOVEl OUpTTSCfrUKOTSC. dyVEUOVTOC pev 
eti Kai TTap0EV£uovToc EpcoToc KopsvvupEvoi SciKpuGi 5 e uypoTc Kai 
QsppoTc e ic  aXXqXouc Kspavvupsvoi Kai KaSapoTc povov piyvupsvoi 
toTc  (JnXqpaaiv* q y a p  XapiKXEia t o v  ©EayEvqv ei t i  TrapaKivouvTa 
aia0oiTO Kai avSpitjopEvov uTropvqoEi tcov opKcov o v e g t eXXev , o 5 e ou  
X ocXettcoc EiTaviiyETO Kai oco4>pove7v paSicoc i v^ e ix e t o  EpcoToc pev 
EXaTTcov i]5ovfjc 5 e k peitt c o v  yivopEvoc.229
Now, for the first time, they were alone in one another’s company with no 
one to interrupt them as they hugged and kissed to their heart’s content with 
nothing to restrain or distract them. They instantly forgot their plight and 
clasped one another in a prolonged embrace so tight that they seemed to be 
of one flesh. But the love they consummated was sinless and undefiled; their 
union was one of moist, warm tears; their only intercourse was one of chaste 
lips. For if ever Charicleia found Theagenes becoming too ardent in the 
arousal of his manhood, a reminder of his oath was enough to restrain him; 
and he for his part moderated his conduct without complaint and was quite 
content to remain within the bounds of chastity, for though he was weaker 
than love, he was stronger than pleasure (Hid. 5.4.5; trans. Morgan, 
modified).
Having himself been turned on by this surfeit of sexy words, the reader is all the 
more impressed by Theagenes’ self-restraint, coming as it does at the climax of the 
episode. The reader remembers that it was in this very cave that the discourse of 
andreia was first activated, with Theagenes’ andreia being implied by reference to 
Cnemon’s deilia. Now, Theagenes proves his possession of andreia in a sexual 
context by demonstrating sdphrosyne. In the case of Musonius’ virtuous woman, the 
verb av5pi£opai referred to the defence of sdphrosyne, while here it obviously 
denotes a sexual demonstration of masculinity, which must be restrained by the 
application of sdphrosyne, rather as andreia must be controlled by sdphrosyne in
228 See Morgan (2004: 148) on Longus’ prologue, where the narrator’s prayer to maintain sdphrosyne 
can be seen as ‘a duplicitous indemnity clause, which alerts the reader to the fact that there is prurient 
material to come, and challenges him to find it by disingenuously suggesting that smut is in the eye of 
the beholder’.
229 1 have underlined those words with an attested sexual sense, or which might possibly be read as 
having such a sense.
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battle and sport. This scene forms a sexual parallel to Theagenes’ flight from the 
fighting outside the cave; there we saw a conscious decision not to show his 
masculinity in a military context, in order to preserve himself for Charicleia. Here he 
again retreats from the fray, and for the same reason: he must preserve himself for 
Charicleia’s sake, for he has vowed to respect her chastity until they are married, 
and that promise entails respecting his own; a sexual demonstration of his cmdreia -  
his manliness -  is thus out of the question.230 Theagenes is conscious of the ideal he 
must try to live up to: it is acceptable for him to be ‘weaker than love’, but vital by 
the ethics of the masculine ideal that he prove himself stronger than his desire for 
pleasure, that he exhibit sophrosyne in a situation where he has the power to indulge 
his desire -  we should note that much is made of the couple’s isolation (ttcxvtoc 
diTTiXXaypEvoi tou oxXqaovToc; dirapaTroSiaTcov), suggesting that Theagenes 
could easily take advantage of Charicleia, should he so desire. But he is sufficiently 
in control of himself that he needs only to be reminded of his oath in order to rein 
himself in. In the earlier swearing of that oath he had anticipated this precise scene:
... sucdpvuEV o © E a y E v q c , a5iK E7a0ai | j e v  ( J x x o k c o v  e i  TrpoXqvj/Ei231 t o u
OpKOU TO TTKTTOV TOU TpOTTOU TTpOUTTOTEpVETCXI, OU y a p  I'xElV ETTlSEl^ElV
T T poaipE oiv  <j>6pco t o u  KpEiTTOvoc K a T q v a y K a o 0 a i v o p i^ o p s v o c  ...
... Theagenes swore his oath, protesting that it was not fair that by a 
preemptive oath aspersions should be cast on his probity of character before 
it could be put to the test; he would not be able to display the power of moral 
choice, for people would think that he was acting under the compulsion of 
fear of heaven’s wrath (Hid. 4.18.6; trans. Morgan).
Here again there is a strongly performative element: Theagenes wants to display 
( etti5 ei£ eiv) his autonomy, and is concerned about how his motives for any future 
sophrosyne might be perceived (vopi^opsvoc). This concern in turn guides the 
reader in his interpretation of the later cave scene: Theagenes is not being sophron
230 The correlation between this erotic scene and the earlier military scene is emphasised by the 
description of Theagenes’ self-restraint with ETravTiyexo: E Travayopai can be used of military 
retreat.
231 There is a metaliterary wink from Heliodorus in the use of TrpoXiqv|;£i: this is indeed a prolepsis of 
the erotic cave scene. Theagenes seems almost conscious of his status as a romantic hero, whose 
devotion to his beloved is bound to be tested; for self-awareness under the gaze of the reader, see also 
his flight into the cave with Cnemon (above, p.l 16).
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because of the oath, but because he chooses to be so,232 and the ease (ou xaXsTrcoc) 
and contentment (rjvsiXETo) with which he restrains himself contribute to his 
construction as a sdphron male. The decision not to show andreia, not to ‘be brave’ 
or ‘play the man’ in a sexual context, paradoxically invests Theagenes with andreia, 
with manliness, just as we observed in the presentation of his flight from battle: the 
man who is truly andreios exercises sophrosyne by choice.
On that note, let us turn to Cleitophon, of whom the verb a v 5 p i'£ o p a i is also used in 
a sexual sense, but who once again shows himself conspicuously deilos. After 
Cleitophon has kissed Leucippe for the first time, Satyrus sees an opportunity for his 
master to secure his desires: now is the ideal time a v 5 p i£ s o 0 a i ,233 he advises 
Cleitophon, for he can take advantage of Leucippe’s mother’s illness, which is 
currently confining her to her room and rendering Leucippe more accessible. The 
recommendation may be interpreted at two levels. Firstly, we could understand it 
simply as an injunction for Cleitophon to take a more active role in wooing 
Leucippe. Secondly, the verb may be read as an encouragement for Cleitophon to 
give a physical demonstration of his masculinity by having sex with Leucippe. 
Indeed, if we understand the first sense of the verb, it naturally leads us to the 
second. Achilles establishes a contrast between the andreia he expects Cleitophon to 
show and the malakia of Leucippe’s mother (r| y a p  pT^ TTip Trjc KopT]C ... 
paXaK i^ETai).234 To the reader versed in the erotic code of the genre, however, it 
will be Cleitophon who will show malakia if he should sleep with Leucippe before 
they are lawfully married. Achilles again uses d v 5 p i£ o p a i after Leucippe and 
Cleitophon have eloped together, and it is noteworthy that it occurs in a military 
context. The protagonists have fled the Egyptian bandits and joined the army, and 
they are assigned a house while the general awaits the arrival of reinforcements. As 
soon as they enter the house, Cleitophon grabs Leucippe and endeavours 
a v 5 p i£ e o 0 a i ,235 but is easily rebuffed. The use of a verb that evokes andreia gives a
232 The use of the term proairesis, a Stoic watchword, seems to suggest Stoic influence, making a 
distinction between what the body is forced to do and what the soul remains free to do (see Sandbach 
1975: 165); can we see a similar influence in the bull-capturing scene, where we noted that 
Heliodorus ponders whether Theagenes is divinely-inspired or acting freely? On this Stoic 
distinction, see also below, p. 145, n.241, and on Stoic proairesis in Xenophon of Ephesus, see 
Doulamis (Forthcoming, 2007).
233 Ach. Tat. 2.10.1.
234 Ibid. This is a contrast found in Heliodorus too, as we shall see shortly.
235 4.1.2.
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metaphorical military gloss to Cleitophon’s actions that complements the military 
context; similarly, battle had been raging outside Theagenes and Charicleia’s cave 
shortly before the use of the same verb. Just as Theagenes is able to play the man in 
the cave, should he choose to do so, so too is Cleitophon (bioc t e  T]pr]v). We have 
seen from Theagenes’ behaviour that a sophron form of andreia is exhibited 
paradoxically by not playing the man sexually. But whereas Theagenes made a 
conscious choice (underscored by his reference to proairesis) to act in that manner, 
Cleitophon is forced to do so by Leucippe’s rejection of him, and unlike Theagenes, 
he protests at having to restrain himself.236 He either misunderstands or deliberately 
flouts the codes of erotic andreia, presenting that andreia not as sexual self-restraint, 
but as the fulfilment of sexual desire. His fear, expressed in conversation with 
Satyrus, that he will prove atolmos and (kilos in the service of Eros emphasises his 
failure to behave as a romantic hero should.237 Both the unabashed way in which 
Cleitophon narrates his misperformance of masculinity, and the lack of censure he 
receives for it, might suggest that Achilles is questioning the attainability and the 
legitimacy of ideal masculinity. Meanwhile, the reader is able to derive humour at 
the expense of -  and perhaps even sympathise with -  a man for whom military 
andreia consists solely in showing off his horsemanship, and erotic andreia in 
nothing more than having sex -  notably, he fails to live up to even that mistaken 
ideal of masculinity.238
Returning now to Theagenes, we find his sophron andreia reinforced when he is 
tortured to elicit submission to Arsace’s sexual advances. Cybele arrives on the 
pretext of bringing him food:
... t o  5e cxAt]0ec aTTOTTEipcopEvr) TTOiav Tiva yvcopqv e'xoi TTpoc toc 
TTapovTa Kai e’ittep  ev 5 i5 o it i kco paXaaaoiTO TTpoc tc o v  o tp eP A cooecov . 
O 5e flv ttAeov avfjp t o t e  kcc'i ttA eov octtepccxeto  TTpoc T ac nEipccc, t o  
PEV acopa KCCTCCTTOVOUpEVOC TT)V 5e v|A)X11V ETT1 aco<|>poauvfl pcovvupEvoc, 
kcc'i pEyaXauxoupEvoc a p a  TTpoc Trjv Tuxfiv kcc'i yaupicov ei XuTrouaa t o  
ttX eT otov pspEi t c o  KatpicoTaTco xapi£oiTO, ettiS e i^ ecoc a<|>oppr|v Tfjc 
sic t t | v  XapiKXEiav e u v o iq c  t e  kcc'i t t io t e c o c  TrapEaxripEvr)...
Z3t> 4.1.2-3.
237 2.4.4.
238 We shall see in Chapter 3 that Cleitophon’s narration of the Thersander episode suggests that he is 
in fact familiar with the protocols of masculinity, but is either unwilling or unable to apply them to 
his own behaviour.
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... but, in fact, she had come to gauge his reaction to his present condition 
and see whether the rack had brought about any submission or softening of 
his resolve. But on the contrary he was more of a man than ever and rebuffed 
her advances with redoubled firmness. Though his body was in torment, his 
spirit had the strength of virtue, and he refused to bow his head to fortune, 
proclaiming proudly that despite her hostility in all else she had shown him 
kindness in the one thing that mattered by presenting him with an 
opportunity to display his love and devotion to Charicleia ... (Hid. 8.6.3-4; 
trans. Morgan).
Cybele hopes that torture will have resulted in Theagenes’ capitulation, but it has 
had the opposite effect. The use of p a X a a a o i T O  and t tX e o v  d v q p  creates an 
antithesis: the concept of softness implies a lack of sexual self-restraint,239 which is 
what Cybele wants to induce in Theagenes, but his refusal to play a manly role with 
Arsace makes him appear more manly, just as we saw in the earlier cave scene with 
Charicleia.240 His soul is strengthened in its urge toward sophrosyne,241 so much so, 
in fact, that he is prompted to boast ( p E y a X a u x o u p E V O C )  and bear himself proudly 
( y a u p i c o v )  in the face of fortune’s treatment of him. Indeed, that treatment has 
resulted in the opportunity to display ( e t t iS e i^ e c o c )  his feelings for Charicleia by 
means of this exhibition of sophrosyne. Theagenes is ‘big-necking’ 
( p E y a X a u x o u p E v o c ) , 2 4 2  the use of this verb connecting the scene to Calasiris’ 
physiognomical description of Theagenes, where the set of his neck was highlighted 
( o p 0 o c  t o v  a u x E v a ) ,  and of his horse, which arched its neck ( o u t c o  t o v  a u x E v a  
K u p a i v c o v )  in response to the nobility of its rider 243 The neck is a matter of concern 
to ancient physiognomists, for whom a long and thin neck, or a short one, is a sign 
of deilia.244 By ‘big-necking’, Theagenes is therefore flaunting his andreia, this time 
in the context of sophrosyne. Once more the performance of manliness is clear 245
239 As we shall see further in Chapter 3.
240 The parallel between military and sexual andreia is emphasised by the use of direpdxETO.
241 Another suggestion, perhaps, of the Stoic differentiation between the enslaved body and the free 
soul.
242 The verb is based on auxeco (‘boast’), but, given the Greeks’ rather fluid approach to etymology, 
it seems reasonable to think that Heliodorus may intend a pun on auxnv (see Jones 2003 and 2006 on 
ancient attitudes to etymology, and on Heliodorus’ use of etymology in his character names).
243 2.35.1; 3.3.7. His horse was also said to bear itself proudly (yaupoupsvoc).
244 Adam. B21, where Tpaxo^oc rather than auxov is used, although the distinction between the two 
is not entirely clear (LSJs.v. xpccxriAoc).
245 Theagenes’ endurance of torture may have been thought an important marker of masculinity by an 
elite Second Sophistic reader: Brown (1992: 64) states that ‘[i]n a society where cruelty was so 
pervasive, we should never underestimate the political weight of physical courage. A primal awe 
surrounded those who were known to have withstood torture’.
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The lover as soldier and athlete. 
We have seen, then, that andreia has an erotic aspect, in that it may be constituted 
by a sexual sdphrosyne. In the final part of this chapter we turn to one further use of 
the language of andreia in erotic contexts. We observed earlier that both Greek and 
Latin texts use military and athletic language in the description of erotic 
relationships.246 Warfare and athletics were governed by specific nomoi, to which 
soldiers and athletes were expected to adhere; I would suggest that military and 
athletic language was suited for metaphorical use in erotic description not only 
because courtship could end in victory or defeat, and sex itself could be physically 
demanding, but also because love, too, was subject to certain nomoi, and might be 
thought to constitute an agon in its own right. Here I shall discuss examples from 
Chariton, Heliodorus, and Achilles Tatius which illustrate the use of the motif of the 
lover as soldier or athlete, and which, through this motif, appear to meditate on the 
male role in an erotic relationship, and on the relative value of public competition 
for love and public displays of andreia. I shall also speculate briefly on the 
possibility that the authors of the novels may have been familiar with the militia 
amoris figure as employed in Roman elegy.247
From the very beginning of his novel, Chariton locates love in an agonistic context, 
describing Eros as (JnAoveikoc;248 this contentiousness is predictive of the series of 
contests that will be fought over Callirhoe in the course of the novel.249 We noted in
246 See above, p.98-99.
247 The pastoral setting and deliberate erotic naivete of Longus’ novel tend to preclude the use of 
urbane and sexually-knowing military and athletic topoi. On the rare occasions that Longus uses this 
kind of erotic metaphor, he voices it through urban and sexually-experienced characters: Lycaenion 
speaks of the ‘wrestling’ Daphnis and Chloe will do together (3.19.2), and Gnathon begs Astylus to 
give him Daphnis as a present, hoping in this way to overcome ‘unconquerable Love’ (4.16.3). 
However, cf. Daphnis’ journey to Chloe’s house in the depths of winter (3.5), which Pattoni (2004: 
343) suggests is framed as a military expedition: a suggestion, perhaps, of the elite male Daphnis 
must learn to be? Although we find the militia amoris motif quite prolifically in Xenophon of 
Ephesus, its use offers little o f particular interest, as it is designed merely to establish the love of the 
hero and heroine, and seems to lack any wider significance: Habrocomes is the victim of Eros’ 
warfare (1.2.1); in his stubborn pride he considers himself to have been rendered anandros by Eros 
(1.4.1-3), but must ultimately admit defeat (1.4.4); ironically, Anthia considers Habrocomes 
anandros and deilos for not having declared his feelings sooner (1.9.4).
248 Chariton 1.1.4. The manuscript reads (jnXovEiKOC, but Reardon prefers 4>iAovikoc; however, LSJ 
seem to imply that the two words are to some extent interchangeable. Whether Eros is a ‘lover of 
strife’ or a ‘lover of victory’ makes little difference to the discussion here, as both readings suggest a 
contentious god. Cf. X. Eph. 1.2.1, where Eros is also 4>iAoveikoc.
249 Balot (1998: 144) rightly considers that the description of Eros as (JuAoveikoc ‘underlines the 
connection between erotic passion and martial contest which plays a central role throughout the 
novel’.
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the introduction to this chapter that the Roman elegists employed military metaphor 
in a conscious rejection of the military life. The aristeia enjoyed by Chaereas and 
Dionysius suggests that Chariton is not similarly rejecting military life, but his use 
of military and athletic metaphor in erotic contexts does imply that he rejects 
competition as a means of deciding erotic matters. While we find in Chariton some 
traditional and straightforward uses of the military metaphor,250 it is in the 
focalisation of the more elaborate instances of the figure that Chariton allows his 
male characters to construct and project themselves as erotic subjects, 
simultaneously revealing their misconception of the nature of love. Such metaphor is 
first used of Callirhoe’s rejected suitors. Having initially fought each other 
(paxopEvoi npoc aAAijAouc), they are now driven by Envy, who enlists them in a 
war against Chaereas (eaTpaToXoyei 5s auxouc etti tov  ko to  XaipEou ttoAejjov 
o O0ovoc):251 erotic competition has become a metaphorical war, and indeed will 
escalate to a full-scale and very real war later in the novel. The fact that the suitors 
view themselves as competitors in a contest is made clear by the speech of one of 
them, the son of the tyrant of Rhegium:
ei |jev t i c  e£ i^pcSv I'yTipEv, ouk a v  copyioSTiv, coottep ev to ?c  yupviK oTc 
a y c o a iv  Eva 5e7 viKrjaai tgSv d y c o v ia a p E v c o v  ettei 5e TTapEuSoKiprioEv 
f |p d c  o  pt]5ev uircp  y a p o u  TrovTjaac, o u  (^Epco tt|v  u(3piv . . .  ttooov 
X p o v o v  5e5ouAeukccmev; ... o  5e Tropvoc252 Kai ttevtjc Kai ppSEvoc  
KpEiTTcov PaaiA Ecov a y co v ia a p E v co v  a u T o c  cxkoviti to v  aTE<}>avov 
rjp aT o. aA A a ccv6vt)tov auT co yEVEo0co t o  a0A ov  . . .
If any of us had married her, I should not have been angry, for, as in athletic 
contests, only one of the contestants can win; but since we have been passed 
over for one who has made no effort to win the bride, I cannot bear the insult 
... How long have we been slaves? ... And now, competing with kings, this 
rent-boy, this good-for-nothing wretch, has carried off the victory crown 
without fighting for it. Let the prize be of no profit to him ... (Chariton 1.2.2- 
4; trans. Goold, modified).
250 E.g. love as wounding: 1.1.7 (of Chaereas), 2.4.1 (of Dionysius), 4.1.9, 4.2.4, and 5.5.9 (all of 
Mithridates); the agon between Love and the lover: 2.4.5 (of Dionysius) and 6.4.5 (of Artaxerxes).
251 1.2 . 1.
252 I prefer (as does Reardon) the manuscript’s Tropvoc to Praechter’s emendation, anopoc, which 
has none of the opprobrium we might expect from embittered suitors. The suggestion that a man has 
chosen a passive sexual role in his adulthood, and particularly for financial remuneration, is a serious 
charge and an effective way to damage his masculine reputation (see Edwards 1993: 70ff.). Of 
course, the suitors are not genuinely claiming that Chaereas has prostituted himself, but soothing their 
bruised egos by impugning his masculinity in as extreme a manner as possible amongst themselves. 
Cf. Ach. Tat. 8.10.9, where Cleitophon is labelled Tropvoc when accused of having committed 
adultery with Melite. We shall return to the implication of such terms in Chapter 3.
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Here, the suitor understands marriage to be akin to athletics: a competition between 
men, with a wife as figurative prize. In Heliodorus’ footrace we see that Ormenus 
cannot be declared the winner because he has not been challenged;253 likewise, on 
the suitor’s understanding of marriage, Chaereas ought not to have been proclaimed 
victor without getting dirty ( a K O v m )  in the metaphorical arena; by not competing, 
Chaereas has flouted the rules of the agon. Bauman (1989: 264) notes that acts of 
communication are often framed in such a way that the audience is guided in its 
interpretation of them; such framing, he adds, might include the use of stylised 
language, or ‘appeals to tradition as the standard of reference for the performer’s 
accountability’. The suitor’s use of figurative language drawn from a long and 
familiar literary tradition can be seen to fulfil this function, though at two different 
levels. Firstly, by projecting himself and his fellow suitors as erotic athletes, and by 
appealing to athletic nomoi, the suitor guides his internal audience (the other suitors) 
in its interpretation of the situation, in an attempt to gain support: the metaphor and 
the convention he cites are undoubtedly familiar to them. But secondly, by having 
the suitor project himself as a competitor for a mute prize, Chariton communicates 
to the external audience (the reader) the suitor’s profound misunderstanding of love: 
Chaereas had no need to compete, because where love is reciprocal, contest is 
unnecessary. So, while the suitor’s adoption of the athletic metaphor may positively 
influence his internal audience’s response to him, it negatively affects the reader’s 
reaction, because it emphasises the one-sided nature of his desire for Callirhoe. The 
same effect is achieved immediately afterwards, as the tyrant of Acragas frames the 
male erotic role in military terms, requesting that the other suitors appoint him to the 
position of strategos in the war against Chaereas 254 By framing the performance of 
masculinity with familiar literary topoi, Chariton conveys to the reader his 
endorsement of reciprocal love, thus exalting Chaereas and Callirhoe’s feelings for 
each other. In its use for polemical motives, the topos is similar to that found in 
Latin elegy. However, the author’s construction of suitors who project themselves as 
soldiers and athletes serves not as a wholesale rejection of a life of militia, but as a 
small-scale rejection of the agon's intrusion into love.
253 Hid. 4.2.1.
254 1 O <
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The elegiac amator may present himself and his beloved as soldier and besieged 
town respectively.255 A similar self-projection is found in Dionysius’ case, although 
here it is he who is besieged 256 Having acquired a kiss from Callirhoe by guile, he is 
‘completely taken by storm’ (T ravT axo0£v 5 e fjv ekttettoAiopktipevoc) .257 He is the 
defeated party and Callirhoe the victorious (though unwitting and unwilling) 
besieger. By means of the focalisation through Dionysius, Chariton conveys a 
singular perspective that excludes Callirhoe’s feelings and conveys Dionysius’ 
misconception of love and the male role in it. We saw in Chapter 1 that Dionysius 
was conscious of his image, and wanted to maintain a certain front before his friends
o
and his servants, even though love was adversely affecting him. We seem to see 
that consciousness when he approaches Plangon to ask for assistance, presenting to 
her the image of a soldier who is not yet completely defeated, despite the ruinous 
effect of the kiss. He casts Plangon as general in the campaign against Callirhoe (tcx 
pEV TTpcoTa ooi ... EaTpaTqyqTai), for it was she who engineered the kiss, and 
offers himself as an ally (ouppaxov e'x o u aa kaps),259 in an effort to reverse the 
siege and launch an assault upon Callirhoe. Despite his and Plangon’s combined 
assault, however, Callirhoe proves ‘completely invincible’ ( ttccvtccxo0 ev 
ccqTTT|TOC).260 The military imagery is unmistakable, and neatly contrasts with the 
condition in which Callirhoe’s kiss left Dionysius: while his erotic city was 
subjugated, his attempt to reverse the siege finds her citadel unassailable. Unusually 
in instances of erotic military imagery, it is not Eros or the lover who eventually 
triumphs, but Tyche. This twist on the militia amoris motif highlights the disparity 
between Dionysius’ and Callirhoe’s feelings: she is ‘outgeneraled’
255 E.g. Ov. Am. 2.12.1-8; see also Ap. Met. 9.18 for the storming of a figurative house.
256 Murgatroyd (1975: 62) suggests that the elegists’ militia amoris motif is modelled to some extent 
on New Comedy, although the extant comic fragments retain little o f love’s warfare; see, however, 
Men. Pk., where Polemon’s efforts to recover Glycera are evidently narrated in the language of a 
military siege; the surviving text preserves only the tail-end of the operation (468-469; 479), 
however. Chariton’s use of the metaphor might be drawn from New Comedy rather than from elegy 
(see Borgogno (1971) on some of Chariton’s borrowings from the former), although his elevation of 
love over public competition does seem to align him with elegy.
257 2.8.1; trans.Goold.
258 See above, p.53ff.
259 2.8.1-2. Cf. the tyrant of Acragas, who expects Jealousy and Love to work as allies against 
Chaereas (1.2.5).
260 2.8.2; trans. Goold.
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(KaTEaTpaTTiYqSri) not by Eros but by Tyche, when her pregnancy by Chaereas 
forces her to surrender to Dionysius’ advances.261
On discovering that Chaereas is Callirhoe’s first husband, Mithridates intends to use 
this information to sever Callirhoe’s new marriage to Dionysius. He hopes to sit on 
the sidelines, as in athletic contests (Ka0aTTEp ev toTc aycoai toTc yupviKoTc), 
while Chaereas and Dionysius fight over Callirhoe, and take the prize (to a0Aov) 
himself without an effort (aKovm).262 Chariton chooses his language carefully here, 
the words kcx0cxhep ev toTc aycoai toTc yupviKoTc, cxkoviti, and to &0Aov 
recalling the suitor’s coaTTEp ev toic yupviKoTc aycooiv, cxkoviti, and tov 
OT£<|>avov at 1.2.2-4. Like the suitors, Mithridates projects himself as an athlete, 
believing that love is something that belongs to the competitive sphere, and 
something whose return may be forced or won as a prize. Of course, as a barbarian, 
he hopes to flout the rules, winning Callirhoe without having to compete. But 
Chaereas alone could marry Callirhoe cxkoviti, because she reciprocated his love. 
When Mithridates and Dionysius come to court over Callirhoe, each side is said to 
prepare ‘as though for the greatest war’ (coaTTEp ett'i ttoAepov tov pEyiaTov),263 
each believes that victory is his,264 and the excited populace looks upon events as 
upon the Olympic Games.265 Again, the misconception of love and of the male 
erotic role is clear.
But it is not only those whose love is unrequited who view love as something to be 
won through competition. Upon the revelation of Chaereas before the court, 
Chariton states that ‘warfare between rivals in love is customary and close at hand’ 
( I u v q 0 q c  pEV o u v  Kai TT poxeipoc TTaai toTc avTEpcxoTaic ttoAepoc), and then 
conveys the attitude of Chaereas and Dionysius by remarking that the sight of to 
a0A ov  stimulates their sense of competition.266 Despite the fact that his love was
261 2.8.3. Both Eros and Tyche are described as (Jh Ao v e ik o c  (Eros: 1.1.4, 2.4.5, 6.4.5; Tyche: 2.8.3, 
5.1.4) and <|>iA6Kaivoc(Eros: 4.7.6; Tyche: 4.4.2).
262 4.4.1.
263 * „ ,
266 5.8.4. See also 6.2, where Chaereas and Dionysius return to court like Olympic athletes competing
for a prize: the simile reads in part as self-projection by the two men, and in part as the internal
audience’s interpretation of the situation.
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reciprocated cxkoviti, Chaereas has been drawn into public competition for 
Callirhoe, and he, like the other men in the novel, resorts to objectifying Callirhoe as 
a prize, squabbling over her in court.267 Balot (1998: 158-159) observes, however, 
that she ‘is not a prize to be won by an individual man’ and that ‘the original suitors’ 
view of Pier] as an object of competition is a fundamental category mistake’. This 
argument seems to be supported by a small remark on the audience’s reaction to the 
stichomythic exchange between Chaereas and Dionysius: after calling the two men 
paxopEVOi, thus connecting their behaviour to that of the suitors,268 Chariton says 
that those present listened to the confrontation ‘not without pleasure’ (ouk 
aq5coc).269 It must be said that the exchange between the two rivals comes across as 
no more than petty name-calling, and the reaction of the internal audience appears 
designed to reinforce this reader response: the audience’s pleasure encourages the 
reader to view with amused contempt the men’s competition over Callirhoe, and 
their self-projection as soldiers and athletes of love.
What begins as erotic rivalry described metaphorically in the language of warfare, 
escalates to literal warfare, as Chaereas and Dionysius head off to fight for the 
Egyptians and Persians respectively. While this war is ostensibly between the 
mutinous Egyptians and their Persian overlords, it stands as a symbol of the erotic 
agon between the two male protagonists.270 Indeed, Dionysius hopes Artaxerxes will 
give him Callirhoe as a prize in return for his aristeia on the battlefield.271 To his 
mind, the perceived certainty of battle will be a substitute for the uncertainty of the 
trial: the outcome of a trial could not be guaranteed, but Dionysius’ opinion of his 
own military ability convinces him that victory is within his grasp if he enters the 
fray. But the war, like the trial, does not produce a clear victor, implying that true 
love cannot be won through contest, either military or judicial. In the final book we
267 The fact that Chaereas too has come to see the acquisition of Callirhoe as a form of victory in a 
competition between men is underscored when he receives the false news that the king has granted 
her to Dionysius (7.1.5-6). He refers to Dionysius’ apparent triumph as a ‘judgement by default’ 
( E p q p q v  5 e  K G T E K p iO q v ) ,  and a victory ‘won without speaking’ ( v e v i ' kt)K e oiycov), and hopes that it 
will be of no advantage to him (aAA’ o u S e v  ck}>e A o c  o u t g o  T q c  v (kt]c ) ,  all of which provides a 
parallel in legal terminology to the complaints made by the suitors in athletic language that Chaereas 
had won Callirhoe aKovm, and their hopes that his a0Aov would not profit him.
268 ... paxopEvoi trpoc aAAqAouc (1.2.1); cf. Trpoc aAAqAouc paxopevoi (5.8.6).
269 5.8.6.




learn that Tyche had intended to make Chaereas unwittingly leave Callirhoe behind 
on Aradus ‘as booty for his enemies’.272 Here Callirhoe is to be the spoil of a real 
war, and in so being she will also be the ‘spoil’ of Dionysius’ erotic battle to win 
her. Balot (1998: 158) quite rightly views Aphrodite’s intervention at this crucial 
point as a demonstration that love is not a prize to be won by competition between 
men, and as a rejection of the agonistic construction of Eros presented earlier in the 
novel. The lack of decisive victory, either in the courtroom or on the battlefield, 
implies that true love cannot be won through such masculine, public contest, and it 
is only the intervention of the goddess of love that can resolve the issue: while love 
may be articulated using the masculine and agonistic language of military and 
athletic andreia, literal agones cannot secure love for the contestants. Chaereas gets 
the girl, not by military triumph, but by virtue of requited love.
In Heliodorus, we again find athletic and military metaphor used in order to elevate 
reciprocal love over public, masculine contest.273 The first instance (chronologically, 
though not narratologically) of the motif occurs in Calasiris’ narration of the 
happenings at the Pythian Games:
Trj 5e uoTEpaia o pev TTu0(cov aycdv sAqyEV o 5e tcov vecov ETrqKpa^ EV 
aycovo0ETOuvToc, o ipai, Kai Ppa^Euovxoc ’ Epcoxoc Kai 5i’ aOAqxcov 
5uo xouxcov Ka'i povcov ouq  e£eu£ocxo peyioxov aycovcov xov ’iSiov 
aTTO<|>rjvai <J>iXovEiKqaavxoc.
The following day was the last of the Pythian tournament, but for the young 
couple another tournament was still at its height, one presided over and 
refereed, it seems to me, by Love, who was determined to use these two 
athletes, in the only match he had arranged, to prove that his particular 
tournament is the greatest of all (Hid. 4.1.1; trans. Morgan, modified).
Again Eros is (JhAoveikoc, casting Theagenes and Charicleia as figurative athletes in 
his erotic agon, which is prioritised (peyioxov) over the literal arenas of andreia: 
although Theagenes engages in spectacular feats of andreia at the end of the novel, 
Eros’ metaphorical agon is specifically stated at this early point to be the greatest of
272 8.1.2; trans. Goold: ... Ad<J)upov 5 e t o Tc  eccutou  ttoAe i j i o i c .
273 Heliodorus does not use militia amoris in his description of his protagonists’ love at first sight, but 
instead depicts a Platonic meeting of souls (3.5.4-5). J.R. Morgan (1998: 75-76) notes, however, that 
he does toy with the metaphors of erotic fire and arrows on the first two occasions that Theagenes 
and Charicleia see each other (3.5 and 4.4).
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all, and the prowess of the two erotic athletes will prove it so. So, while it is clearly 
important to Heliodorus to display his hero’s andreia in physical and competitive 
contexts, this is of less significance than his role in a love relationship: as in 
Chariton, literal andreia is not being rejected quite in the manner of elegy, but its 
significance in the construction of manliness seems to be being diminished. The 
characterisation of both sexes as athletes in Eros’ game stresses mutual depth of 
feeling: Theagenes and Charicleia are players in the same game, players whom Eros 
joins together on equal terms. Theagenes’ subsequent victory in the footrace is 
contrasted with Charicleia’s erotic defeat: she has already been said to be 
‘completely enslaved by her passion’,274 and is now ‘utterly vanquished, even more 
a slave to her passion than before’,275 but these descriptions only serve to match her 
feelings with those of Theagenes, who earlier experienced ‘defeat at the hands of a 
girl’.276 He and Charicleia have been proud and protective of their lack of erotic 
experience, and the onset of love leads them to conceive of themselves as 
adversaries.277 The pseudo-kidnap of Charicleia from Delphi is presented as a 
military campaign led by Theagenes: ‘The commander in this campaign of love was 
Theagenes, who had formed the young men from the procession into a squadron of 
soldiers’.278 While we have observed that siege and conquest metaphors may convey 
inequality or lack of reciprocity, here, by contrast, Charicleia consciously plays the 
role of passive beloved to Theagenes’ active lover, and her complicity in the kidnap 
betokens erotic reciprocity and equality;279 she is emphatically not a helpless spoil of 
war 280 The only true agon Theagenes and Charicleia face is a mutual one, in which 
they are both engaged for the preservation of their sdphrosyne and pistis.281
274 3.19.1; trans. Morgan: AeSouAcoto mev yap oAoaxepcoc tco ttc<0ei.
275 4.4.4; trans. Morgan: r)TTT|TO AapTTpcoc Kai 5e5ouAcoto tco ttoBco ttAeov f] TrpoTEpov.
276 3.17.4; trans. Morgan: r)Trr|Tai K o p q c .
277 4 .1 1 .1 :  Charicleia refers t o  Theagenes as t o v  e(j o 'i ttoAe m io v .
278 4.17.3; trans. Morgan: EOTpanjyEt 5e ©EayEvqc tov epcotikov toutov ttoAepov e ’i c  Aoxov 
otto Trjc TTopTrrjc touc Etjujfiouc auvTa^ac. The metaphor is conflated with the image o f the kdmos 
to the beloved’s house: the young men are described as evottAoc Kcopoc.
279 Charicleia is described as OTravTa TrpoEiSuiav (4.17.4). Lateiner (1997) suggests that 
Heliodorus’ abduction scene reflects a real-life practice which, if the woman was complicit, allowed 
her to exercise choice in a matter over which she would usually have little or no control.
280 Indeed, on learning that Charicleia returns his love, Theagenes must be held back by Calasiris with 
the words, ‘Our undertaking is not plunder taking!’ (4.6.5; trans. Morgan: ou y a p  a p r ra y p a  to 
Trp ay p a ). Charicleia is mistakenly considered a spoil of war by Thyamis (1.19.6) and by Pelorus and 
Trachinus (5.31.3).
281 They engage in a form of erotic competition with each other in their endurance of captivity and 
punishment, wherein each believes that to undergo a lesser punishment than the other would 
constitute a symbolic defeat; they are each other’s inspiration to bravely continue the agon to 
maintain their sophrosyne and pistis (8.9.22).
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We have noted that Achilles Tatius’ use of ego-narration casts Cleitophon as 
something of a sophist, performing for his internal audience a declamation with 
erotic subject matter.282 As an ego-narrative, Cleitophon’s romance comes closest to 
those of Latin elegy,283 and Achilles seems to use military and athletic metaphor in 
as knowing and ironic a fashion as the elegists themselves. By having Cleitophon 
describe his first sight of Leucippe as a metaphorical wounding,284 Achilles presents 
him as conscious of his role as romantic hero: Cleitophon’s use of the metaphor 
offers his narratee exactly what he might expect in terms of narrative topoi from a 
tale about love at first sight, and Cleitophon thus frames his story for both internal 
and external audiences, projecting himself as erotic warrior, mortally wounded. 
Because Cleitophon is narrating his own story, other characters’ speech is filtered 
through him. Consequently, he projects his own fondness for literary cliches onto 
others, so that they speak in the same way as he. For instance, when he consults 
Cleinias for advice, his cousin refers to a lover’s ‘long-range skirmishes’;285 Satyrus 
too falls easily into military metaphor, recommending that Cleitophon ‘bring on the 
second engine of war’.286 Cleinias and Satyrus, Cleitophon’s praeceptores amoris, 
clearly conceive of Leucippe as an erotic city to be besieged and conquered. If 
Leucippe must be conquered, has she really fallen for Cleitophon at first sight, as he 
has fallen for her? Of course, there is no way to answer this question, and the use of 
ego-narrative is deliberately occlusive (as it is in elegy), denying both internal and
282 See above, p.70ff.
283 The ego-narrative form also suggests a certain proximity between Achilles’ novel and the Latin 
novels of Apuleius and Petronius (although we of course have no way of knowing how unusual 
Achilles was in his use of that form: there are traces of ego-narration in the Phoenicica, for example). 
More interesting in its suggestion of proximity is the repeated recourse to notions of performance and 
truth-manipulation shared by Achilles and the Latin novels. This may imply cross-fertilisation 
between Latin and Greek novels, or it may simply be the result of a pervasive cultural preoccupation 
with such notions in the first and second centuries.
284 Ach. Tat. 1.4.4: ... eu0uc aTrcoAcoAEiv* KaAAoc yap o^impov xixpcoaKEi (3eAouc xai 5ia t c o v  
6(j)0aApcov e’ic Tijv vJajxuv KaTappEr 6<j>0aApoc yap o5oc EpcoTiKcp xpaupaxi.
285 1.10.4; trans. Gaselee: xouc ... e£ co0 ev aKpo(3oAiapouc t c o v  Epaaxcov ...
286 2.4.3: TrpooayE ffjv SEUTEpav pqxav,1v- Of- the general Charmides who, besotted with Leucippe, 
describes his state of mind, deftly managing to pack in almost every cliche of militia amoris: the 
whole process of love as a battle; Eros as an armed soldier; the wounding and defeat of the subject; 
the equation o f the sexual act with a military skirmish; and explicit reference to Aphrodite and Ares 
(4.7.3-5). Melite is as accomplished as Charmides at employing militia amoris: she appeals to 
Cleitophon to make a truce with her (oTTEloai), after allowing her one aupnAoKq (a noun with 
multiple meanings: a military engagement, a close hold in wrestling, and the sex act itself); she refers 
to the wounds caused by Eros’ arrows; and she acknowledges her defeat (o l5a viKcopEvq) (5.26.2-4). 
Cf. Heliodorus’ Arsace, who describes her attempts to seduce Theagenes using the military topos 
(Hid. 7.10.2).
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external audiences access to Leucippe’s feelings.287 The elegiac amator must often 
battle the resistance of a beloved; the possibility that Cleitophon’s feelings may not 
be returned contributes -  perhaps inadvertently on his part -  to his attempt to project 
himself as a soldier of love.
But it is not only the role of erotic soldier that Cleitophon performs. In his response 
to Satyrus’ advice he declares:
TTi0avc3c pev ... vr| tt|v ’A0T]vdv, eic to epyov Trai5oTpi(3£7c* SsSoiKa 5s 
prj aToXpoc cov Kai 5eiAoc epcoToc a0Ar]Tr|C yevcopai.
By Athena! You’re training me up for the task convincingly. But I fear that I 
may be a gutless and cowardly athlete of love (Ach. Tat. 2.4.4).
Here he moves into athletic territory, drawing on Greek texts’ long history of erotic 
sport. Cleitophon casts Satyrus in the novel role of gymnastic trainer 
(TTai5oTp(pric) in an erotic context, implying that Satyrus’ advice will mould him 
mentally for an attempt on Leucippe, as a trainer would mould and manipulate his 
pupils physically; Leucippe is thus indirectly constructed as an opponent whose 
resistance must be overcome. But there is another possible meaning in the use of 
TTai5oTpi (3r)C. Athletic trainers were often suspected of having erotic relationships 
with their pupils (Hubbard 2003),288 so Achilles’ figurative use of TTai5oTpi(3r)C 
may well constitute a joke at the expense of Cleitophon’s masculinity: our hero calls 
Satyrus his paidotribes in matters of love without realising that it implies his willing 
submission to the sexual domination of his slave, thus suggesting his own 
effeminacy.289 Although erotic ‘athletics’ are common, the precise ‘athlete of love’ 
figure is one I have been unable to find in other texts. It may be that Achilles alludes 
here to a phrase used by Plato of the guardians in the Republic, who are av5psc 
a0Xr)Ta'i TToXspou aco<j>povEC te kq'i av5pE?oi.290 If EpcoToc d0XriTr)C is indeed a
287 Cleinias’ words on how to make a girl return one’s desire by making her feel loved leave room for 
doubt as to Leucippe’s immediate feelings for Cleitophon (1.9.6-7); after a kiss acquired by guile, 
Cleitophon admits total ignorance of her feelings (2.8.1); he only gains her consent to his nocturnal 
visit by persistent sweet-talking (2.19.2); her motive for elopement is rather the prospect of escape 
from an overbearing mother than love for Cleitophon (2.30).
288 See, for example, AP 12.34 and 12.222; and see Aeschin. 1.9ff. on efforts made to prevent trainers 
from taking advantage of their pupils.
289 We shall examine other examples of Cleitophon’s self-feminisation in the next chapter.
290 PI. R. 416d; see also 403e ff. for the notion that athletic training serves as preparation for war.
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deliberate allusion to the Republic's ‘athletes of war’, then the allusion serves to 
highlight the very things that Cleitophon is not: sophron and andreios. Achilles then 
reverts to military metaphor, as Satyrus assures Cleitophon that Eros does not admit 
of cowardice: Eros’ appearance alone is crrpcmcoTiKOC, and full of andreia and 
tolma; when inspired by Eros it is impossible to be cowardly.291 Here we have the 
Platonic conception of Eros as a promoter of andreia in the lover,292 and a god 
whose weaponry further cements his association with andreia. Yet Satyrus’ words 
debase the andreia that philosophy associates with erotic inspiration: Satyrus 
presents Eros as a god who will invest Cleitophon with the metaphorical andreia 
required simply to get Leucippe into bed;293 Cleitophon’s efforts to aggrandise his 
performance by casting himself as an erotic warrior294 and athlete are thus ironically 
undercut.295
After being urged dvSpi^saSai by Satyrus, and managing to secure a kiss from 
Leucippe, Cleitophon picks up the military metaphor as he describes the 
preparations for a second dalliance: he and Satyrus lay in wait (£<J>r|5pEiJopEv) for 
Leucippe and Cleio,296 and once Cleio had been waylaid by Satyrus, Cleitophon 
waited for near-dark before making his move on Leucippe:
ETriTqpqaac ouv ote to ttoAu ifjc auyrjc EpapaivETO, npoaEipi Trpoc 
aUTT)V 0JDCCOUTEpOC yEVOMEVOC £K TT]C TTpCOTqC TTpOa(3oArjc, COOTTEP 
oTpcmcoTqc rjSrj vevik^kcoc Kai tou ttoAepou KaTaTTE<|>povqK:coc' ttoAAcc 
y a p  fjv tcc tote ottAi^ovtcx pe OappsTv, o lvoc, Epcoc, eAttic, Eprjpia ...
Having thus maintained a surveillance, when most of the sun’s light had 
waned I advanced towards her, emboldened by my first assault, like a soldier 
already victorious and contemptuous of the war; for many were the arms that 
made me brave at that moment: wine, love, hope, solitude ... (Ach. Tat. 
2.10.3).
291 2.4.5.
292 PI. Smp. 178e ff., 196c ff.
293 Reardon (1994: 86) notes that Cleitophon’s aim is sexual satisfaction, rather than ideal marriage.
294 He proceeds to call himself precisely this, asking, t i  5e SeiAoc e !  aTpcmcoTTie d v S p E io u  0eou; 
(2.5.1).
295 Christenson (2000) argues for just such an irony in his observation of intertextuality between 
Cleitophon’s use of the militia amoris figure here and that of Callinus: while Callinus was exhorting 
his people to martial valour, Cleitophon is merely trying to summon the courage to approach 
Leucippe.
296 ’E<t)£5p£Uco may refer to troops waiting for an opportunity to attack the enemy; cf. Chariton’s use 
of E(J)E5poc in an athletic context, in relation to Mithridates (4.4.1).
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Again seemingly conscious of his status as a literary lover, Cleitophon projects the 
image of the Ovidian canator who takes advantage of the cover of darkness, when 
the beloved is less easily defended against the erotic attack.297 But Cleitophon, as we 
have seen, is nothing like a soldier, making doubly ironic his attempt to magnify his 
own standing before his audience through the adoption of the militia amoris figure. 
However, it is worth speculating on the precise link between Achilles’ use of the 
metaphor and that of the Latin elegists. It is of course impossible to know whether 
Achilles (or any of the other novelists) is deliberately intertexting with elegy, or 
simply borrowing motifs already present in Greek literature. If the former is true, 
there are two possible effects: while the elegiac amator consciously manipulates 
militia amoris, using it to construct himself quite deliberately as mollis, Cleitophon 
might be understood as accidentally presenting himself as such by using a topos that 
emphasises his lack of andreia', alternatively (or perhaps in addition), Achilles may 
be constructing Cleitophon as a countercultural subversive who, like the amator, 
rejects the protocols o f masculinity, causing the reader to question their validity.
Chapter summary.
Konstan (1994b: 22) states that ‘overcoming opponents and rescuing his beloved are 
not the mode in which the novelistic hero operates, even if he can claim Achilles as 
an ancestor’. Yet we have seen that Chariton and Heliodorus clearly felt the need for 
their heroes to operate at least to some degree in this mode. Their andreia is most 
overtly associated with physicality, and is exhibited in battle and athletics. Andreia 
is evidently a visible quality, and can be seen in a man’s external appearance even 
more than can paideia; in their emphasis on andreia's visibility, the novelists clearly 
demonstrate the influence of contemporary physiognomy. But although andreia may 
be seen in a man when he is not performing some physical feat, he must not rely on 
it manifesting itself in his appearance: the heroes show themselves conscious of the 
need to display andreia in decisive action. Yet what seems the most obvious way of 
displaying manliness must sometimes be rejected, and a man must avoid physical 
action in the short term in order to protect his masculinity in the long term. 
Heliodorus is particularly interested in the traditional antithesis of andreia and 
deilia, and cleverly implies his hero’s possession of andreia by reference to
297 Ov. Am. 1.9.21-8. See also Ach. Tat. 2.20.1, where Cleitophon and Satyrus are planning another 
nocturnal attempt on Leucippe.
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Cnemon’s deilia. The discourse of andreia does not have to be engaged with 
directly; it may simply be alluded to by reference to its opposite, or by equating a 
man with a Homeric hero; it may even be implicit in the act of attempted suicide, 
which, in other genres, might be considered deilos.
But andreia in the novels is more than a physical virtue. The military and athletic 
exploits of Chaereas and Theagenes are constructed on the blueprints of heroes like 
Odysseus and Jason as much as, if not more, than they are on the blueprints of 
figures like Achilles. And so, while they may exhibit some of the qualities of 
Achilles, they are, like Odysseus and Jason, conscious of their weaknesses and their 
limits, and not ashamed to employ cunning or to accept the advice and aid of their 
lovers. Novelistic andreia functions in a synergistic relationship with paideia. It is 
physical strength complemented by wise thought and rational judgement, and 
closely connected to other virtues. It is a fusion of natural manliness and learned 
behaviour -  both an essential element of masculinity and something constructed by 
culture. Despite andreia's very public face, it has a private aspect. In the novels this 
is expressed within the erotic relationship, where andreia is exercised in sexual self- 
restraint: like paideia, andreia has a role to play in proper self-comportment in 
erotic contexts. The language of andreia may be adopted as part of a self-conscious 
self-projection in erotic matters, yet also used by authors to demonstrate the superior 
strength of erotic sentiment over more traditional realms of masculine performance. 
But while Chariton and Heliodorus may ultimately prioritise love over public 
displays o f masculinity, they clearly still value such displays. Once more it is 
Achilles Tatius who exposes the potential superficiality of masculine display, and 
questions the validity of culturally-endorsed ideals.
We observed in the Introduction that male behaviour in erotic contexts was likely to 
loom large as a component of masculine identity in the novel because the genre is 
primarily concerned with romantic love. Indeed, although the focus of the first two 
chapters has not been on erotic contexts, we have seen that paideia and andreia 
frequently come into play in such contexts. In the final chapter, the focus will be on 
the erotic, and specifically on how masculinity is performed, and how it is 
threatened, by certain forms of sexual behaviour.
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Chapter 3: Sexual Identity 
Introduction.
The novels of Xenophon, Achilles, and Longus all feature male characters who 
appear exclusively or primarily attracted to other men. These authors seem 
especially interested in how sexual and gender identity might be constituted or 
affected by potential or actual erotic relationships between men. The discourses of 
homosexuality and effeminacy are here analysed together, not because the Greeks 
necessarily made a connection between these concepts, but because some 
homosexual acts could be perceived as having a feminising effect on the 
participants. But while modem Anglo-American culture has tended to label 
homosexuality as effeminate, and effeminate men as homosexual, and to identify 
prolific heterosexuality as especially macho and masculine, Graeco-Roman sexual 
ideology viewed the latter as potentially feminising behaviour: though some 
homosexual behaviours might be thought effeminate, so too might an excessive 
interest in women, and other behaviours not obviously sexual. We have said that the 
performance of gender is often evidenced by consciousness of an ideal, and we shall 
see that consciousness of the ideals constructed around classical Greek paederasty is 
evident in the novels’ depiction of homosexual males. We shall observe that the 
figure of the effeminate male, the opposite in Graeco-Roman thought of the truly 
masculine male, lurks behind Daphnis’ and Habrocomes’ reactions to the respective 
overtures of Gnathon and Corymbus, which have significant potential consequences 
for the heroes’ emerging masculinity; it will also be important in the case of 
Achilles’ Thersander, whose lusts characterise him as effeminate; and even in the 
case of Cleitophon, whose (unintentional?) self-presentation as effeminate will be 
explored.
This chapter’s focus on homosexuality differs somewhat from the subjects of the 
previous two: whereas paideia and andreia are agreed to have been meaningful 
concepts in Greek thought, scholars are divided as to whether the notion of 
homosexuality, as we understand it today, would have had any such currency. We 
shall begin, therefore, with a discussion of recent scholarship on male-male sexual 
relationships in Greek and Roman antiquity, and an attempt to position this chapter
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within it. The chapter will then set out the protocols which governed paederastic 
love, in the light of which we shall later read the novels’ presentation of same-sex 
relationships, such as those between Hippothous and Hyperanthes in Xenophon, and 
Cleinias and Charicles in Achilles. Finally, before beginning the chapter proper, we 
shall outline the concept of effeminacy as it was understood in the ancient world.
L Homosexuality problematised.
Homosexuality is a controversial and politically-charged subject. Although it is 
impossible to approach any concept entirely objectively, this is one whose debate 
attracts a larger degree of subjectivity than many others because sexuality is an issue 
that affects us all in some way. Almost thirty years ago, Foucault’s History o f  
Sexuality advanced the ground-breaking theory that sexuality was not an essential, 
immutable given; it was not something that one was bom with, but rather something 
that was, at least in part, created and shaped by one’s society and oneself: sexuality 
was engendered by discourse (Foucault 1979).1 Thus, the semantics o f sex vary 
across time and from culture to culture, with identical sex acts carrying radically 
different meanings at different periods. Writing on homosexuality, the social and 
political theorist Jeffrey Weeks expresses this phenomenon concisely:
In different cultures (and at different historical moments or conjunctures 
within the same culture) very different meanings are given to the same-sex 
activity both by society at large and by the individual participants. The 
physical acts might be similar, but the social construction of meanings 
around them are [szc] profoundly different (Weeks 1991: 15).2
It is easy to see the compatibility of these notions with Goffinan’s theory of identity 
as a performance influenced by and tailored to specific audiences, and Butler’s 
arguments that gender itself cannot exist prior to the acting of it: gender is 
constituted by performance.
The large-scale jettisoning of essentialism in favour of a social constructionist view 
of gender and sexuality has necessarily led scholars o f the ancient world to
1 On Foucault, see Thorp (1992) and Weeks (2001: 112ff.).
2 Walters (1993) illustrates this by examining the vastly different meanings ascribed by Apuleius and 
Boccaccio to what is essentially the same story (Ap. Met. 9.4ff.).
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problematise homosexuality. Dover (1978) and Foucault (1987) both argued for the 
absence o f a homo-/heterosexuality dichotomy in the ancient world, on the basis that 
Greek and Roman sexual classification systems tended to revolve around 
distinctions between sex roles (active/passive), rather than between sex objects 
(male/female). Following Foucault’s lead, Halperin (1990: 7) pinpoints the creation 
of the category o f ‘the homosexual’ to the late nineteenth century, claiming that 
‘[n]othing resembling [homosexuality or heterosexuality] can be found in classical 
antiquity’.3 Parker (2001) enlarges upon Halperin’s thesis, arguing for the 
inapplicability of the terms ‘homosexuality’ and ‘heterosexuality’ to Greek and 
Roman society. Borrowing the language of cultural anthropology, he identifies 
‘homosexuality’ as an ‘etic’ category vis-a-vis antiquity; that is, an extrinsic concept 
meaningful to external observers of a society, but not to the members of that 
society.4 So, while modem Anglo-American culture sees meaning in the binary 
opposition of homosexuality and heterosexuality, considering the sex of the object- 
choice to be of prime importance, such a system of classification is rare in global 
terms and, for Parker, malapropos in historical terms: to assume the existence of that 
system in a culture and time period other than one’s own would be merely to 
retroject one’s own cultural constructs. Like Dover and Foucault, Parker instead 
identifies the active/passive polarity as the ‘emic’ distinction in Graeco-Roman 
terms; that is, the system of classification that has internal meaning for Greek and 
Roman society. Boswell’s (1980) approach provides an example of the retrojection 
of modem cultural constructs, and of the dangers of imposing one’s own subjectivity 
on the past. Throughout his survey of late antiquity, Boswell writes of ‘gay people’, 
as if there is some transhistorical and essential core of ‘gayness’, which makes the 
term suitable for any application. For Boswell, a ‘gay’ person is one who is 
‘conscious of erotic inclination toward [his or her] own gender as a distinguishing 
characteristic’ {ibid. 44; emphases mine). This assumes that it is possible in every 
case for us to reconstruct such a person’s self-definition, to discover that he thought
3 See also Halperin et al (1990); while taking a Foucauldian constructionist stance, Winkler (1990) 
and Williams (1999) are less dogmatic.
4 The opposite is an ‘emic’ category, one that can justly be said to have meaning within the cultural 
systems of a society, and not simply to external observers. These terms of reference derive from 
‘phonemic’ and ‘phonetic’, used in the study of the sound systems of language. It should be noted 
that the definition offered by Parker and paraphrased here is not fixed, and the concept of emic/etic 
categories is differentially understood and employed by many disciplines. The emic/etic theory was 
first proposed by Pike (1967).
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of himself as distinguished by his erotic inclinations.5 Also difficult is MacMullen’s 
(1982) identification in Roman sources of a pervasive disapproval of 
‘homosexuality’. MacMullen does not distinguish between ‘homosexuality’ and 
‘effeminacy’,6 and makes little attempt to nuance different forms of same-sex sexual 
behaviour.
The fact that Greek and Roman antiquity had no words corresponding to our 
‘homosexuality’ is often raised in arguments against the use of the word in studies of 
ancient sexuality.7 The absence of terminology does not mean, however, that (as 
Halperin would claim) there was nothing resembling it; rather, it simply means that 
a man’s involvement in sexual activity with another male did not necessarily, or 
always, have the power to classify him as a ‘homosexual’, in the exclusive sense in 
which we might use the term today. While Parker is undoubtedly right to warn 
against the unqualified attribution of our own sexual categories to other cultures, he 
and Halperin take the exclusion of the terms ‘homosexuality’ and ‘heterosexuality’ 
from antiquity too far, assuming that they cannot be separated from their Anglo- 
American baggage and employed as useful descriptors without the full weight of 
their modem western semantics. At the opposite end of the spectrum, Boswell’s use 
of the term ‘gay’ is clearly inappropriate, for, as he himself states (1980: 43, 45), it 
has a self-assigned sense, relaying the way in which the person in question wishes to 
be viewed. Can we really be sure of how a Roman or a Greek wished to be viewed? 
The use of such a loaded term in analyses of ancient sexuality unjustifiably 
presupposes an erotic subjectivity comparable with that of the modem west.
This chapter’s approach lies somewhere between those of Halperin/Parker and 
Boswell, in the realm of arguments made by Cohen and Richlin. Cohen (1991: 171) 
argues that ‘the normative categories of sexual roles associated with the dichotomy 
of homosexual/heterosexual were [not] entirely absent’ from classical Athenian 
culture, and, contra Halperin, Richlin (1993) argues that Graeco-Roman sexual
5 For a review of Boswell which succinctly explains the inherent problems of his approach, see 
Weeks (1980).
6 See especially p.494.
7 So Halperin (1990 passim)', Parker (2001: 322).
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categories did recognise distinctions on the basis of sexual preference.8 When we 
turn to examine the Greek novels’ presentation of same-sex love we shall see that 
such arguments are defensible. The novels do present us with men who seem to feel 
an exclusive attraction to other men (or an exclusive attraction to women), and -  
more importantly for a study of the performance of masculinity -  men who seem to 
define themselves and others in part on the basis of such attractions. However, 
although we can find individual instances in the novels and related texts of men who 
seem to feel their own sexual preference to be a ‘distinguishing characteristic’ (to 
borrow Boswell’s phrase), and who distinguish others on the grounds of such 
preferences, we cannot establish beyond doubt that sexual preferences in the ancient 
world gave rise to sexual identities that were generally recognised -  for example in 
the way that ‘homosexual’, ‘heterosexual’, ‘gay’, ‘bisexual’, and so on are generally 
recognised as sexual identities today. By contrast, we shall see later on that certain 
forms of sexual behaviour (irrespective of the sexes of those involved) could and did 
ascribe generally recognised identities (<kinaidos, moichos, etc.), but it is much 
harder to claim this capacity for sexual preference, which seems in imperial texts to 
have ascribed identities on a personal, individual level rather than a general, cultural 
level.9 In what follows I shall use such terms as ‘homo-/heterosexuaP and ‘homo- 
/heterosexuality’ for the sake of convenience, though cautiously and non- 
substantively, and with the implicit caveat that they do not necessarily indicate an 
exclusive sexual preference or refer to a culturally delineated category of people.
8 While I agree with Richlin’s overall argument, the examples she cites seem to me to be misjudged. 
She states that in his imperial biographies, Suetonius ‘includes ... a section on sexual identity’, and 
that he effectively ‘describes Claudius as a “heterosexual” [and] Galba as a “homosexual”’ (1993: 
531-532). Yet when we look at Suetonius’ comments in context, we find that they are made amongst 
remarks on behaviour in other areas of life: for example, Claudius’ lack of interest in male sex 
partners is made to contrast with his excessive lust for women, food, drink, and gaming (Cl. 33); 
Suetonius’ words do not, therefore, grant Claudius a ‘heterosexual’ identity, but an all-or-nothing 
character. Similarly, Galba’s inclination towards males (Gal. 22), and of them towards tough, full- 
grown men, is recounted together with his habit of eating excessively and at peculiar times of day: 
both in diet and in sex-object, Galba inclines to extremes. In the case of Suetonius, then, sexual 
preferences, whether exclusive or not, are employed not to delineate specific sexual identities, but as 
tools for more general behavioural characterisation.
9 If this is right, it might be thought an aspect of the increased focus on the self that is widely 
accepted as apparent in imperial era literature: see Foucault (1990) and Swain (1996).
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i t  The paederastic ideal
I referred above to the differential meanings and values invested in homosexual 
activity by different cultures and in different historical periods. While modem 
western society endorses ‘compulsory heterosexuality’, marginalising 
homosexuality and rendering it a subordinate category of masculinity,10 classical 
Greek antiquity privileged homosexual activity, recognising it as an elite and 
hegemonic expression of gender. But not just any form of homosexual activity. As 
Dover and others have shown,11 male-male sexual behaviour was circumscribed by a 
multitude of conventions and a strict etiquette, which combined to promote a 
behavioural ideal. The classical Athenian model of homosexuality, which informed 
later Greek sources, was paederastic and hierarchical, with a younger erdmenos 
gradually submitting to the courtship of an older erastes (though never for financial 
reward) through a process of pursuit and flight.12 In this model, the emphasis was 
very much on the betterment of the younger partner, while any sexual element was 
downplayed and kept within strict boundaries, the erdmenos passively receiving the 
affections of the erastes, who was the only partner expected to experience 
pleasure.13 Ultimately, the erdmenos ought to leave behind this role and become an 
erastes himself, his time as passive partner generally curtailed by the onset of facial 
hair. Furthermore, those involved in paederastic relationships were expected not to 
be exclusively homosexual, and to make their contribution to society by marrying 
and fathering legitimate children.
Yet it has only recently been fully acknowledged that the paederastic model is 
idealistic rather than realistic, and that it is extremely unlikely that every paederastic 
relationship conformed to this pattern.14 Hubbard (2003: 16) cites erotic liaisons 
between trainers and athletes very close in age to argue that contravention of 
paederastic etiquette was a recognised occurrence. However, Golden (1984: 322) 
acknowledges that while some men must have been sexually involved with others of 
the same age, the textual and iconographic evidence is insufficient to warrant 
disavowal of the traditional paederastic model; similarly, Richardson (1984: 113-
10 See Connell (1995, 2001).
II Dover (1978), Buffiere (1980).
12 See Dover (1978: 81-91).
13 See Dover (ibid. 52-53, 96-97) on the literary and iconographic evidence for this.
14 Ogden (1996: 109ff.), Davidson (2001).
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114) notes that in the Greek evidence reciprocal desire between partners in the same 
age group is rare. Ogden (1996: 110 et passim) suggests that the practice of 
homosexuality between age-mates in military contexts does not corroborate the 
hierarchical terms and age boundaries of the model, an argument which seems 
problematic because military contexts are not necessarily comparable with other 
social contexts. Ogden also observes that the paederastic model is an Athenian one, 
and that we may be ill-advised to regard it as universally Greek. This is a fair point, 
and yet we shall see that there is some concern in the novels -  which are of course 
not Athenian -  with age and proper behaviour, and this concern seems to hinge on 
the Athenian paederastic model: the literary tradition with which the novels intertext 
is overwhelmingly Athenian, and Second Sophistic culture more generally is geared 
to the reproduction of Attic norms and trends, so we should not take the fact that the 
paederastic model is Athenian to be too much of a difficulty.
On the terminology applied to paederastic relationships, Davidson (2001: 40-41) 
argues that the assumed synonymity between erastes!erdmenos and active/passive, 
common in studies of Greek homosexuality, is mistaken: erastes, he suggests, 
denotes merely ‘a male who loves’, and erdmenos ‘a male who is loved’. Davidson’s 
point is that it is easy to read too much about sex roles and attitudes into the words 
erastes and erdmenos, although his argument also appears to assume a synonymity, 
between the Greek epdco and the English ‘love’. It seems to me that, given the 
persistent influence of the paederastic model, when used in homosexual contexts the 
words erastes and erdmenos must be taken as indicative of particular sex roles and 
attitudes -  but that does not have to mean that those roles and attitudes are always 
adhered to in practice.15 Indeed, Cohen (1991: 174) highlights the significance of 
conflict and contradiction within a society’s understanding and representation of its 
own sexualities, whereby the theoretical ideals endorsed do not always reflect the 
realities of practice, but the members of a society are complicit in denying 
deviations from those ideals. When we examine the paederastic and otherwise
15 The novels occasionally use these words in heterosexual contexts to denote parity of emotion: 
Callirhoe berates Aphrodite for apparently allowing Chaereas’ death at the hands of brigands, and 
thus depriving her of ‘t o v  u A ik ic o t t |v ,  t ° v  t to X i t t iv ,  t o v  e p a o n j v ,  t o v  sp c o p e v o v , t o v  vup<t>(ov’ ; 
she refers to Chaereas her ‘p e ip c tK io v  kccAov, e p c o t ik o v ’ (Chariton 3.10.7), a description which 
sounds very much like something a homosexual erastes might say to his younger beloved. Anthia 
twice refers to Habrocomes as her erdmenos (X. Eph. 1.4.7, 3.6.3), while he thinks of himself as her 
erastes (1.9.3); we shall return to the significance of this last reference later on in the chapter.
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homosexual relationships of the novels, we shall meet just such conflict and 
contradiction.
The power of the paederastic ideal is suggested by Aeschylus’ negotiation of the 
relationship between Achilles and Patroclus: although Homer never presented a 
homosexual bond between the two, and cast Patroclus as the older man,16 in his 
Myrmidons Aeschylus eroticised the relationship and identified Achilles as older 
erastes and Patroclus as younger erdmenos, apparently because of the perceived 
dominance of the Homeric Achilles. This causes difficulties for Plato’s Phaedrus, 
who reproaches Aeschylus and restores the original Homeric age difference, making 
the younger Achilles Patroclus’ erdmenos}1 It is notable that Phaedrus sees no 
problem in Aeschylus’ eroticisation of the relationship, but only in his reversal of its 
roles.18 The constraints imposed by the paederastic ideal were clearly felt quite 
strongly in the classical age, and writers of that era saw no contradiction in 
retrojecting classical standards of behaviour onto the past.19 The discussions in 
Plato’s Symposium may be taken as evidence both of the paramount social 
importance of the paederastic paradigm, and of the existence of divergent views 
which should dissuade us from endeavouring to find in the sources ‘a neatly 
coherent and internally consistent system’ (Cohen 1991: 202). The Platonic
16 Horn.//. 11.786.
17 PI. Smp. 179e-180a.
18 See Dover (1978: 197), Buffiere (1980: 368-369).
19 The assumption that Achilles and Patroclus were lovers seems to have been taken as read: see also 
Aeschin. 1.142ff., and for later examples see AP 12.217 (Strato) and Ps.-Lucian Am. 54; see Halperin 
(1990: 86) on post-Homeric authors’ misidentification of Achilles and Patroclus as lovers because of 
the prevalence of homosexual relationships in the classical period; and for the view that the Homeric 
Achilles and Patroclus were indeed lovers, see Clarke (1978) and Cantarella (1992: 9-10). I see 
Chariton’s equation of Chaereas’ relationship with Polycharmus to that between Achilles and 
Patroclus (1.5.2) not as necessarily implying a homoerotic element, but as emphasising the 
importance of the hero: Patroclus’ devotion to Achilles focuses the listener/reader on Achilles; 
likewise, Polycharmus’ devotion to Chaereas emphasises Chaereas’ importance in the narrative. The 
equation also underscores the strength of the bond between the two, and perhaps the characters of 
each: Chaereas (often likened to Achilles, independently of references to Polycharmus) is quick to 
anger, like Achilles, while Polycharmus is self-effacing, like Patroclus; the two also make a 
formidable team in times of war. But Chariton was clearly aware of the conception of the Homeric 
pair as lovers: he employs Achilles and Patroclus intertexts in cases where there is some erotic 
sentiment, although this is notably in heterosexual contexts (1.4.6, 1.6.4, 2.9.6, 4.1.3, 5.10.9 -  all of 
Chaereas and Callirhoe; 6.1.8 -  Artaxerxes thinking of Callirhoe). On Chariton’s understanding of 
the Achilles-Patroclus relationship, see Sanz Morales & Laguna Mariscal (2003), though strikingly 
absent from their article is a consideration of Chariton’s use of Iliadic intertexts in relation to 
Chaereas and Polycharmus. On the nature and interpretation of close male relationships in ancient 
and modem contexts, see Hammond & Jablow (1987), Sherrod (1987), and Fitzgerald’s edited 
collection (1997).
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Aristophanes remarks that some men desire to spend their lives with the same sex,20 
which Thorp (1992: 61) reads as implying that homosexual predilection did not 
always respect paederastic age limits, and that some same-sex relationships 
continued beyond normative boundaries; such boundaries were thus more idealistic 
than realistic. Thorp (ibid. 57) argues against Foucault’s theories that definable 
categories of sexuality are modem phenomena, and that ancient Greek society 
viewed sexual preference as ‘a superficial matter of taste and practice’. In support of 
his argument he cites Aristophanes’ statement that men derived from double-males 
are driven to find their other halves not by a simple desire for somatic pleasure, but 
by a deep psychic longing for something they cannot explain.21 For Thorp, such 
statements suggest that, contra Foucault, Greek antiquity did recognise categories of 
sexuality, and held sexual preference to be a profound matter, and one remarkably 
like our own. In recounting his creation myth, Aristophanes, Thorp suggests (ibid. 
58), is attempting to explain not a simple sexual preference, but a whole way of life, 
a desire which leads men to wish to spend their lives with other males, and only to 
marry and have children under social duress.22 Other of Aristophanes’ comments 
testily to Cohen’s suggestion of societal complicity in the denial of deviations from 
the norm: in his creation myth Aristophanes does not seem to credit the existence of 
same-sex, same-age lovers, despite the fact that, as Halperin (1990: 21) observes, of 
the original double-male split in two, each half must have been the same age.23 
Aristophanes’ ability to ignore this fact speaks to the power of cultural ideology : the 
older erasteslyoxmger eromenos protocol leads him to ignore same-age pairings. As 
Halperin (ibid.) notes, Aristophanes in fact specifies that males descended from 
double-males act as erdmenoi when young and erastai when older, thus marking out 
two distinct age-phases.24 Yet an earlier assertion by Pausanias destabilises any 
sense we might have of a monolithic model: those inspired by Heavenly Aphrodite 
are interested only in boys, and then only when those boys are beginning to acquire 
facial hair; if  a love is initiated at that age, says Pausanias, it will be eternal.25
20 PI. Smp. 191e-192c.
21 Ibid. 192c-d.
22 Ibid. 192b: it is not in such a man’s physis to marry and have children, but he is compelled to do so 
by nomos. Cf. Callicratidas’ remarks in Ps.-Lucian’s Amores: marriage was only invented because of 
the need to procreate (33, 35, 38).
23 Ibid. 189d ff.
24 Ibid. 191e-192b.
25 Ibid. 181c-d; 183e. C f Ps.-Lucian Am. 48-49: Callicratidas advocates a long-term same-sex love; 
his love is a sexless one, founded on the Platonic model of"Epcoc oupavioc (49).
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Hi. Effeminacy.
The dialectics o f honour and shame associated with the paederastic ideal were based 
on the perceived opposition o f masculinity and effeminacy.26 Shame did not attach 
to just any homosexual act, but to those which threatened masculinity, exposing it to 
damaging accusations o f effeminacy. To penetrate was the behaviour o f the male; to 
be penetrated was the behaviour o f the female.27 Paederasty therefore walked a fine 
line, as it required the passivity o f one partner, but that passivity was potentially 
feminising. A freebom youth who succumbed too readily to, or sought out, the 
attentions o f an erastes invited shame,28 as such behaviour implied an eagerness for 
the passive role, and was thus suggestive o f effeminacy. Also shameful and 
potentially feminising was an erdmenos’ submission to penetration by a social 
inferior. Furthermore, a youth who did not leave behind the role o f erdmenos on 
attaining adulthood was guilty o f shameful behaviour, and effeminate, as he ought 
now to be playing an active sexual role. Pausanias’ recommendation that 
homosexual love begin when a boy is starting to grow facial hair -  i.e. at the onset o f 
adulthood -  is thus a deviation from the ideal, and the power o f such deviations to 
feminise the actors involved is evidenced by Aristophanes’ pillory o f Pausanias’ 
long-term beloved, Agathon:29 apparently because he had continued to play the 
passive sexual role into adulthood, Agathon had gained a reputation for 
effeminacy.30 Indeed, the Platonic Aristophanes too is really rather keen on 
highlighting the knife-edge on which masculinity is poised in the practice of 
paederasty: he describes erdmenoi as ‘dvSpeiOTaTOi ovtec <j>uaei’, and driven to do 
what they do ‘utto Bappouc xai avSpeiac kcu appevcoTriac’.31 Given the fact that 
these assertions are placed in the mouth o f a comic playwright fond o f mocking 
those who engage in passivity beyond culturally-sanctioned age boundaries, it is 
very difficult to take them seriously: the claim to manliness seems rather to highlight 
the potential for effeminacy inherent in the way Aristophanes’ culture constructs
26 On the functioning of honour and shame within paederastic courtship, see Cohen (1991: 183ff.). 
For a useful comparative study of the operation of honour and shame in a modem culture, see 
Lancaster (2002).
27 Dover (1978: 73-81) has discussed the perceived relationship between effeminacy and the passive 
homosexual role in classical evidence.
28 PI. Smp. 184a: according to Pausanias, to give in to the advances of a lover too quickly is shameful; 
see also Halperin (2002: 71).
29 Ar. Thesm. lOlff.
30 Another favourite victim in Aristophanic comedy is one Cleisthenes, presented in several plays as a 
habitual passive (see Thornton 1997: 109).
31 PI. Smp. 192a.
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paederasty,32 while a wry reference at the end of his speech to the masculinity of 
Pausanias and Agathon only adds to the irony.
Edwards (1993: 63-97), Gleason (1995 passim), and Williams (1999: 125-159) have 
all identified effeminacy as a key concept in the construction of masculinity in the 
Graeco-Roman world. Edwards (1993: 81) notes that the effeminate was 
characterised by an excessive appetite for sex, and could play the role of both 
adulterer and catamite:34 as she comments (ibid. 75), ‘men were often accused of 
being effeminate while having an excessive interest in penetrating women’. So, 
paradoxically, it was not only sexual passivity that could feminise a man, but also 
sexual hyperactivity: to fail to master one’s sexual urges -  whether they were for 
males or females -  was to fail to be a man, and by logical extension to be womanish. 
We have already observed such a discourse in operation in Heliodorus, in 
Theagenes’ resistance to Arsace: submission would have feminised him, but he 
reinforced his masculinity by means of his stalwart refusal to give in;35 we shall 
encounter the concept again in relation to both Thersander and Cleitophon.
Williams (1999: 142) explores the construction in Graeco-Roman thought of 
oppositional pairs relating to sex and gender, such that masculinity is associated with 
the positive term in each pair, and femininity with the negative: moderation/excess, 
activity/passivity, and so on. These pairings also functioned outside matters of sex. 
A lack of moderation over the desire for food and drink, engagement in excessive 
grooming, or the sporting of clothing considered insufficiently masculine, might all 
easily label a man effeminate and imply passivity. Williams (ibid.) remarks that ‘in 
the balancing act of masculinity, one stumble can ruin the entire performance’, and 
this is precisely what we shall see occurring in the case of some of the novels’ male 
characters. Effeminacy will be a recurring theme in our discussion of homosexuality 
and paederasty in the novels, which betray a sharp awareness of the potential of 
sexual passivity to feminise. We shall also see the concept of effeminacy articulated 
through certain characters’ inability to master their heterosexual passions, and to 
present to the world a convincing masculine image. But we begin by examining
32 See Dover (1980: 118) and Rowe (1998: 156).
33 PI. Smp. 193b.
34 See also Dover (1978: 23).
35 See above, p. 144-145.
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Xenophon’s Hippothous, whose portrayal of his love for Hyperanthes shows a 
consciousness of both the theoretical ideals of paederasty, and the practical realities 
of homosexual love.
Resisting the paederastic ideal?
It is recognised that the Greek novels privilege heterosexual relationships, and it has 
often been argued that Hippothous’ story stands as a negative contrast to that of 
Habrocomes and Anthia.36 I shall argue that it is possible to read Xenophon as 
valorising Hippothous and Hyperanthes’ relationship, and that any subordination is 
not o f homosexual to heterosexual, but of hierarchical or unequal to reciprocal: what 
Xenophon seems to devalue are unequal, hierarchical relationships, such as 
characterise the classical paederastic ideal. We observed in the Introduction that 
discourses of masculinity are only ever partially recoverable.37 This is especially so 
in the case of Xenophon, whose text raises more questions than it answers. We also 
noted that the disparity between ideals and reality may sometimes offer an 
opportunity for resistance.38 I suggest here that Xenophon may be viewed as 
resisting the classical, unequal paederastic ideal, and as promoting a model of 
homosexual love analogous to reciprocal, heterosexual relationships. While several 
Second Sophistic texts use lack of reciprocity as an argument against paederasty, 
they seem to see only two options: love of boys or love of women.39 Xenophon, by 
contrast, appears to advocate a third option: a reciprocal, equal homosexual 
relationship, unhampered by concerns over age and social hierarchy; where he does 
seem to endorse a relationship between an older and a younger male, he marks it out 
as different from classical-style paederasty, and more akin to reciprocal, 
heterosexual love.
But Xenophon’s characterisation of Hippothous is contradictory and fraught with 
inconsistencies. On the one hand, he is a loyal friend who respects Habrocomes’ 
marriage to Anthia,40 and certain vocabulary shared by his story and that of
36 Schmeling (1980: 54, 67-68); Konstan (1994a: 51; 1994b: 27, 48); O’Sullivan (1995: 52); 
Watanabe (2003a: 26ff.).
37 See above, p.8.
38 See above, p. 10.
39 We shall return intermittently to the debates on love in Plutarch, Ps.-Lucian, and Achilles Tatius, 
who all draw on arguments of this sort from a cultural store.
40 X. Eph. 5.9.13.
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Habrocomes and Anthia suggests that Xenophon wishes to put Hippothous’ love for 
Hyperanthes on a par with the heterosexual love of the hero and heroine.41 On the 
other, Hippothous is a bandit (always a semantically complex figure) with no 
compunctions about stringing up Anthia as a sacrifice to Ares or abandoning her to 
be mauled to death by dogs, and implicitly a coward, who throws away his weapons 
and flees from battle 42 This inconsistent characterisation may be a reflection of the 
wide variety of attitudes towards homosexuality that co-existed in the early centuries 
A.D., evidenced in the novels, in moralising texts like those of Plutarch, and in 
deliberately provocative epigrams like those of Strato. Or it may be the product of a 
tension between classical models and the prevailing norms of Xenophon’s own time. 
Xenophon may also be representative of the contradictory attitudes that might co­
exist not only within a single society, but within a single individual. Furthermore, 
we should consider the possibility that the text we now have is some form of 
epitome, or at least not the original work as Xenophon wrote it, and that its apparent 
inconsistencies may be the result of its adulteration. As a consequence of these 
inconsistencies, the suggestions I offer regarding Hippothous’ erotic relationships 
will necessarily be tentative.
Hippothous tells us that when young (v e o c  cov) ,43 he had fallen in love with a youth 
((iE ip aK io v ), Hyperanthes, having seen him wrestling in the gymnasium; unable to 
exercise karteria, he approached Hyperanthes at an all-night festival and begged his 
pity, which the youth duly granted, offering him kisses and touches at first. Thus far, 
we seem to be dealing with the paederastic ideal: an erastes approaches an 
erdmenos, having spotted him in the archetypal homoerotic context, and the 
erdmenos accepts him, without allowing the relationship to progress too quickly.
41 E.g. Hippothous states that he and Hyperanthes ‘were together for a long time, loving each other 
deeply’ (3.2.4: Ka'i XP°VC9 ouvrjpEv ttoAAgS, OTEpyovTSC dAAqAouc SiafopovTcoc): cf. Anthia’s 
use of the same words to acknowledge Habrocomes’ feelings (2.4.5: “exco pev” 4>qcnv, AppoKopq, 
xr|v euvoiov tt |v  or|v Koti OTspysaQai SiafopovTCJC utto oou ttettioteukg”). The use of OTEpyco 
and 5ia<J>Ep6vTcoc seems to analogise the two relationships.
42 Sacrifice: 2.13.1-2; dogs: 4.6.3; fleeing battle with weapons: 2.13.4; throwing away weapons and 
fleeing: 5.4.3. Hippothous’ violent and apparently cowardly behaviour might be attributed the literary 
characterisation of bandits as often brutal and lacking in true andreia (cf. Apuleius’ bandits (Met. 4), 
and the Boukoloi of Lollianus (B .l, Stephens & Winkler) and Achilles Tatius (3.15), who are 
murderous and cannibalistic); this is, however, complicated by Hippothous’ true status as elite male. 
On the figure of the bandit in relation to male sexual behaviour, see below, p.217.
43 X. Eph. 3.2.2ff. We are given no clear indication of Hippothous’ age, or of how far in the past we 
are to locate his relationship with Hyperanthes. Do the words veoc cov suggest that he is now 
somewhat more mature, or do they indicate that he is still young?
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But we are then presented with an interesting remark: the pair found an opportunity 
to be alone together kcu to Trjc qXm'ac aXXoic avuTTOTtTov fjv (‘and the fact of 
our age was unsuspicious to others’).44 This leaves the question of what that age 
might be. The awareness of the classical paederastic paradigm apparent in 
Hippothous’ description of the relationship prior to his reference to their age 
suggests that that reference also pertains to the paederastic ideal. If Hippothous and 
Hyperanthes were of different ages, they would conform to the paederastic model 
and an erotic relationship would thus be suspected. We must assume, therefore, that 
for their ages to be unsuspicious, the two young men must be approximate coevals.45 
Here we might think of Aeschines’ speech against Timarchus, where Aeschines 
stresses that Misgolas, with whom Timarchus lived, was not a friend of his father, 
nor his age-mate; had he been either of these things, the relationship would 
apparently not have been suspicious, but Misgolas’ status as an older man has the 
capacity to identify his relationship with Timarchus as erotic 46 While Hippothous’ 
initial description of the relationship suggests conformity to the ideal courtship roles 
of erastes and erdmenos, he and Hyperanthes are able to spend time together 
precisely because they do not conform to the age criteria of the paederastic ideal, 
and so do not arouse suspicion. The ideal thus ironically facilitates a non-conformist 
relationship, and yet the reference to suspicion suggests that they are obliged to hide 
the true nature of that relationship if they are to maintain it. The reference also 
implies that if they were of different ages they would be subject to some level of 
social scrutiny to ensure that they behaved according to the accepted norms of 
paederasty.
Xenophon’s inclusion in his novel of a same-sex, (probably) same-age sexual 
relationship must have held some level of plausibility with his audience, though 
perhaps also a sense of deviance: readers were surely aware that such relationships 
existed, but they were equally aware of the classical paederastic paradigm, even in
44 3.2.4, accepting Papanikolaou’s printing of Hemsterhuis’ emendation of the manuscript’s 
dAAqXoic to aXXoic: it makes no sense to think that the boys’ ages should be unsuspicious to each 
other.
45 The reference to age may possibly mean not that they were the same age, but that they were too 
young to arouse suspicion of a sexual relationship; this would then raise the question, ‘How young is 
too young’? This interpretation seems less likely.
46 Aeschin. 1.42. The reference also identifies Timarchus as the passive partner; the fact that 
Timarchus has deliberately sought out this role gives the observation of age difference its pejorative 
punch.
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the imperial period.47 Halperin (1990: 47) argues for a ‘twilight zone’ in sexual 
maturation, where erotic relations between coeval males occurred, but he states that 
even in such relationships one youth took a passive role and the other an active one, 
and that he knows of ‘no evidence suggesting that such lovers took turns or switched 
roles’ (ibid.).4* In a note, Halperin refers to Hippothous and Hyperanthes, remarking 
that the text makes it clear that only Hippothous experiences eros, prevailing upon 
Hyperanthes to pity him, and thus conforming, at least in outward appearance, to the 
conventional erastes!erdmenos pattern (ibid. 169, n.9). While I would agree that the 
pattern is evident at surface-level, I would hesitate to extend it any further. The 
narrative form of Hippothous’ story precludes access to Hyperanthes’ feelings:49 
Hippothous’ status as non-omniscient narrator does not allow us to assign 
exclusively active or passive roles to the participants. What is more, if  the 
relationship contravenes ideal paederastic age conventions, who knows what other 
conventions it may contravene? Konstan (1994b: 26ff.) reads Hyperanthes’ apparent 
passivity in everyday life and dependence upon Hippothous as the mark of an 
unequal relationship, but argues that Habrocomes’ passivity ‘is best understood as a 
function or condition o f ... equivalence’ with Anthia. He identifies Hippothous and 
Anthia as active and resourceful, but ignores the appearance of weakness or 
passivity in them.50 It seems to me, however, that Xenophon endeavours to present 
Hippothous and Hyperanthes as experiencing reciprocal, non-hierarchical love, on a 
par with that of the hero and heroine, in which both have periods of activity and 
passivity in their day-to-day life. While Xenophon clearly has knowledge of, and is 
influenced by, the paederastic ideal, he does not seem to wish the reader to identify
47 In the novels and elsewhere, engagement with texts such as Plato’s Symposium and Aeschines’ 
speech against Timarchus testifies to the era’s acute awareness of the model of older mw/es/younger 
erdmenos.
48 There is, however, an epigram attributed to Strato (who was famously enthused by boys) that, in an 
implicit analogy between humans and animals, refers to a tendency among young male dogs (oi 
k u v e o i  ttcoXoi) to mount each other and to alternate between the roles of active mounter and passive 
mounted. They are described as ‘playing the boy’, or ‘acting a youthful part’ (p E ip c tM E u o p E V O i), as if 
such behaviour is especially associated with youth (AP 12.238). Strato is not shy of self- 
contradiction: though advocating this behaviour here, at AP 12.245 he separates humans from 
animals by stating that humans are superior to beasts because they have invented buggery {cf. Ps.- 
Lucian Am. 36).
49 Yet see above, p. 171, n.41, for the suggestion that Hippothous, at least, thinks his feelings were 
reciprocated.
50 Both shed tears upon their first lovemaking (1.9.2, 3.2.4); Anthia waits in the bandits’ cave after 
killing Anchialus as she has no one to lead her (4.5.6; see above, p.106); and Hippothous flees from 
battle (see above, p. 171).
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Hippothous and Hyperanthes unequivocally with the sexual roles of erastes and 
erdmenos, or, more generally, as active and passive.
Hyperanthes’ premature death has been interpreted as a contrast to the happy ending 
of the story of Habrocomes and Anthia, as well as to the natural death in old age of 
Thelxinoe in Xenophon’s heterosexual inset tale.51 Klabunde (2001: 29) and 
Watanabe (2003a: 75) offer an alternative explanation for the premature death of an 
erdmenos, suggesting that death at the height of beauty leaves a lasting and 
aesthetically pleasing memory, while also obviating the difficulty of how the 
homosexual relationship would proceed once the two youths were grown men. This 
analysis, which I find convincing, suggests that Xenophon may be acknowledging a 
very real problem almost inevitably faced by those involved in loving homosexual 
relationships from the advent of the paederastic paradigm. While we have noted that 
the paradigm was undoubtedly an ideal rather than a universal reality, we have also 
seen from our examination of the novels’ construction of paideia and andreia that 
ideals of masculinity, and the ideology of which they form a part, could be 
extremely powerful and persuasive things: for the man who felt homosexual desire, 
the pressure to adhere to paederastic etiquette must have been intense. Hippothous 
and Hyperanthes have already transgressed social norms in terms of their age; 
Xenophon may perhaps reflect the cultural pressure of the paederastic ideal by 
killing off Hyperanthes before the relationship can further contravene paederastic
. 52nomoi.
We see a similar reflection o f such cultural pressure in Achilles Tatius’ portrayal of 
Cleinias and Menelaus, who, like Hippothous, lose their beloved peipaKia
51 See references at n.36, above. Watanabe (2003a: 76-77; 2003b: 13) notes a similarity between the 
circumstances of Hyperanthes’ death and the death of Hadrian’s young lover, Antinous; he does not 
note that if Xenophon was alluding to this historical incident, such an allusion would have 
consequences for his dating. However, potential death by shipwreck and drowning is a stock motif in 
the Greek novels, and may serve to draw an equivalence between Hippothous’ homosexual 
relationship and the heterosexual relationships of the genre’s heroes and heroines. Moreover, we have 
noted that Hippothous and Hyperanthes seem to be the same age, so their relationship is not 
paederastic in the way that Hadrian and Antinous’ relationship was.
52 In his Amatorius, Plutarch as interlocutor remarks that, in contrast to heterosexual pairings, there 
are few examples of long-lasting same-sex relationships (770c); he does not acknowledge the 
possible influence of the traditional paederastic model, which must surely have contributed to this 
dearth of examples: if it is not the done thing to continue a homosexual relationship beyond a certain 
age-boundary, then such a relationship will presumably either peter out or retreat underground, 
accounting for the shortage of overt instances -  indeed, as we have noted, Hippothous and 
Hyperanthes seem to have to hide their relationship.
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prematurely in tragic circumstances due, in part, to their own actions: Cleinias loses 
Charicles to the rampage of the horse he himself had given his beloved as a gift, and 
Menelaus loses his anonymous peipaKiov to his own spear, while attempting to save 
him from the charge o f a wild boar.53 Unlike Hippothous, Cleinias and Menelaus 
seem to conform to the paederastic model, yet in their cases too we find the 
homosexual relationships severed before the erdmenoi mature. Watanabe (2003b: 
13) argues that paederastic relationships ‘were bound to end with the physical 
maturation of the eromenoV, but Pausanias’ statement in Plato’s Symposium, that the 
highest form of boy-love is that commenced when the boy is beginning to mature, 
evidenced by the growth of facial hair,54 suggests that some such relationships did 
continue beyond that pivotal moment. However, the paederastic ideal seems to be 
conceived overwhelmingly as a rite of passage on the part of the erdmenos and an 
assertion of adult masculinity on the part of the erastes, and is thus perhaps 
culturally inscribed with a sense of loss and transience that is then reflected in the 
stories of doomed love affairs like those of Hippothous, Cleinias, and Menelaus.
Konstan (1994a: 51; 1994b: 27) has argued that Hippothous and Hyperanthes’ 
relationship is an unequal one, and that Hyperanthes’ failure to ward off 
Aristomachus’ advances is symptomatic of that inequality, contrasting with Anthia’s 
stalwart and repeated defence of her chastity. But Hyperanthes does attempt to resist 
Aristomachus, and it is the fact that he is still subject to the whims of his father that 
makes that resistance unsuccessful, rather than any inequality.55 It is Aristomachus
53 Ach.Tat. 1.12, 2.34.
54 See above, p. 168. Pausanias also states here that the age at which boys first grow beards is also the 
age at which they are beginning to develop their own minds; those who are attracted to boys of this 
age are drawn by heavenly love. Pausanias’ reference to the development of the mind might suggest 
boys who have reached an age at which they are capable of exercising some autonomy within a 
relationship, and thus of being more than passive receivers of an erastes’ attentions.
55 In fact, Hippothous’ narrative uses vocabulary which echoes that used by Anthia of Habrocomes’ 
feelings for her, seeming to analogise the homosexual relationship with the heterosexual (see also 
above, p. 171, n.41): Hyperanthes is said to resist Aristomachus’ advances because he feels euvoia for 
Hippothous (3.2.7); similarly, when suggesting to Habrocomes that he submit to Manto’s advances, 
Anthia refers to the euvoia he feels for her, Anthia (2.4.5), implying that, as in Hyperanthes’ case, it 
is that ‘good will’ that induces Habrocomes’ resistance to Manto. There is another possible 
explanation for Hyperanthes’ inability to preserve himself for Hippothous. Both this detail and the 
unhappy ending of the story may be intended to build tension, rather than to act as a counterpoint to 
the main story. Bartsch (1989) has argued that Achilles Tatius’ digressions guide the reader’s 
interpretation of the larger story, and often deliberately mislead. The two inset tales may be thought 
to serve a similar purpose: Hyperanthes’ powerlessness to preserve himself, together with his tragic 
death, all presented at the mid-point of the novel, could make the reader fear the same fate for 
Habrocomes and Anthia; likewise, the happier tale of Aegialeus and Thelxinoe, set near the novel’s
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himself -  the embodiment of hierarchical, unequal paederasty -  who signals the real 
inequality in Hippothous’ story, as Hyperanthes is effectively sold by his father to 
the Aoycov TEXViTqc.56 Aristomachus’ motives are clearly other than education, and 
his characterisation employs the familiar topos of the philosopher or teacher of 
rhetoric who abuses his position in order to advance a paederastic relationship with 
his young and sexually-vulnerable charges. Plutarch’s Daphnaeus, for example, 
claims that paederasty disguises itself as philosophy, while Petronius’ Eumolpus 
bears this out by feigning disgust at homosexual love so as to be entrusted with the 
education of his host’s beautiful son, and thus have the opportunity to sleep with 
him.57 Aristomachus keeps Hyperanthes locked away, another stock motif used to 
symbolise love that is not reciprocated.58 In short, all that may be thought negative 
about classical paederasty is figured in Aristomachus: it is hierarchical, unreciprocal, 
and its structure facilitates the abuse of power.
Compelled by love to follow Hyperanthes to Byzantium, Hippothous neglects his 
own affairs at Perinthus.59 Edwards (1993: 85) has noted that imperial Roman texts 
often portrayed as effeminate any man distracted from his public responsibilities by 
private erotic desires, or considered to be excessively fond even of his wife. But we 
do not have to assume that Xenophon intends us to read Hippothous as effeminate. 
Hippothous in fact behaves in a way characteristic of besotted heterosexual lovers in 
the novels, again seeming to assimilate heterosexual and homosexual love, and 
emphasising strength of feeling: on falling for Callirhoe, Chaereas lets his usual 
pursuits lapse, while Dionysius, grieving for his dead wife, confines himself to the
climax, leaves a clue as to the actual outcome. As well as being analogous in the narrative purpose 
they serve, the two inset tales are also analogous in their strength of feeling: Hippothous’ love for 
Hyperanthes is so enduring that he builds a tomb for him at the close of the novel (5.15.4), and 
Aegialeus’ love for Thelxinoe so much so that he embalms her (5.1.10).
56 3.2.8.
57 Plu. Amatoriw  752a; Petr. 85ff.; see also Ps.-Lucian Am. 23-24, where Charicles mocks 
philosophers who claim to love only the souls of boys. The formula runs both ways: Aeschines 
presents Timarchus, ever-desirous of the passive sexual role, as prostituting himself while posing as a 
student in order to cloak his activities (Aeschin. 1.40); this will be relevant when we come to examine 
Thersander later in the chapter.
58 X. Eph. 3.2.8: TTapaAa[3cov 6e auxov xa pev Trpcoxa KaxcxK Aeiotov eIx ;^ cf. Thisbe’s statement 
in a letter to Cnemon that Thermouthis is keeping her locked up: KOcpE KaxaKAEiaac exei (Hid. 
2.10.2); and Sosthenes’ proposition that Leucippe be kept locked up so that Thersander can take 
advantage of her: e’i OeAeic, KaxaKAEiaac auxf|v (J>uAd£co ooi, coc utto oo'i yEvoixo (Ach. Tat. 
6.3.6). The impression o f Hyperanthes as a prisoner is given again at 3.2.9: Hippothous is unable to 
spend much time with him because he is constantly being watched.
59 3.2.9: EiTTopriv Kayco, ttccvxcov Kaxa4>povpaac xcov EpauxoO ...
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house, ignoring his political duties in the city;60 there is no indication in either case 
that the lover is in any way less masculine for failing to perform his accustomed 
public functions on account of love.61 The subsequent scenario of Hippothous and 
Hyperanthes’ elopement by night is later replicated in the story of Aegialeus and 
Thelxinoe, and both Hyperanthes and Thelxinoe are presented by the narrators as 
having agreed in advance to the proposed plan;62 in both cases the consent of the 
beloved suggests an equality of mind and desire.
Watanabe (2003a: 86; 2003b: 9-10, 14) observes that Hippothous’ murder of 
Aristomachus equates him with historical tyrannicides valorised in the Greek literary 
tradition, thus legitimising what is essentially an illegal act. This is a convincing 
argument, although I would suggest that Hippothous’ enraged response to the sight 
of another man in bed with his beloved also parallels Chaereas’ reaction to 
Callirhoe’s alleged adultery: as we saw in Chapter 1, Chaereas’ attack on Callirhoe 
is precipitated by anger, and Hippothous too is said to be ‘filled with anger’.63 We 
also saw that Chaereas’ violence might be countenanced as the legitimate reaction of 
a cuckolded husband, avenging himself against another’s insult.64 Might we see 
Hippothous’ violence in the same light, as reasonable in view of the offence he feels 
he has suffered? If his love for Hyperanthes may be read as the homosexual 
analogue of that between Habrocomes and Anthia, Aegialeus and Thelxinoe, or 
Chaereas and Callirhoe, it is worthy of the same protection; Hippothous thus 
avenges himself on an adulterer in an appropriate manner, asserting his masculinity 
in the mould o f both classical tyrannicide and wounded novelistic lover.65 Watanabe 
(2003a: 58, n.74)66 notes that Hippothous here refers to Hyperanthes as ttcxTc , while
60 Chariton 1.1.9-10; 2.1.1. See also Ach. Tat. 1.7.2: Cleitophon has previously teased Cleinias for 
neglecting his own affairs for love of Charicles; now that he himself is experiencing love, he is no 
longer able to mock his cousin.
61 With this we might contrast the Roman elegists, who knowingly project as mollis the abdication of 
public duties in favour of a life of love.
62 3.2.10; 5.1.7.
63 3.2.10: opyrjc ttAtioSeic ...
64 See above, p.82.
65 Similarities may also be noted between Chaereas’ response to his apparent murder of the innocent 
Callirhoe, and the reactions of Cleinias and Menelaus to the deaths of their beloveds: both Cleinias 
and Menelaus blame themselves, and like Chaereas, Menelaus begs the court to put him to death, but 
receives pity (Chariton 1.5.4ff.; Ach. Tat. 1.14, 2.34.6). Furthermore, like the heterosexual lovers, 
Leucippe and Cleitophon, Charicles appears to be considering nocturnal elopement as a means of 
avoiding an unwanted marriage: his enigmatic statement ‘ TToAAa 5 e  av ysvoixo Kai ev v u k t 'i pi a ’ 
(1.8.10) seems to suggest that the cover of darkness may provide an escape.
66 See also 2003a: 68, 85.
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he had earlier called him psipcxKiov, and this, for him, symbolises inequality, such 
that ‘Hyperanthes has slid down the scale of masculinity’. However, the use of ttcoc 
seems to me intended to spell out the nature of the relationship between Hyperanthes 
and Aristomachus: Hippothous does not mean to slur Hyperanthes’ masculinity, but 
to make explicit the fact that Aristomachus has taken him as his boy lover. A 
homosexual or paederastic relationship between two willing participants who love 
each other equally is a positive thing, but here Hyperanthes is an unwilling pais. The 
inequality and lack of reciprocity in this new relationship stands in stark contrast 
with the kind of love we have heard described as existing between Hippothous and 
Hyperanthes.
We have observed several parallels between Hippothous’ story and those of 
Habrocomes and Anthia, and Aegialeus and Thelxinoe, and suggested that such 
parallels may be thought to analogise reciprocal homosexual and heterosexual love. 
Of course, given that Hippothous’ love for Hyperanthes is narrated by Hippothous 
himself, we might argue that it is in his interest to portray himself as a romantic hero 
on a par with his heterosexual counterparts. But other parts of the text suggest that 
we should read Hippothous’ story as part of the imperial debate -  engaged in also by 
Achilles, Plutarch, Ps.-Lucian, and Longus, as we shall see -  which negotiated the 
relationship between homosexual and heterosexual erotics. Having heard Aegialeus’ 
story, Habrocomes states that he has learned (pepdSqKa) that true love (epcoc 
dAqSivoc) has no boundary of age (opov qXiKiac),67 meaning that it is everlasting, 
but also perhaps that anyone of any age can feel true love, and can feel it fo r  anyone 
of any age.68 At the end of the novel, Xenophon refers to Hippothous’ building of a 
tomb for Hyperanthes: although Hippothous has found a new love with 
Cleisthenes,69 his feelings for Hyperanthes endure.70 We are clearly intended to 
relate Aegialeus’ story to that of Hippothous, and both of those to that of 
Habrocomes. Habrocomes’ use of qAnaa after hearing of Aegialeus’ love for 
Thelxinoe acts as a connector between all three stories, for we earlier heard
67 5.1.12.
68 Cf. Anthia’s perplexity at falling in love with Habrocomes at such a young age: TrapSevoc Trap’ 
rjXiKiav spco (1.4.6); in the same short soliloquy she questions where will be the limit (opoc) of her 
desire (1.4.7).
69 Which we shall consider shortly.
70 He also keeps a lock of Hyperanthes’ hair (3.3.3).
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Hippothous use the same word in relation to Hyperanthes. There we saw that 
Hippothous (and so Xenophon) was conscious of the significance of age in 
homosexual relationships. If we relate Habrocomes’ comment to Hippothous’ story, 
it could be taken as a contestation by Xenophon (through his character) of some of 
the cultural constraints imposed on paederastic love, or indeed on any form of love: 
a love that is dictated by boundaries of age does not qualify as ‘true love’; whether 
love is homosexual or heterosexual, what matters is that it is reciprocal and non- 
hierarchical. But we shall see later that although Xenophon might here be thought to 
reject the importance of age boundaries, he elsewhere strongly underpins culturally- 
determined elements of masculinity.
In the introduction to this chapter we noted both Richlin’s belief that fixed sexual 
preferences were recognised in Graeco-Roman antiquity, and Thorp’s contestation 
of Foucault’s argument that definable sexualities did not exist in the ancient world.71 
At first glance Xenophon’s narrative would seem to contradict this notion of fixed 
sexuality, as Hippothous is involved in a variety of relationships with both males 
and females, all of which potentially contain a sexual element: when we first meet 
him, he appears to be attracted to Habrocomes; he then relates his love for 
Hyperanthes; following his separation from Habrocomes he marries an elderly 
woman and later makes sexual overtures to Anthia; and finally he settles down with 
the young Cleisthenes. However, I would argue that despite this seeming fluidity of 
sexual preference, Hippothous in fact provides an example of a man with a fixed 
sexuality, whose relationships with women are merely performances of expected or 
necessary roles.
The first of these relationships with women is the result of constraint: a lack of 
resources forces Hippothous to marry an elderly woman who has fallen in love with 
him.72 We might be reminded here of the words of Plato’s Aristophanes, stating that 
some men would really rather spend their lives with males, but are forced to marry 
by social duress.73 Hippothous marries not out of conformity to societal pressure to 
procreate, but in response to the immediate need to support himself; he is bound not
71 See above, p. 162-163 and p. 167.
72 5.9.1.
73 See also Protogenes’ words at Plu. Amatorins 750c, and the references above, p. 167, n.22.
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by the demands of the life of an elite male, but by those of a life of brigandage, and 
is quite capable of performing the role of heterosexual male as a means o f legacy- 
hunting. In the final book Hippothous is said to fall for Anthia. While this might be 
thought to denote the absence of a fixed sexuality, one could argue that it in fact 
serves to emphasise the heroine’s beauty: she is so beautiful that even Hippothous -  
until now a lover of males -  is won over. Konstan (1994b: 38, 41) sees a uniformity 
in Xenophon’s depiction of love: taking the pirates Corymbus and Euxeinus as 
examples, he argues that Xenophon does not divide erotic sentiment into sexual 
desire and more profound attraction, and that he tends to present rivals as motivated 
by love (Ipcoc), rather than by lust (ETTiOupia); ETn0u|Jia, Konstan argues, is merely 
a consequence of Epcoc, and ‘everyone who conceives a passion for Habrocomes or 
Anthia appears to be moved by erds> {ibid. 42). Yet Konstan can only make these 
claims by not taking into account the language used of Hippothous’ feelings for 
Anthia,74 which differs significantly from that used when others fall in love with 
Anthia or Habrocomes, and also from that used when Hippothous describes his 
feelings for Hyperanthes:
... ek Si ttJc Ka0q|jEpivrjc auv if) Kopq SiaiTqc e’ic ETTi0upiav ’Av0iac 
kcc'i * Itttto0ooc IpxETai Kcxi cjuveA0e?v e[3oijAeto kcc'i ttoAAoc uTnaxveTTai 
aim).
... and through day-to-day living with the girl, Hippothous too entered upon 
a desire for Anthia, wanted to have sex with her, and promised her many 
things (X. Eph. 5.9.11).
Neither the verb Ipaco nor the noun Ipcoc is ever used of Hippothous’ inclinations 
towards Anthia: he responds to her only with EiriOupia, which marks him out 
radically from every other rival. Is Xenophon deliberately employing the language 
of ETTiOupia rather than Ipcoc because he wishes his readers to interpret 
Hippothous’ desire as of a different breed from the novel’s other love rivals? It is 
also worth asking what the import of the words ‘kcc'i IttttoOo o c ’ might be. Is it 
simply that Hippothous is just another in a long line of admirers? Or might it carry 
the sense of ‘even Hippothous’, implying that Anthia’s beauty and nature are such
74 His feelings are in fact glossed over with one sentence (1994b: 45).
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that even someone devoted to the love of males might have his head turned?75 
Certainly, the language chosen casts some doubt on Konstan’s arguments: 
Hippothous seems at this point to feel no more than lust for Anthia, and to desire no 
more than sex, and his promises are made with a view to sweet-talking her into bed. 
But these feelings are apparently ephemeral and easily forgotten, for as soon as he 
learns that Anthia is Habrocomes’ wife, he abandons his iiriOupia and assists her in 
recovering her husband. The fleeting and crush-like nature of his ETTiSupi a  might be 
taken as an indication that his more profound homosexual feelings are in fact 
evidence of a fixed sexuality.
The suggestion of a fixed homosexual disposition brings us to Hippothous’ other 
relationships with males. His initial meeting with Habrocomes has been thought 
indicative of homosexual attraction, but the scene is far from simple, and appears to 
invite several interpretations. Hippothous calls Habrocomes kcxAoc and avSptKOC, 
and seems to be expressing erotic appreciation of his youthful beauty.76 Schmeling 
(1980: 52) states that ‘when Hippothous (the older man) meets Habrocomes (a 
youth) ..., they strike up a very natural homosexual relationship, temporary in 
nature, and aberrant from Habrocomes’ natural instincts, but not from Hippothous’, 
as the story will illustrate’. Schmeling sees between Hippothous and Habrocomes a 
sexual paederastic relationship which remains unnarrated ‘because [Xenophon] 
supposes that every reader will understand what is happening’ {ibid.). The text as it 
stands does not allow us to assume this.77 The most we can say is that Hippothous 
appears to find Habrocomes physically attractive, perhaps because his youthful 
beauty reminds him of his lost love, Hyperanthes.78 But might we also see 
something rather sinister in Hippothous’ approach to Habrocomes? Habrocomes 
encounters a man who is possibly older than him, is specifically said to be armed 
( cottAiomevco), and who runs to him (TTpOTpexsi), greets or embraces him 
(()>iAo(J)pov£?Tai), asks him -  possibly with a sense of necessity or compulsion
75 Cf. Hid. 8.9.4, where beauty and nobility are capable of moving even barbarians to pity, and 8.13.2, 
where the eunuch Euphrates similarly experiences a change of heart towards Theagenes and 
Charicleia as a result of their looks and characters.
76 2.14.2.
77 Watanabe (2003b: 25) considers Hippothous to be attracted to Habrocomes, but does not see a 
sexual relationship between the two.
78 Hippothous keeps a lock of Hyperanthes’ hair as a memento: perhaps Habrocomes (‘pretty hair’) 
does indeed remind him of his beloved.
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(S s T tc x i)  -  to join him on his travels, and praises his looks;79 Habrocomes keeps 
quiet about his reason for being on the road, agrees to join Hippothous, apparently 
under duress (a v a y k c x ^ o v T i t c o  ' I t t t t o 0 o c o ) ,  and the two then swear oaths to co­
operate in brigandage (a u v E p y q a E iv  te  kcci o u A A q ^ E aO ai).80 The particular 
language used here seems to suggest an intimidating older man press-ganging a 
youth into joining him, and thus beginning to replenish his gang.81 We shall observe 
that once the heroes of the novels have fallen for the heroines, they are no longer 
eligible for homosexual relationships; this alone makes a relationship between 
Hippothous and Habrocomes unlikely. If we are correct to see Xenophon as 
valorising reciprocal homosexual relationships, it seems even more unlikely given 
the sense of coercion in Hippothous’ approach to Habrocomes. By this point in the 
narrative, the reader has already been given to understand that participation in a 
paederastic relationship would jeopardise Habrocomes’ masculinity,82 which is here 
stressed by Hippothous’ use of the word cxvSpiKOC. Burg ( 1 9 8 4 )  has shown that 
homosexual behaviour was common among brigand groups in the seventeenth 
century. If the figure of the bandit with homosexual proclivities was also a familiar 
one to readers of the imperial period, whether from life or merely as a literary 
stereotype,83 then the mere suggestion of Hippothous’ sexual attraction to 
Habrocomes might be sufficient to serve the literary purpose of provoking a fear in 
the reader’s mind for the integrity of the hero’s masculinity, thus increasing 
suspense.
Upon the death of his elderly wife, Hippothous becomes the beneficiary of a large 
inheritance, and is motivated by a desire to recover Habrocomes, with whom he
79 Hippothous’ homosexual inclinations seem to drive him in his efforts to reconstitute his brigand 
gang: as well as praising Habrocomes on his looks, at 3.1.2 he is again on the look-out for 
VEaviOKOuc aKpct^ovTac to add to his force.
80 2.14.1-4.
81 This sense of threat, followed by a transition to friendship and benefaction, fits the generic pattern 
evidenced by characters such as Dorcon and Gnathon in Longus, Thyamis in Heliodorus, and 
Xenophon’s own Lampon.
82 This is the message conveyed by the Corymbus episode (2.1.3), which we shall examine shortly. 
Habrocomes’ violent reaction to Corymbus’ advances complicates immeasurably Schmeling’s 
assumption of a sexual relationship between the hero and Hippothous.
83 It is not clear whether brigands were commonly stereotyped as homosexual, though Xenophon’s 
casting of both Hippothous and Corymbus as such might suggest that he was drawing on a 
recognisable type. Whether or not brigands were presented as paederasts, the sources certainly 
present paederasty as a figurative form of brigandage: see, e.g., Plu. Amatorius 75Id, where 
Daphnaeus argues that paederasty without a boy’s consent involves ‘force and brigandage’ ((3(ac ... 
K ai Xer|Xaaiac).
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hopes to share ‘his whole life and his possessions’.84 Immediately thereafter we are 
introduced to Cleisthenes, an elite peipcxK iov whom Hippothous takes with him to 
Italy, and who is said to be able to share Hippothous’ possessions on account of his 
good looks.85 Xenophon seems to be making an equation between Hippothous’ 
feelings for Habrocomes and his feelings for Cleisthenes. This equation also extends 
to his feelings for Hyperanthes: Hippothous refers to both Habrocomes and 
Hyperanthes as (Jm At c c t e , and Habrocomes, Hyperanthes, and Cleisthenes are each 
said to be a p E ip a x io v  and to be kcxAoc.86 It seems that in Habrocomes and 
Cleisthenes, Hippothous is reminded of, and seeks a replacement for, his true love 
Hyperanthes.87 Cleisthenes’ abrupt introduction gives pause for thought: has 
Hippothous been conducting a relationship with him while married to the elderly 
woman? Ogden (1996: 110) argues that paederasty did not necessarily cease upon 
the marriage of one of the partners, as the traditional paederastic model tends to 
assume;88 perhaps Hippothous has been finding a sexual outlet with Cleisthenes 
while awaiting the death of a woman whom only financial constraints forced him to 
marry. O’Sullivan (1995: 49) considers that Cleisthenes’ first appearance clearly 
marks him out as Hippothous’ lover; an erotic undercurrent certainly seems implied 
by the reference to Cleisthenes’ beauty, which, as we have seen, echoes Hippothous’ 
compliment to Habrocomes, and his description of Hyperanthes. On Rhodes, 
Hippothous and Cleisthenes are said to rest together after the long reunion 
celebrations, and the impression given is very much of three couples: Leucon and
84 5.9.2: t o G  (M od  t t o v t o c  K a i  t c o v  K T T m a x c o v .
85 5.9.3: K a i  T r a v T c o v  p e te T x e  t c o v  ' I ttttoGoou  K T r m a x c o v ,  k oXoc c ov .
86 O i X t o t e :  3.2.15, 3.3.2; pEipcxKiov/KaXoc: 2.14.2, 3.2.2, 5.9.3.
87 Alvares (1995: 403) views Hippothous’ desire to share his life with Habrocomes as a desire for a 
particular type of life: that of respectable elite male; for Alvares this marks a point of progress in 
Hippothous’ rehabilitative journey, during which he comes full-circle from respectable elite male, 
through violent bandit, and back to respectable elite male.
88 The sources conflict on whether homosexual relationships ceased at marriage: Callirhoe suggests 
that Chaereas’ erastai might have taken umbrage at his marriage, implying that any paederastic 
liaisons in which he may have been involved had terminated at the point of wedlock (Chariton 1.3.6); 
similarly, Pisias, one of Bacchon’s suitors in Plutarch’s Amatorius, reacts negatively to Bacchon’s 
imminent marriage (749e); and, as we shall see shortly, Achilles Tatius’ Cleinias is anguished at the 
fact that Charicles’ father has arranged a marriage for him (Ach. Tat. 1.8), suggesting that it may 
oblige them to end their relationship. A (deliberately transgressive?) epigram attributed to Strato, 
however, implies that marriage was not necessarily an impediment to homosexual love: ‘Now thou 
art fair, Diodorus, and ripe for lovers, but even if thou dost marry, we shall not abandon thee’ (AP 
12.9; Loeb trans.).
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Rhode, Hippothous and the young and beautiful Cleisthenes, and Habrocomes and 
Anthia.89
At the end of the novel the group returns to Ephesus, but the final line on 
Hippothous’ relationship with Cleisthenes is damaged: ‘Kai t o v  KAeioOevti TTa<?5a 
TTOiqaapEvoc o ' I t t > t t 6 0 o o c \90 The phrase iraTSa etto ieT to  is used of Araxus’ 
treatment of Habrocomes,91 providing a precedent for the supplement conjectured by 
editors for the gap in the line on Hippothous and Cleisthenes. That supplement is 
usually taken to mean that Hippothous adopts or looks upon Cleisthenes as a son. A 
father-son relationship would depend upon Hippothous’ earlier words, v e o c  cov, 
meaning that he is now older -  old enough to be thought of as father to a pEipcicKiov. 
Such a relationship also implies that although Xenophon might resist the hierarchical 
aspects of paederasty, he feels the pressure of certain of its protocols, such as the 
ending of the homosexual relationship before maturity, as we have observed in the 
story of Hyperanthes. But the use of TTaic here may be somewhat loaded, as we saw 
it to be in the Aristomachus episode. If it is correct to interpret Tra75a TToiqaapEVOC 
as signifying an adoption,92 then Hippothous may be using the appearance of a 
father-son bond as a cover for prolonging what has begun as a paederastic 
relationship.93 Konstan (1994b: 39) states that the adoption ‘marks the termination 
of the pederastic relationship’,94 though I am not sure that we can be so confident, 
especially in view of the sense Xenophon has given shortly before of three couples. 
The ‘adoption’ of Cleisthenes -  if this is what it is -  enables Hippothous to 
circumvent paederastic age protocols, and to continue a loving relationship neatly 
analogous to those of Habrocomes and Anthia, and Leucon and Rhode. In contrast to 




92 It may not be necessary to read the phrase in this way. It may instead indicate that Hippothous now 
considers Cleisthenes his pais, his boy lover, where up to this point the relationship was perhaps 
romantic, but not yet sexual.
931 would not want to suggest that this applies also to Araxus and Habrocomes, but rather that when 
the context is clearly paederastic, it is very difficult to read the word ttcxTc without homosexual 
overtones; cf. the use of ttcuc in Longus’ Gnathon episode (4.12.3), to which we shall return later.
94 Konstan does not acknowledge the uncertain nature of the text here. Watanabe (2003a: 86-87) is 
more cautious, but he does not note the damage to the text either.
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Hyperanthes, Cleisthenes is a replacement for, and reminder of, the true love 
Hippothous had, and still has, for Hyperanthes.95
The Platonic Aristophanes’ creation myth suggests that we are all seeking the same 
thing in a sexual partner: a symbolic substitute for a part of ourselves that we have 
lost. In attaching himself to Habrocomes and subsequently adopting Cleisthenes, 
Hippothous seems to be seeking something similar: a surrogate for an original and 
true love. His enduring love for Hyperanthes appears to confirm Thorp’s belief that 
Greek sexuality could be profound and like our own. The expediency of his 
marriage, and the apparent superficiality and ephemerality of his attraction to 
Anthia, only make Hippothous’ feelings for males seem more profound and more 
like a fixed sexuality. Hippothous may be emblematic of a contemporary struggle to 
reconcile classical conceptions of sexual desire -  wherein the erotic appeal of both 
boys and women is appreciated, and the paederastic ideal is powerful -  with the 
emergence of more fixed (or at least less fluid) sexual dispositions. We now move 
on to explore the self-positioning of Achilles Tatius’ characters, which also seems to 
suggest the recognition of more fixed sexual categories.
Performing sexual identities. 
Repath (Forthcoming a: Chapter 2) observes that Achilles’ novel deliberately draws 
attention to its Platonic models and presents the reader ‘with characters playing 
Platonic roles in a Platonic setting’. This text, in other words, is defined by 
performance and role-play. In the context of homosexuality, the most obvious 
example of such performance, especially in a Platonic sense, is the debate on love in 
Book 2. We shall examine that shortly, but first we must consider the groundwork 
for it, which is laid in Book 1 when Cleitophon asks his cousin Cleinias for advice
95 The fact that Xenophon seems to make Hippothous the subject of his final words is interesting in 
itself: are Hippothous and his relationship as important to the author as the hero and heroine? Another 
question the text raises (but does not enable us to answer) is whether the names of Xenophon’s 
homosexual characters have any significance, and how this might fit his overall aims. When the 
reader meets Hippothous, he has twice heard Habrocomes refer to homosexual sex with the verb 
UTroTi'Oripi (2.1.3-4: uttoQco, UTroQei'qv); as well as meaning ‘swift horse’, might the name IttttoGooc 
also suggest homosexual sex? As we noted earlier (see above, p.168, n.30), Cleisthenes was the name 
of an effeminate lampooned in several of Aristophanes’ plays, which the educated reader would 
surely have known. Is Xenophon’s positive portrayal of Cleisthenes’ relationship with Hippothous an 
attempt to rehabilitate this figure; or is his choice of a name suggestive of effeminacy merely one of 
the many inconsistencies of Xenophon’s text; or is the name of no significance at all? Hagg (2004 
(1971)) is of no help on this matter.
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on how best to approach Leucippe. As Cleinias is about to address the problem, his 
beloved Charicles bursts in to report that his father is planning to many him to a rich 
but ugly girl.96 Charicles’ dramatic opening statement, “Oi'xopai 0 0 1 ” (“I am dead 
to you”), and Cleinias’ equally dramatic reaction, suggest that they see themselves 
as classical paederasts whose relationship will be ended by marriage; but Cleinias 
urges Charicles to defy the ideal of progression from the role of erdmenos to that of 
erastes in marriage by refusing the proposed match.97 Cleinias and Charicles 
perform the stock roles of innocent men brought low by the evils of women, and 
Cleinias’ use of literary quotations and references to poetry and the stage identify his 
words as part of a self-conscious performance.98 While hating the female sex as a 
matter of principle, both men seem able to appreciate female beauty, considering the 
evil of women to be somewhat mitigated by a tolerable outward form.99 But an 
appreciation of female beauty does not equate to sexual attraction towards women. 
Cleinias and Charicles seem rather to provide examples of men with fixed 
sexualities: like those descended from double-males in Aristophanes’ creation myth, 
they would rather not marry at all, but if social duress constrains them to, a wife who 
is pleasant to look at can soften the blow.
While Cleinias is content to be a metaphorical slave to paederastic pleasure, he sees 
marriage to a woman as true slavery, and urges Charicles to avoid it at all costs.100 
He objects not only to the marriage per se, but also to the fact that Charicles is 
forced to marry at such a young age (rapov ... q5q aoi 5i'5coaiv o ncxTqp;):101 now 
is the time for him to play the role of erdmenos, not husband,102 and if he marries 
young, the flower of his youth and beauty will be lost:
. . .  pq§E t o  a v 0 o c  irp o  K aipou  Trjc q P q c  aTroXEoqc’ n p o c  y a p  to T c  
a X X oic  Kai t o u t ’ I o t i  t o u  y a p o u  t o  a T u x q p c r  p a p a iv E i Tqv aK pqv. pq, 
S e o p a i, X ap iK X sic , pqiTco p o i p a p a v O q c  pq TrapaScpc Eupop<f>ov 
T p u y q a a i p o 5 o v  dpop<|>cp yE copyco.
96 Charicles is being sold into an erotic relationship by his father in much the same way as 
Hyperanthes is sold to Aristomachus.
97 Ach. Tat. 1.8.1.
98 Or at least a self-conscious performance by Cleitophon, who narrates the incident.
99 They both refer to the prospect o f marriage as doubly negative if the woman is ugly: 1.7.4, 1.8.8.
100 1.7.2; 1.8.9.
101 1.8. 1.
102 We shall see a similar argument in Euxeinus’ approach to Habrocomes on Corymbus’ behalf.
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... do not destroy the flower of youth before its time; for on top of all the 
rest, marriage has this misfortune too: it withers the bloom of vigour. Do not 
wither yet, Charicles, I beg you; do not give away a fair rose to be picked by 
an ugly farmer (Ach. Tat. 1.8.9).
Cleinias’ words invert gender roles, playing on the topos of heterosexual sex as 
agriculture, and the virgin wife as soil to be ploughed, fertilised, and harvested by 
her farmer-husband.103 Here, however, the bride-to-be is the farmer who will harvest 
the virgin rose.104 Catullus constructs a similar inversion, comparing his love for his 
mistress to a flower cut down by a passing plough; he toys with the traditional use of 
ploughing as a metaphor for sexual penetration, reversing the genders of the parties 
involved, so that his mistress becomes the ploughman and he the flower cut down: 
suffering for a woman’s sake detracts from masculinity.105 Likewise, Cleinias 
presents marriage as an act that will feminise Charicles: it will terminate the 
androcentric role of erdmenos, forcing Charicles to assume a subordinate and thus 
feminised role in relation to his moneyed wife, who will effectively control her 
newly-enslaved husband. Plutarch’s Pisias and Protogenes express the same fear for 
the young Bacchon: should he marry the wealthy Ismenodora, he will be feminised 
by her wealth, which confers upon her a symbolic masculinity.106 Similarly, in the 
Ps.-Lucianic Amores we again find the idea that paederasty enhances the masculinity 
of its practitioner, while a preference for women works to the detriment of gender: 
the paederast Callicratidas is hypermasculine, excelling in all spheres of male public 
life, while Charicles’ orientation towards women feminises him, leading even to his 
use of cosmetics, a distinctly feminine practice.107 But with these views we may 
contrast the equally common perception of paederasty as an effeminate pursuit. As 
we noted in the introduction to this chapter, paederasty -  and especially the role of 
erdmenos -  walked a fine line between masculinity and effeminacy.108 Plutarch’s 
Daphnaeus, for example, thinks that paederastic relations engaged in willingly are
103 The examples from classical texts are too numerous to mention here; for references see DuBois 
(1988: 39ff., 65ff.).
104 In the debate in Book 2 Menelaus also equates the beauty of the erdmenos to a rose (2.36.2); there 
is often an inherent sexual innuendo in references to the ‘flower of youth’: for a good example see 
Ps.-Lucian Am. 53.
105 Catul. 11.21-24; see Williams (1999: 155). Cf. Virgil’s use of the Catullan simile, this time in a 
paederastic context, of the death of Nisus’ beloved, Euryalus (A. 9.435ff.).
106 Plu. Amatorius 752e ff. See also 750f-751b: passion for women constitutes ‘an effeminate and 
bastard love’ (0fjAuv Kai vo0ov), belongs to the women’s quarters, and pursues xd  paX0aKa.
107 Ps.-Lucian Am. 9, 29,38-41; see Halperin (1994: 27).
108 See above, p. 168-169.
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‘effeminate and womanish’ ( c ju v  paAaiaa Ka'i 0r|XuTr)Ti), and Ps.-Lucian’s 
Charicles considers passive homosexual sex to have a feminising effect 
(0r|XuvEO0ai).109 Even Cleitophon himself may insinuate that paederasty is 
effeminate. In narrating his arrival at Cleinias’ house after almost being caught in 
flagrante delicto by Leucippe’s mother, he states -  for no obvious reason -  that 
Cleinias’ bedroom is upstairs ( e v  uffEpcoco yap  t o v  0aXapov eTxe): upstairs was 
the usual location of women’s rooms.110
The contentious relationship between paederasty and heterosexual love is again 
raised by the advice Cleinias offers his younger cousin. The fact that Cleitophon 
happily seeks heterosexual erotic advice from a paederast suggests that he considers 
heterosexual and homosexual love to be homogeneous in their principles.111 
However, the debate in Book 2 seeks to differentiate between boys and women as 
love objects: it seems that while proponents of paederastic and heterosexual love 
might agree that the erotic theory is the same in each case, the aesthetic value of 
erotic practice in each case causes disagreement. Although ostensibly offering 
advice on heterosexual courtship, Cleinias’ words are in fact instructive on the 
subject of paederasty, for they are prefixed by the statement that shame affects boys 
and girls in the same way,112 and may thus be taken as consonant with his approach 
to boy-love: Cleinias is merely grafting his experience with boys onto a heterosexual 
context.113 Even if the object of desire returns the lover’s interest, he says, she (he) 
does not want it expressed aloud; she (he) will tolerate the initial advances of the 
lover as he tests the water, but blunt attempts will induce her (him) to feel shame; 
the best course of action is a softly-softly approach, followed by a tentative kiss,
109 Amatorius 751d-e; Am. 28. Plato knowingly has the effeminate and homosexually-inclined 
Agathon eulogise the innate softness of Eros and his preference for all things paXaicoc (PI. Smp. 
195e-196b: Agathon uses paXaKoc and its cognates six times).
1.0 2.26.1. LSJs.v. UTTspcoov; cf. Chariton 2.11.1. It might be argued that this seemingly superfluous 
detail is intended by Cleitophon as testimony to the authenticity of his narrative; however, if  it is right 
to see an insinuation of effeminacy in it, it also prepares the ground for him to initiate the debate at 
the end of the book with the statement that he does not understand the preference for boys.
1.1 Klabunde (2001: 31-32) makes the same observation. Cleinias is not said to have any sexual 
experience with women: he is Ipcoxi teteXeo |jevoc, but pEipaidou 5 e o Ipcoc fiv (1.7.1); Cleitophon 
also considers him an apxaiOTEpoc puoxr|C and ouvri0EOTEpoc rj5r] rrj teXett) t o G 0eou (1.9.7), 
but none of this is indicative of personal experience with women; even his tirade against women is 
drawn not from experience but from poetry (1.8.4).
1.2 1.10.3.
1.3 Klabunde (2001: 29-31) also notes that Cleinias’ advice is founded on a paederastic model. 
Cleinias’ use of paXax0E«r| (1.9.6) and paX0aKcoTEpov (1.10.7) taps into the discourse of softness 
vs. manliness mentioned above.
which the eager beloved may read as encouragement, or the more reluctant as a form 
of supplication; even a willing beloved may wish to appear to have been coerced 
into submission, in order to maintain her (his) chaste reputation; if she (he) seems to 
be resisting, the lover should not use force; if she (he) is already softening, he must 
play his part properly. As well as exposing the sexual ends to which paederasty must 
often have been geared,114 Cleinias’ advice reveals a conception of both 
heterosexual and homosexual courtship as a performance, with lover and beloved 
playing roles which mask their true intentions and are designed to present an 
outward appearance of conformity to the protocols of appropriate behaviour. 
Cleinias borrows theatrical terminology to emphasise the performative nature of 
love: the lover must be like a choregos (xopqyqaov), funding his erotic drama to 
completion; but he must also be willing to play a role (tt)V UTTOKpicnv) on the erotic 
stage, in order to make his play (to Spapa) a success.115
So Cleinias is able to offer Cleitophon advice on heterosexual courtship which is 
apparently drawn solely from his experience with boys, and considered by both him 
and Cleitophon to be equally applicable to both heterosexual and paederastic 
contexts. But this does not mean that he and Cleitophon do not distinguish 
themselves from each other as having separate sexual identities. In fact, 
Cleitophon’s initiation of the debate at the end of Book 2 suggests a very particular 
self-positioning in relation to Cleinias and Menelaus in matters of sexual preference. 
Cleitophon refers teasingly to Cleinias’ penchant for anti-women philippics, saying 
that the latter will find it easier to air his views on women now that he has found an 
accomplice (koivcovoc), and that he himself does not understand the current
114 Similar sexual motives are evident in Ps.-Lucian’s Amores, where the candidly ambisextrous 
Theomnestus gives a graphic description of the pleasures offered by sex with boys which seems 
equally applicable to female partners (53-54): the unisex nature of the account is implied by his 
ambiguous use of p a o T O U C , and by his subsequent swearing by the Cnidian Aphrodite, who had 
earlier been established as an archetype of heterosexual sex (11). Theomnestus sexualises paederasty 
and assimilates it to heterosexual sex in much the same way as Cleinias does, albeit more explicitly.
1,5 1.10.7; see O’Sullivan (1978: 322-323) and Morales (2004: 63) on the interpretation of this line. 
'  YT T O K p io ic  is also a rhetorical term, used of an orator’s delivery (LSJ s.v.); again this stresses that 
love has a performative aspect, and foreshadows Cleitophon’s ex tempore oratorical performance in 
the garden at the end of Book 1 (on which see above, p.70-72). The use of xopqyr|aov may reflect 
the classical belief that men in positions of power like the choregos might be tempted to abuse their 
authority for sexual ends: Aeschin. 1.9ff. refers to the measures set in place to prevent those 
responsible for training young men, including the choregos and the paidotribes, from taking 
advantage of their charges. Cleinias, however, positively encourages Cleitophon to play the role of a 
corrupt choregos by seducing Leucippe; see above, p. 155, for Achilles’ potentially loaded use of the 
term paidotribes.
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popularity of love for males (ouk oi5a yap  ttcoc ETTixcopia^Ei vuv o eic touc 
appsvac Ipcoc).116 Cleitophon here seems to be drawing a clear boundary, and 
placing Menelaus and Cleinias on one side, and himself on the other:117 the words 
koivcovoc and ETTtxcopia^Ei have an almost territorial feel, as though Cleitophon 
sees Menelaus and Cleinias as together inhabiting an entirely different part of the 
erotic map; and ETTixcopia^Ei vuv suggests that he views paederasty as something 
that comes in and out of fashion, a fashion to which he cannot relate at all. 
Cleitophon’s ability to distinguish between himself and Menelaus and Cleinias on 
the basis of sexual object-choice suggests that it was conceivable in Second 
Sophistic Graeco-Roman thought to differentiate and categorise according to sexual 
preference. One might argue that Cleitophon utters these words merely to bait his 
friends, but that does not diminish their significance: for Menelaus and Cleinias to 
take the bait, they must see themselves as substantially different from Cleitophon, or 
there would be no debate to be had. It might perhaps be argued that each side in a 
debate must, in principle, be persuadable: either Cleitophon or Menelaus and 
Cleinias must be open to the possibility of being convinced by the other’s view, and 
each side must therefore be able to change his sexual preference at will, in response 
to the other’s stronger argument. But the lack of closure to the debate tells against 
this: each side is fixed in his beliefs. Another counter argument lies in the fact that 
the notion of debating is more often than not performative and display-oriented: the 
purpose of a debate is not for one side to change the other’s opinion, but for the 
participants to exhibit their rhetorical skill and to ‘win’ not by converting the 
opponent, but by seeming to have the better argument, or simply more oratorical 
flair. A debate for exhibitionism’s sake is just Cleitophon’s style.
The existence of similar debates by Plutarch and Ps.-Lucian on the merits of boys 
and women lends weight to the notion that (some) men saw themselves as having 
fixed sexual identities.118 Plutarch’s Daphnaeus, for example, seems to define 
himself sexually by his preference for women, in opposition to his interlocutors, 
Pisias and Protogenes: to him, same-sex love is TTapa <|>uaiv, and carries
1,6 2.35.2-3.
117 Something similar is found at Ps.-Lucian Am. 5, where different sexual passions are said to 
‘divide’ Charicles and Callicratidas (Siflpryro 5’ o u t c o v ) .
118 On Plutarch and Ps.-Lucian, see Buffi ere (1980: 481-529).
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connotations of effeminacy;119 his acknowledgement that desire for boys is a form of 
love does not diminish the force of his self-positioning.120 Similarly, an anonymous 
epigram grouped with the work of the avowed paederast Strato strenuously identifies 
its author as a lover of males only.121 Such statements, made in opposition to an 
‘other’ (love of males contrasted with love of females, and vice versa), read very 
much like expressions of sexual orientation. They imply that -  pace Halperin -  a 
heterosexual or homosexual consciousness could exist irrespective of the labels 
‘heterosexual’ and ‘homosexual’. We may not be able to argue that every man 
understood himself to belong to a certain sexual category, or that the population at 
large recognised such categories, but debates like the one initiated by Cleitophon 
suggest that some men, at least, considered sexual preference to bestow membership 
of a group whose identity was constituted through alterity.
For our purposes there is no need to detail each argument made by Menelaus and 
Cleitophon; suffice it to say that their arguments are cliches that can be found in 
other similar debates.122 I shall limit myself here to a consideration of the ways in 
which the self-positioning of Cleitophon and Menelaus implies their effeminacy. 
Achilles’ debate clearly takes its cue from Plato’s Symposium,123 but the deeper 
philosophical sense of the original is sacrificed, as the two young men focus solely 
on superficial concerns.124 They are too self- and sex-obsessed to understand the 
fundamental points of the philosophy on which they are basing their arguments, and 
their excessive interest in sex is suggestive of effeminacy.125 Rising to Cleitophon’s 
bait, Menelaus proceeds to debase the Platonic theme of heavenly and pandemic 
love by applying the polarity to mere physical beauty,126 and the debate is reduced to 
a discussion of the sexual pleasure to be found in women and in boys. Cleitophon 
then proves his preoccupation with sex by using his experience with prostitutes to
119 Plu. Amatorius 751c-e. We shall return later to the idea of forms of love being in accordance with 
or contrary to nature.
120 Ibid. 75 If.
121 AP U A 1.
122 For more detailed discussion of Achilles’ debate alongside the Amatorius and the Amores, see 
Klabunde (2001), and alongside Plato (with reference to Plutarch and Ps.-Lucian), see Repath 
(Forthcoming a: Chapter 3).
123 See Goldhill (1995: 91).
124 See Klabunde (2001: 40) and Repath (Forthcoming a: Chapter 3).
125 See above, p. 169, on the power of sexual hyperactivity to connote effeminacy.
126 2.36.2-3.
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argue that women offer more sexual satisfaction than boys.127 Repath (Forthcoming 
a: Chapter 3) wonders if his final remark, that sex with boys brings no pleasure 
(f]5ovrjc 5 e ou5 ev), suggests that he has some active paederastic experience. This is 
quite possible, though it does not necessarily imply only active experience. In 
Plutarch and Ps.-Lucian, much emphasis is placed on the one-sidedness of 
paederastic pleasure. According to Daphnaeus, for example, paederasty denies the 
erastes pleasure because it is bound up with shame and fear, and excuses must be 
invented for approaching eromertoi,128 Similarly, despite being introduced as having 
no experience of the love of males,129 Ps.-Lucian’s Charicles claims that erdmenoi 
take no pleasure from homosexual sex.130 He authoritatively describes the physical 
discomfort suffered by the eromenos during sex, but is quick to frame his knowledge 
as hearsay with the words coc <|>aaiv (‘so they say’).131 As with his earlier 
disclaimer of knowledge about the nature of a young man’s genitalia,132 there is a 
certain disingenuous coyness here, as though he really does have first-hand 
experience of paederasty, but is keen to avoid the potential such experience holds to 
imply effeminacy.133 The fact that these parallel texts consider pleasure, or the lack 
of it, from the perspectives of both the active and the passive partner suggests, 
perhaps, that Cleitophon’s remark about there being no pleasure in boy-love might 
be taken to imply experience not only of the role of erastes, but also of that of 
eromenos. Such an implication raises the corollary danger of effeminacy; this is a 
danger that Cleitophon may well be aware of, as he glosses over boy-love in a 
manner whose brevity seems designed to distance him from any suggestion of 
personal experience.134
127 2.37.5ff. Cleitophon seems unaware of the weaknesses of his argument here: firstly, a prostitute is
hardly representative of the entire female sex (although he seems to think so); and secondly, a woman 
who has sex for a living is highly likely to be good at it, unless she does not object to giving refunds
to disgruntled customers.
128 Plu. Amatorius 752a.
129 Ps.-Lucian Am. 5.
132 Ibid. 26: a 5 ’ e o t 'i  t o u t c o v  a<j>avEOTEpa, xoTc t te t te ip c h c o c j iv  u p iv  e iS e v c u  T ra p iq p i.
133 And yet, as we have noted (above, p. 187), Charicles may also be thought effeminate in his use of 
cosmetics to attract women.
134 We saw at the end of Chapter 2 that Achilles may imply such a feminising experience in his use of 
the term paidotribes.
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In Cleitophon’s description of sex with women,135 the reader’s attention is drawn 
quite deliberately to the centrality of pleasure. The reciprocal nature of this pleasure 
is intended to contrast with the perceived inequality of paederastic pleasure, and in 
this sense Cleitophon’s words echo the common argument outlined above. But the 
most striking emphasis is on the woman’s enjoyment of sex, and although this 
accords with a tradition of viewing women as revelling in being penetrated,136 it also 
raises some ethical problems associated with the exchange of pleasure. First of all, 
Cleitophon states that his assertions are based solely on his experience with 
prostitutes; if true, the balance of power in his relations with these women seems to 
lie with them, as he appears to have spent his money learning how to give them 
pleasure more than taking pleasure from them. Secondly, Cleitophon’s extensive 
technical knowledge of how to give a woman pleasure is in itself problematic and 
potentially feminising. Gleason (1995: 64-65) raises a passage by the Christian 
writer, Clement of Alexandria, on women’s indulgence in luxury, in which some 
women are said to enjoy the attentions of androgynoi and kinaidoi, effeminates who 
engage in adultery and seek to please.137 Gleason {ibid. 65) remarks: ‘A man who 
aims to please — any one, male or female -  in his erotic encounters is ipso facto 
effeminate’. Similarly, Halperin (1990: 133) comments that ‘for the most part, erotic 
reciprocity was relegated to the province of women, who were thought capable of 
both giving and receiving pleasure in the sexual act at the same time and in relation 
to the same individual’. Seen in this light, Cleitophon’s words on giving a woman 
pleasure might be thought rather instructive as to his masculinity.138 Of course, the 
exceptionally conservative Clement should not be taken as a general representative 
of wider belief, and perhaps especially not in a period when reciprocity and mutual 
pleasure seem to have been increasing in importance, particularly within marriage. 
After all, we have observed that one-sided pleasure and lack of reciprocity were 
often raised in arguments against paederasty, and this is effectively the seam that 
Cleitophon is mining. But Clement’s words should be seen as one possible 
perspective on the issue, even if a reactionary one; indeed, the novels in many ways
135 2.37.6ff.
136 See Halperin (1990: 133).
137 Clem. Al. Paed. 3.29.2-3.
138 Gleason (1995: 64) notes that the word androgynos denoted a man of indeterminate gender, while 
kinaidos referred to sexual deviance, and implicitly to a man who sought the passive role in 
homosexual sex. She remarks, however (ibid. 65), that the two words seem often to have been used 
synonymously. We shall observe later that Cleitophon is branded androgynos by Melite.
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reconstruct the classical past, so we should admit the possibility that more traditional 
protocols are in operation. Furthermore, it is not wives -  or even just women in 
general -  with whose pleasure Cleitophon is obsessed, but prostitutes! Cleitophon 
thus appears effeminate from both traditional and forward-looking perspectives. The 
reader’s probable reaction is given voice by Menelaus, as he exclaims that 
Cleitophon seems not like the TTpcoTOTTEipoc he claims to be, but like a man of 
some experience,139 as he possesses such a vast amount of yuvaiKcov TTEpispyiac 
(‘useless knowledge about women’). Although, given his sexual preferences, 
Menelaus is bound to consider such knowledge superfluous, his reaction is 
nonetheless likely to be close to that of the reader, who is forced to wonder just how 
many prostitutes it took for Cleitophon to learn these skills. The suggestion of sexual 
immoderation can only cast aspersions on Cleitophon’s masculinity,140 particularly 
when he is measured against other generic heroes: he knows too much about 
pleasing women, and has talked himself into appearing effeminate.
But Cleitophon is not the only one to make potentially self-feminising arguments. 
Menelaus concludes the debate by returning to the subject of boy-love,141 and here 
again, pleasure is the central concern.142 According to Menelaus, one may road-test a 
boy’s body in the ostensibly innocent context of the palaistra.143 This statement 
constitutes an unabashed acknowledgement of the gymnasium as a site for initiating 
homosexual relationships: it provides an opportunity to window-shop and test the 
ripeness of the merchandise, the like of which does not exist in the case of 
women.144 For Menelaus, the lack of softness in a boy’s body makes physical
139 2.37.6, 2.38.1. Once Cleitophon has begun to talk about giving women pleasure, his claim to 
inexperience smacks of the captatio benevolentiae.
140 Williams (1999: 39) notes that, to the Romans, ‘occasional visits to prostitutes’ were socially 
acceptable, but ‘men who made use of them to excess could be subject to moral criticism’ (ibid. 41). 
He observes that ‘an excessive indulgence in prostitutes could also be held to be incompatible with 
military discipline’ (ibid.); we have remarked on Cleitophon’s utter lack of military andreia (see 
above, p.l 19-120).
141 2.38.2ff.
142 As it was in Menelaus’ first defence of paederasty at 2.36.1ff., where he referred to boy-love as 
‘t o  K£<t>dXaiov rpc qSovrjc’.
143 Remembering Cleitophon’s use of the unusual expression spcoTOC d 0 A r)T q c ,  the reader may 
equate him with Menelaus, who pursues an erotic and feminising form of athletics; see also below, 
p.219, n.250.
144 Plutarch’s Daphnaeus feels that the gymnasia have encouraged the spread of paederasty, with the 
result that it cannot now be restrained; paederasty visits places of physical exercise as a pretext for 
spending time with boys (Amatorius 751f-752a). Likewise, Ps.-Lucian’s Lycinus believes that 
Callicratidas was so fond of the palaistra simply because of his love of boys (Am. 9).
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contact all the more enjoyable, as the two bodies offer each other a sensual 
resistance, vying for pleasure:
Kcxi ou jjaASdaoEi t c x c  ev  ’AtfjpoSiTT) TTEpmXoKOcc uyporqTi aapKcov, 
aAA’ c x v t i tu t te T  rrpoc aAAqAa to c  a c d p a T a  Kai ttep 'i T rjc qSovfjc cxBAeT.
... and he does not soften his holds in sex through fleshy voluptuousness, but 
the bodies strike against each other and compete over pleasure (Ach. Tat. 
2.38.4).
The words Menelaus uses here are rather telling. We have noted that paederasty was 
often accused of being an unequal practice, with only one partner taking pleasure 
from it, and this is clearly the argument that Menelaus is trying to respond to. But, as 
we noted in the introduction to the chapter, by the codes of the classical paederastic 
ideal, only the active partner ought to take pleasure from the relationship.145 Here, 
however, Menelaus suggests that both partners enjoy the experience, competing for 
pleasure. The notion of ‘striking’ often carries an obscene sense;146 in the phrase 
dvxiTUTTET TTpoc aAAqAa ra  ocopaTa kcu TTEp'i Tfjc qSovrjc cxSAe?, the reader with 
a dirty mind might thus see a suggestion not merely of bodies striking against one 
another, but of an alternation of sexual roles, giving rise to pleasure. Menelaus thus 
leaves himself open to the accusation of effeminacy, and given the semantics of the 
notion of softness, his claim that boys do not soften their holds takes on a rather 
more ironic tone than he might have intended.147 Although he is making the 
traditional argument that paederasty is manly and the love of women effeminate, his 
focus on the possibility of reciprocal pleasure within paederasty characterises him, 
like Cleitophon, as sexually immoderate and thus effeminate according to classical 
protocols.148
145 See above, p. 164.
146 See Henderson (1975: 172); cf., e.g., x ap a iT U T reco , ‘to be a prostitute’, and t o  x a d a iT V T re io v , 
‘brothel’, the latter found at Ach. Tat. 8.8.12.
147 Cf. Cleitophon, who revels in the concept of softness as applied to women (2.37.6).
148 The charge of effeminacy is equally applicable to Ps.-Lucian’s Charicles and Theomnestus, who 
are both obsessed with physicality: in arguing against paederasty, Charicles dwells on the physical act 
of anal sex (Am. 27), while in his response to Lycinus’ adjudication on the debate, the self- 
confessedly and bisexually promiscuous Theomnestus describes in gratuitous detail the pleasures to 
be had from paederastic foreplay and the ultimate acquisition of sex (53). Theomnestus’ remarks are 
rendered still more instructive as to his character by the fact that he makes them immediately after 
Lycinus has informed him of his own advocacy of philosophical paederasty, and of Callicratidas’ 
impassioned speech on behalf of a sexless paederasty inspired by Socratic philosophy; Theomnestus, 
however, cannot believe in such magnanimous boy-love (54). Daphnaeus is similarly sceptical about
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By participating in a debate on love that owes much to Plato’s Symposium, 
Cleitophon and Menelaus position their arguments in a philosophical tradition. But 
the details of their debate undercut the philosophical stance assumed, and present 
both men as unashamedly preoccupied with sex, demonstrating just how far 
removed this debate is from its Platonic model.149 The problematisation of 
paederasty and its coexistence with marriage were clearly popular topics of elite 
conversation in the imperial period,150 but in none of the extant debates on the 
subject is any satisfactory conclusion reached. The debates of Ps.-Lucian and 
Plutarch conclude with the arbitrators, Lycinus and Plutarch, deciding in favour of a 
fusion of each type of love. So, Lycinus rules that all men should marry in order to 
perpetuate the human race, but that philosophers should also be permitted to practise 
a chaste paederasty, since women are incapable of demonstrating virtue;151 and 
Plutarch advocates a similarly chaste love of boys,152 but also values marriage 
highly, believing in female virtue. Halperin (1994: 33) argues that Ps.-Lucian’s 
Charicles and Callicratidas are both figures of fun, whose exclusive sexual 
preferences would have seemed absurd to contemporary readers. It is certainly 
correct to see them as figures of fun, but for a different reason, which might also be 
extended to Achilles’ text. Charicles, Callicratidas, Cleitophon, and Menelaus all 
appear to have fixed sexual identities, but humour is derived not from their exclusive 
sexual preferences, but from their lack of understanding of the other’s perspective 
and of their philosophical subject matter.
But Achilles’ abandonment of his debate, having given it no conclusion whatsoever, 
may suggest something more. Achilles takes pleasure in revealing what lies behind 
the outward image of both homosexual and heterosexual relationships, and in the 
process he challenges the ideal of a hierarchical and self-restrained relationship 
between an older and a younger man, or between a man and a woman. In their 
pretentious aspirations to philosophy and their ultimate self-characterisation as 
effeminates whose chief interest is sex, Cleitophon and Menelaus demonstrate the
whether a physically chaste paederasty exists, though he expresses himself in rather less libidinous 
terms (Plu. Amatorius 752a-b).
149 Repath (Forthcoming a: Chapter 3) rightly observes that Cleitophon’s use of knowledge gleaned 
from sex with prostitutes characterises him as a pandemic lover.
150 Brioso Sanchez (2000); see also Brioso Sanchez (1999).
151 Ps.-Lucian Am. 51.
152 Sex between males amounts to dcKpaoi'a and ETTnn)5r|Oic (Amatorius 768e).
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impossibility of meeting the ideals set for men by that philosophy. We observed 
earlier that the paederastic paradigm was more idealistic than realistic, and the same 
may surely be said for paradigms of heterosexual love. Consequently, a reader of 
Achilles’ novel may well have identified more easily with the effeminacy of 
Cleitophon and Menelaus than with any erotic ideal. The debate is never concluded 
in favour of one side or the other in part because Cleitophon and Menelaus see 
themselves as having fixed sexual identities and cannot understand each other’s 
perspectives, but perhaps also because they are actually more similar than they 
might care to admit: for them, when the mask of performance is removed, 
everything comes down to sex.
We have seen, then, that both Xenophon and Achilles seem to acknowledge the 
existence of fixed sexual dispositions, and seem, to varying degrees, to contest the 
legitimacy of cultural ideals of male sexual behaviour. The representation of 
homosexuality -  and heterosexuality -  in these novels illustrates Cohen’s remarks 
concerning differing attitudes and conflicting norms:153 not to put too fine a point on 
it, sex is a messy business, full of conflict and contradiction, and inconsistencies 
may be found within a single text or a single character. Cleitophon’s and Menelaus’ 
failed performances of masculinity help to reveal the fragility and instability of 
gender, and it is to these qualities in the masculinity of Habrocomes and Daphnis 
that we now turn.
Masculinity in peril
Both Habrocomes and Daphnis are propositioned by characters who desire a 
homosexual relationship with them, and both heroes react violently against the 
advances of these admirers. We have observed that the imperial period saw a 
contestation and problematisation of paederasty, and that the potential effect of 
paederasty on masculinity was falling under increasing scrutiny. We shall see that 
Habrocomes’ and Daphnis’ violent reactions may be read as further examples of this 
scrutiny; they are prompted not by any antipathy towards homosexual behaviour per 
se, but by a concern for how certain forms of such behaviour might impinge upon
153 See above, p.165-166.
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the hero’s emerging masculinity, to whose performance he is a newcomer. We begin 
with Habrocomes.
Habrocomes catches the eye of the pirate Corymbus. Corymbus confides his feelings 
in his fellow pirate Euxeinus, who has similar designs on Anthia, and each agrees to 
plead the cause of the other. Euxeinus approaches Habrocomes with the following 
words:
t( 5e aoi yuvaiKoc 5sT vuv kcc'i Trpaypdrcov, t i  5e EpcopEvrjc ttiXikg35e
ovti;
Why should you need a wife and worries now? Why should you need a
ladylove at your age? (X. Eph. 1.16.5).
Euxeinus does not have to spell out what Coiymbus wants from Habrocomes. He is 
able to make his point obliquely by the deliberate use of the noun EpcopEvq, and by a 
heavy emphasis on Habrocomes’ age. The use of EpcopEvr) evokes the masculine 
counterpart, EpcopEvoc, in the reader’s mind, and the double reference to 
Habrocomes’ age in the words vuv and ttiXikgSSe reminds the reader that the hero is 
only sixteen, and yet is already married. Behind Euxeinus’ words lurks the question, 
‘Why should one so young want to play the conjugal role of erastes to an eromene, 
when his age better suits him to the role of eromenos in a paederastic relationship?’ 
His words echo the common paederastic views that we have seen expressed by 
Cleinias, that women spell trouble (TTpaypdxcov),154 and that youth should not be 
marred by marriage. Though not himself sexually interested in Habrocomes, 
Euxeinus is well able to make the stock arguments that a prospective erastes might 
make, assuming a role and giving a performance on Corymbus’ behalf. As he did in 
the case of Hippothous, Xenophon shows an awareness of the significance of age 
boundaries within paederasty: Corymbus is introduced as a vsav iac ,155 and is thus a 
few years older than the pEipaKiov Habrocomes. But although this age-gap may be 
ideal in paederastic terms, Euxeinus’ mention of Habrocomes’ marriage raises a 
vital issue which informs the hero’s vilification of the proposition.
154 Not, of course, an opinion limited to paederasts, but one found throughout Greek literature from as 
early as Hesiod and Semonides.
155 1.13.3.
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When Habrocomes and Anthia are reunited, Habrocomes bitterly denounces the role 
of eromenos:
eic to u to  a  p a  pexpi vuv oco(|>pcov e t t ip t ] 0 t iv ,  'iva EpauTov \ j t to 0 c o  XflaTTj 
EpcovTi tt|v a la x p a v  ETTi0upi'av; Kai t ic  spoi p(oc TtEpiXEiTiETai Tropvr) 
|jev avTi avSpoc yEvopEvco, diTOOTEpr)0EVTi 5e ’A v0iac rrjc  epflc; aXX’ 
ou pa  tt|v pEXpic apTt aco<t>poauvr|v ek TraiSoc poi auvTpocjjov, ouk av  
EpauTov UTTO0Eirjv KopupPco, TEOv^opai 5e TtpoTEpov m t  <j>avoupai 
VEKpoc acd<J)pcov.156
Was it for this that I kept myself chaste up to now, to submit myself to the 
shameful lust of an amorous pirate? And what life is left to me, becoming a 
whore instead of a man, and deprived of my Anthia? But I swear by the 
chastity that has been with me from childhood till now, I could not submit 
myself to Corymbus. I will die first and prove my chastity with my own dead 
body! (X. Eph. 2.1.3-4; trans. Anderson, modified).
His extreme reaction is dictated by a complex matrix of his own social standing and 
level of sexual maturity, which bestows upon him the status of adult male. Let us 
consider his social standing first of all. As we have observed, the paederastic ideal 
consisted of a hierarchical relationship between an older male who played the active, 
insertive role, and a younger male who played the passive, receptive role; for a 
man’s masculinity to remain unimpeached, he must not allow himself to be 
penetrated by a social inferior.157 Habrocomes is an elite male who characterises 
Corymbus’ lust as shameful not because it is homosexual, but because it would 
entail the hero’s submission to a man who, as both pirate and barbarian, is doubly 
his social inferior. In its implication of both social and physical submission to 
Corymbus, Habrocomes’ repeated use of the verb \jt t o t i0t ip i emphasises what is 
wrong with the proposed relationship: should he play the passive role in homosexual 
intercourse and literally ‘put himself beneath’ Corymbus, he would also accept the 
pirate’s new social superiority. The distinction between active and passive was 
closely connected in both Greek and Roman culture to that between free and slave, 
with sexual passivity associated with young slaves, who were obliged to submit to 
their masters (Edwards 1993: 72-73). This connection is ominously hinted at by
156 Much as we saw that Theagenes’ sophrosyne was something he felt the need to display (see above, 
p. 144-145), so here Habrocomes will make his sophrosyne manifest by means of his death 
(< |> av o G p ai VEK poc a c o t jjp c o v ) .
157 See above, p. 168.
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Euxeinus’ references to Habrocomes’ loss of liberty, and his parting advice that the 
young man should attend only to his master.158
The other catalyst for Habrocomes’ reaction is his sexual maturity. When he married 
Anthia, he assumed the role of active male in a sexual sense, a role denoted in his 
reaction by the word aner. Indeed, on his wedding night he refers to himself as 
Anthia’s aner and as her erastes;159 were he now to become a paederastic eromenos, 
both his sexual maturity and his masculine status would be vitiated.160 For the 
generic hero, marriage is a boundary-marker terminating the period in which the 
young man may reasonably perform the role of eromenos}61 So, while Habrocomes 
may be the perfect age for that role, his marital status precludes it: marriage results 
in progression to a new level of masculinity from which a man cannot regress 
without forfeiting his gender status. Habrocomes appears aware of the forfeit 
involved as, with stunning vitriol, he uses the feminine, Tropvr), to express a fear for 
the integrity of his gender.162 This is the sole application of Ttopvri to a male in the 
extant Greek novels. Callirhoe’s suitors brand Chaereas with the masculine, 
nopvoc, and Cleitophon is labelled Tropvoc when accused of having committed 
adultery with Melite,163 but in each of these cases the hero is left with his masculine 
gender. Habrocomes, by contrast, envisages the role of erdmenos to Corymbus’ 
erastes as emasculating him completely and reducing him not merely to the level of 
a woman, but to that of the basest kind of female prostitute. His identification of the 
passive sexual role as that of a prostitute stems in part from the promise Euxeinus 
makes to him: if he accedes to Corymbus’ desires, the latter will reward him by 
restoring him to his previous good fortune, so, like a prostitute, he will effectively be 
remunerated for the sexual services he provides.164
158 1.16.3-5.
159 1.9.3.
160 It is evidently acceptable for him to be seen as an erdmenos within his marriage (see above, p. 165, 
n.15), but the connotations of this status in a homosexual relationship are entirely different.
161 See above, p. 183, with n.88.
162 With this we might compare his outburst at the realisation that he has fallen for Anthia (1.4.1-2): 
he no longer considers himself av5piKoc, and thinks love has made him avavSpoc; love for a 
woman may have unmanned him in his own eyes, but it has not had quite the effect that he envisages 
the role of erdmenos to have.
163 Chariton 1.2.3 (see above, p. 147, n.252, for my preference of the manuscript’s Tropvoc over 
Praechter’s emendation, anopoc); Ach. Tat. 8.10.9 (we shall consider this instance later in the 
chapter).
164 There may have been an accepted connection in Greek thought between the specific figures of the 
pome and the kinaidos, the man who seeks out and enjoys the passive role: Ps.-Archilochus describes
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The symbolic change of gender that Habrocomes anticipates reflects the Graeco- 
Roman cultural conception of the passive participant in homosexual sex as playing a 
woman’s role.165 Timarchus, for instance, is accused of having allowed his body to 
be used like a woman’s.166 In Petronius’ Satyricon, Encolpius maligns Giton and 
Ascyltos with feminising language, claiming that even those who considered 
Ascyltos a vir hired him like a puella, while Giton has been raised like a girl, has 
done opus muliebre in a workhouse, and has behaved like a street hooker.167 Of 
course, the force of Encolpius’ words is ironically undercut by the dubious social 
status and moral character of the Satyricon’s protagonists, although the accusation 
he makes would be extremely serious if Ascyltos and Giton were true viri: the 
maintenance of virility entailed the maintenance of bodily impenetrability, and in 
both Greek and Roman contexts, for a freebom adult male to sell himself for the 
passive role signified a forfeit of masculinity.168 Catullus presents a gender- 
transformation taking place at the precise moment when Attis mutilates his own 
genitals, demonstrating the extent to which masculinity is perceived to lie in the 
male genitals and the ability to play the active sexual role.169 Although Habrocomes 
will not be emasculated in a literal sense, by taking on the role of erdmenos he will 
forfeit that of erastes, and will thus become feminised. In terms of age Habrocomes 
may still be a meirakion, but in terms of sexual maturity he is very much an aner. 
His disgust thus reflects the ramifications of a scenario that would invert the 
protocols on which Greek (and Roman) masculinity operates.
Similar sex and gender politics can be seen to operate in Longus’ treatment of 
Gnathon’s attempt on Daphnis. Gnathon’s overtures may be less threatening and 
more humorous than those of Corymbus, but their amusing exterior belies very 
serious repercussions that relate to Daphnis’ social and sexual status. Longus goes to
the minds of the two as identical, since they both enjoy being paid for being penetrated (328 West: 
i'ooc kivcuSou Kai Kaicrjc Tropvqc o voGc ...).
165 We shall return shortly to the characterisation of the passive role as a womanish one.
166 Aeschin. 1.185: ‘tov  av5pa pev Kai appsva to  acopa, yuvaiKE?a 5e apapTijpaTa 
ripapTriKoxa’.
167 Petr. 81.
168 On the Roman concept of stuprum, a disgrace usually pertaining to sexual activity, see Williams 
(1999: 96-124); on the relation of bodily impenetrability to the status of the vir, see Edwards (1993: 
75) and Walters (1997); and on the legal and constitutional consequences of a citizen male 
prostituting himself in classical Athens, see Aeschin. 1, with Dover (1978: 19ff.), Winkler (1990: 
56ff.), and Halperin (2002).
169 Catul. 63.6ff.
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some lengths to characterise Gnathon as effeminate, which Xenophon does not in 
the case of Corymbus. The threat to Daphnis’ masculinity therefore comes not 
merely from the fact that he would be feminised by the role of erdmenos, but that in 
assuming that role he would be feminised by an effeminate: his masculinity is 
doubly jeopardised. Let us begin by exploring how Longus immediately 
characterises Gnathon as effeminate and as a possible paederast. When first 
introducing Gnathon, Longus is economical with details, but what little he says 
gives the reader a surprising amount of information:
t Hke mev 6 ’'AotuXoc E(|>’ ' i t t t t o u  KCCl TTapdaiTOC OUTOU, Kai OUTOC E(J)’ 
' i t t t t o u ,  o (jev apxiyEVEioc, o 5e TvdGcov ( to u t i  y a p  ekoXeTto) to v  
TTcdycova £upcopEvoc TraXai ...
Astylos arrived on horseback, with a hanger-on of his, also on horseback. He 
was just growing his first beard, but Gnathon (that was his name) had been 
shaving his for some time (Longus 4.10.1; trans. Morgan).
Gnathon is a T r a p a o i T o c ,  a character-type rooted in Greek and Roman comedy and 
one which suggests that he is not a true threat.170 But this label is also indicative of a 
lack of moderation in all areas of life.171 For example, the man hired by Chariton’s 
tyrant of Acragas to seduce Callirhoe’s maid is described as a T T ap d a iT O C , 172 and 
dresses in a highly effeminate manner in order to attract Chaereas’ attention and
173identify himself as an adulterer and a man generally lacking in sexual continence.
170 See Winkler (1990: 112), Konstan (1994b: 18), and Morgan (2004: 229).
171 The parasite-like behaviour of Cleitophon (see above, p. 119, n.131) may therefore have 
repercussions for his masculinity.
172 Chariton 1.4.1.
173 Ibid. 1.4.9: Kopqv efys AiTrapav Kai (BoaTpuxouc pupcov diroiTVEOVTac, 6<|>0aApouc 
uTroyEypappEvouc, ipcm ov paAaKov, unoSripa Aetttov SoktuAioi Paps7c utteotiAPov (‘His 
hair was glistening with perfumed locks, his eyes were shadowed; he wore a soft cloak and fine 
slippers; heavy rings sparkled on his fingers’; trans. Goold). Chariton couches the entire plan in the 
language of literal performance by framing it as a drama overseen by the tyrant of Acragas, with 
actors playing roles. We saw in Chapter 2 that Cnemon’s outward appearance masked his inward 
nature (see above, p. 118); here, by contrast, the parasite gives everything to his performance, 
exhibiting inner moral turpitude through outer mien, so that Chaereas should believe him to be a 
moichos -  which the hero duly does (1.4.10). According to Phylarchus (FGrHist 84 F45), a law of 
Syracuse stated that any man who expended excessive effort on his personal grooming was open to 
identification as an adulterer or a kinaidos; see Davidson (1998: 165). The over-the-top grooming of 
the parasite in Chariton’s Sicilian tale makes yet more sense in the light of this Syracusan law: his 
dressed hair, make-up, heavy jewellery, and soft clothes convey the moral softness of his character; 
see Gleason (1990: 400, 409), Edwards (1993: 78), and Richlin (1993: 541ff.) on the dress of the 
effeminate, to which we shall return later in relation to Cleitophon.
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As with Chariton, Longus’ intention in labelling Gnathon TTapaaixoc is to enable 
the reader to identify instantly a man who is prepared to play an effeminate role.
As yet the reader knows nothing of Gnathon’s sexual predilections, but when 
Longus draws attention to Astylus’ and Gnathon’s facial hair -  a matter of perpetual 
concern in paederastic contexts - , the reader’s suspicions are aroused. Astylus is just 
beginning to grow a beard, and therefore just emerging from youth into adulthood. 
Gnathon, by contrast, has been shaving for some time. This might well suggest that 
he is old enough to pose a sexual threat to the hero, but it might also imply 
something more. Although facial hair was subject to changing trends, and it may 
sometimes have been fashionable to shave the beard, it appears to have been 
common to associate hair removal with effeminacy. This applies especially to the 
depilation of the body, often presented as the practice of the habitual passive,174 but 
it may also be true of the beard, whose presence generally marks out men from 
women, and mature (i.e. active) males from immature (i.e. passive) males.175 
Shaving could easily suggest a desire to defer adult masculinity, and to remain an 
erdmenos, and thus passive, beyond an age considered acceptable: Aristophanes’ 
Agathon is clean-shaven, and his Cleisthenes beardless.176 It is worth noting that 
beards appear to have been especially popular in the second century, owing to 
Hadrian’s sporting of one (Eisner 2007: 218). The second century is generally 
agreed to be the time Longus was writing. Might the fact that Gnathon shaves his 
beard be an implicit, and very contemporary, comment on his masculinity, or lack of 
it?177 The language Longus uses of Gnathon’s beard may be deliberately chosen to
174 See Gleason (1995: 68ff.).
175 See Frontisi-Ducroux & Lissarrague (1990: 217, 228). In paederastic scenes on vases, the 
hierarchy is usually represented by the presence of the beard in the case of the older male, and its 
absence in the case of the younger.
176 Ar. Thesm. 191ff., 574-575. Dover (1978: 144), however, suggests that Agathon would have ‘cut 
his beard close in order to retain the appearance of a young man whose beard is beginning to grow’, 
and argues that the reference to Agathon’s shaving refers not to his face but to his body. Cleisthenes 
was apparently unable to grow a beard, which may have contributed to his characterisation as a 
sexual passive.
1771 do not want to overstate the case here, and it is not without contradictions even within Longus’ 
text itself: Dorcon is described (like Astylus) as dpT iyeveioc  (1.15.1), and he makes much of his 
facial hair, and Daphnis’ lack of it, in the beauty contest, suggesting that beards are indeed markers of 
masculinity; however, Daphnis is then able to use his own beardlessness (ayevE ioc) to positive 
effect, likening himself to Dionysus, and Dorcon’s beard (npoyEVEioc) to that of a goat (although 
that simile is not unproblematic: Daphnis’ status as a goatherd undercuts the power of the goat as a 
negative paradigm of masculinity). Eisner (2007: 218) notes that Polemon’s hugely influential 
physiognomical text is strangely silent on the matter of beards, and Swain (2007b: 13) suggests that
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hint at a preference for homosexual sex, while retaining some ambiguity as to 
whether Gnathon takes the active or the passive role: while Astylus is dpTiyeveioc, 
having only the first soft, downy hair, Gnathon has to shave a real beard, a ncoycov, 
which might be thought intentionally close to Ttuyecov and cognate words referring 
to the buttocks and anal sex.
Apparently a stock moniker for a comic parasite, the name Gnathon (‘Jaws’) is 
instantly suggestive of gluttony (Morgan 2004: 229). In a study of Roman political 
invective, Corbeill (1997) has demonstrated that gluttony could give rise to 
accusations of effeminacy. This holds true for Greek culture, where food, drink, and 
sex were all thought to require moderation.178 Over-indulgence in any or all o f these 
areas had the power to label the agent an effeminate,179 and if a man is gluttonous 
towards food and drink, it is safe to assume that he may also be sexually voracious, 
and indiscriminately so.180 The suggestion of gluttony in Gnathon’s name may imply 
that he puts other things into his mouth besides food and drink: his sexual 
incontinence may extend to fellatio, an activity that would certainly characterise him 
as a gender deviant in Graeco-Roman thought.181 One final possibility in Gnathon’s 
name also implies his sexual and gender identity. We have noted that the tragic 
playwright Agathon was often taken to symbolise effeminacy because of his long­
term homosexual relationship with Pausanias. Could it be that Longus intends the 
reader to hear in the name TvaOcov a similarity to the name AyaScov? Just as 
Agathon is associated with symposia by means of Plato’s famous dialogue on love, 
so too is Gnathon a symposiast, who has learned about love from attendance at such 
events;182 but Agathon’s symposium is a sober affair, with drunkenness deliberately 
rejected,183 while Gnathon’s erotic knowledge has been gleaned at the symposia of
this silence ‘may call into question some modems’ insistence on the importance of the beard as a sign 
of maleness’. However, Eisner (ibid.) does raise the possibility that ‘any physiognomic dig at facial 
hair [might have] risked the emperor taking it personally’.
178 E.g. Muson. 12 (On Sex) and 18B (On Food): excess in these aspects of life is shameful.
179 See Goldhill (1995: 48) and Davidson (1998 passim).
180 Cf. Aeschin. 1.42: Timarchus is presented as a slave to food, drink, gambling, and women, as well 
as to passive homosexual sex.
181 See Williams (1999: 197-203), and below, p.218-219, on Thersander. Seemingly cognate with 
yvapTTTCo (‘bend’: LSJ s.v. yvccQoc, yvapnrqp, yvdpnrco, yvap<t>a(), presumably owing to the 
curving shape of the jaw, Gnathon’s name may well suggest the bending involved in any passive 
homosexual role; yvapTTTco is used in this kind of double entendre at AP 12.222, of a wrestling 
teacher taking advantage of his student.
182 4.17.3.
183 PI. Smp. 176.
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the profligate (ev toTc tcov aocoTcov aupiroai'oic). If Longus did indeed intend the 
name Gnathon to recall Agathon, the connection would function both 
straightforwardly and ironically, on the one hand simply evoking the effeminacy 
inscribed in the figure of Agathon, and on the other implying just how far removed 
Gnathon is from the heavenly love of which Agathon’s lover Pausanias speaks.184
To the dirty-minded reader (whose presence Longus evidently anticipates in the 
prologue’s ironic prayer to maintain sophrosyne),185 or simply to thepepaideumenos 
versed in literature and the codes of masculinity, all of these tit-bits of 
characterisation are suggested by a seemingly throw-away reference to a beard and a 
name. The assumptions the reader makes from that reference are then substantiated 
by Longus’ simple yet vivid remarks on Gnathon’s moral fibre and most pertinent 
physical characteristics:
o 5e TvaOcov, oia paScov eoQieiv avSpconoc Kai ttiveiv eic p£0r)v Kai 
XayvEUEiv petcc tt\v  pe0tiv Kai o\j5 ev aXXo cov rj yva0oc Kai yaaTTjp Kai 
Ta utto yaaTEpa ...
... Gnathon,... whose accomplishments comprised eating, getting drunk, and 
drunken fornication, and who consisted of nothing more than jaws, a 
stomach, and the parts below the stomach ... (Longus 4.11.2; trans. Morgan).
Longus chooses his vocabulary carefully here: Xayvsuco denotes not merely sex, but 
gratuitous and immoderate sex.186 Gnathon’s excessive behaviour with regard to 
food, drink, and sex characterises him so completely that he can be summed up as no 
more than mouth, belly, and genitals: he is his actions, and those actions brand him 
effeminate. This characterisation as effeminate does not necessarily mean that 
Gnathon has a fixed sexual preference: effeminacy, as we have observed, can denote 
a lack of moderation in sexual relations with men, women, or both. But with his next 
words, Longus plays a trump card designed to resolve the ambiguity of Gnathon’s 
effeminacy: Gnathon is said to take note of Daphnis as he brings gifts to Astylus,
184 The name AyaScov means ‘Good Man’, but Gnathon’s intentions are anything but positive for 
Daphnis, as we shall see (although Gnathon does of course turn out to be a ‘goody’ in the end: 4.29).
185 See above, p.141, n.228.
186 LSJ s. v., with the cognate adjective Aayvoc (‘lecherous’, ‘lustful’). The choice of verb also stands 
in punning contrast to the harmless intentions of Astylus: Daphnis’ brother has come to the country to 
hunt hares (4.11.1: ttep'i Oijpav slys Aaycocov). while Gnathon has come for drunken, animalistic sex 
(4.11.2: xai Aayvsueiv psra tt)v p E 0 r |v ) ,  as his inebriated attempt on Daphnis will show.
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and to be <J>uoet TraiSepaaTTic (‘a paederast by nature’).187 Lest the reader should 
have missed the earlier hints at homosexual inclination, Longus finally spells it out: 
Gnathon is interested in boys, and his effeminacy is of the paederastic kind.188 After 
the earlier ambiguity, this reads very much like a statement of an exclusive sexual 
identity. At this point we might return to the possible identification of Gnathon with 
Agathon. Duncan (2006: 42-44) observes that Aristophanes presents Agathon as 
changing his clothing to suit his current poetic intentions, and yet also as writing 
according to his nature.189 She argues {ibid. 29) that the Agathon of both Plato and 
Aristophanes is ‘a site for the investigation of identity, and in particular for 
investigating the degree to which the self has an essential and stable nature’. Both 
writers, she suggests (ibid. 48), question whether Agathon’s nature determines his 
actions, or whether his actions respond to his environment. If this is right, and if 
Gnathon is indeed intended to recall Agathon, then we might view him as a focal 
point for engagement with the question of nature’s involvement in the formation of 
sexual and gender identity. As we discuss Daphnis’ rejection of Gnathon’s advances, 
we shall note some instances of that engagement.
The threat towards which Longus has been building finally manifests itself, and, as 
so often with this text, the reader is more aware of the significance of the scenes he 
is reading than are the characters involved. As in the case of Habrocomes’ response 
to Euxeinus, we shall see that Daphnis’ reaction to Gnathon is predicated on his 
social and sexual statuses, which together constitute his gender status. Much as we 
saw Cybele attempting to ‘soften’ Theagenes on Arsace’s behalf,190 Gnathon 
endeavours to ‘soften’ (paASdaocov) Daphnis by praising his goats and promising 
him manumission.191 Already aware of Gnathon’s effeminacy, the reader recognises 
the ominous connotations in the reference to softening: Gnathon wishes to ‘soften’ 
Daphnis into accommodating his effeminate attitude to sex, but the reader
187 Diphilus allegedly wrote a comedy entitled The Paederasts, so the application of TratSepaoTnc to 
Gnathon may further identify him with the comic stage.
188 The term T T a i S e p a o T q c  suggests the active sexual role, but we have already observed an 
insinuation of passivity in the initial description of Gnathon, and we shall meet further evidence of 
this shortly.
189 We shall return to Aristophanes’ Agathon when we consider Cleitophon’s cross-dressing.
190 See above, p.144-145.
191 A  1 1 1
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understands that Daphnis, as an elite Greek male,192 cannot become ‘softer’ without 
jeopardising his masculinity. Later that evening, using language drawn from nature, 
Gnathon asks Daphnis to provide ‘what nanny-goats give billy-goats’.193 Here we 
see the desire for active homosexual sex suggested by the label paiderastes, but also 
the dominant cultural assumption that the passive homosexual role has a feminising 
effect on its actor: Gnathon anticipates playing the male role of erastes, with 
Daphnis the figurative female. But his lust does not stop there, as he goes on to wish 
that he could be one of Daphnis’ female goats and be put to graze by him (utt’ 
ekeivou ve|j6|jevoc), an innuendo that seems to imply the passive role,194 thus 
invoking the meanings implicit in Gnathon’s shaven face. So not only do Gnathon’s 
words demonstrate the feminising effect of passive homosexual sex, but they also 
reveal the indiscriminate nature of his desires: his lasciviousness extends to wilful 
neglect of the protocols of paederasty, which require him to be either active or 
passive, but never both within the same relationship.195
Daphnis’ response to Gnathon’s proposition is to use an argument from nature 
against him:
. . .  Kou Ae^ o vtoc  cdc alyac mev ftaivEiv Tpayouc kccAo v , xpayov 5 e 
outtcottote t ic  eT5e (JaivovTcc xpayov ou5 e KplOV aVTl TCOV oicov Kpiov 
o u5 e aAEKTpuovac avxi tcov aAEKxop(5cov xouc aAEKTpuovac ...
... then he replied that it was all right for billies to mount nannies, but no one 
had ever yet seen a billy mounting a billy, or a ram mounting a ram instead 
of the ewes, or cocks cocks instead of hens (Longus 4.12.2; trans. Morgan).
192 The reader has surmised Daphnis’ elite status from the recognition tokens found with him, if not 
from generic conventions.
193 4.12.1; trans. Morgan: ... n a p a o x e i v  t o i o u t o v  o i o v  a l  a ly e c  t o i c  T p a y o ic . Gnathon’s 
approach to Daphnis is somewhat reminiscent of Hippothous’ approach to Habrocomes: he runs up to 
him and kisses him (see above, p. 181).
194 4.16.3. Cf. Habrocomes’ use of uTTOTiOppi (above, p. 199) and Chloe’s naive, but gender- 
appropriate, wish to be a goat grazed by Daphnis (1.14.3: utt’ ekeivou V E p c o p a i ) :  utto seems to be 
used to imply the passive sexual role; cf., however, the men in the wine-presses, who wish to be 
sheep grazed by Chloe (2.2.2: utt’ EKEivqc v E p E O 0 a i ) ,  and yet have just been likened to that overtly 
masculine and sexually-aggressive figure, the satyr: it seems that, like the terms E p c d p E V O C  and ttcuc 
(see above, p. 165, n.15, and p. 184, n.93), utto may take on a very specific meaning when used in a 
homosexual context.
195 The roles are later reversed yet again, as Gnathon refers to himself as an erastes (4.17.3, 4.17.4, 
4.17.5). After rejecting Gnathon, Daphnis keeps a special watch over Chloe (4.12.3): Daphnis does 
not know the apparently exclusive quality of Gnathon’s lust, but he instinctively knows effeminacy 
when he sees it, and assumes that Chloe too is at risk.
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What Gnathon proposes is para physin because the animals don’t do it like that. 
While an argument from nature is an appropriate one for a country boy to make, the 
reader is aware that it is a cultured, and thus urban, argument.196 In the group of 
episodes relating to Gnathon, we find a highly complex web of interlocking ideas in 
which Morgan (2004: 230) is correct in isolating the city/country dichotomy as of 
primary importance. Paederasty is clearly identified as a city pastime: Astylus asks 
his father if he may take Daphnis home so that he can learn ‘the ways of the city’ 
( x d  a a T iK a )  under Gnathon’s tutelage ( u t to  Vv aO c o v o c), an obvious euphemism for 
homosexual sex.197 Longus seems to question whether masculinity is brought into 
being by means of its own social performance, or dictated by some essential core, 
but ultimately the matter is unresolved. In describing Gnathon as a paederast ‘by 
nature’ and having Daphnis argue that paederasty is against nature, he explores the 
way in which culture naturalises the practices of sex and gender.198 Within 
Gnathon’s social ambit, convention promotes paederasty as natural, but within 
Daphnis’, the familiar actions of the animals are natural.199 Daphnis’ rusticity might 
seem to distance him from the urban, elite practice of paederasty, and yet Daphnis is 
really an urban, elite boy. The reader may wonder whether, if paederasty is 
‘naturally’ a city pursuit, it might therefore be more ‘natural’ to Daphnis than he 
thinks. But by the point of Gnathon’s attempt on him, Daphnis has learned other, 
heterosexual, city ways, which govern his aversion to the proposition. It is to these 
that we now turn.
196 On the irony in Daphnis’ argument, see Goldhill (1995: 66) and Morgan (2004: 231). For the 
argument from nature against paederasty in contemporary texts, see Plu. Amatorius 751c and Ps.- 
Lucian Am. 20, 22; for the philosophical grounding of the argument, see Goldhill (1995: 52ff.), with 
particular reference to Plato’s Laws. Proponents of paederasty might argue that boys’ beauty was 
more natural than that of women, and that paederastic love was thus the more natural kind; Menelaus 
effectively makes this argument at Ach. Tat. 2.38.5.
197 4.19.1; note the telling utto again. Writing on classical Athens, Hubbard (1998: 49) notes that 
paederasty was a ‘strongly class-marked institution, of which subsistence-level laborers and farmers 
... had little experience’; see also D. Chr. Or. 7.148ff., on paederasty as a city pursuit.
198 Daphnis and Chloe’s whole story is, as Winkler (1990: 104) puts it, a ‘controlled experiment’: it is 
‘not about the natural growth of erotic instinct but about the inadequacy of instinct to realize itself 
and about the many kinds of knowledge, education, and training required both to formulate the very 
meaning of spontaneous feelings and then to express them in appropriate action. Longus’ tentative 
and exploratory fiction is, we might say, more about culture than about nature, and at times it seems 
to lead us in the direction of the thesis that sex itself is in no recoverable sense a natural fact but is 
through and through a social reality’ (ibid. 103).
199 Winkler observes that in classical discourse ‘nature’ often ‘refers precisely to convention: it is 
norm-enforcing language’ (ibid. 69); see also Veyne (1985: 26-27).
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According to the classical paederastic ideal, the role of erdmenos to a social inferior 
would be inappropriate for Daphnis, as we have seen it to be for Habrocomes.200 As 
in Habrocomes’ case, Daphnis’ sexual status is also a primary motivating factor in 
his reaction to Gnathon’s request, and it is from his sexual experience that he seems 
to acquire his ‘natural’ grasp on the distinctly cultured argument from nature. Prior 
to the urban Gnathon’s appearance on the scene, Daphnis has had sex with 
Lycaenion, who herself comes from the city.201 During his experience, physis is said 
to take over:202 while Gnathon’s form of x a  a a x ik d  may be natural to him, another 
form of x a  aaxiK a comes naturally to Daphnis.203 In the Introduction we noted 
Culler’s discussion of the ways in which narratives confront the interplay of nature 
and culture in the formation of identity.204 Narratives, he states, often exhibit the 
‘complications’ and ‘entanglements’ involved in efforts to establish how identity is 
formed. Daphnis’ ‘natural’ awareness of his masculinity seems a good example of 
such entanglements, and it is worth paraphrasing Culler here: Daphnis discovers 
who he is by acting in such a way as to become what was always his nature. After 
his first introduction to city ways by Lycaenion, he is able to adopt a cultured urban 
argument against a form of urban sex of which he knows nothing. He has had an 
acculturative experience which has imbued him with a subliminal comprehension of 
his own masculinity and of the cultural meanings of sexual acts, a comprehension 
that is attuned to elite city protocols; while such protocols may endorse paederasty, 
they also preclude the sexually mature (and socially superior) male from playing the 
role of erdmenos. Not for nothing does Lycaenion enigmatically tell Daphnis to:
... pEpvqoo oxi oe av 5 p a  syco trpo XAoqe TTETroirjKa.
200 The issue of social status is noted by Winkler (1990: 112-114); see also Konstan (1994b: 29-30) 
and Watanabe (2003a: 48).
201 3.15.1.
202 3.18.4.
203 Theocritus’ influence on Longus is well known (see Morgan 2004: 2-7 and commentary passim). 
In Theocritus (or Ps.-Theocritus), rd ctoTiKa indicates city love of a heterosexual kind: see Theoc. 
20, the rejection of a boukolos by a city girl, who describes her own kisses as aaTiKa (20.4); the 
boukolos complains to his shepherd companions that women from the town (xa damca) will not kiss 
him (20.30); like Gnathon before Astylus, he proceeds to cite examples of divine beings who have 
loved animal-herders.
204 See above, p. 13-14.
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... remember that I have made you a man before Chloe (Longus 3.19.3; trans. 
Morgan, modified).205
His sex with Lycaenion is the moment at which he assumes the identity of active 
male, just as we saw that Habrocomes’ marital status classified him as an aner?06 As 
a newly-made active male with a latent understanding of urban concerns, Daphnis 
recognises that what Gnathon proposes is wholly unsuitable: Lycaenion has taught 
him to exercise his masculinity in the role of erastes in a heterosexual context, and 
has thus prepared him for marriage; after making this transition, he cannot now 
regress to the passive role proposed by Gnathon. A strikingly similar concern with 
sexual boundaries is found in an epigram by Martial, which addresses the constraint 
to learn and perform masculinity in a socially appropriate manner. There, the poet 
warns a young husband that if he has prior experience of homosexual sex, but not of 
sex with women, he will not get away with buggering his wife for long. His best 
course of action is to be initiated into heterosexual sex by a prostitute before 
marriage,207 since:
ilia virum faciet; non bene virgo docet.
She’ll make a man; a virgin does not teach well (Mart. 11.78).
When we take into account the connotations of prostitution in Lycaenion’s name,208 
we see that Daphnis has had an experience remarkably akin to what Martial 
recommends for the young man in the epigram. Commenting on another of Martial’s 
epigrams, Kay (1985: 120) observes that the use of vir signifies a transition from 
homosexuality to heterosexuality: it is never used of the passive homosexual partner 
(puer), and it indicates that the male is now past the age of excusable homosexual
205 Cf. Nape’s fear that if Chloe is not married off soon, she may ‘make a man’ ( a v S p a  u o ii^ a E T O ti) 
of one of the shepherds (3.25.2). It is unclear what is signified by the use of the middle voice 
(TTOinoETai) in Chloe’s case, and the active ( ttettoifikcx)  in Lycaenion’s. Does it perhaps indicate 
Lycaenion’s much more ‘go-getting’ approach to sex? Or does it suggest that Lycaenion is making a 
man whom she then turns out into the world, while Chloe may make a man ‘for herself, in some 
reflexive sense, i.e. a man whom she would then have to marry?
206 Daphnis’ assumption of the active role is signified by the fact that Lycaenion subordinates herself 
to him: a u r r |V  5e UTToo T o p s a a a a  (3.18.4).
207 Kay (1985: 167) notes that visits to prostitutes were ‘a part of every adolescent Roman male’s 
education’, and we have seen a suggestion of something similar in Achilles Tatius (see above, p.193- 
194); we have also observed, however, that it was possible to have too much ‘education’ of this kind.
208 On Lycaenion’s name, see Morgan (2004: 208-209).
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liaisons. Furthermore, he notes (ibid.) that the Greek words ttccTc and avrjp are 
semantically equivalent to puer and vir in this context. Daphnis has not had 
homosexual sex like Martial’s character, but he has made the transition from a 
period when such behaviour would be socially acceptable (at least in the city), so he 
is socially obliged to reject Gnathon’s advances: Lycaenion has made him an aner, 
and no aner plays the role ofpais without becoming feminised.209
Daphnis rejects Gnathon not only verbally but also physically, and the language 
Longus uses here emphasises the fragile nature of Daphnis’ newly-formed 
masculinity:
... oioc t e  ify o I”vd0cov Pid^EaSai Tac x E^ Pa ^ TTpoa<J>Epcov, o 5e 
|jE0uovTa av0pcoTrov Kai EcrrcoTa poAic TTapcoadpsvoc £a<}>r)XEV e ’i c  T q v  
yfjv Kai coaiTEp oKuXa^ aTroSpapcdv k e i ij e v o v  k q t e A i t t e v ,  avSpoc ou 
naiSoc e c  xE,paycoy(av S e o p e v o v  ...
Gnathon then laid hands on him and was set to take him by force, but 
Daphnis pushed him away and sent him sprawling to the ground (he was 
drunk and could barely stand), then ran off like a puppy, leaving him lying 
there. It was not a boy he needed now to lend a helping hand, but a man 
(Longus 4.12.3; trans. Morgan).
If Daphnis is now an aner, what are we to make of him being likened to a baby 
animal? The image of the puppy is perhaps emblematic of developing masculinity. 
Plutarch, for example, relates a story about the Spartan lawgiver Lycurgus’ use of 
differently-trained puppies as examples of how best to train young men;210 the 
puppy motif might therefore be thought to represent a boy on his way to
209 Epstein (1995: 70) rightly notes that ‘[Daphnis’] experience with Gnathon corroborates the lesson 
that masculinity depends upon the assumption of the active role’; see also Epstein (2002: 36). The 
perceived feminisation of the passive role is evident when Lamon, knowing Daphnis’ true social 
status, declares to Dionysophanes that Gnathon wants to take the young man to Mitylene for 
‘women’s work’ (4.19.5: yuvaiKcov epya). Here we might think of Encolpius’ claim that Giton had 
performed opus muliebre. Just as Daphnis has a ‘natural’ awareness of the cultured argument from 
nature, so too is the country-bumpkin Lamon ‘naturally’ aware that passive homosexual sex is 
feminising. "Epya is of course a key word in this text, signifying heterosexual, conjugal love, the 
goal to which the novel is leading. Both Daphnis’ and Lamon’s ‘natural’ understandings appeal to 
and reinforce the educated reader’s awareness of elite cultural protocols.
210 Plu. Moralia 225d ff. As the wolfish Lycurgus trains his Spartan puppies, so the lupine Lycaenion 
trains the puppy Daphnis.
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manhood.211 But it also seems to have a more specifically homosexual sense. 
Fragments are extant from two mimes, entitled Scylax and Catularius {Puppy) and 
attributed to Decimus Laberius, the latter of which appears to refer to anal sex 212 
Indeed, in a consideration of the influence of mime on Petronius, Sandy (1974: 343, 
n.32) suggests that the title Catularius indicates ‘dog-style love-making, i.e., 
sodomy’.213 The word ok\jAcc£ might thus denote either the active or the passive role 
in youthful homosexual sex, both of which roles Gnathon seems to want to play with 
Daphnis 214 There is perhaps one further sense in the use of OKuXa .^ Might it also be 
intended to suggest the fragility of gender, and the particularly sensitive nature of 
Daphnis’ age in relation to the emergence of his masculinity? In this respect, the 
juxtaposition of the words av ip  and t tc u c  in the above passage is important. There 
is of course a double entendre in the notion of Gnathon needing a hand from a man 
where he had previously wanted a hand of an entirely different sort from a pais, a 
young beloved. But there is a more profound meaning in av ip  and t tc u c ,  and here 
we might look to the first myth narrated in the novel, where two young cowherds, a 
boy and a girl, compete at singing. The boy -  very significantly, because the boy 
stands for Daphnis -  is said to have a voice that is louder because he is an avfjp, but 
sweet because he is a t t c u c .215 The boy in the myth is on the cusp of becoming a 
man: he is in some sense both man and boy. The myths in the novel correspond to 
the various stages of Daphnis and Chloe’s sexual development. By Book 4, Daphnis 
has passed the point at which he might be thought both man and boy: he has passed 
the point of no return, and Gnathon is mistaken to view him as a potential pais. But 
the use of av ip  and t t c u c  in both the myth and the passage here highlights the 
sensitivity of Daphnis’ masculinity, and the ease with which he might be robbed of 
it. Writing on Roman texts, Richlin (1993: 532) observes that there is a point in a
211 It may be of relevance to note that Strabo refers to the suckling of Romulus and Remus by a she- 
wolf with the phrase utto XuKcuvrjc oKuXaKEUEO0ai (5.3.2): like Daphnis, these human puppies are 
nurtured by a she-wolf (though Daphnis, as new erastes, is not utto Lycaenion). Given that child 
exposure and suckling by animals play a role in Longus’ myth, it is worth considering that he may be 
intertexting with Roman foundation myth.
212 Scylax: Laber. 101, Bonaria; Catularius'. Laber. 30, 32, Bonaria. Thanks to Costas Panayotakis for 
drawing my attention to these fragments.
213 See also Sandy (1974: 335, n.13).
214 We have also noted Strato’s epigram (AP 12.238) referring to young dogs both mounting and 
being mounted (see above, p. 173, n.48), where the puppies are referred to as o! kuveoi ttcoXoi 
MEipaKiEUopEvoi: the notion of puppyhood seems closely connected to youthful homosexual activity, 
and especially, perhaps, to the alternation of sexual roles.
215 1.27.3.
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young man’s life when he is ‘just on the edge of too-old-to-be-a-pwer, just the age 
for teasing’, and that, ‘[tjesting this edge was a great source of Roman humor’.216 
Daphnis’ ‘edge’ is tested in just such a humorous (though inherently serious) 
manner: Gnathon’s approach to him takes place at the point in his life when he is 
making the transition from boy to man, and consequently when his masculinity is 
most fragile.
Only in Longus’ text do we find an overt negotiation of the roles played by nature 
and culture in the genesis of masculinity. However, both Daphnis and Habrocomes 
are clearly aware (even if only latently in Daphnis’ case) of the protocols that govern 
the performance of that masculinity. Both authors deliberately situate a homosexual 
attempt on their heroes after they have been heterosexually-initiated and ‘learned’ to 
perform the ‘natural’ role of the adult male -  that of erastes. Their new active male 
sexual status is thus a key factor in their reactions against the prospect of becoming 
another man’s erdmenos?'1 Hence, as well as social considerations (in that the 
heroes are the social superiors of their admirers) and generic considerations (in that 
the novel as genre tends to privilege heterosexual, conjugal love), we must also take 
account of sexual considerations. Habrocomes’ and Daphnis’ social, sexual, and thus 
gender identities are fundamental: to submit to these erastai would result in the 
heroes’ feminisation and loss of masculinity. Habrocomes articulates explicitly the 
potential repercussions of youthful passivity, and his fear of feminisation raises a 
concern never far from the mind of the elite second-century male reader: in an 
environment where masculinity is scrutinised and evaluated, a man’s actions (or 
perhaps more importantly, his passions) could come back to haunt him. In the next 
section, this is exactly what we find occurring in the case of Achilles’ Thersander.
The faces o f effeminacy: the moichos and the kinaidos.
We have observed that effeminacy may be characterised by a desire for the passive 
homosexual role, or by an excessive heterosexual lust, or, in the most extreme cases,
216 See also Walters (1997: 33) on the ambivalent and worrisome status of the freebom male youth in 
Roman thought, and see Ach. Tat. 8.10.5, where Thersander’s counsel suggests that the priest of 
Artemis may have slept with Cleitophon because the latter is still young and easy on the eye.
217 I think that Winkler (1990: 112-114) is essentially correct in his argument that it is not 
homosexuality per se that is reacted against in Longus’ text, but rather Gnathon’s effeminate mode of 
homosexuality and the socially inappropriate nature of his designs on Daphnis. Winkler does not, 
however, consider the influence of Daphnis’ sexual status.
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by both. Accusations of kinaideia and moicheia are effectively accusations of 
effeminacy. In the case of Thersander we find effeminacy signalled by both of these 
behaviours. Cleitophon first narrates Thersander’s lascivious attempts on Leucippe, 
and then the courtroom allegations that he had prostituted himself during his youth. 
Given the perceived indiscriminate quality of the effeminate’s desires, it would 
come as no surprise to the reader to find Thersander depicted both as attempted 
adulterer with Leucippe in adulthood, and as passive homosexual in youth.218 His 
behaviour with Leucippe reveals his inability to control his lust and exercise 
moderation; the reader is thus prepared for his later exposure as a willing sexual 
passive. We must remember that we learn of Thersander’s phenomenal 
misperformance of masculinity from Cleitophon, and we shall see later that 
Cleitophon’s narration of Thersander’s misdeeds has implications for the way we 
read Cleitophon’s own performance of masculinity.
The first indication the reader is given of Thersander’s sexual incontinence is his 
acceptance of Sosthenes’ suggestion that Leucippe be kept locked up in order that 
Thersander may take advantage of her 219 At this point, Thersander has not even 
seen Leucippe, but he has so little control over his sexual desires that he accedes 
eagerly to Sosthenes’ offer.220 However, as yet Thersander believes Leucippe to be a 
slave, bought from the brigands who kidnapped her. There is nothing inherently 
effeminate in his presumption of sexual rights over her, since slaves were considered 
possessions with no bodily autonomy, and were therefore available to be penetrated 
or otherwise physically abused (Walters 1997: 39). And yet in the novels we find the 
masculine ideal of self-restraint extended to a man’s dealings (sexual or otherwise) 
with his slaves. For instance, lamenting the fact that she has been ‘murdered’ by her
218 Suetonius offers an example of alleged homosexual passivity in youth, and heterosexual adultery 
in adulthood, claiming that Caesar was the puer of King Nicomedes of Bithynia, and was later an 
adulterer: his reputation was one of both impudicitia and adultery (Jul. 52.3); we shall return to this 
example later on in relation to Cleitophon.
219 Ach. Tat. 6.3.4ff.
220 His characterisation here as effeminate is paralleled by that of Callisthenes, who also experiences 
an uncontrollable lust for Leucippe, having never seen her, but only heard about her beauty: there, 
sowing the seeds for his later defamation of Thersander, Cleitophon states: ‘... for such is the lack of 
self-control in the lewd, that they are led into the passion of love by means of their ears, and report 
has the same effect upon them as the ministry of the love-smitten eyes, acting upon the mind, has 
upon others’ (2.13.1; trans. Gaselee); similarly, Sosthenes advises Thersander to ‘believe ... [in 
Leucippe’s beauty] from hearsay, as though you actually saw her’ (6.3.5; trans. Gaselee). Cleitophon 
seems to intend a certain distancing of himself from these lustful men -  he, after all, fell for Leucippe 
on sight, not hearsay - ,  but we shall see that he might be thought to have much in common with 
them.
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erastes, Callirhoe makes a point of the fact that Chaereas had never even struck a 
slave, suggesting that he was within his rights to do so, but had always restrained 
himself;221 and Dionysius is acutely aware of the importance of not being thought to 
have used force on his new ‘slave’ Callirhoe, despite it being within his rights to do 
so. So although Thersander may fairly expect to take whatever he wants from 
Leucippe as long as he believes her his slave, he ought not to do so. Implicitly, 
therefore, he is characterised as lacking sexual self-control.
But it is not only in respect of a man’s treatment of his slaves that such codes of 
conduct operate: he must also -  and very much more importantly -  moderate his 
behaviour in relation to free women. So, as we saw in Chapter 2, Theagenes 
demonstrates his masculinity by restraining his desire for Charicleia when alone 
with her in the Egyptian cave, and later by rejecting the advances of Arsace.223 
While Thersander has sexual rights over a slave but should nonetheless control 
himself, he has no such rights over a freebom elite woman. Knowing that Leucippe 
is not a slave, but a free woman, the reader is aware that Thersander is at double the 
risk of feminising himself, should he try to take advantage of her. When Sosthenes 
lauds him to Leucippe in an effort to make her well-disposed towards him, her 
response underscores Thersander’s failings as a man: he ought to be lavishing his 
attentions on his city and his wife, rather than on her, and she will only consider him 
coc avSpa ayaSov when he ceases subjecting other men’s wives to hybris.2U 
Thersander soon fulfils his promise as an effeminate. Having heard from Melite that 
Leucippe is Cleitophon’s gyne, he asks Sosthenes to confirm the story, and then 
eavesdrops on Leucippe’s soliloquy, which leaves absolutely no room for doubt as
221 Chariton 1.14.7. Cf. Dionysius’ gradual loss of self-control, hinted at by the fact that he strikes 
Leonas (2.3.6), a detail that stands in deliberate antithesis to Chaereas’ never having done such a 
thing; and cf. the unmanly Cleitophon, who is capable of beating nobody but a slave, and an Egyptian 
one at that (Ach. Tat. 4.15.6) -  and that only shortly after his disquisition on Egyptian deilia (4.14.9).
222 Chariton 2.4.9-10. Cf. the licentious Arsace’s elated reaction to the news that Theagenes is her 
slave, and she can thus do with him what she will (Hid. 7.24).
223 In his characterisation of Arsace, Heliodorus exemplifies the peculiarities of the Graeco-Roman 
construction of gender. In her unusual political position as a ruler whose husband is absent, and in her 
attempts to indulge her desire for her ‘slave’ Theagenes, Arsace is a paradoxical combination of the 
masculine female and the effeminate male, both of whom threaten gender boundaries. Indeed, when 
Arsace baulks at the prospect of torturing Theagenes in order to elicit his sexual submission, Cybele 
responds with a remark that uses the loaded concept of softness in a way that knowingly points up 
such boundaries: A\50ic a5 au paXaK« r^j (Hid. 8.5.11).
224 Ach. Tat. 6.12.3-5.
225 6.9.6-7.
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to her status as a free woman and (effectively) a wife.227 Hearing how much 
Leucippe loves Cleitophon, Thersander curses his rival and wishes that he might 
become him in order to have Leucippe. This wish to become Cleitophon provokes a 
response from Sosthenes that indirectly characterises the hero: he advises 
Thersander that he must not ‘soften’ (ou jjaXaKiGTSOv) in his mission.228 This of 
course pertains to Thersander’s resolve in something which has mutated from the 
seduction of a slave to full-blown moicheia, but collaterally it implies that 
Cleitophon himself is effeminate. Cleitophon has several times been labelled a 
moichos,229 a slur that Sosthenes now applies to him again, immediately after the 
reference to softening. Cleitophon and Thersander are thus more alike than the 
former imagines:230 both are soft adulterers, and Cleitophon’s performance of 
Thersander’s misperformance of masculinity indirectly reveals his own.
Entering the hut and finding Leucippe resistant to his charms, Thersander tries to 
force her to kiss him.231 Her response emphasises his sexual incontinence and his 
inability to perform according to the accepted norms of masculinity: he is not acting 
(ttoieTc) as a free or noble man, but is in fact mimicking (piMil) Sosthenes;232 his 
lust has enslaved him, detracting from his masculinity and, by logical extension, 
feminising him. As we saw earlier, the distinctions between freedom and slavery, 
and activity and passivity, were closely linked.233 As Gnathon, a slave to aphrodisiac 
and alimentary desires, also appears to be a willing sexual passive, so the 
identification of Thersander as a slave to his lust encourages the reader to associate
227 6.16. In her solitude, Leucippe four times refers to Cleitophon as her aner, states categorically that 
she is not a slave, and even announces her elite lineage, all of which emphasises the hybristic nature 
of Thersander’s imminent behaviour towards her. One might say that in his efforts to paint Leucippe 
as chaste and Thersander as sexually incontinent, Cleitophon over-eggs the pudding somewhat. 
Leucippe’s references to the ‘drama’ in which she is acting the ‘part’ of Lacaena are symptomatic of 
Cleitophon’s own obsession with performance; cf. the theatrical words he recounts Cleinias exhorting 
him with at 1.10.7 (see above, p. 189), and Thersander’s premeditated adoption of a different mien 
when he enters the hut after overhearing Leucippe’s words (6.18.1: e’io e p x e tc u  o x f tM c m o a c  e c c u to v  
eic t o  EuaycoyoxEpov Trpoc 0£av).
228 6.17.2; noted also by Morgan (2007: 109).
229 See Schwartz (2002).
230 Much as we noted that Cleitophon reveals himself and Menelaus to be alike, despite his 
protestations that he does not understand paederasty (see above, p. 197).
231 6.18.4ff.
232 6.18.6.
233 See above, p. 199-200.
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him with sexual passivity, long before such charges are ever made.234 Ironically, by 
trying to exercise his masculinity in the most active, aggressive manner possible, 
Thersander leaves himself open to the accusation of passivity: he is the abominable 
figure so common in Roman writings, a man who is both moichos and kinaidos 
rolled into one,235 and his kinaideia will indeed resurface later. Leucippe boldly 
asserts that he will have no success with her unless he becomes Cleitophon. Here 
again we see in Cleitophon’s performance an attempt to emphasise the behavioural 
distance between himself and Thersander; but once more the words he attributes to 
another in fact stress the proximity between the two men. Thersander’s subsequent 
physical violence towards Leucippe only strengthens her defiance: he and Sosthenes, 
she says, are as lacking in moderation as brigands; even the real brigands she has 
encountered exhibited more self-control and did not attempt the hybris they are 
proposing.236 Bandits and pirates were often characterised as lacking the ability to 
moderate their desires;237 they therefore belonged to the same conceptual category as 
slaves and women. Leucippe’s branding of Thersander a slave and a brigand thus 
implies his effeminacy, and given the connection that has been made between 
Thersander and Cleitophon, this implication might also be thought to extend to the 
hero.
Having primed his audience with suggestions of Thersander’s effeminacy, 
Cleitophon later fulfils expectations by narrating the priest of Artemis’ allegations 
that Thersander had prostituted himself during his youth. Bartsch (1989: 128) 
remarks that the court proceedings are ‘a tribute to rhetoric’, with the priest of 
Artemis ‘putting on an act’, indicated by the phrase ‘ t t )V ’Apicmxjjdvouc 
E^ qXcoKcdc KcopcoSiav’. This is undoubtedly correct, although the ‘act’ is of course 
as much Cleitophon’s as the priest’s, and the reference to Aristophanes provides 
another example of the hero’s desire to lay claim to paideia: in his construction of
234 When Thersander later bursts into the shrine of Artemis, demanding the return of his ‘slave’ 
Leucippe, Cleitophon labels him TpiSouXoc (8.1.2). While this term literally denotes slavery by 
descent through three generations (LSJ s.v.), Cleitophon may intend it to signify the triple desires of 
the akolastos: food, drink, and sex; if so, he portrays Thersander very much as a Gnathon-figure.
235 See Edwards (1993: 82-83, 91) on the moechocinaedus in Roman texts, and Winkler (1990: 45ff.) 
on the kinaidos as the opposite of the hoplite in Athenian masculine ideology.
236 6 .22.
237 Brigands practise all forms of sexual excess and overturn sexual codes: see, e.g., Aeschin. 1.191, 
where those who cannot control themselves sexually are said to be those who make up bandit gangs. 
On bandits as morally incontinent, with particular reference to the novels, see Hopwood (1998).
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his characters, Cleitophon is as eager to flaunt his own knowledge of the literary 
canon as he is to recount that of others. We observed in Chapter 1 Cleitophon’s self­
presentation as something of an orator.238 In his narration of the courtroom scene he 
moves from epideictic to forensic oratory:239 while his words may be as peppered 
with innuendo as an Aristophanic play, they owe rather more to Aeschines. The debt 
is one of which any educated reader would be aware, and the especially attentive 
might also recall that Aeschines names one Thersander as a man with whom 
Timarchus has had sexual relations.240 Before even detailing the accusations made, 
Cleitophon refers to the priest’s subject-matter: Thersander’s pomeia .241 The speech 
is thus contextualised in the world of real-life Graeco-Roman rhetorical practice, 
whereby a speaker would accuse his opponent of having been a sexual passive 
during his youth.242 Such accusations were not, of course, always grounded in 
verifiable fact, but they were nonetheless an effective means of defaming one’s
243enemies.
The priest first alleges that Thersander’s ‘mouth is impure’ (aTopaToc Ecmv ou 
KccSapou) and that ‘he has a tongue full of hybris in every way’ (ttcxvtcxxou tt)V 
yAcoTTav pecnT|v ufSpecoc exei)-244 These words refer to the verbal abuse 
Thersander has recently aimed at Leucippe, Cleitophon, and the priest himself, but 
the audience is certainly expected to infer an accusation of oral sex.245 Such an 
accusation would be equally at home in a Roman context: as Williams (1999: 198) 
notes, Roman texts have a tendency to use the language of purity and impurity when 
referring to oral sex.246 He goes on to state that fellatio marked a man as passive; it 
was doubly degrading because the fellator was both penetrated and made unclean 
(ibid.). With his very first words, then, the priest makes an effective attack on 
Thersander’s masculinity. What makes the accusation even stronger is that it
238 See above, p.70ff.
239 Cf. above, p.60-61, where he also seems to adopt the pose of the courtroom orator.
240 Aeschin. 1.52.
241 8.9.1.
242 On this practice in a Roman context, see Richlin (1993: 538) and Walters (1997: 42, n.13); 
Edwards (1993: 70-71) highlights Cicero’s fondness for this form of attack. Winkler (1990: 46) 
observes that accusations of this kind usually comprised three elements: promiscuity, payment, and 
passivity to another man’s penetration; Achilles is no exception.
243 We have already noted the gravity of the suitors’ slander of Chaereas, and Encolpius’ slander of 
Ascyltos and Giton.
244 8.9.1-2.
245 Cf. above, p.204, on Gnathon.
246 See, e.g. Mart. 3.17, 9.63.
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pertains to Thersander’s adulthood: it was not a youthful folly that might perhaps be 
left behind on maturation, but something in which he has continued to engage at a 
time of life when he ought to know better.247 The priest then conducts a 
chronological defamation of Thersander’s life, beginning with his youth, and 
imitating the details given by Aeschines of Timarchus’ experiences as a peipaKiov: 
Thersander allegedly acted the part (uttekpivcxto) of sophrosyne and used the guise 
(TrpooTTOioupevoc) of paideia purposefully to seek out passive sex.248 This 
accusation trades on, but reverses, the stereotype of teachers of paideia abusing their 
positions to acquire sex: the use and abuse of education was clearly not a one-way 
street. But Thersander’s pretense to sophrosyne and his manipulation of paideia 
make him sound really rather like Cleitophon, who, as we have seen, used paideia to 
impress and get close to Leucippe, and later told Leucippe’s father his back-story in 
such a way as to give a shine to his sophrosyne.249 Again we are tempted to think 
that he has much in common with the man from whom he is trying to distance 
himself.
Next, in an image that recalls Menelaus’ remarks in the debate in Book 2, 
Thersander is said to have frequented the gymnasia, using wrestling as a pretext for 
indulging his lust for other men.250 In the case of Menelaus, we observed that his 
obsession with sex and all things physical was symptomatic of effeminacy; here, 
Thersander’s disposition is shown to be similar, and both the reader and the text’s 
internal audience are immediately encouraged to classify him as effeminate. But 
when we learn that his preferred wrestling partners were touc cxvSpsiOTspouc
247 Cf. Aeschin. 1.39: Aeschines will pass over the offences committed by Timarchus during 
boyhood, and will focus on his behaviour after he reached the age of majority — i.e. behaviour for 
which he is wholly culpable and which he cannot attribute to the foolishness of youth. Writing on 
Roman sources, Richlin (1993: 539) notes that accusations of continued passivity in an adult male are 
rare and often vague; in a Roman context, then, the insinuations made against Thersander would be 
particularly appalling.
248 8.9.2; c f  Aeschin. 1.40, where Timarchus is alleged to have used education as a smokescreen. 
Achilles’ priest signals the passive role with the loaded u t t o -  prefix ( u t t o k u t t t c o v  k c u  
UTTOKaTaKAivopsvoc del) and the participle Sexopevoc (8.9.3), and implies that Thersander was paid 
by the use of TTpoapTCupi^ ETo (8.9.3), which might be thought to suggest prostitution.
249 For his spin-doctoring of sophrosyne, see 8.5.2.
250 Thersander’s association with the gymnasia also recalls Cleitophon’s use of the words 
TTai5oTp([3r}C and spcoTOC d0Aiyif|C (see above, p.155-156): once more Cleitophon and Thersander
are rather alike. The priest later calls Thersander o vuKTepivoc SiKCccmjc (‘nocturnal juror’; 8.9.11), 
a phrase rather reminiscent of Cleitophon’s epcoxoc dSAirnje: the reader may again retrospectively 
assimilate the two men; as Vilborg (1962: 134) notes, courts never sat during the night, and the label 
applied to Thersander must therefore relate to his nocturnal sexual excesses.
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(‘more manly’),251 we realise that he is not just effeminate, but hyper-effeminate: 
touc dvSpeiOTEpouc seems to insinuate not only that Thersander enjoyed being 
penetrated, but that he enjoyed being penetrated by a big penis, a pleasure generally 
attributed to women and effeminate men252 Furthermore, the classical Greek 
homoerotic ideal was a boy with small genitalia, so Thersander’s interest in well- 
endowed males suggests contravention of paederastic etiquette. The notion of being 
‘more manly’ might also be thought to imply that the men Thersander chose were 
somewhat older than was acceptable. A man attracted to men who were beyond a 
certain age risked being thought effeminate, as such relationships provoked doubt 
over who was playing the role of active inserter, and who that of passive receiver.253 
When Thersander’s age diminishes his allure and he becomes l^copoc and no longer 
copaToc, he uses his tongue for daeXyeia and his mouth for dvaioxuvTia,254 
committing all kinds of hybris.255 The priest’s rhetoric has come full circle, back to 
the accusation that Thersander willingly performs oral sex, and he has concluded the 
allegations of sexual misconduct with the most morally reprehensible and 
memorable one of all.
In the Introduction, we observed that Achilles’ text comprises several layers of 
performance.256 While we might wish to examine how masculinity is performed by 
the characters in the text, it is impossible to do so without also being caught up in 
the performative quality of the narrative itself: Achilles presents the anonymous
252 See Williams (1999: 86) on the significance of Priapus and the Priapic male in Roman thought. 
Taylor (1997: 365) notes that Roman invective presents the habitual sexual passive as preoccupied 
with the size of other men’s genitals; see HA Elagabalus 5.3 for the claim that Elagabalus sought to 
play the passive role with well-endowed men, on which see Kuefler (2001: 88); see also Petr. 92, 
where, on account of the incredible size of his penis, Ascyltos is picked up and taken home by a man 
described as infamis; and Petr. 105, where Lichas recognises Encolpius by feeling his genitals.
253 Williams (1999: 84) notes that in a Roman context, male post-adolescent prostitutes might be 
asked either to penetrate their male clients or to play the receptive role.
254 8.9.5. The twofold accusation here of things done with the tongue and things done with the mouth 
is interesting: while both clearly impute to Thersander the performance of oral sex, might it be that 
the separate references to tongue and mouth are intended to imply cunnilingus and fellatio 
respectively? See Williams (1999: 199ff.) on the equally bad reputations of the man who performed 
the former and he who performed the latter: he sees in imperial sources the assumption ‘that a man 
whose tastes are debased enough to induce him to perform one of these disgusting acts will readily 
perform the other’ (ibid. 200). We have already observed in the characterisation of Thersander the 
notion that the effeminate may be marked by an excessive lust for both passive sex with men and sex 
with women.
255 Cf. Aeschin. 1.95, where, when Timarchus became e^copoc, men would no longer gratify his 
desires: this suggests, perhaps, that his former clients did not wish to expose themselves to 
accusations of effeminacy.
256 See above, p. 12-13.
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narrator performing Cleitophon performing all of the people in his life, who 
themselves sometimes perform -  like the priest of Artemis, for example. This text, 
more than any other novel, gives the impression of being one huge performance, 
with Cleitophon an ambitious actor assuming multiple roles. But his ambition 
outweighs his ability. In the scenes we have discussed above, we have noted in 
passing that everything Cleitophon narrates seems to suggest something about his 
own performance of gender: he may take on the roles of others, but we are often 
given glimpses of the actor beneath the mask. In the final section of this chapter, we 
turn to Cleitophon’s cross-dressing, which provides a focal point for an investigation 
of his misperformance of gender, and his self-characterisation as effeminate.
Becoming the woman.
In Book 2, Cleitophon likens his erotic enslavement to Leucippe to Heracles’ 
enslavement to Omphale, during which the hero was forced to dress as a woman.258 
At the beginning of Book 6, this image of transvestism is crystallised in action. After 
Cleitophon has slept with Melite, she encourages him to disguise himself as her by 
wearing her clothes, and in this way to escape without being detected. Once he is 
outfitted, Melite says she is reminded of a painting of Achilles; the reader 
understands that she means the young Achilles disguised as a woman. In the two 
myths to which Cleitophon refers -  Heracles in Lydia and Achilles on Scyros -  the 
masculinity of both heroes is ultimately reinforced by their transvestism, for they 
both exercise their gender sexually and father sons during that period (Cyrino 1998: 
214).259 But the notion of transvestism in Graeco-Roman thought is not 
unproblematic. Any man wearing a woman’s clothing, or merely clothing deemed 
overly long or loose and thus insufficiently masculine, might easily be thought 
effeminate: Aristophanes’ effeminate Agathon is portrayed as fond of feminine dress 
and accoutrements;260 Aeschines abuses his arch-enemy Demosthenes by claiming 
that his clothing is indistinguishable from a woman’s, and relating his style of dress 
to anandria and kinaidia;261 Clodius’ infiltration of the Bona Dea festival by 
disguising himself as a woman gave Cicero political ammunition for a long time
257 Or the opposing counsel, Sopater, who begins like an epideictic orator about to declaim: 
TEpaTEUOCCMEVOC KCC1 TpiV paC  TO TTpOOCOTTOV (8.10.2).
258 2 .6 .2 .
259 On the significance of these myths, see also Lindheim (1998) and Raval (2002).
260 Ar. Thesm. 130ff.
261 Aeschin. 1.131.
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after the event (Corbeill 1997: 120); the Romans even used the adjective discinctus 
(‘loose-belted’) as a synonym for ‘effeminate’, regularly drawing attention to 
ambiguous clothing in their rhetorical invective (Edwards 1993: 90; Richlin 1993: 
542). In the ancient world as in the modem, clothing was taken to be an external 
signifier of gender identity.262 While Cleitophon might wish his audience to identify 
him with the masculinity of Heracles or Achilles, emerging triumphant from its 
feminine bonds, the educated imperial reader, aware, as he must be, of such sartorial 
anxieties, is surely more likely to identify him with the figure of the effeminate. This 
identification is sealed by Melite’s remark that Cleitophon is even better-looking 
wearing a dress,263 a statement that aligns Cleitophon with men who cannot control 
their sexual urges, and who adopt feminine clothing and indulge in excessive 
grooming as a means of making themselves more attractive to women 264 As we 
have seen, effeminacy was something of a catch-all concept, often conflating lust for 
women with the passive homosexual role; in addition to announcing Cleitophon’s 
heterosexual lust, his cross-dressing thus plants in the reader’s mind the suspicion 
that his effeminacy might extend to more than just adultery.
Melite asks Cleitophon not only to put on her clothes, but also to leave her his own 
so that she may wear them and through them feel close to him. This is not just 
cross-dressing, but virtual gender-swapping, as Cleitophon willingly forfeits the 
external emblems of his masculinity to a woman, and dons her tokens of gender in 
exchange. But, like Habrocomes’ fear,266 Cleitophon becomes not simply a woman, 
but a prostitute, as Melite gives him a hundred gold pieces, and sends him on his 
way.267 The aim of Cleitophon’s assumption of Melite’s clothing is that he should be
262 The most influential study of the cultural significance of cross-dressing in the modem world is that 
of Garber (1992).
263 6.1.3.
264 An effeminate appearance is assumed to be found appealing by lascivious women (Edwards 1993: 
82-83); this of course says much about Melite. Cf. Ps.-Lucian’s Charicles: he is an ardent fan of 
women, and adept in the use of cosmetics in order to attract them; he fills up his house with women 
until it resembles the Thesmophoria (Am. 9-10) -  the reader is encouraged to think of Aristophanes’ 
play. Ovid illustrates the difficulty of maintaining a masculine reputation while a man is on the hunt 
for women: he advises limited grooming in order to attract women, since excessive beautification is 
the province only of lascivious females and men who seek passive homosexual liaisons (Ars Am. 
1.523-524).
265 6.1.3.
266 See above, p.200-201.
267 The payment of Cleitophon is remarkably similar to that of the Phoenicica’s ego-narrator by 
Persis (A.2.5ff., Stephens & Winkler). There too the narrator is offered the tokens of the woman’s
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mistaken for her and thus be able to leave the scene without being challenged. It 
might therefore be argued that he is merely ‘playing a role’, like a male actor 
playing a female part in the theatre, and that his masculinity is not damaged by his 
act. But his acceptance of money from Melite emphasises the permeable boundary 
between acting and prostitution: acting carried connotations of effeminacy, and 
actors and prostitutes inhabited the same conceptual category;268 indeed, particularly 
open to the accusation of effeminacy is the actor who plays a woman’s role 
(Williams 1999: 139-140).269 In addition, Cleitophon has committed adultery -  in 
itself sufficient to feminise him; his immediate adoption of a woman’s attire is thus 
particularly appropriate, and serves to complete his characterisation as moichos.270
Cleitophon’s transvestism is intricately connected with many other points in the text 
where his masculinity is called into question. His easy acceptance of the female role 
reifies for the reader all of the earlier intimations of effeminacy. When Cleitophon 
had initially resisted Melite’s advances, she had railed against him, saying that he
271rose from her bed like another woman, and was a eunuch and an androgynos. 
Here we have another sharing of conceptual categories: women, artdrogynoi (or 
kinaidoi), and eunuchs were all effeminate, by virtue of not being men, or not being 
proper men; as such they were all believed to have little or no capacity to moderate 
their sexual behaviour. Paradoxically, eunuchs were considered on the one hand to 
be unable to have sex and undesirous of it, and on the other as given to all kinds of 
sexual vice (Kuefler 2001: 35 et passim)?12 Melite’s accusations of course draw on 
the first of these beliefs, but the reader’s thoughts incline to the second. Given 
Cleitophon’s earlier attempts on Leucippe, we know that he certainly desires sex and
femininity -  in this case not her clothes, but her golden jewellery -  and then money; in notable 
contrast to Cleitophon, though he (seemingly) accepts the money, he refuses the feminine trappings.
268 See Edwards (1993: 128ff.) and Duncan (2006: 124ff.).
269 Melite’s desire to wear Cleitophon’s clothes may say something about her attitude towards sex: in 
discussing the Roman correspondence between male actors and female prostitutes, Duncan (2006: 
157ff.) observes that the latter customarily cross-dressed in togae, which signified their profession 
and marked them out from respectable women; cf. above, p.222, n.264, on Melite.
270 See below, p.226: Sosthenes immediately recognises him and labels him a moichos when he
encounters him in Melite’s clothing.
271 5.25.7-8; see also 5.22.5 and 8.5.2.
272 See Philostr. VA 1.34ff., where Damis believes that, because they have been castrated, eunuchs no
longer feel sexual urges (cf Thersander’s words at 6.21.3); Apollonius contradicts him and foretells 
an imminent example of the lust of eunuchs: ironically, a eunuch is caught ‘playing the man’ 
(avSpi^opevov) in the Persian king’s harem (1.37). Cf. also Lucian Eun. 10, where the eunuch 
Bagoas is alleged to have once been caught engaged in moicheia. The figure of the eunuch thus poses 
the perpetual threat of adultery, which is indeed what Cleitophon himself is involved in.
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is capable of it; we have also seen that his inability to restrain himself with Leucippe 
detracts from his masculinity.273 If Cleitophon were to continue to practise the 
sexual continence about which Melite complains, and for which she brands him a 
eunuch, he might reclaim at least some of the masculine kudos he has earlier 
forfeited in his escapades with Leucippe. But in his eventual submission to Melite he 
reveals that he does indeed have the moral fibre of a woman, a eunuch, or an 
androgynos, and in his cross-dressing he also assumes the external appearance of 
such figures. We find eunuchs associated with dressing-up and disguise in other 
sources too, and there again the context is sexual. In Terence’s Eunuch,274 a 
character poses as a eunuch in order to rape a slave girl, and the plot of the Iolaus 
fragment appears to be similar, seemingly also engaging with notions of 
kinaideia.275 In the imperial era, eunuchs were especially associated with the 
worship of Cybele, the Roman face of the Syrian Atargatis and the Phoenician 
Astarte. Eunuch priests are stereotyped in the literary sources as near-transvestites 
and sexual passives.276 When Cleitophon is twice referred to as a eunuch, it is 
tempting to relate these references to his Phoenician nationality and his meeting of 
the narrator before a votive offering to Astarte: Cleitophon is like a self-castrated 
priest who possesses no sexual self-control; he certainly does a comprehensive job 
of castrating himself figuratively.277
In her criticism of Cleitophon, Melite also refers to him as ‘more savage than a 
bandit’, an accusation later levelled at Thersander by Leucippe, as we have seen. 
Melite’s meaning is that, in his refusal to sleep with her, Cleitophon lacks pity, but 
the reader associates bandits, like eunuchs, with a lack of sexual self-control. 
Pantheia’s dream that causes her to interrupt Cleitophon’s attempted tryst with 
Leucippe features a bandit ripping her daughter open from the groin up; Cleitophon
273 See above, p. 143-144.
274 And apparently also in Menander’s Androgynos.
275 See Stephens & Winkler (1995: 358ff.).
276 E.g. Ap. Met. 8.24ff.; Ps.-Lucian A sin. 35ff.; Lucian Syr. D. (the latter less cutting). For the elision 
in Graeco-Roman thought of the eunuch priests of Atargatis/Astarte with the galli of Cybele, see 
Taylor (1997: 33Iff.).
277 Morales (2004: 191-192) observes an apparent connection between Phoenicians and cunnilingus: 
the verb <|>oivnd£co seems to have denoted this practice; if such a connection influenced Achilles in 
his casting of Cleitophon as a Phoenician, this would only add to his effeminate characterisation (see 
above, p.220, n.254, on the status of the cunnilingus in Graeco-Roman thought). We shall return in 
the Conclusion to the possible significance of Cleitophon’s status as a Phoenician.
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is thus assimilated early on with such sexually immoderate figures.278 Bandits are 
the sort of men who dress up in women’s clothing for dubious purposes: the lustful 
Callisthenes had earlier engaged a band of brigands to kidnap Calligone, which they 
effected by disguising themselves as women;279 the disguise is apparently rather 
convincing, as they are taken to be women without question, as is Cleitophon by 
Melite’s porter: so convincing is Cleitophon’s drag act that the porter is 
dumbfounded to learn that it was not in fact Melite that he let out.280 Bandits are also 
conceptually close to slaves, as we observed in discussion of Leucippe’s branding of 
Thersander a slave and a bandit.281 Indeed, one of Callisthenes’ slaves is said to be 
<j>uaei TTEipcmxoc,282 and heads the group of brigands who kidnap Calligone.283 
After causing Cleitophon’s flight from the house, Leucippe’s mother worries that the 
man in her daughter’s bedroom may have been a slave:284 so Cleitophon, like 
Thersander later, is equated not only with bandits but also with slaves. We have 
already remarked on the ancient assumption that slaves could be penetrated;285 the 
equation of Cleitophon with a slave is therefore a loaded one, as it is in the case of 
Thersander.
Walters (1997: 37ff.) observes that the ability to protect one’s body from sexual 
penetration and from beating was a mark of elite social status, and that Roman 
thought symbolically identified these two forms of bodily invasion. He states: ‘To 
allow oneself to be beaten, or sexually penetrated, was to put oneself in the position 
of the slave, that archetypal passive body’ {ibid. 40). We remember that Cleitophon 
three times allows himself to be beaten, twice by Thersander and once by 
Sostratus.286 Thersander’s physical attacks are the legitimate reactions of a 
cuckolded husband, as we saw in Chapter 1 in relation to Chaereas,287 but in the first 
case Cleitophon is being accused of moicheia when he has not as yet engaged in it;
278 2.23.5.
279 2.17.3. Apuleius has a robber escaping capture by dressing as a woman; even he feels it necessary 
to defend his masculinity (Ap. Met. 7.8).
280 2.18.3; 6.2.1. Cleitophon’s cross-dressing is also linked to that of the bandits by the fact that both 
take place during holy festivals (2.16.2; 6.3.2).
281 See above, p.217.
282 We are reminded of Gnathon, who was <J>uoei TraiSEpaarfjc; Achilles’ Gorgias is later described 
as <t>uoEi 4>appaKEuc (4.15.4).
283 2.17.3.
284 2.24.4.
285 See above, p.214.
286 5.23.5ff.; 7.14.3; 8.1.3ff.
287 See above, p.81-82.
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he really ought to defend himself -  something of which he seems aware, as he 
makes the point that he could have done so, but deemed it better not to.288 In the 
second case he describes himself as presenting his face to Sostratus’ hybris; again, if 
he truly believes he is being treated with hybris, he should not, by the masculine 
ideal, tolerate such treatment. When Thersander attacks him for a second time -  by 
which time we know that the beating is really deserved, for Cleitophon is indeed a 
moichos, having slept with Melite when he knew that both Thersander and Leucippe 
were alive -  he once more fails to retaliate, but continues to present his treatment as 
hybris, in which his own teeth come to his rescue by wounding Thersander’s 
hand.289 In his submission to physical assault, Cleitophon thus assimilates himself 
both to the figure of the moichos, whose behaviour reduces him from full masculine 
status and exposes him to physical attack, and to the figure of the slave, who lacks 
corporeal autonomy. The association of the moichos with effeminacy through lack 
of sexual self-control, and the slave with passivity, causes the reader to wonder: if 
Cleitophon allows himself to be beaten, what other forms of bodily invasion might 
he allow?
When Cleitophon leaves the scene of his adultery dressed in women’s clothes, he 
runs headlong into Sosthenes and Thersander; Sosthenes, he says, is the first to 
recognise him:290 unlike Melite’s porter, the slave has no trouble identifying him, 
and the reader, knowing Sosthenes’ unscrupulousness and now on the look-out for 
further signs of Cleitophon’s moral turpitude, might well think this is a case of 
‘takes one to know one’. Richlin (1993: 541ff.) suggests that the characteristics of 
the effeminate -  such as feminine clothing -  that were enumerated and inveighed 
against by Roman rhetoric may have been based on the actual existence of a pathic 
subculture, for whom such clothing ‘formed part of a self-presentation used for 
sexual signals and group cohesion’ (ibid. 543).291 If Richlin is correct, then 
Sosthenes’ easy recognition of the disguised Cleitophon takes on yet another 
meaning. Sosthenes calls him a moichos, who is ‘playing the bacchant’ (Pcxkxeucov): 
having already been encouraged to recall two cross-dressing males, Heracles and
288 His inadequacy is underlined by the fact that the same expression (paTn^Ei Kara KOppqc) is used 
of both Thersander’s attack on Cleitophon here and his attack on Leucippe at 6.20.1; she, by contrast, 
stoutly defends herself.
289 In the ultimate irony he goes on to refer to his wounds as like those received in battle (8.2.3).
290 6.5.1.
291 On the possible existence of such subcultures, see also Taylor (1997).
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Achilles, we are now presented with the image of a third, Pentheus, whose 
masculinity was definitely not reinforced by his transvestism.292 This leaves the 
reader wondering if the ‘women’ who are going to rip our Pentheus apart are 
Sosthenes and Thersander. Their catching of the moichos calls to the reader’s mind 
the possible punishments for the crime of moicheia: Thersander is within his rights 
to beat Cleitophon (which he has done once and will do again), or even to rape 
him.293 Indeed, Cleitophon’s transvestism might be thought almost to invite such 
treatment, and certainly to damage his masculinity: one of Seneca’s declamations 
relates the story of a young man who was gang-raped while going about dressed in 
women’s clothing as part of a bet; he took the rapists to court and won his case, but 
was himself barred from speaking in public.294 As Gleason (1995: 100) remarks, 
‘public admission that he played the role of a woman threatened to vitiate his 
eloquence and destroy his standing as a man’. Cleitophon’s own public admission 
that he has played the role of a woman might well be thought to detract from his 
masculine authority as orator in his own epideictic performance.295
We have noted that Cleitophon’s acceptance of money from Melite smacks of an 
exchange between a prostitute and client. Thersander’s counsel Sopater is thus 
closer to the truth than he realises when he later alleges that Melite had sought to 
commit moicheia, and had found herself a Tiopvoc for that purpose.296 What is 
more, Cleitophon is the sort of prostitute:
... oc Trpoc psv yuvaTkac avSpac dnoiJipETTai, yuvq 5e yivETai rrpoc 
avSpac ...
... who imitates men with women, but becomes a woman with men ... (Ach.
Tat. 8.10.9).
292 See Cyrino (1998: 236ff.). To liken a man to a bacchant seems to be a stock means of attacking his 
masculinity: see Russell (1998: 131-132) on Plutarch’s use of the analogy in his Life of Antony.
293 See, e.g., the miller’s revenge at Ap. Met. 9.28; see also Walters (1997: 39).
294 Sen. Con. 5.6.
295 Cleitophon’s name means ‘glorious voice’, and is thus suggestive of his likeness to an orator. On 
Cleitophon’s name, see Brethes (2001: 185); on names in Achilles’ novel from a Platonic perspective, 
see Repath (Forthcoming a: Chapter 4).
296 8.10.9; see also 8.10.11.
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Sopater’s accusation, that Cleitophon plays the male sexual role with women and the 
female with men, is one that would be familiar to the reader from rhetorical 
invective. Suetonius records Curio as having accused Julius Caesar (a man who had 
allegedly been first a puer and later an adulterer) of being ‘every woman’s man and 
every man’s woman’;297 and Cicero claims that Clodius (that notorious transvestite) 
is ‘often a woman among men and a man among women’.298 Accusations of this 
kind portray the target as so utterly lacking in self-control that he chooses to be both 
moichos and kinaidos -  like Thersander. But in Sopater’s accusation against 
Cleitophon the choice of verbs is instructive: Cleitophon imitates (dTropipE?Tai) 
men with women, but becomes (yiVETai) a woman with men. In other words, he is 
such an effeminate that the best he can manage is an imitation of active male 
sexuality; conversely, his alleged adoption of the passive role with men is so 
complete that he becomes female. We have noted that accusations of this kind were 
exaggerated and not necessarily true,299 but the reader nonetheless easily relates 
Sopater’s words to Cleitophon’s sex with Melite and his subsequent transvestism: 
while he may have played the active part with her, he very soon turned himself into 
a woman, and promptly ran straight into the company of men.
Cleitophon’s narration of Thersander’s moicheia and kinaideia demonstrates that he 
himself is fully aware of the cultural meanings invested in certain male sexual 
behaviours -  he is conscious of the script according to which real men ought to 
perform masculinity. He may wish his audience to denounce the moichos and the 
kinaidos in Thersander, but, as we have seen, this entails the audience’s recognition 
of those same identities in him. So why should the hero represent himself as an 
effeminate, if he has the power to shape his own narrative,300 which we have 
observed him to do in relating events to Leucippe’s father? Marincic (2007: 194- 
195) identifies Cleitophon’s self-presentation as effeminate with the more feminine 
style of oratory adumbrated by Gleason (1990: 405ff; 1995: 127ff. et passim) as an 
alternative form of self-projection and persuasion that an orator might choose. This 
is an attractive connection, and it may well be that Achilles is inspired by such
297 Suet. Jul. 52.3: omnium mulierum virum et omnium virorum mulier; see also above, p.214, n.218.
298 Cic. Dom. 139: inter viros saepe mulier et inter mulieres vir.
299 See above, p.218.
300 Within reason, of course, given that it is another narrator who narrates Cleitophon narrating his 
story.
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practices in his characterisation of Cleitophon -  though, as Marincic (ibid. 195) 
notes, Cleitophon does not use an effeminate rhetorical style. As Marincic (ibid.) 
sees it, Cleitophon ‘styles himself... as a morally and sexually ambiguous character 
... [who] can be seen as a spectacular representative of the species cultus adulter, the 
virile adulterer who uses woman’s clothes or effeminate appearance only as a 
camouflage’. This is not quite right. Although, as we have seen, Cleitophon’s 
transvestism certainly draws on the stereotype of the cultus adulter, he fails to 
perform properly even at such a morally low level of masculinity: an adulterer of 
this kind traditionally adopts an effeminate appearance in order to initiate his 
adultery,301 and not, as in Cleitophon’s case, at the behest of a woman, in order to 
effect an escape. Raval (2002: 152) argues that narratives of transvestism often serve 
as a means of ‘exploring and venting insecurities about the provisional nature of 
masculinity’; indeed, as we have seen, Cleitophon’s masculinity is so provisional 
that the adoption of Melite’s clothing seems to grant him a new gender, and virtually 
even a new sex. I suggest that Achilles has Cleitophon present himself in such an 
effeminate way for precisely this purpose: as a means of demonstrating the 
instability of gender, and of challenging the validity of the accepted scripts of 
masculinity. But has Achilles constructed Cleitophon as an accidental misperformer 
of masculinity -  a man who simply never gets it right, but is ignorant of his 
failings?302 Or is it possible that Cleitophon knows what he is doing, and knows he 
is doing it wrong? Has Achilles created a hero who knows the performance he is 
supposed to give, but deliberately does the opposite, and in so doing challenges the 
male script of both the romance genre and the elite of the real world?
Chapter summary.
Achilles Tatius has long been acknowledged as part of the imperial debate on the 
merits of love of women and love of boys, alongside Plutarch and Ps.-Lucian. But 
we should also view Xenophon and Longus as contributing to that debate. It is 
possible to see in Xenophon both the contestation of classical-style, hierarchical 
paederasty, and the advocacy of ‘true’ love between males. Although Hippothous’ 
relationships with both Hyperanthes and Cleisthenes conform in some outward
301 So the pretended adulterer in Chariton’s novel, Iolaus, and Terence’s Chaerea when planning his 
rape of the slave girl.
302 His narration of the Thersander episode may suggest the possibility that Cleitophon is able to see 
the faults of others, but not of himself.
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respects to the paederastic model, both seem expected -  if not necessarily destined -  
to endure beyond the attainment of adulthood, and are comparable to the relationship 
between the hero and heroine. For the hero to be involved in a homosexual 
relationship is a very different matter. Habrocomes and Corymbus are in no way 
equals, either in terms of emotion or in terms of social status. What is more, 
Habrocomes has already become a man and learned to exercise adult, heterosexual 
masculinity. His reaction to the prospect of becoming an erdmenos illustrates the 
potential threat to masculinity that Graeco-Roman thought perceives as inherent in 
paederasty: paederasty is simultaneously constructed as a rite of passage for a young 
male and as a potentially feminising practice. The situation is similar in Longus, 
though he is less interested in contesting classical paederasty than in questioning the 
roles of nature and culture in the formation of masculinity. Both Gnathon and 
Daphnis seem to act as sites for the investigation of sexual identity, but the results of 
Longus’ experiment are ambiguous. Masculinity and sexual identity appear to be the 
products of both nature and culture; ultimately, Daphnis must perform his gender 
according to the established elite script. Achilles shows as much interest in the 
feminising effects of misperformed heterosexual masculinity as he does in those of 
paederasty. For him, sexualities seem to be fixed, though neither preference is 
privileged over the other, and both may be performed in feminising ways. Like 
Xenophon, though in a far more comprehensive, subversive, and audacious manner, 
Achilles seems to contest the ideals of masculinity, both homosexual and 
heterosexual.
Chariton and Heliodorus have been notably absent from this chapter. Neither author 
engages to any great extent with the issue of homosexuality, and it is worth asking 
why this might be. Do they deliberately avoid the issue, or is it simply surplus to 
their requirements? Is the absence of the theme related to the fact that both authors 
seem to set their fictions in the classical past, while the dramatic dates of Achilles’, 
Longus’, and Xenophon’s stories are rather vaguer? But this would surely make 
engagement with homosexuality more likely, rather than less, since paederasty truly 
found its footing at that time. Is there some significance in the likelihood that 
Chariton is the earliest and Heliodorus the latest of our authors? Given the apparent 
cluster of interest in the issue in the second century (Plutarch, Ps.-Lucian, Achilles, 
Longus, Xenophon (perhaps), Strato), might Chariton be too early and Heliodorus
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too late for homosexuality to be a significant presence on their intellectual radar? 
This might hold for Heliodorus, though I noted in Chapter 1 that I incline towards a 
second-century date for Chariton,303 which would locate him in the period of intense 
interest in the subject. And in fact, while he makes no full-scale investigation of the 
topic, Chariton does see fit to mention it, in Callirhoe’s reference to Chaereas’ 
erastai, and possibly also obliquely, in the importance of the gymnasium in 
Chaereas’ life, and in the use of Homeric intertexts pertaining to Achilles and 
Patroclus (though, as we have noted, he usually transposes these to a heterosexual 
context).304 It may be that such references are Chariton’s way of killing two birds 
with one stone: of adding classical colour to his classical tale, and of acknowledging 
contemporaiy, imperial interest in the subject. A full exploration of the matter may 
not be relevant to his particular purposes, however. Those purposes are somewhat 
different from those of the authors who do explore the issue of homosexuality: 
Chariton’s novel is far more focused than any of the others on the separation and 
eventual reunion of the hero and heroine, and it is especially focused on the 
experiences of Callirhoe; with the exception of the characterisation of Dionysius and 
other rivals for Callirhoe’s love, this novel is little concerned with male sexual 
behaviour. Heliodorus, on the other hand, is certainly concerned with male sexual 
behaviour, and tackles the discourse of effeminacy through Theagenes’ resistance 
both to his feelings for Charicleia and to the advances of Arsace; homosexuality, 
however, seems not to exist in his romantic world. Should we read its absence as a 
sign of the influence of Christianity? I suggested in the Introduction that although 
the authors of the novels may well have been aware of Christian doctrine, the 
discourses with which they engage may be explained by other means.305 I would 
argue that this also holds true for those discourses with which they do not engage. 
Like Chariton’s, Heliodorus’ novel is rather different from others, although similar 
in the basic elements of its plot. As well as being (unlike Chariton’s tale) more 
advanced in terms of narrative structure and language, the Aethiopica is different in 
that it is a novel about a return to a homeland, as much as it is about love and sex. In 
the case of both Chariton and Heliodorus, it may be that such differences in focus
303 See above, p.27 and p.65, n.155.
304 See above, p. 166, n.19.
305 See above, p.20-22.
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are sufficient to induce the author to prioritise some discourses for close 
examination, and to reject others.
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Conclusion
In his discussion of performance theory, Carlson (2004: 205) describes the concept 
of performance as ‘complex, conflicted and protean’, and finds himself ‘troubled ... 
with material from one discrete “chapter” constantly slipping away to bond with 
material in others’. In exploring the performance of gender in the Greek novels, this 
has been my experience too. We observed in the Introduction that some overlap 
between discourses must be both expected and accepted:1 a man’s gender identity is 
made up of interlocking and sometimes contradictory masculinities. Indeed, we have 
seen the performative masculine discourses of paideia, andreia, and sexual identity 
feeding into and informing one another, and sometimes also showing signs of self- 
contradiction. Carlson states (ibid. 206) that because it is an ongoing process of 
doing and redoing, performance has a tendency to ‘resist conclusions’. Nonetheless, 
I shall try to draw some tentative conclusions here, and also highlight some areas 
that this study has not been able to cover, but which might provide the ground for 
productive research in the future.
To consider the second of these issues first, I suggested at the beginning of the study 
that there was nothing in the gender of the novels that could not be explained 
without recourse to the influence of Christianity -  that it is not necessary to view the 
novels as participating in some sort of dialogue with Christianity.2 That is not to say 
that I am inconvincible. Research has recently begun to investigate possible 
connections between the novels and New Testament literature, but much more work 
is still to be done in this area. My own knowledge of early Christian literature is as 
yet somewhat limited, and I have been able to approach the novels from the 
perspective of a classicist only. I would hope, however, that the analysis offered here 
might be of some use to those exploring the representation of gender in Christian 
material. A figure whose surface I have only been able to scrape in this study is the 
brigand. Although others have conducted minor studies on the bandits and pirates of 
the novels, here again there is more to be done, both in terms of the characterisation 
of individual bandits and pirates and how this might relate to ideologies of
1 See above, p.7.
2 See above, p.20-22.
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masculinity in a wider sense, and in terms of the broader semantics of brigandage. 
What exactly does it mean to call a man a bandit or a pirate? How are brigands 
different from other men? What are the differences between noble brigands like 
Thyamis and Hippothous, and run-of-the-mill bandits and pirates like Anchialus and 
Corymbus? A third field that is overdue for investigation is that of gender in the 
novel fragments. Stephens & Winkler (1995) frequently observe similarities in plot 
and characterisation between the fragments and the complete texts, so while it is 
perhaps rather risky to attempt a reconstruction of gender on the basis o f such 
fragmentary evidence, tentative arguments might still be made by reading the 
fragments and summaries in the light of the gender represented in the core texts. The 
Babyloniaca and the Phoenicica seem to be the stand-out pieces, the former 
featuring an extremely assertive and aggressive heroine, and the latter a young man 
apparently deflowered by a woman, though others such as Ninus, Sesonehosis, 
Calligone, Metiochus and Parthenope, and Iolaus are worthy of closer investigation. 
These are all areas to which I hope my work here will make some contribution, and 
to which I hope it may qualify me to turn my own attention in the future.
Moving now to the matter of conclusion, although all five novels are to some extent 
bound together by their subject-matter and the bones of their plots, thus forming 
some sort of genre, the gender performed by their male characters is not exclusive to 
that genre. Gender in the novels is ‘generic’ only in the sense that the same or 
similar characteristics may be found in more than one text, and are sometimes 
performed in the same or similar ways. The novels’ masculinities do not exist in 
isolation, but draw on, and reflect on, both earlier and contemporary ideologies of 
masculinity. In the Introduction, we noted that social change in the real world may 
result in the reinforcement through literature of what might be considered more 
traditional ideals.3 This is in fact what Egger argues in her study of women in the 
novels. She suggests that reading about constrained gender roles may become more 
popular at times when gender roles in the real world are undergoing change:
... when strictly circumscribed models of femininity (as well as of
masculinity) are relaxed, fantasies about the security of traditional, more
3 See above, p.20.
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limited gender identities tend to increase, even if or just because they are 
socially more or less obsolete (Egger 1994b: 279-280, n.54).
The novels’ fetish for classical settings might be thought a mark o f this 
romanticising of tradition and limitation. But where the discourses of masculinity 
are concerned, we have seen that the texts do not straightforwardly reconstruct the 
classical past. Without doubt they are influenced by Homeric and classical notions 
of masculinity, but such notions are tempered by, or subordinated to, what seem to 
be defining aspects of imperial masculinity. By adopting classical or vaguely 
classical backdrops, our authors distance their male characters somewhat from 
contemporary realities such as the rise of the Roman empire and the spread of new 
religious movements; in so doing they free themselves of the obligation to confront 
such contemporary, and perhaps sensitive, matters head-on. On the smaller-scale, 
however, contemporary issues affecting the everyday life of the elite male are very 
much in evidence -  issues such as the practice of physiognomy, the interrogation of 
male sexuality, and the prevalence of public figures like orators and sophists. We 
might therefore say that the novels present the imperial realities of gender within 
their classical fictions.
The contemporary issues mentioned above are united by the notion of performance, 
by ‘a sense of being “on” or doing something “for the camera’” (Bauman 1989: 
266). In the case of andreia and to a lesser extent in the case of paideia too, we have 
seen the concept of physiognomy in operation: these are inner qualities that a man 
shows to the world by means of his outer appearance, and they are qualities by 
which he may be judged; his external image may also be fraudulent, concealing an 
inner nature that cannot live up to what the appearance promises. Closely connected 
to physiognomy are the accusations of effeminacy that we have seen in Achilles’ 
novel. Although such accusations have a long history and may be found in classical 
oratory and comedy, as we have seen from Aeschines and Aristophanes, they are 
most at home in imperial rhetorical invective, to the extent that they may be seen as 
a hallmark of the first few centuries after Christ. Achilles’ characterisation of 
Cleitophon seems to owe much to the epideictic oratory of the second century, and 
to the showy glitz and glamour about which we have seen Lucian complain. So
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while Achilles may set his fiction somewhere in the past, his concerns are 
symptomatic of the imperial present.
Chariton and Heliodorus have much in common, perhaps surprisingly, given the 
likelihood that they are furthest apart in chronological terms. Both are especially 
interested in andreia as a component of masculine identity, and both de-emphasise 
homosexuality. Xenophon, Achilles, and Longus, on the other hand, are particularly 
keen to explore sexual identity and the relationship between homosexuality and 
heterosexuality; all three appear to imply the existence of exclusive sexualities, and 
we might perhaps see such an implication in Heliodorus’ text too, which seems 
almost to deny the existence of homosexuality. It is notable that the texts appear to 
subordinate certain specifically Athenian ideals of masculinity. In keeping with his 
generally negative presentation of Athens, Heliodorus has fun at the expense of that 
paradigm of Athenian masculinity, the hoplite: the only representative of this figure 
is Cnemon, who might look like a warrior, but cannot perform as one, and is 
subjected to Theagenes’ mockery. But that is not to say that Heliodorus does not 
value hand-to-hand combat as a marker of masculinity. Similarly, Chariton cannot 
resist mentioning Athens’ defeat by Syracuse. Military ability is as important to him 
as it is to Heliodorus, but the skills of both Theagenes and Chaereas in this area are 
implicitly superior to those of the Athenians.4 Achilles even flirts with, and never 
truly condemns, the image of the kinaidos, the Athenian ideological opposite of the 
hoplite, and the very essence of unmanliness. Athenian-style hierarchical paederasty 
is, as we have seen, absent from the Aethiopica, but it is also demoted by Xenophon, 
in favour of mutual, reciprocal love, and exposed by Achilles (and to some extent by 
Longus through the figure of the paederast Gnathon) as being about nothing more 
than sex.
Masculinity in the novels is certainly constructed through alterity:5 Theagenes’ 
masculinity is established initially by means of his contrast with Cnemon; Dionysius 
and Chaereas are threatened by emotions figured as feminine or immature; Daphnis 
and Habrocomes’ gender is reinforced by their rejection of a sexual role that stands 
in contrast to the one they have already learned to play; Cleitophon attempts to draw
4 On Chariton’s depiction of Athens, see Smith (2007).
5 See above, p.4-5.
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an implicit contrast between himself and Thersander. The principal ‘other’ against 
which the novels’ male characters are constructed, or against which they try to 
construct themselves, seems to be the effeminate male. So, although they may reject 
certain Athenian values, the novels’ performances of masculinity draw on an 
opposition that goes back to classical Athenian ideology: real man vs. effeminate. 
But, as we have seen, this distinction is also very much a part of the literature and 
life of the imperial period, both for Greeks and for Romans: it has been absorbed 
into, and become one with, Graeco-Roman ideologies of masculinity. As we noted 
in the Introduction, ideals of gender exist in tension with the realities of men’s 
lives,6 and we have seen such tension particularly in the case of Dionysius. But we 
have also remarked that it is in the inevitable gaps between discourse and reality that 
those ideals might be challenged. I have suggested that Achilles operates in those 
gaps, using Cleitophon as a means of contesting the accepted scripts for the 
performance of masculinity. Let us consider Achilles further now.
Whereas in other novels male protagonists frequently strive to attain and maintain 
the ideals of masculinity, in Achilles’ novel they behave almost as if those ideals do 
not exist. Achilles foregrounds masculine codes only to have Cleitophon (and 
others) flout them.7 Morgan (2007) argues -  not just for Cleitophon’s self- 
presentation as effeminate, but also for his factual errors and his apparent knowledge 
of things he cannot possibly know -  that we are to see in Achilles’ text a ‘hidden 
author’ technique, as Conte (1996) has argued for Petronius’ Satyricon, whereby the 
author ‘contrives to communicate with the reader behind the back of the narrator’ 
(Morgan 2007: 108). I have indeed suggested here that this is one level at which we 
might read the text: Cleitophon provides a constant source of amusement for the 
reader who knows how a real man should perform his masculinity. Morgan asks (but 
never quite answers) the question of whether Achilles’ novel is ‘to some degree a 
satirical commentary’ on his world. I would answer that question affirmatively. In 
her discussion of the significance of the effeminate Agathon in Aristophanes’ 
comedy, Duncan states:
6 See above, p. 10.
7 The positive transformation of Callisthenes counterpoints Cleitophon’s own behaviour.
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In Agathon, we have playwright, actor, and character in one figure on stage. 
Aristophanes uses him to suggest the dangerous potential of watching 
tragedy: seeing him and listening to him make the audience resemble him 
(Duncan 2006: 46).
This is a useful way of thinking about Cleitophon, whose identity is similarly 
ambiguous: he is a character in a novel, the narrator of his own story, and a 
performer within that story, and he treads a fine line between genders, frequently 
falling off the tightrope on the wrong side; he is (like Agathon), the writer of tragic 
experiences, and yet in the trial in Book 8 he finds himself surprisingly at home in 
an Aristophanic world (like Agathon); he is (like Agathon) a transvestite, and even if 
his cross-dressing is only a one-time thing, it is nonetheless a symbolic, 
performative moment at which the novel’s other hints at his effeminacy are 
concentrated in physical action. What effect might these things have on the reader? 
Cleitophon’s failings as a man may make him seem realistic, as we have noted, but 
how real is too real? When does his misperformance of masculinity get too close to 
the reader for comfort? If Duncan (ibid. 47) is correct in arguing that theatrical 
transvestism is a sign of a ‘crisis of identity not only for the actor (“is there anything 
under the costume?”), but for the audience (“what does watching a play make us?”)’, 
then how might the reader feel on reading of Cleitophon’s transvestism?8 I find 
myself amused at Cleitophon’s expense, yet I am also irresistibly on his side; I do 
not fear that I might be similar to Cleitophon in ways that my culture dictates I 
should not be. But a male reader, steeped in the performative, competitive, and 
intensely virile atmosphere of the Second Sophistic, might well experience such 
anxiety: the example Cleitophon sets of transvestism and moichokinaideia might be 
unsettlingly close to home.
If Achilles’ novel is indeed a commentary on his world, how radical a commentary 
is it? And if the example Cleitophon sets might be thought to express the reader’s 
own concerns about masculinity in a way that could be unsettling to him, how does 
Achilles make his novel readable? In the first place, the narrative technique Achilles 
chooses (a primary narrator who narrates Cleitophon’ narration) doubly distances
8 After all, Cleitophon himself says that one is incited to imitate example (1.5.6).
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the author from what he writes;9 to some degree, then, Achilles separates himself 
from the commentary he makes on his world’s masculine values: he makes that 
commentary only implicitly and obliquely. In the second place, Achilles casts 
Cleitophon not as a Greek, but as a Phoenician, thereby distancing his hero’s 
effeminacy both from himself and from the reader. As a totally hellenised race, the 
Phoenicians are Greek enough for the reader to identify with them, and yet they 
remain alien enough to be stereotyped as debauched.10 By creating a central 
character who is sufficiently Greek to be meaningful to the reader, but ‘other’ 
enough in his ethnicity to be non-threatening, Achilles is able to question the value 
and attainability of Graeco-Roman ideals of masculinity. The Phoenician Cleitophon 
is a safe site for the investigation of gendered identity: by virtue of not being Greek 
or Roman, he has licence to misperform masculinity. However, by not resuming the 
novel’s frame and thus never passing judgement on Cleitophon’s misperformance, 
Achilles might perhaps be read, if not as endorsing Cleitophon’s actions, then at 
least as taking a laissez faire attitude towards them.
We have noted MarinCiC’s suggestion that Cleitophon in some ways resembles the 
real-world proponents of a more feminine style of oratory.11 In an analysis of 
performance and theatricality in Second Sophistic oratory, Connolly argues that 
non-Roman orators of this type may sometimes have deliberately cultivated 
effeminate oratorical styles and physical appearances in order to subvert the ideals 
propounded in Roman rhetorical handbooks. These orators, she remarks:
... play up Roman vices: they imitate, pose, wear perfume, play the woman.
Above all, they do not conceal the mimetic habits that Roman orators treat
with fear and disgust (Connolly 2001: 92).
With the exception, perhaps, of wearing perfume, this sounds very like Cleitophon. 
Connolly goes on to state that:
9 A similar argument could be made for Longus, who presents his narrative through a painting and a 
narrator; unlike Achilles, however, Longus ultimately reinforces accepted codes of masculinity.
10 On Phoenicians in the novels, see Briquel-Chatonnet (1992). For other implications of 
Cleitophon’s ethnicity, see Morales (2004: 48-50, 55-56) and De Temmerman (2006: 361).
1' See above, p.228-229.
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... the prescriptions of the performance of proper manliness which fill 
imperial rhetorical handbooks and ethical treatises contain the seeds of their 
own subversion (ibid. 95).
In his construction of Cleitophon, a man who seemingly knows the script but does 
not follow it and yet gets away with his misperformance, might Achilles too be 
subverting such prescriptions of masculinity?
In differing ways and to differing extents, all of the novels confront what it means to 
be a man, and not just in a classical, romantic world, but in the real and very 
contemporary world: masculinity is epideictic -  it is a thing performed, perhaps not 
well or convincingly, but performed nonetheless. In his analysis of Renaissance 
literature, Greenblatt (1980: 4-6) views the cultural system of elite self-fashioning 
evident in his texts as existing in interplay with similar systems in the lives o f the 
texts’ authors and the world in which they lived. Although the authors of the Greek 
novels are shadowy figures about whom we know next-to-nothing, we do know 
something of the ideals of elite life in the imperial period. Perhaps we can believe 
that Chariton, Xenophon, Achilles, Longus, and Heliodorus in some way wrote their 
own (mis)performances, their own experiences and fears, into their male characters, 
and that through his text each author expressed his own concerns not just about 
being a man, but about being seen to be a man.
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